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Where We A e h Federal Legislation Programs

ALBERT L ALFORD

Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Legislation, U. S. Office of Education

Washington, D. C.

I would like to give you some indication of where we are in federal
legislative programs in education, what we are trying to do in connection
with administrative proposals, and indicate what we may expect in thefuture. First let us put the federal educational programs in perspective.
We have had a great expansion in education legislation in recent years,which can be described in two ways: one through the indication of dollars,
and the other through the actual programs.

The growth that has taken place in dollar terms can be illustrated by
the growth of the U. S. Office of Education's budget. This budget doubled
in the period of fiscal year 1964 to fiscal year 1965. It doubled again inthe fiscal year 1965 to fiscal year 1966, and we are currently operating
on a budget of about 31/2 billion dollars per year. This does uot mean thatthe U. S. Office of Education in Well has grown this rapidly, because
most of the money involved here is distributed to the states and localities.There has been quite a growth in staff, and we have faced problems of
organization and reorganization in terms of meeting the needs of these
new federal programs. Our proposed educational program for the fiscalyear 1967 will not continue at the same rate as in the past, but current
proposals now before Congress would result in a net increase of approxi-mately 329 million dollars for fiscal year 1967. While this may seemsmall in comparison to happenings in the past two years, it is still morethan we were spending altogether for education programs less than adecade ago.



In order to bring this into perspective, we might emphasize that the
federal government, in spite of the great increase in the amount of money
available, still accounts for a small proportion of the total educational
expenditure in this country. Our educational enterprise today is running
at a rate of about 40 billion dollars a year, and the share of the federal
government is still a small portion of the total. The bulk of the educational
enterprise remains at the state and local level.

There is another approach we may take to examine the happenings of
the last fcw years. Let's examine some statistics and note the programs
under which the federal government operates. Well over 100,000 stu-
dents from low income families are attending college under work-study
programs this year. It is estimated that four out of five of these students
would not be able to attend college without this assistance. Approximately
7,800,000 students are enrolled in federally aided vocational and technical
schools. This represents a 30 percent increase over last year. About 125
vocational and technical schools were constructed with the aid of the 1963
Vocational Education Act. These schools will accommodate as many as
400,000 students annually when they are completed. One out of 17 college
students is receiving help from the National Defense Student Loan Pro-
gram. Almost 900,000 students in 1700 colleges will soon have borrowed
almost 800 million dollars under this program, which began in 1958. Six
thousand graduate students are working toward doctorates under the
National Defense Education Act Graduate Fellowship Program. This
represents an increase of 40 percent over last year. Approximately one
half million students will benefit from undergraduate facilities now being
built by 460 colleges and universities. Also under construction are 26 new
community colleges and technical institutes, to benefit 50,000 students.
Some 360 public libraries are being built under the Library Services and
Construction Act of 1964. It is estimated this will benefit some 23 million
Americans. The major piece of legislation that was passed last year, the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, is now in operation and will be
extending benefits to approximately five million educationally disadvan-
taged children under Title I. Several million textbooks and library books
will be purchased under the library provisions of ESEA. We can also
expect an extended quality in education through the Supplementary Centers
and Services Program. Over 500 projects have already been approved
under this particular title, and there will be more before the end of the
fiscal year. This is not to mention several hundred million dollars in
programs which operate through our Impact Area Program and various
other titles of the NDEA_ These figures may convey an idea of the variety
of activities which the federal government is supporting. I believe these
activities may be considered vital to our educational community.

This rapid increase has taken place over approximately the last 21/2
years. We have a history of federal legislation for education dating back
to a period priot to our Constitution, but in the past 21/2 years about 23
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pieces of education legislation have been passed and sip"' into law.
These include the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963, the Vocational
Education Act of 1963, the Manpower Development and Training Act of
1963, the Library Services and Construction Act of 1964, the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the National Foundation for the
Arts and Humanities Act of 1965, the National Vocation Student Loan
Insurance Amendments, and the Higher Education Act of 1965. This year
the Congress has passed its first piece of education legislation, the Cold
War GI Bill. This is a substantial list and is indicative of the variety of
activities now being supported in the education field by the federal govern-
ment. Although tremendous progress has been made and a number of
programs are currently underway, we cannot assume the job is done. There
are many areas which are still weak and require support in the field of
education.

Congress has a number of other areas of interest, for example, the con-
struction of elementary and secondary classrooms, sabbatical programs for
elementary and secondary school teachers, programs to provide specialists
in child development in the pre-school years of education, the training of
semi-professional workers to act Ls librarians, teacher aides, welfare aides,
and others. Problems of school heultN nutrition, physical and mental
difficulties have received the attention of Congress, and there is interest in
legislation in this field. There are also various types of tax credits, reduc-
tions and exemptions for the expenses of education and training. There has
been some interest in revision of the National Defense Education Act
titles, such as opening Title III for additional subject areas to be included
in the benefits for materials and supplies. In many of the programs, such
as the Title XI institutes, the demand has far exceeded the supply. Also,
it will be of interest to learn whether the programs are meeting the needs
of the local communities.

I would like to emphasize, in connection with these proposals, the role
of industrial arts in recent education legislation. As you know, industrial
arts does participate under the institute program in Title XI of the NDEA.
The Manpower Development Training Act and other items of legislation
all have their impact on programs in industrial arts. The Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 does not provide for particular subject
areas, but industrial arts has a role to play in most of the titles of this
particular act. Title I involves programs for the educationally deprived
child in poverty, and the industrial arts program could be embodied as a
part of the local school district's program in this area. Under Title II
books, library resources and journals can be oriented to industrial arts as
well as other areas. Title V supports state departments of education, and
the states should look into the situation of industrial arts.

Now we will summarize the proposals which have been introduced into
the Congress on behalf of the present administration. There are four basic
bills, only one of which represents new legislation, namely, the Interna-
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tional Education Act of 1966.
The Elementary and Secondary Education Amendments of 1966 in-

cludes several parts. One part represents a renewal of the authorizations
under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. All of the
titles under that act, or the authorizations of the titles, expire on June 30,
1966, so if the programs are to continue Congress must renew the authori-
zations. So we have introduced as a part of this bill a request to renew
and in almost all instances to increase the authorizations. Title IV of this
legislation is the Cooperative Research Title, which is a continuing piece
of legislation, and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act simply
provided a five-year, 100 million dollar grant for the building of educa-
tional laboratories. This was not new legislation, as were the four other
titles. In addition to the renewal of the program, we are recommending
certain modifications, for instance, increasing the authorizations. The
amounts spent under Title I would remain essentially the same. But there
is an unusual method of authorization under Title I in that no specific
sum is authorized, but rather built into a formula for distributing funds.
We will not fully know the difference until we see how the program is
operated this year and how it would operate next year, since we expect
full utility in fiscal year 1967. In Title II, the authorization is being in-
creased from 100 million dollars to 105 million dollars. In Title III, for
Supplementary Centers, the authorizations would be increased from 100
million dollars in 1966 to 150 million dollars in 1967, with hopes that the
full amount would be appropriated. Title V is raised from 17 million
dollars to 22 million dollars available for state departments of education in
their support programs. In addition, we are asking for inclusion of some
new groups. Under Tides I, II and III it has been requested that Indian
chik en enrolled in Bureau of Indian Affairs schools be covered and a
count made for this purpose. We also hope to cover migratory children
under Title I, Elementary and Secondary Education Act, since they repre-
sent a large poverty group in this country.

The Congress directed in 1965, a study of the Federal Aid Impact Pro-
gram. The Stanford Research Institute, located in California, undertook
the study and a report was submitted to Congress. Based on their recom-
mendations, along with some other technical amendments, the result is a
reduction in the amount of money to be expended for this program. The
level of authorization for this year is about 416 million dollars, and for
the fiscal year 1967 it would be about 183 million dollars.

The second bill that the administration has proposed is the Library
Services and the Construction amendments of 1966. The Library Services
and Construction Act of 1964 expires this year, and the request is for
renewal of the act. They would increase the amounts of money for
Library Services from 25 million to 271/2 million, and would maintain th:::
same level for Construction at 30 million. We would, however, ask for a
five-year program. The extension of four additional years is requested

4
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because one of the basic problems in this particular act is that administra-
tors at the local level wish to be assured that the programs will be con-
tinued. A generalization at this point might be that the administration is
moving in the direction of preferring five-year terms in legislation so that
the states and localities may effectively plan for their education needs.

The third act which is being proposed is the Higher Education Amend-
ments of 1966. This can be summarized by saying that we are asking for
a renewal of the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963. We would
continue for the next year, at least, at essentially the same level of par-
ticipation as for fiscal year 1966, with an increase in the loan program that
would be available to the institutions of higher education for construction.
We have asked also for an amendment to the National Defense Education
Act by changing the procedures under Title II to allow a shift of the
student loan program into the private sector. There is no intention of
modifying the program in any way as far as benefits to students are con-
cerned, but under Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 there
was introduced a massive loan program which extends benefits to middle
income students and subsidies for students from families with net incomes
of up to 15 thousand dollars a year. This proposal would continue the
movement of financing into the private sector. This is based on a theory
that financing is handled better by the financial community, since schools
and colleges are not in the lending business. But there is no intention of
reducing any of the benefits. It is simply a shift in the method of financing
the program.

Title HI of the Higher Education Act, which deals with strengthening
developing institutions, expires this year, and we are asking for a renewal
of this program at a higher rate. This title assists weaker and smaller
institutions to achieve a quality level in order to meet the burgeoning ep
rollments in higher education by establishing cooperative arrangements
whereby they nay draw on the talent and experience of leading colleges
and of business, and industry. We certainly need full use of the facilities
that are possible under this act.

The fourth and final act is the International Education Act of 1966.
This piece of legislation is a result of the statement of the President at the
Smithsonian Centennial celebration, and it represents the only legislation
currently before Congress in the education field as far as administration is
concerned. One part of this act would provide grants for the purpose of
establishing graduate centers for research and training in international
studies. A second part would provide grants to plan, develop, and ad-
minister activities to strengthen and improve undergraduate instruction
in international studies through grants to institutions of higher education.
There would also be a broadening and liberalization af Title VI of the
National Defense Education Act, which now provides for foreign language
and area studies. This would be a modification of an existing act. In
addition, there are about seven other proposals which the President has
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made in the field of international education, but all of these would be
carried out by administrative modifications through existing authority.

We have appeared before the committees for all of these legislative
items in the House of Representatives. The next step, so far as the House
is concerned, will be a committee review and the issuing of a report for the
Rules Committee. Then it can come before the floor of the House of
Representatives. The piece of legislation in the field of international educa-
tion is closer to completion than any of the other pending items. As far as
the Senate side is concerned, Senator Morse has held hearings on the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Amendments, but there have been no
hearings on the three other pieces of legislation.

Now we may take a moment to consider the reaction of Congress to the
administration proposals. You may be aware of the criticism of the pro-
posals. The interesting thir,g is that the criticism is oriented to the fact
that we are not asking for enough money. It should be remembered,
however, that we are asking for a net increase of approximately $329
millions in these proposals. This is more than we were spending for all of
our programs less ti an a decade ago, so we feel there is a moderate and
a justifiable increase in the programs for the fiscal year 1967.

The requests of the administration would have been larger this year if
it had not been for the Vietnam crisis and for the accompanying threat of
inflation. We are all aware of the present tendencies toward inflation.
There are those who maintain, many of them in Congress, that we can
provide both for Vietnam and for our domestic needs. However, it is the
considered judgment of those persons in the administration who carry the
responsibility for the over-all consideration of federal programs and the
state of the economy that this cannot be done without serious danger of
inflation. Rises in the cost of living are symptoms of this, and it would be
a shallow victory if the appropriations were increased substantially only to
have the net gains of these appropriations completely wiped out by the
effects of inflation on the total program of education throughout the coun-
try. While we would not request a slow-down in administration proposals
for this reason, the U. S. Office of Education can well use this time to
attempt to consolidate the programs which have been passed in recent
years. Adjustirag administratively to these vast new programs has been
a problem, and I think we can use a year cif moderate increase to advan-
tage.

Now I would like to comment on the ways in which legislation is
passed. Both the administration and the Congress are interested in ideas
which will lead to the strengthening of American education. One of the
functions of professional associations is to make such ideas known. I
should like to emphasize that ideas, whatever they may be and in whatever
field, require support of information and facts which will show that the
ideas are sound and will make a major contribution to our educational
system. Given sufficienipttical power, it is possible to pass weak or bad
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education legislation, but neither the Congress nor the administration,
much less the educational community, want this to happen. It is relativelyeasy to get legislation introduced at the state level or at the federal level.It is more difficult to get it passed. While there are exceptions to the rule,it is easier to get legislation considered and passed if it has the stamp of
approval of the administration. Then: are good reasons for this, aside from
the point of possible political influence of a chief executive. Administration
approval means that the proposal has received a close scrutiny by manypersons at the expert and technical level and at the policy level, and th:idea does represent a responsible approach to meeting the needs of educa-tion. While the Congress may not always agree with the details of a pro-posal, it will usually agree that if it has received the administration's ap-proval, it is sufficiently significant to at least conduct hearings and give it
further consideration.

We tend to think that the needs of our own special area are in theinterest of society, and are perhaps the most important needs of society.Now we in the U. S. Office of Education are always receptive to ideas, butit should be understood that we are not always convinced of the effective-
ness of such ideas. We have the same experience internally ourselves inthat some of our propcsals are not received with approval at the higherechelons. But as we move to higher echelons, where the responsibilitiesare greater, different perspectives are produced. We must all keep working
toward the goals that we desire, and we must not abdicate from our effortsbecause of the possibility that our ideas might not be well received.

At the federal level there has been a general tendency to follow what is
called a categorical approach; that is, we select a specific need in education
and attempt to support that particular need. This tendency is now chang-ing. An illustration is Title III of the NDEA, which includes specificsubject matter areas. In 1964, when this came up for renewal, the ad-
ministration took the view that they would prefer to have flexibility from
an administrative point of view so that when there was a need for a newsubject matter area to be supported, this could be done under a broadauthorization rather than have it specifically mentioned in the law. Wecan note the experience under the Vocational Education Program toillustrate some of the problems we have in freezing in certain subject
matter areas. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 is a broad act.There is authority to change the whole pattern of vocational education inthis country, but we have built in some ideas and concepts through thelong history of support for particular occupations which have been difficultto overcome and to modify. We must note, in the final analysis, thatCongress still finds it easier to pass categorical aid legislation. One of thereasons is that they have a relatively sharp focus on needs when they aredealing in specific categories. When generalized terms are used, it is harderto arrive at the facts. However, I believe we will have more efforts towardgeneral support in the years to come. We may haye to approach this
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through what might be described as broader categorical aids. For ex-.
ample, the construction of elementary and secondary schools is a cate-
gorical aid, but in itself it is a broad type of aid. The same thing is true
of support of pre-school programs.

Whatever the method, there is no doubt that education legislation will
continue to be introduced. I can assure you that education enjoys a posi-
tion of first priority in the eyes of the administration. All of the persons
I have had contact with have shown a dedication to improving our educa-
tional system. The legislative activities of recent years speak louder than
words in support of this thesis. We can certainly expect continued progress
through the newly strengthened partnership of local, state, and federal
governments in this most vital of endeavors.

le
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Implications for Industrial Arts hi Federal Legislation

KENNETH E. DAWSON

Executive SecretaryTreasurer, American Industrial Arts Association

Washington, D. C.

Specific implications for industrial arts in the field of legislation indicate
that we have at last managed to get one foot in the door. This is significant.
On November 8, 1965, President Johnson signed into law the HigherEducation Act which amended the National Defense Education Act toinclude industrial arts in Title XI, the institute section.

If industrial arts could have one item of legislation, Title XI might wellbe the one selected. For, indeed, we must have qualified people, and wemust raise our profession to the very utmost in modern approaches toindustrial arts in methodology, content and ideas. Getting our peopleinto schools to further their education in their chosen field is most impor-tant, and the assistance of the United States Government is now available.Now a bit of history in connection with the institutes for the summer of1966. Possibly because of time differences across the nation, I have hadmy sleep disturbed on numerous occasions along the lines of the followingexample. Late one night the telephone rang and someone said, "Ken, weare disturbed about the NDEA institutes, that everyone didn't get one."My answer was that a formal explanation would be forthcoming at theconvention, and here it is.
In November, after the Higher Education Act was signed, the U. S.Office of Education invited fifteen people to Washington to write guidelinesfor industrial arts institutes. The guidelines written- by this group wereaccepted by the U. S. Office of Education and a document compiled,
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which has now been published. The guidelines contain specific informa-
tion and ideas on how industrial arts institutes may be conducted. The
entire field, from below the baccalaureate degree to the post doctorate, can
be helped. The universities with pilot institutes for the summer of 1966
are five. These are The University of North Dakota; The State University
College at Oswego, New York; Northern Illinois University, Eastern
Michigan University, and The University of Maryland.

How were these five selected? First, the bill was for the fiscal year 1967.
There were no dollars for the current year. However, with the good effort
of Dr. Don Bigelow of the U. S. Office of Education and others it was pos-
sible to find a little over two million dollars, enough to provide some
institutes on the pilot basis. As you know, the bill was extended to include
not only industrial arts but civics and economics as well.

How can tax dollars which are applicable to all people be spent on such
a limited basis? On January 24th, 25th, and 26th, the American Industrial
Arts Association held a leadership conference in Washington, at which
time Dr. Bigelow was invited to discuss with us the possibility of establisb-
ing a few pilot programs for the summer of 1966. There were present
approximately 100 leaders in industrial arts, representing many colleges
and universities and most of the states of the union. Dr. I3igelow pre-
sented this idea: Much good would be accomplis ied if five pilot institutes
could be selected by the profession and by the U S. Office of Education
with the good will of the field and without any adverse reaction. It was
agreed by the leaders who attended to abide by Dr. Bigelow's idea that the
authors of the guidelines and certain other specified leaders would be
asked to present names of schools capable of and desiring to hold institutes
on a pilot basis during the coming summer. All of the schools represented
at the leadership conference who desired to have a pilot institutes were
invited to present a proposal. Twelve proposals were received, readers
were called in by the U. S. Office of Education, and five were selected
from the twelve. This is standard procedure. The same procedure will
be followed next year, except that all colleges and universities can submit
proposals.

It might be well to stress certain points for the benefit of complainants.
The U. S. Office of Education suggested a plan to serve as a genesis and
the plan was endorsed by leaders in industrial arts. The five institutes we
do have exceed expectations, as we should actually have had none this
summer. Now, there is a capable man with a Ph.D. in industrial arts on
the staff of the U. S. Office of Education, assigned to the institute section.
This came about as a result of the preliminary work done on the institutes.

May 2, 1966, is the deadline for having proposals into the U. S. Office
of Education for the fiscal year 1967. I have been asked to estimate how
many proposals will be received. My estimate is there will be between
125 and 160. It is hoped that the industrial arts field will not let us down,
because this is not a categorical title once you are accepted. Last year
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there were 32.5 million dollars for the institutes. There will be 50 milliondollars for fiscal 1967. But the dollars are not allocated to any particular
area of education. Those with the best proposals and the greatest need
will get the awards. I urge you, in the colleges, to submit the best possible
proposal and to keep in mind the May 2nd deadline. Finally, next year itis hoped we will have from 50 to 75 summer institutes for industrial arts
across the nation. So much for Title XI.

Now we will procee to Title III of NDEA. As you know, we have
been working on this tide for almost two yet,rs. This was the beginning
of our efforts in the area of federal legislation. This is, perhaps, the mostdifficult title to enter because it carries a great deal of money. It may bedifficult for us to achieve a breakthrough here because industrial arts is
an expensive item in school budgets. We must justify our goals beyond
the efforts of other fields, and we should face honestly the fact that those
who are already in Title III may prefer to see industrial arts excluded be-
cause we have such an expeasive program. We must become super sales-
men and sell our program above the ones now in and those trying to get in.In Title III, however, we have wonderful bipartisan support on both the
Senate and the House sides of the Hill. When we requested Congress toinclude industrial arts in Title XI, to my knowledge all of the people, re-publican and democratic, on the subcommittees in both the Senate and the
House, voted for the inclusion of industrial arts except one, and she,
creditably, stated she wished to study the matter further. We do have
support, but we must not stop now, or we cannot expect to have industrial
arts included in Title III. We must continually tell the story of industrial
arts, tell our needs, tell what we can do that no other subject area can do.Industrial arts is a unique offering. Let us make this known.

When it was found that Senator Wayne Morse would be unable tospeak at oar conference because of pressures of business with a SenateLabor subcommittee, I submitted to him three questions, with the ex-pectation that his answers would be helpful to us in planning for the
future. Following are the three questions, Senator Morse's answers andsome personal comments.

Question: Do you think NDEA will be open this session of Congress:
Senator Morse: Since S 3047 opens Title II of NDEA, it is possible

that other titles of the act could be given consideration.
Comments: My opinion is that when NDEA is opened in Congress,

industrial arts will be included in Title RI. But it seems to be the opinionof the Administration and of the National Education Assoc;ation, as wellas of some congressmen and senators, that NDEA will not be reopened
this year. We do know that there have been numerous bine introduced bymembers of Congress to reopen NDEA, for instance, one by Senator
Harrison Williams of New Jersey, who asked us to present floor remarks
to help him lay a bill before the Senate. This should occur at any time,
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although it does not mean that NDEA will be open for hearings and
discussion.

Question: If open, what are the chances of having industrial arts educa-
tion included under Title III?

Senator Morse: In my judgment and speaking only for myself, Title XI
now includes industrial arts institutes and the Senate subcommittee has
tried to maintain a parity between Title III and Title XL I would believe
that in Title III expansion of subject matter areas to include industrial arts
would be feasible. However, I emphasize that this point of view is not
necessarily shared on both sides of the Hill nor by all of my colleagues. In
other words, the factual case for inclusion needs to be made in the House
and Senate subcommittees.

Commenw: He is saying in effect that we have our work before us yet.
Question: Do you feel that catege ries may be stricken from NDEA to

make it an open act?
Senator Morse: This is a difficult question to answer at this time, since

there are many imponderables. In my view, chances for such a step would
improve if court cases now in progress clearly establish constitutional
guidelines leading to this end.

Comments: I personally believe that the AIAA should support a non-
categorical bill if it should be offered. I realize, though, that many indus-
trial arts leaders do not agree with this position.

Now a brf summary of where we stand in Title III. It is up to you,
back home, to really do the job. We can talk to senators and representa-
tives, appear before subcommittees and present information, but we can-
not vote for your congressmen and senators. They would prefer to hear
from you, their constituents, rather than from us. They will listen to you.
If you have a good piece of literature on industrial arts, send it to a mem-
ber of Congress from your state. If there is a need, make it known. If you
are an officer of a state or local industrial arts association, try to get
resolutions sent to your congressman. Periodically pick up the telephone
and call your congressman. Say to him, "Where do we stand now, Mr.
Senator, in NDEA Title III?" Let him know you are interested and he
will be interested in you.

Now to touch briefly on the opportunities for industrial arts in the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. Congressman Hugh
Carey had this to say on a recent occasion: "Ken, I personally think that
industrial arts has more to gain from the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act than any other single curriculum area. With your curricu-
lum as it is designed, I believe this bill is a must lor you." As you know,
Congressman Carey is one of the very strong people on the Hill in the
interests of industrial arts. He championed our cause for us on the House
side when inthistrial arts was not even discussed in Title XI, at the time
the senate bill went to the House. He will help us on Title III. The
American Industrial Arts Association was one of four curriculum de-
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r thments invited to testify orally on the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, and of course wi; did.

Title I is considered to be a poverty bill, but do you realize that 95
percent of the school systems in the nation can qualify? And do you knowthat all you need to do is take the initiative and present to your local ordistrict representative a proposal for funds for industrial arts under Title Iand if you present your case properly you will qualify? An example isthe case of one classroom teacher who presented on his own initiative aproposal to his local superintendent which went through channels andobtained $16,000 ft r a metal technology laboratory in industrial arts fora junior high school. Unfortunately, since industrial arts people neverhave been involved in federal dollars, we are not taking the proper initia-tive. We must. It is up to us. Senator Morse said to me, "Ken, I am con-vinced that your testimony helped get this bill passed." We have workedhard for this much success, let us not falter now.

Title II. How many have wanted textbooks, magazines and othereducational materials to help you in your chosen field? The money ishere, in Title IL But you must ask for it and justify your need. Here isan example. I made a study of the departments around the NEA to findhow many other professional journals were in libraries in school systeirmI found that most departments in NEA have no less than 6,000 copies,and some have as high as 22,000 copies of their professional magazine inpublic school libraries across the nation. So I asked our own secretary,"How many library subscriptions to The JOURNAL of INDUSTRIALARTS EDUCATION do we have?" And the answer was, we have lessthan 700. Our people simply will not ask to have this professional maga-zine in their school library. We helped get the legislation, let us use it.We deserve it.
Title III has been discussed at some length, and many industrial artsprojects have received grants. If you need funds for SupplementalCenters and Services we suggest you study Title III.
Title IV extends the cooperative research funds of the USOE by $45million. Significant is the fact that individuals and associations, as well ascolleges and universities can now receive research grants through Title IV.Title V is the one that strengthens state departments of education. Itis very important for the industrial arts field. There are 28 states in thenation that do not have any type or state supervisors of industrial arts. Wehave hoped to see this figure reduced. Every industrial arts associationshould be dedicated to the furtherance of this objective, and should askstate superintendents of public instruction to provide a staff for the im-

provement of instruction in industrial arts, through Title V. The funds areavailable. We have not received more because we hPve not asked.
Finally, we have not realized that industrial arts has been just as involvedin scholarships and fellowships and opportunity grants as any other subjectarea because these funds are not categorical. For example, we have had
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numerous industrial arts people studying under graduate fellowships from
NDEA, while some other of our people did not even know that it was
applicable to our profession.

My plea is this: Let us discover what is available make the effort to
qualify, and then let us use what is obtained, with phinning and foresight,
and make industrial arts a great profession. We can become a major
curriculum area along with math and science, because technology is just as
important as any other phase of our educational family.

We have just written a book on federal aid for industrial arts which we
expect will be most helpful and informative. This may be ordered from
our national office, and contains detailed information about all phases of
our discussion in regard to fellowships, scholarships, opportunity grants,
and other help that federal assistance can render. III
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Frontiers in Industrial Arts Education

RALPH W. TYLER

Director, Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences

Stanford, California

When I accepted the invitation to speak to this association, I did sowith great misgivings, I am not an authority on industrial arts education
nor have I had sufficient experience with the field as an observer to pre-
pare an intelligent critique of present programsto say nothing of tryingto outline better ones. What I shall seek to do is to mention the newproblems we all face in American education. Then, I want to suggestsome of the new frontiers likely to be reached if leaders oZ industrial
arts education employ their imagination and their knowledge of the fieldto devise programs that promise to use effectively the resources of Indus-
trial arts in developing a more adequate education of our people. . . .Among the new problems we face in education, five seem to me
pare,cularly relevant to the concern of industrial arts education. With the
increasing use of technology in agriculture, industry, defense and thehealth services, the demand for unskilled labor has sharply diminished
and is continuing to drop. The last monthly report of the Department of
Labor showed less than 6 percent of the labor force as unskilled. Yet in
the United States, and in other advanced nations, between 15 per cent
and 20 per cent of the population have not acquired sufficient skill and
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general literacy to qualify for skilled or higher levels of employment. The
fact that about 80 per cent of our children have achieved an educational
level above the minimum requirements for modern literacy and employ-
ment is a tribute to the determination of our people and the efforts of
our schools. But this is not enough. As of today, more than 90 per cent
of our children must be effectively reached by our educational efforts. We
know how to stimulate and guide the learning of children who come from
homes where education is valued and where the basis for it has been laid
in the home experiences. We do not have widely accepted means for
reaching children whose background has given them little or no basis for
school work. To reach all or nearly all of these children is a new educa-
tional task of our schools.

Can industrial arts contribute to the working out of this problem?

Effective Post-High School Education
A second new task is also partly a result of modern technology. As

automation has sharply reduced the demand for unskilled labor, the occu-
pations in which there is increasing demand are those requiring a fairly
high level of education. These are in engineering, science, ne health
services, education, the social services, the recreational fields, account-
ing, and administration. Hence, to provide employment opportunities for
all our people and to keep our economy fully productive requires a
much larger proportion of our youth to complete high school and many
more than in the past to gain professional, semi-professional or technical
competence. To provide these educational opportunities and to ensure
effective learning for youth from varied backgrounds of training, ex-
perience, and outlook, is another new and important educational task
which we now face. Neither we, nor any other country, has previously
attempted it.

But we do have some experience to suggest one fruitful way of aiding
students at the high-school and post-high-school level to continue their
education. For many youths, learning is only meaningful if they can see
a direct connection between what they are learning in school and what
they aspire to do in jobs outside of school. The so-called "pre-tech"
program at the high-school level is designed tr prevent school dropouts
by motivating students to learn in preparation for a definite occupational
goal. This involves certain changes in the high-school curriculum so that
reading, mathematics and science can be seen by the student to be more
clearly related to Ms goals.

A similar type of attack was worked out some years ago at the
Rochester Institute of Technology. A curriculum was devised to educate
youth who came from homes where no one had previously gone beyond
high school. These young people thought that college was abstract, ir-
relevant to the jobs they could get, and beyond their ability to succeed.
To devise a program meaningful and attractive to these students, two basic
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changes were made. The first of these was to reverse the order of the en-
gineering curiculum by dealing with the more concrete processes first
and abstr .ct matters, like advanced mathematics, were introduced after
the students felt in command of the more concrete material.

The second way in which this program was made meaningful to the
students was to pair them off, one member of the pair going to workwhile the other went to school; the next quarter the roles were reversed.
The Institute provided coordinators to aid in planning the work experience
so as to relate it to what was being learned in school. The students gained
confidence from the fact that they could do a job successfully, and the
education they were getting was really related to their work. The Rochesterand the "pre-tech" experiences demonstrate that many dropouts and
"failures" are not due to lack of ability but to lack of motivation, lack of
confidence, poor working habits and the like. Can industrial arts make
an important contribution to the problem of getting a much larger pro-
portion of our youth to complete high school and many more than in thepast to gain professional, semi-vrofessional ot technical competence?

Re-education of Adults
Technological change is producing a third new task, the re-education

of those whose jobs have been eliminated by automation or have beengreatly changed by the development of new techniques, materials, or de-vices. Until very recently, technological change moved slowly enough sothat the members of each new generation took new jobs and acquiredthe new knowledge and skills but the members of the older generationwere able to stay in the old jobs until their work careers were ended.Thus, although the coal miner's children are not in the mines, most of thecoal niiners of the 20's finished out their working years without movinginto a new occupation. This is no longer possible in most fields. Manypeople now are, and will be, changing occupations during their working
career, and many of these changes .equire education and training to ob-tain the necessary understanding and skills for the new jobs. This is an-
other educational task for which we have meager experience and no
tested doctrine to guide us. This may seem to be a highly specialized
task unrelated to industrial arts, but is it?

Because these three taskseducating the children who have not here-tofore been reached, affording effective post-high-school education for
many youth with limited educational backgrounds, and providing for there-education of adultshave come to attention as a result of occupational
changes, we are in danger of thinking of these tasks as devoted solely to
occupational education. This would be a mistake. The requirements foreffective functioning as citizen, neighbor, and family member also de-
mand more adequate education. Even the use by the hidividual of the
many avenues for his self-realization can be greatly enhanced by learning.
Without spelling this out in detail, it is obvious that the political, economic
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and social problems we confront today are not adequately understood by
the citizen whose education is limited either by amount or by concentra-
tion on occupational preparation. Hence, these new tasks must include
the elements of a comprehensive educational program. Clearly, this of-
fers important opportunities for new developments in industrial arts.

Career of Continued Learning

Finally, mention should be made of a fourth new task ;:aced by our
schools and colleges, the attainment of certain new ends or objectives.
One of these is to teach students how to learn. With the rapid acquisition
of new knowledge, it is no longer possible to give the student in school an
adequate command of the fr_cts in each major subject which will serve
him throughout the balance of his life. The school can only start him on a
life-long career of continued learning. Hence, an important aim today is
to teach students to learn and to develop in them a strong interest in
continued study together with the skills required to keep on with their
learning after graduation. This objective has not generally been ac-
cepted by schools and colleges in the past, although some teachers here
and there have given it major attention. Teaching students how to learn
is commonly viewed too narrowly. Many people think only of reading,
the use of libraries and other printed sources as ways of learning. These
are useful methods, of course, but they are incomplete. Observation, re-
fiection, exploration with materials, experimentation are also among the
important ways to learn. How can industrial arts contribute?

Life Planning

Another new objective is to help each student develop the interests
and abilities required for continuing life-planning, that is, career planning,
planning for constructive civic participation, planning for satisfactory recre-
ational activities, and the like. Studies of modern communities indicate
the lack of continuing development on the part of most of us. Career
choices and most of the other major choices in life are not made once and
for all but they represent an ongoing process. To gain most from life,
tentative plans and periodic revision of plans are necessary. Can indus-
trial arts help in the more adequate attainment of this objective?

Aesthetic Standards

Other objectives are being given new emphasis because of the increas-
ing availability of a wider range of products combined with a decreasing
experience of the consumer in their manufacture. The development of
aesthetic standards for the selection and enjoyment of products is one of
the aims now given greater stress and another is the development on the
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part of the student of a genuine appreciation for good craftsmanship,both on his own part and on the part of others. Surely these objectives
are of central importance in the industrial arts.

A fifth problem faced by modern schools is to build a more adequatebridge between the world of sense experience and the effective use ofthought to understand and to extend the direct experiences we have ofthe world through our senses. Our great scholars have reminded us thatthe mind serves to organize and to interpret what we experience directly.Words and thoughts unrelated to an experienced reality are phantom
images, undisciplined dreams. Direct sense experience that is not re-flected upon, explored in imagination, tested by comparison with other
experiences, has little meaning. Education is responsible to keep these
developing in relation to each other. Yet, too often, the child finds reality
in the home, community and playground but does not see the reality with
which the classroom deals. Too often the discourse in the classroom
seems meaningless because it has little to do with reality he has ex-
perienced. But we are also often guilty of having students making things
in shop and studio without their understanding what they are doing.
What can industrial arts contribute to this serious problem?

We Must Innovate
These five problems are not all the ones we are called upon to solvein order for our schools to meet the demands now being made but they

are among the most important ones. They cannot be solved by doing ex-actly as we have been doing in the past. New frontiers require newroads. We are called upon to innovate. The innovations required are
not limited to minor adjustments in teaching procedures. In some cases,
we need to devise new institutions and new institutional arrangements.
For example, in attacking the problem of helping children from limited
home backgrounds, F. everal new forms of learning centers are now inoperation. Some are extensions of the public schools, some are laboratory
centers under the direction of university departments, some are coopera-
tive agencies of community or neighborhood groups, some are projects
of churches, some are new, non-profit corporations, and there are several
other forms of institutions. Not all of these are likely to be successful,
but the encouragement of innovations in institutions and institutional
arrangements increases the likelihood of getting more varied ideas tried,
of involving a wider range of people who might contribute to the program
and of escaping some of the restrictions which commonly develop in older
institutions because of the rigidity of traditional attitudes and practices.
The ne bv Elementary and Secondary Education Act authorizes federal
assistance in the support of supplementary education centers and this
.-boulci make a constructive contribution to developing new and needed
tustitutional arrangements.
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Innovations in curricula and educational programs should also be en-
couraged. During the past six years, many new ideas and materials
nave been emerging in most of the academic fields at the high-school level.
New courses are being constructed and tried out in mathematics, science,
foreign languages, English, and some of the social sciences. We should
extend these innovative efforts to other fields and more adequately to the
college and to the elementary Ischool.

Innovations in the way in which student learning is stimulated, guided,
encouraged and evaluated, are also greatly needed. The age-old tradi-
tions of the teacher-student relationship, the rigid methodology of !ecture,
recitation, laboratory work and the term paper, and the narrow concep-
tion of human learning as specific conditioning need to be modified or
superseded by many vigorous efforts to devise a wider range of means of
getting effective student learning.

A fourth area for innovative attention is in working out effective ways
for utilizing a greater variety of people in the educational process. The
effectiveness and efficiency of our health services have been greatly im-
proved by the development of procedures by which doctors, nurses, prac-
tical nurses, technicians, social workers, clerks and volunteers can con-
tribute constructively to the healing process, using the special compe-
tence each has developed. To a limited extent, educational innova-
tions in this area are under way through the exploration of team teach-
ing, the use of part-time service in correcting English papers, the tu-
torial work done by college students with children from slum areas, and
the adult education discussion groups conducted by trained volunteer
leaders. However, the possibilities here have barely been touched in spite
of the growing demands for education and the increasing number of
educated adults who are genuinely interested in part-time service.

A fifth area in which innovations are emerging is in the use of modern
technology for educational purposes. This quickly brings to mind educa-
tional television, motion pictures, tape recordings, teaching machines,
programed materials, and computer-assisted instruction. There is high
current interest in these developments. At the present time, however, the
yield from the innovative efforts has been small. Too many of the
projects undertaken have been guided by those whose training and com-
petence are in the technology and they have not been wholly familiar
with the educational tasks, the aims -ought, the conditions of learning to
be maintained, and the like. However, today some experiments have
been started by persons who have the educational competence as well
as having knowledge of the technology being used. We need many more
efforts of this sort, in order to gain the possible values of teclmology for
the benefit of education.

Recent legislation furnishes a very important aid to educational innova-
tion. In 1963, the United States Office of Education was given authority
and initial funds to support centers for educational research and develop-
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ment. A center brings together research people and educational prac-titioners to attack a problem area like that of educating children from
limited backgrounds or that of providing for individualized educational
needs. Research is conducted on these problems to obtain better under-
standing of them and the knowledge thus gained is translated into teach-
ing procedures and instructional materials which are then made available
to the schools.

This year, the new Elementary and Secondary Education Art author-izes support of regional laboratories to bring together resources from
schools and colleges to aid the schools in the region to develop and to use
innovations which offer promise of greater educational effectiveness and
efficiency. Support for these laboratories will provide a significant stimulus
to innovation based upon study, experimentation and demonstration.

But these research and development centers and regional laboratories
cannot do the total task of getting into actual operation the innovations
we greatly need. In addition, each of usteacher, administrator, board
member, legislator, and lay citizenhas a responsible part to play. In-
novations require constructive ideas, the testing of these ideas in prac-
tice and the application of tested ideas in the schools and colleges. These
steps involve us all, not simply the research people and the professional
educators.

Teachers and administrators are in a position to see the need tor im-
provements and to suggest better ways. Board members and legislators
are in direct touch with some of the different educational problems and
can often suggest possibilities for exploration. Although the lay citizen
is not directly involved in the operation of educational institutions, his
experience as strdent, parent, employer, or in other areas of society
frequently yields suggestions for innovations in institutions, programs,
procedures, and the better use of people who are interested in education.
Were all of us to devote some of our time and thought to educational in-
novations, we could greatly extend the supply of promising ideas worthy
of trial.

We also have a responsibility for active participation in the new edu-
cational efforts. Teachers and administrators are needed who are willing
to innovate in their own work and will engage enthusiastically in new
and promising enterprises. School board members and legislators need
to inform themselves sufficiently to understand what these innovations
are, how they are progressing, and what they require to carry them to
the point where their success or failure has been demonstrated. Lay citi-
zens have responsibility not only for keeping informed about the progress
of innovative endeavors but they are needed to participate as volunteers
in some of the projects that are undertaken.

Each of us also plays an important part in establishing the essential
conditions for coL'inuing effective innovation. The psychological climate
can strongly influence new enterprises, either by encouraging or discour-
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aging them. Too often, the prevailing attitude is that what has been done
is right and new things are suspect. This attitude is changing in educa-
tion as it has been changing in agriculture, industry, and medicine, but
most teachers and administrators still feel that as long as they continue
in the old ways they will encounter no criticism, whereas if the new
projects are undertaken, they will be in for attacks which elivert their
efforts and tire their energies. All of us can help to develop a climate of
opinion which expects innovation and is critical of practices which are not
periodically appraised in appropriate terms.

Correspondingly, innovations require supportnot only moral sup-
port but also financial assistance. If new ideas are to be developed
fully, tried out, and appraised, the necessary resources must be found to
make these steps possible. Teachers, administrators, board members,
legislators, and lay citizen; can aid in allocating resources for innovation,
and in contributi--_; to or voting for their support.

Finally, we all have a role in rewarding constructive innovative efforts.
Teachers, administrators, and board members must see that promotional
and salary policies include work of this sort among the basic criteria for
promotion and for salary increases. The public generally, through the
way in which honors are bestowed and persons are given recognition for
accomplishments, plays an important part in rewarding or failing to re-
ward those who innovate.

Schools and colleges today are faced with tasks which cannot be ac-
complished without extensive innovation. All of us are responsible for
developing the necessary innovations so that our hopes and aspirations
for education can be realized. New frontiers in educatic *I can be reached
if we can accomplish the new tasks we faci: and can work out the inno-
vations required. This is a great opportunity for industrial
arts education.
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hidustrial Arts Education: The Four Riddles

DR. MAX RAFFERTY

California State Superintendent of Public Instruction

California State Department of Education

Sacramento, California

Oncelong ago, so the legends saya young man named Oedipus
set out to rid the ancient city of Thebes of a curse which had been sent
against her by the gods themselves. Through the forests and the plains
which bordered the great walls of the city there roamed a fierce, remorse-
less monster called the Sphinx, which preyed upon the unwary traveller.
As quizzical as it was carnivorous, the creature posed a single, invariable
riddle io its victims, and immediately devoured them when their answers
proved unsatisfactory.

of Oedipus, when that youth had sought out the monster, it asked its
famous question: "What is it which walks on four legs in the morning,
two legs at noon, and three in the evening?"

But this time the answer was instantly forthcoming. "Man," declared
Oedipus, "who crawls on all fours in infancy, walks upright in the prime
of life, and totters with the aid of a cane as he approaches the twilight
of existence."

The Sphinx, lashing its tail, cast itself from the cliff on which it crouched,
and Oedipus was free to proceed to Thebes, which hailed him as a hero.
It is not recorded that he ever had to solve any more riddles, or answer
any further questions.

Would that education were that lucky! If only we who are in this su-
premely puzzling profession could purchase the freedom of our own
walled city from the malignant enemies who prowl about it increasingly
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these days, merely by coming up with the answer to a single question!But unlike Oedipus, education is confronted not with one question, butwith many. The vital segment of education known as industrial arts facesnot only the questions which confront the entire profession, but also cer-tain highly specialized riddles of its own. Of an almost infinite variety, Ihave chosen four with which to puzzle you today.

No. 1: How do We Keep the Shop Class from Becoming the School Dump?
The following scene is rehearsed a thousand times a day throughoutthe land, with minor variations in dialogue hinging upon geographicaldiversities and administrative personalities.
Mr. Smith, the boys' vice-principal, is passing the buck with a sigh ofrelief to Mr. Jones, the high school principal.
"We're simply going to have to do something about Eddie Brown. Hegot kicked out of geometry last week for misbehavior, and today MissGuggenslocker told me she simply would not have him in her English classany longer. In fact, she said she'd be in to see you if I sent Eddie back toher. And you know Miss Guggenslocker."
Jones winces visibly. He still bears the mental scars of Miss Guglien-slacker's last visit.
"Obviously Eddie isn't academically inclined," he muses. "Why nottry him in shop?"
The vice-principal shrugs. The industrial arts teacher is a man, and abig, strong one at that. He's used to dealing with boys, and his class is onewhere the kids can move around and talk quite a bit. Smith's consciencetroubles him a bit, however. He's been sending more and more problemcases to Mr. Johnson, the industrial arts insLuctor. It really doesn't seemquite fair.
"Oh, well," he rationalizes as he sends Eddie off to his new class witha pink enrollment slip, "if a boy is too stupid or too badly behaved forcollege preparatory classes, shop is the only place for him. He'll be betteroff working with his hands."
Baloney.
There's no evidence that Eddie wants to work with his hands either.All the school has done is take one more step toward turning its industrialarts department into a dumping ground for mental misfits and semi-slobs.And this is not the purpose of industrial arts education.
Prior to World War II, industry and labor used to work closely with theschools in providing pre-apprentice training in the high schools. "Shop"courses had real meaning then for the boys who enrolled in them. Theyled directly to journeymen's cards and eventual jobs.
The indrstrial arts instructor was respected and admired. Highly edu-cated and specially trained, as indeed he is today, he held in a very real
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sense the keys to the future for the youngsters with whom he worked. Hehad able pupils in his classes, and morale was high, because there wassomething definite aild important to look forward to.
Following the war, and in too many states, industry and labor tendedmore and more to withdraw from this cooperative program. Industrialarts courses tended increasingly to operate in an enforced vacuum, di-vorced from their former highly practical contact with the workadayworld. Boys could see little reason to excel in their work; after all, theywould just have to do it all over again when they got out of school and intoregular apprentice training. The many industrial arts classes came tobe "busy work." Too many of them too began to be places where boys

were sent who couldn't get along anywhere else.
I repeat: this is not the purpose of industrial arts education.
Its purpose is to prepare young people to lead successful lives as highlyskilled and well educated workers, assets to the nation and worthy suc-cessors to the magnificent "blue collar" workers who built out of a primevalwilderness this machine civilization of ours wlich is currently the won-der and the envy of the whole world.
More and more schools are recognizing the vital significance of indus-trial arts. The solution to the currently agonizing high school dropoutproblem hinges largely upon the way we educators face up to the needto restore dignity and meaning to this highly specialized and complex fieldof learning. But before we can do this, we are going to have to come to3rips with

No. 2: When Is a Subject Academic?
California has r-cently been struggling in the sticky flypaper cf thequestion: "What is an academic subject?" I suspect that most of youhere today either are currently faced by this purely synthetic issue, or soonwill be in your own states.
Our legislature a few years ago set up a double standard for newteachers. Those intending to teach in the Elysian Fields of Academe canget a credential sooner and with fewer units of preparation than theirless rarefied and more earthy colleagues who are planning to spend theirprofessional lives in the so-called nonacademic areas of the school cur-riculum.
This brings up the question which is the subject of Riddle No. 2. Lotsof people smile and say: "Why, everyone knows what an academicsubject is. It's something like Latin or trigonometry or English literature."Very well, Let's concede that it's usually relatively easy to spot a sub-ject which happens to be academic. The trick comes in identifying thosewhich aren't. And it's a considerable trick, be:tEeve me. I doubt if anyonehere can tell me what a nonacademic subject is. I know our state legis-
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lature can't. Neither can our state board of education. I certainly can't.
For example:

I happened to be present when our California Board of Education
was wrestling with the problem of how to classify public speaking. It
was a pretty important question for the university and state college pro-
fessors of speech, for obvious reasons. These worthy gentlemen, not hav-
ii..3 been behind the door when the brains were passed out, had their
most eloquent and Cieeronian members on hand at the meeting to per-
suade the board that public speaking v'as indeed as impeccably academic
as Attic Greek.

Have you ever heard a bunch of public speaking professors arguing for
their professional lives? What a snow they put on! It was fantastic.
Pear-shaped nouns hung and glowed in the electric atmosphere. Verbs
fresh from the Vulcan's forge of oratory thundered around us, reverberat-
ing from wall to wall, leaving a crackle of ozone behind
them. Demosthenes and Daniel Webster might have lent a little added
class to the demonstration, but in point of fact could have added but little
to the Niagara of declamation which cascaded upon the stunned and
shaken board members.

Finally one of them could stand it ito longer. leaped to his feet,
for all the world like the Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale in the next-to-the-
last chapter of Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, figuratively bared his bosom,
and publicly confessed that he, too, had been a speech major in college.
In a twinkling it was all over. Resistance ceased, and everyone joined in a
perfect orgy of agreement that public speaking, under the alias of rhetoric,
was at least as old as Plato and Aristotle. Some even traced it back
proudly to Pythagoras.

With a collective and audible sigh of relief, the board adjourned. As
I walked out the door, one little fellow w!th a whp of hair round his
bald head, thick horn-rimmed glasses, and a receding chin came up to me
and plucked me nervoulsy by the sleeve.

"I didn't want to say anything under the circumstances," he mur-
mured deffidently. "After such a display of verbal pyrotechnics, I wouldne
have come off very well. But I happen to represent the agriculture teach-
Prs, and we do think we have a point, though we may not be able to get it
across as well as these fellows."

"Agriculture wants to be declared academie too?" I asked.
He nodded emphatically.
"And with all respect to those Greeks the speech boys kept dragging in

just now, we submit that our subject goes clear back to Cain and Abel."
There's little I can add to that. It sums up the whole ridiculous problem

pretty well. Just about any school subject can lay claim to being aca-
demic. Especially yours.

The real question we should be insisting that people ask is, "Who
cares?"
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What's needed in our profession is the sharp upgrading of the im-portance and dignity of subject matter after more than a generation of thedowngrading of all subject matter by an educational philosophy whichheld that subject matter was the least important thing the schools exist toteach.
Whether it's art or auto mechanics, history or home economics, mathe-matics or musieif a subject is in the curriculum of a given school,placed there by the elected policy-making representatives of the voters,both it and its teacher are just as important as any other subject or teach-er. If it's not worth this kmd of treatment, get rid of it. Turf it out ofthe curriculum altogether. But don't let anyone set up first-class and

second-class teachers in our schools. Or subjects.
In case you're wondering how we solved this problem in California,I'll tell you. Incidentally, only California could have solved it this way.Recently our state board decided unanimously that any subject wouldbe declared academic in the future if it were just, taught academically.

That took care of everything.
If we really want public support for our struggle for equal status, though,

we're going to have to pay attention to

Riddle No. 3: Why hav.ren't we done more to Improve pupil attitudes?
Never in any nation's history has there been such a hue and cryafter vocational education and industrial education as the one in whichwe are currently engaged. The Youth Corps and the Job Corps arenosing every likely copse and thicket, quivering with eagerness at eventhe slightest hint of short-cut methodology stirring within, and pointingrigidly whenever a bashful new technique whirrs unexpectedly fromcovert. The beattrs and gunbearers of the Economic Opportunities Actare flushing the countryside in all directions, seeking not only the elusivequarry of trainable and willing unemployees but also the game bagslabeled "job rehabilitation" in which to bear the spoils of the chase

triumphantly back to the nearest vocational training center.
The whole power of Uncle Sam has been unleashed to get into the handsof unskilled labor the tools and the skills needed to transform it intoskilled labor. We are told on every side that the aircraft industry is cryingfor all sorts of strange and esoteric mechanical abilities, and that theschools are going to have to install everything from micromillimetric mea-suring devices to nuclear reactors in order to train the highly specialized

technicians needed to service both the Air Age of today and the SpaceAge of tomorrow. The same claims are made for an increasing segmentof both heavy and light industry.
There's no doubt that this is true. We're going to need better trained
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experts in many industrial fields, and it's perfectly true that this means
more complex and expensive vocational courses in the schools.

But important as this is, it isn't the real problem.
For every exotic job opportunity involving knowledge of slide rules and

electronic transistors, there are fifty vacancies which involve nothing of
the sort.

Want to know the kind of qualifications these jobs require? Here they
are:

(1) Ability to read without lip-moving, and without a glazing of the
eyeballs whenever a word of more than two syllabics comes along.

(2) Proficiency in making change, which in turn requires certain mini-
mum essentials in adding and subtracting.

(3) Moderately acceptable vocal speech patterns: that is, conducting a
conversation with relatively few gross grammat:cal errors and with abso-
lutely no reliance upon such ineffable verbal crutches as "Crazy, man!"

(4) Willingness to shut ur Liege orders, and work hard.
(5) Cheerfulness, helpfulLess, a civil tongue in one's head.
I submit that all five of thL.ae qualifications are in uncommonly short

supply these days. I submit further that the schools are in an excellent
posture to supply all five. And I'm willing to bet that in the vast majority
of jobs available today and tomorrow, the applicant who has mastered all
five is not only going to get hired; he's going to stay hired.

Tht- 11roprietor of a combination garage and gas station cornered me
the other day after a meeting, and prodded ma on the chest with a meaty
and slightly discolored forefinger.

"I hire a lot of kids just out of high school," he began, breathing
heavily. "And I have to let a lot of them go pretty quick. Not because
they don't know how to operate the equipment. Heck, I can teach them
that in a day or two. Oh, no. It's because they don't know how to work.
They lean on a broom or a grease gun for five minutes, and they want a
coffee break. Leave them unsuptrvised for ten minutes, and they're over
at `Tiger a Go-Go.' D k 'em when they come in late, and they think
you're Simon Legree."

He eyed me despairingly.
"Why don't you school fellows forget the lathe operation and the band

saw rigging and all that, at least until you've taught these kids the right
attitudes? If they've got that, we can give 'em the rest they need, right on
the job."
I told him I'd do my best. As he walked away, he looked back over his
shoulder.

"And while you're at it, try to talk them into shaving, getting a hair cut
and throwing away the open-toed sandals. I've got no objection to some
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character going around looking like Peter the Ir..trmit, but I'm hanged ifhe's going to work in my place."
Okay, my colleagues in industrial arts. You heard what the mansaid. And you know something? I think he's right.
And this brings us finally and inevitably to the great question whichfaces us all, not as industrial arts teachers or supervisors or administra-tors, but as educators, engaged in the mightiest and most wonderful artmankind has ever knownthe art of teaching.

Riddle No. 4: What is the ultimate purpose of education?
All the other riddles have to take a back seat to this one. Indeed, therewiii be no final solution of any of the others until we have reached a con-sensus on what education really is.
It's not just teaching the fundamentals, nor indoctrination in patriotism,nor learning to read via the phonics methoi, nor any of the multitudinousthings which the public tends to confuse with education just because theyhappen to be controversial and hence newsworthy.
No, the real nature of education is harder to come by than through aninquiry into one or many of these things. The problem will be susceptibleto solution only when we Americans decide whether education has in-deed a great and shining purposewhether it is to be used as a mighty,disciplined weapon in the war against ignorance and stupidityor whetherit is to be cramped and crimped and cabined into a narrow frame ofreference which compels it forever to adopt an attitude of sterileneutralism toward the great issues with which education was first calledforth upon this continent to deal.
Californians, for good or ill, have hitched their wagon to the new philoso-phy called "education in depth," summoned into being by the watershedelection of 1962, and created specifically to replace the old, outworn, ex-ploded dogma of pragmatic, permissive "progressive education," whichheld sway in our state for so long and which did such tremendous harmto a whole generation of our young people.
Education in depth holds, among other things, that in this world, thislife, this universe, there is such a thing as truth, and that education

exists to seek after that truth, no matter where it may be or how deeplyit may lie hidden. In order to do this, young America must learn to usethe tools which the race, over the centuries, has found to be indispensa-
ble to the conduct of this quest. The ultimate truth indeed may neverbe found by mortal, erring man, but its very pursuit cannot but ennoblethose who take part in it. Is there any greater goal in all of life than this?Is there a worthier cause under the sun for which we can arm and in-spire our children?
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"What is truth?" asked jesting Alif-te, and would not wait for an an-
swer. Let us waitand persuade .4.e children to waitat least long
enouah for the tools to be provided so that they will be equipped to recog-
nize nith when they see it.

This sounds, I suppose, like a platitude, but it is far indeed from being
platitlidinous. Upon the final resolution of this question hang all the keys
to the future. For by saying that the real purpose of education is to pur-
sue the tiLh we are saying that there is in fact a truth to be pursued, and
here is where the great storm currently raging in our profession finds its
epicenter. This is what the long-range fight in our calling is actually about.
This is what the real ;:nendes of education refuse point-blank to concede.

There are no eternal truths, they sayno lasting values, no positive
standards of excellence or conduct. Everything in life is relative. What's
good in one time and place may be bad in another. There should be no
talk of Good and Evil in the schools, for the very words are meaningless
to these peoplemeaningless as other words like Sin and Virtue, Honor
and Dishonor, Treason and Patriotism.

You've read in your newspapers, you've seen on your television screens
what these enemies of education believe. They go up and down the land
tirelessly, even as we meet together today, preaching the gospel of de-
struction. . . The only thing worth learning is the thing that "pays off"
right nowthe thing that "works."

There are no wicked people, only a few suffering from psychological
maladjustments. So anyone should be allowed to teach school, regardless
of criminal records, homosexual attitudes, or communist affiliations.

There are no dirty books, just "avant garde" literature. So everything
that's printed should be supplied at the taxpayer's expense to the tax-
payer's children in school, and if nothing sufficiently vile can be found
on the market, the teacher himself should be encouraged to write porno-
graphic plays to be produced by the pupils.

"Freedom" and "liberty" and "grassroots government" are just old-
fashioned, high-button-shoe slogans, so an all-powerful state or federal
bureaucracy should take over the schools, and local control of education
should be abolished.

Well, I'm sorry.
I just can't go along with this cynical, sick, profoundly alien philosophy.

I believe with all my heart that had our ancestors adopted a point of view
like this one, none of us would be here today, and that this nation, in-
stead of being, as it is, the wonder and the envy of the world, would be
merely the latest in a long, heart-breaking line of tyrannies, built upon
brute force and dedicated to crass materialsim, of which this planet has
seen so many.

I believe instead, and I think I have pretty good evidence that our peo-
ple believe toot that the schools exist to bear witness to the Good, the
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Beautiful, the True, and to inculcate these immortal verities into theminds and hearts of the generation now growing up all around us.If this is old-fashioned and quaint and sentimental, so be it. The schoolsof America have performed this mighty function for more than 300 years.Founded upon the rock of principle, they have taught decency and morali-ty--yes, and love of countryto tr,n generations of Americans, and theyhave done it well, despite what the sneerers and the scoffers would nuwhave you believe.
In the light of the colossal threat now facing us on every continent,under every sea, and out into the vast void of interplanetary space itself,surely education has not only the moral obligation but also the positivecharge !aid upon her to affirm the lasting values which have made thisnation unique of all God's handiwork, and to make as sure as mortal,fallible man can ever be that these precious, irreplaceable things are notlost irrevocably through disuse and contempt.
For education in this year 1966, nothing more is really necessary. Butnothing less will do.
These, then are your Four Riddlesyours and mine. All of you, I'msure, can think of many more. But these four strike at the very roots ofthe professional dilemma in which we who are friends of industrial artseducation find ourselves today. The dilemma, briefly and brutally, is thatour profession is fragmenting both internally and in the eyes of those whosupport and populate the schools. The problem we may indeed solve, butit serves merely as the curtain-raiser for the enigma which challenges theentire profession of which we are all a partl That as a profession we havediverged increasingly from the mainstream of American public opinionduring the past thirty years.
If we teachers will but remember that the children belong not to us, butto their parentsif we will remember that education exists not only to en-able each child to realize his maximum potential but also to ensure thesurvival of the United States of America in the second half of the twenti-eth centuryand if we will remember finally that we are the proudpractitioners of the most ancitInt and marvelous art in all the history of thehuman race, the art of teachingthen in very truth will bridges springup to span the rift which has separated us for so long from the sources ofour true strengthand we will go forward hand in hand with the childrenwho have been given into our charge fcr good or ill, into the broad, sunnyuplands of a future in which all riddles will find their answers, and everySphinx her Oedipus.
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Problem Solving Approach to Industrial Arts Drafting

FRANK E. MAHAN

Porto la Junior High School, Los Angeles City Schools

Tarzana, California

When speaking of teaching the creative student, people speak in terms
of English, advanced courses in math, accelerated sciences, languages.
They stress the so-called academic courses. In order to develop originality,
they steer students into creative writing. But how often do you see an
English teacher put a fatherly arm around a small girl with a high IQ and
te..! her, "A great student like you should be taking industrial drawing?"
Unfortunately, this does not happen in many schools, and I say un-
fortunately because a student like her should be taking industrial draw-
ing.

Let us raise the horizons of industrial arts and offer courses with creative
projects to appeal to students with creative interests. Should not the
gifted boy who does not want to dissect frogs be given a chance to develop
a computer if he is so inclined? In one of my classes I had a 13-year-old
boy who wants to become a doctor. He invented a heart-lung machine
that was small, economical, and feasible, a project that furthered his
knowledge in many areas, medicine and physiology included. It was
industrial arts that enabled him to design this machine. In the same class,
another I3-year-old boy explored Einstein's Theory of the Fourth Dimen-
sion (height, width, and depth are surely associated with industrial draw-
ing, plus the fourth dimension, time), another project made available
through industrial arts.

Einstein's Theory of the Fourth Dimension is also an excellent topic
for another type of activity, a brainstorming session. The students are
asked to explain the theory, using descriptive geometry and reference
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planes. A brainstorming session may begin by having one student illus-
trate his explanation on the blackboard. It is important to keep the stu-
dents involved and challenging one another. If the session is sue.lessful, dis-
cussion may contirue not only through the period, but during lunch and
after school. After the initial brainstorming activity, students are asked
to write about the question, and in the case of Einstein's Theory, make
drawings of their explanations using descriptive geometry. When this
problem is used at Porto la, the students are given one week to work on
the drawings and type up their reports. The concrete answer is not the
goal. The important concern is to have the students think on their own,
and thus develop the abiiity to think creatively.

Another method of producing problem-solving ability is teaching de-
scriptive geometry at an early age. Descriptive geometry is offered for eight
to nine weeks, giving students an over-all view and working knowledge
of the subject. Lecture and discussion material is presented in a number
of ways to give all students a better chance to understand. The black-
board, overhead projector, opaque projector, and various projection
glassbox aids are among devices used. The material is presented through
worksheets. A timed performance quiz is given at the end of each unit.
The final examination results indicate that this type of problem-solving
can be learned easier at an early age, possibly because young minds
are not cluttered with preconceived notions and have the ability to
grasp new concepts more quickly. Another po;sible explanation is that
students at the junior high age can develop tremendous enthusiasm for
anything new. II this enthusiasm were to be encouraged and channeled in
the right direction, the junior high years could be one of the most enlighten-
ing periods in the student's life.

Through the study of industrial materials, st _dents learn about the
properties of materials from an engineering iiewpoint. Thus, the primary
emphasis is on these properties and on experiments involving these proper-
ties so that when encountering a problem inv^lving strength, plasticity,
or cohesion, the student can come up with t- ilistic solution, another
problem-solving activity.

In industrial arts, allowing for individual differences is difficult, but
essential. All students are expected to be kept busy even though their speed
and accomplishments vary greatly. Often there is not time for the slower
pupil to finish work outside of class, since many junior high schools, in-
cluding Porto la, identify industrial arts courses as no-homework subjects.
(Nor is outside work possible without the required tools.) Also, there
must be something provided for the faster student so that his learning
may continue uninterrupted. The key to individual differences is not the
quantity of material covered, but the depth and challenge of subject mat-
ter. Every student should get to do electronics drawing, architecture, or
pictorial drawing, but in varying depths. One method of achieving this is
to group drawings in units so that they get progressively more difficult, in-
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volving more problem-solving and more complex drawing techniques.
Worksheets are used to assist in covering a large amount of material in

a short period of time. The vv orksheet has much of the routine work al-
ready completed; it ieas only that necessary for the student to learn
the principles involved. Students perform such traditional tasks as laying
out title blocks and borde lines, but only to gain experience and skill, not
to waste time or indulge in busy work. Worksheets are also an aid in pro-
viding for individual differences.

Part of each semester is spent working on individual projects of the
student's choosing. While working on these projects, the students are
encouraged to seek advice from resource people in the field. One way of
accomplishing this is to organize special field trips involving only a few
students. For instance, students designing a highway or a bridge are sent
to the California Department of Highways. To gather background ma-
terial and advice on a satellite problem, students spend a day at Space
Teclmology Laboratories in Redondo Beach, California. STL deals pri-
marily with satellite design. This is not the tradijonal field trip in which
a group of students is taken from department to departrn.mt and, while
looking on, are told what each department does. At STL, special problems
such as propulsion, orbital trajectory, telemetry, and electronics are dis-
cussed with the department engineers. This phase of the program brings
the students into direct contact with industry. The result is first-hand
knowledge for the student, a contribution to education by industry, and
mutual respect and recognition between industry and industrial arts. In-
dustry has a responsibility to aid education and in the future we must
work hand in hand.

One of the most enthusastically received group projects we have offered
is designing a city of the future. We started out this semester with a con-
tour map set up to contain many variations in land configuration. A
centour model (4' by 6') was built including bodies of water. Every
student in every drawing class has a part in the design of the city. The
large projects from the advanced classes, whether they be architecture,
highways, or electrical power systems, are designed with the city in mind.
Even the 7th graders, who design beach houses as part of their course,
buy lots along the beach front (every lot has a price and a deed), and
are required to make the architecture fit in with the general appearance
of the city. A planning commission was appointed whose first job was to
designate areas for residcnces, industry, business, and recreation. Students
were appointed who will have final approval on such things as health,
safety, and aesthetics. A mayor was elected after a campaign climaxed by
speeches given to all drawing classes. The class that is mainly in charge of
the project made a field trip to the architectural firm Victor Gruen, where
they became quite inspired about the aesthetics of a city, the evils of
changing the r aural contours of land, and the problems of rapid trans-
portation. Aiter weighing the views of Victor Gruen, two architects,
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and two Los Angeles city planners who were guest speakers, the students
decided to design the city so that the need for automobiles will be dimin-
ished by elaborate underground rapid transit ,37stems. Highways and
buildings will be designed together to assure articulation. The city willbe arranged to separate people, automobiles, and trucks, a principle long
used in shopping centers. By keeping the city center free from traffic and
employing underground utilities and delivery passages, valuable land is
saved, congestion and traffic hazards are eliminated, and the city is vastly
improved in appearance. Several students are developing air cars, and
although air cars do have the major advantage of the automobilemo-
bilitythey also have most of the disadvantages of the automobile and
F Tobably will not be widely used. One of the benefits of such a group
project is that students learn to cooperate with each other, althwzglt the
heated arguments that develop would indicate otherwise. Students with
similar projects consult each other. For instance, one boy is planningthe public utilitieswaterworks, power, home teletype networkand
another boy is designing a computer to be the central brain for the city.
The computer will regulate communications, street lights, automated high-
ways and freeways, public utilities, and civil deferse. Since these proj-
z.cts are related, the boys consult each other to asscre the synchroniza-
tion of their projects, even though the boys are in different classes. At
the end of the semester, a master plen of the city will be assembled. It
will include the planning commission's report, the completed model,
drawings of the zoning boundaries indicating all lots, and drawings of
the over-al planning, showing the parks, industrial areas, and self-con-
tained villages clustered around the city center where major city fea-
tures such as the nu- center will be located.

A unit on city planning is an ideal project for advanced drawing classes
containing students of varying abilities. It offers a challenge not only
for lower-ability studeats, but also for the gifted students. When de-
signing a course for the gifted, too many industrial arts teachers unfor-
tunately feel that they must utilize science projects. Science projects are
well and good in the science department, but this is not teaching in-
dustrial arts. Industrial arts has an untapped v,ealth of areas which are
ideally suited to challenge the gifted. In science, one may study about
satellites, or do experiments about satellites, but only in industrial arts
can one design a satellite. Industrial arts teachers should not feel re-
signed to teaching below-average pupils how to read a scale. More satel-
lites should be designed, and air cars, computers, bridges, rapid transit
systems, space stations, and airports. Offering stimulating, timely, and
just plain challenging subject matter attracts the high-caliber student. A
proficiency in English, math, and science becomes prerequiete to indus-
trial arts, as is already the case in industry. Industrial arts should stand
on its own two feet. If we are to yaise the caliber of our students, we
must raise our horizons.
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Industry's Cooperation with Education

CHARLES F. HORNE

President, General Dynamics

Pomona, ealifornia

The National Education Association is a mighty fine and necessary
organization. I always think of it as the "NNEA""the Necessary Na-
tional Education Association." I feel very strongly that your AIAA is a
most important department c_c_ NEA.

want to talk to you today about some of the aspects of understanding,
strengthening, and improving the cooperation which I deem most neces-
sary for the good of our country and our children, the cooperation and
Understanding between industry and education, and between education
and industry. It has to be a two-way street; using this kind of cooperation
of which there has been all to little, all too unorganized in the pastyou
can achieve a great many more of your goais than if we contimr3, as has
been too often the case, each hardly even knowing that the other exists.
That's a strong statement and perhaps you don't agree; but there has not
been nearly enough understanding and communication between business
and dustry and, particulary, the teachers and administrators of indus-
trial arts. That's very hard to understand because if there's anything
that industrialists and businessmen ought to be interested in, it's your ef-
forts in industrial arts. And vice versa, if there's anything you folks are ia-
terested in, it's knowing a little more and having a little better coordina-
tio2. with just what you are supposed to know all about, industry and
business.
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Our friend John Gardner has written that practically everyone is in-
terested in working hard to educate and train the specialist and the
professional, but all too few appear to be educating people to be leaders.
Now, I admire John Gardner, and I think he has 1.4 really good point.

Industrial arts teachers CI nd administrators need to be leaders, in my
book, just as much as and maybe more than corporation presidents,
vice presidents and executives need to be leaders. We need to train our-
selves, since nobody else is trait oswe have to train ourselves to be
leaders.

I can't tell you ly-Nw important it is for industrial arts teachers and ad-
ministrators to be k. _Iders. It' -rally conceded by most people that
busincss executives need to be i.. -rs, oaght to be leaders; but how many
people rcally appreciate the importance of leadershippersonal leadership
in industrial arts teachers and administrators? I suggest to you that it's a
very good idea, and something that together we can do more about. In-
dustrial arts teachers are extremely important. They ought to be a more
important and better-recognized part of our educational system. As Dr.
Max Rafferty said at this convention you people present to the young peo-
ple enrolled in industrial arts a survey of the many activities taking place
in business and industry and some understanding of the principles of busi-
ness and in:'ustry. I don't think anybody expects that when a youth com-
pletes some courses in industrial arts he will be master of anything in
pax z;cular; but if he has been fortunate en^ugh to have you, an industrial
arts teacher who is up to date on some of the requirements arid aspects
of industry and who is also a motivated teacher, then the student has the
priceless broad view, the whetted appetite, the desire to understand and
bui!d some skills, and then to use them after they are built. Of course,
the next step rr:ght be vocational-technical higher education, or whatever,
but this role of motivator that yoa have is one of industrial arts teacher's
great opportunities and a great responsibility, a great challenge.

We all -wee from our experience, that unmotivated, uninterested stu-
dents who do not recognize or do not use their abilities, accomplish very
little, and there is also plenty of evidence that achievement in life is not
necessarily a function of .T.Q. There's been all too much nonsense about
high IQs for this and high TOs for that, and I have plenty of evidence in
business and industry, in the armed services, and in edneation, that the
highly motivated, courageous person aecomplishes a great deal more than
the high IQ who is unmotivated or who is motivated in qtmestionable di-
rections.

It's my hope that perhaps even the very time we are spending to-
gether ht:re can help to generate son.t new opportunities for industry-educa-
tion cooperation. You members of AIAA can help to provide some new
channelsnew channels through which folks in industry cr tt deal coopera-
tively and constructively with our common problems. Together we can en-
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hance our efforts to bring more of the resources of the community to theclassroom, and in this way enrich both the teachers and the students.
Joint cooperation between industry and education and some mutual un-derstanding on our part can help to resolve some of the most difficult and

important problems that we have today, and we have lots of them. Butto me the effective, and I emphasize that word effective, utilization aswell as the improvement of our educational system is a mighty fine goal and
a big problem. The good and effective staffing of our schools and our
companies with motivated and educatzci people, leaders, is most impor-
tant and a real problem--to find ihem, as well as to educate them and
train them. In the final analysis we have to retreat to that classic definition
of managementmanagement is just getting things done through people,
and I think educational management and industrial management have this
in common more than anything else.

Education and industry can and must learn a great deal from each
other. Only together can we cope with the problems, the changes and the
challenges confronting all of us.

Let me describe to yor bow some of us here in California, both edu-
cators and businessmen, have actually organized to work together. Maybe
this will open up soma specific possibilities to you and your organization
to plan and to assiA in more widespread cooperation between industry and
education, possibly along similar lines and possibly in other areas.

Some of you may have heard of our Southern California Industry
Education Council or our Northern California Industry Education Coun-cil, but I suspect many may not. The fact that possibly quite a few of youhave not heard or don't know much about this education council's efforts
really doesn't disturb me because we have not sought publicity as such.We've tried to concentrate our efforts toward he:ping teachers and school
administrators to _ cach the students and to motivate them.

A typical instance of industry avoiding publicity and trying to give
cr14it where credit is due, happened several years ago when President Ken-
nedy mentioned at a White House press co:iference in March 1962 that
he personally was elated to hear of the Industry Education Council
Career Guidance Center being conducted at that time in Los Angeles. At
that time some 50,000 students were visiting a center which contaim
the greatest amount of occupational information ever presented at one
time to young people and their parents. There was printed material about
hundreds of occupations, all available under one roof. Even more impor-
tant, during the time the center was in operation, hundreds of employers
and persons who actually work in the occupations were on hand to dis-
cuss job requirements and opportunities individually with the young peo-
ple and with the interested adults. When the President made this state-
ment and talked about this, Fred Hartley, who is now President of Union
Oil, was chairman of the event, and President of the Industrial Educa-
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tion Council. When Walter Cronkite and the Messrs. Huntley and Brinkley
sought personal interviews with Fred Hartley, he declined the opportunity.
He referred them to Dr. Trillingham, then and now Superintendent of
Schools, Los Angeles County Schools, under whose auspices it was being
held, even though the Industry Education Council did a tremendous
amount of the organizing and presenting and making it go. The credit
went to the Los Angeles County Schools; and Fred Hartley also suggested
it might be better if the reporters and molumnists discussed the whole thing
with some If the students and tbs teachers and cour lelors in attendance
to see how they felt about it. This was done and I think that's a pretty
good indication. You might t e interested, if you haven't heard, that at
the Fifth Annual Career Guidance Center in Los Angeles last month,
over 66,000 students and adults visited the center during a ten-day period.
Practically all major business areas and business education areas had repre-
sentation, especially those offering ,mployment in technical, vocational and
industrial fields; and so, with that sort of preface in mind, let me give you
a little bit of history of the Southern California Education Industry Coun-
cil which finally grew into both that 'WI the Northern Council.

This started before Sputnik. It was a pioneer conference, held at the
University of California Conference Center at Lake Arrowhead in the
summer of 1957 and the attempt was to create a national pilot project,
for trial. I think it turned out to be a history-making event. It was
sponsored at that time by the National Academy of Sciences, National
Science Foundation, the President's Committee on Manpower, many
industrial organizations, including my company and Hughes Aircraft;
American Association for the Advancement of Science, University of
Californiayou name them, they were all thereindustrial leaders and
education leaders. The group realized that industry has a vital stake in
the education of young people, not only for the general welfare of the
young people and their parents, but also for the welfare of industry; be-
cause if there's anything industry needs more of and wants more of, it's
trained, skilled, well-ediicated manpower and womanpower to assist in-
dustry in makin::,, good iobs for people. The conference charted a course
of action in wh, '1 the schools could and did draw on many industrial
resources, both material and manpower, but in an organized, a planned
effort, avoiding duplication. Today, this same Southern California Council
and the Northern Council serve as clearing houses for educational action
programs involving industy increasingly thr oughout the state.

The Southern California Council has afIliates or councils in practically
every county in Southern California. What does it try to do? It tries first to
provide the necessary communication between industries, businesses, and
Or. schools. It stimulates and encourages vorious kinds of industry-edu-
cation programs, based on the needs of the sehool, the needs of the stu-
dent. It studies and recommends feasibility of various types of projects
which will benefit school districts. There are many-42 different pro-
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grams, not all of which are actively engaged in every school district; butsome of which are actively engaged in many, many school districts andare growing all the time with regional workshops, advisory committees,planning and sponsoring of educational conferences, helping teachersreach students and motivate them, lecture-demonstration teams, and--here's one for youhelping the teacher image in the community. That'smighty important and a good job hasn't been done on it in the past. Ithink we all realize that in Europe, the status of the teacher is a veryimportant oneteachers are looked up to, and rightly so.
In this country, for the last few years, at least, I don't think teachers havebeen looked up to as they should be. No matter what Johnny and Susiedo, the teacher gets blamed. No matter what the problem is, Mom andPop side with the students and run to the principal and it's all theteacher's fault. This can go on and on until the teachers get browbeatenover all of this and back off, and that's not good. The leaders ilk thecommunity, in my opinion, are to blame for this, not the tcachers. Theproblem is that the community leaders, who very often are businessmen,industrialists, politicians, manufacturers, as well as educators, etc,those

community leaders are not doing their job in understanding the teachersand seeing to it that the teachers are bacved up a...Ld that the kids aremade to recognize the value and the importance of the teachers. I feelvery strongly about this and think it is indubitably in the best interests ofthe children; not that I'm unaware of the best interests of the teadters,but I believe in the b- -t interests of the children just as you do; if youdidn't, you wouldn't be teachers.
This industry-education program in Southern California has been verysuccessful. Industry has supported the endeavor quite thoroughly. Thisis reflected in many surveys and I was surprised re -;ently when therecame a release from New Yr- k City which pointed out that industry-edu-cation cooperation in Southetii California was a pacemaker in motivatingstudents to achieve excellence. They said it, we didn't. One of the few placesin the United States where the college enrollment in freshman eneneer-ing went up while it was going down everywhere else in the country i'sSouthern California, and of course everybody said, "Oh, that's becausethere are so many engineers and scientists in Southern Californi,." Butwhen we investigated the situation we found that the per capita ratio ofscientists and engineers was no different in Massachusetts and variousother places; yet Lhey were doing a lot more in motivating scientists andenqineersyoung oncsin Southr.tin California. As you already mayknow, the start of this industry-education council was primarily to moti-vate youngsters to become scienti: and engineers, and it was prett,doggoned successful. But I'm happ. to tell you that it has long sincetried to move away from science and engineering into many other fields;and so today, the industry-e -cati(fn tx!ouncils are trying to work with theeducators not only in sc ic n. and engineering, but in motivating chil-
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dren to do whatever they can do, the best they can do itto utilize to
the maximum degree whatever brains the student may have received from
God and from his parents. Now this is a worthwhile effort. For some rea-
son which is not too clear to me, and which I hope you vill understand
and help us with, industry is not working as well ane 9- Lotnpletely with
industrial arts as it should, and that's why I'm so pleastxt to have this op-
portunity to talk to you.

The President of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Bob
Gerholtz, at a national Chamber of Commerce meeting, stated, "Southern
California Industry Education Council is inspiring imitation in communi-
ties far and v-;cle across the country."

It was nice of him to say so, but I'm not very happy because I don't
think we're doing enough of it. I wish we could inspire more imitation in
more places, because the successes have been good. Take our teacher-
for-a-day programMarch 25, this yearwhen over 900 businessmen,
scientists, engineers. etc., frokra industries and businesses throughout South-
ern California conducted classes for one afternoon to enable an equal
number of faculty membersmostly science teachers, of courseto at-
tend a regional conference of the National Biology 'reachers Association.
It turned out very well. But why have we not had teachers-for-a-day in
industrial arts? Why only in sciences? Well, we can't plant it alone
you've got to plant it, too.

We have a medalist award program which I think is unique. This pro-
geam recognizes a senior student from each high school who has in-
spired others by his or her schooling and moral examples, maldng real
efforts to meet future challenges. This medalist award rewards students
working to the fullest of their ability, not necessaruly those who achieve
the highest acudemic grades. A C student who mall, :74 his stumps and
works hard and achieves a B may be far more worA'Sy of. an award than
the one who gets straight A'seasy, one hand, no problem.

This may be one of the few times that this mo*ivated achiever (but not
necessarily high-academic-success student) may recognized and re-
warded for the effort and applauded for it. And if thore's any better way
to stimukfe kids to make an effort than to pat them on the back, I don't
know what it is.

We have a Salute to Education banquet once a year in December. The
program addresses itself to recognizing individual teachers who have dis-
tirr-vished themselves in their classrJoms and who exemplify the many
classroom teachers whose dedication is making California's educational
system better and better. Industrial arts teachers have been the recipients
of this honor. The awards for the past two years have been presented by
the President of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Let me make an im-
portant point here. Industry-education council efforts do not conflict in any
way with methods and programs of chambers of commerce or boards of
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trade, local, state or national. The principle is to work cooperatively andhelpfuni to avoid this duplication. We honestly don't care in our -Industry-
education council who does a job or who gets credit for it, just so it getsdone. We try to maintain good permaneut relations with -;;ducationthrough ups and downs. You know, sometimes its fashionable; and ap-propriate to salute education and then everybody forgets about it forseveral years. You have to do it consistertly, in my opinion, and we havebeen pretty consistent. We've maintained this thing on a steadily rising
curve, possibly by two simple and basic policies.

Our industry-education council has not taken and will not take posi-tions on purely political matters. We think you should keep politics outof it and then you can truly get on with nonpartisan and effective educa-tion. We will not concern ourselves with matters of school curriculumunless we are especially requested to do so by the local school superinten-
dent or school board president.

In other words, we in industry-education council are not going to try totell you how to do your job. We want you to tell us how you want to doyour and then let us help you. . . . It's all too easy to criticize, andwe neu,i good critics. But I think we reed more people trying to com-municate with each other, to understand each other and help each other,and the great American pastime of being actively critical over almost
evcything should have some limit to it.

There are some other things we do: Summer employment for teachers,
summer employment that :nay help them in their own goals, in vocational
guidance and in what they plan to do in the schools here. We have sum-
mer workshops for state colleges, over 50 sponsored workshops for teach-
ers. Of course we have plant tours and local courses for Career Day andall that sort of thing. I think perhaps I can best sum up the council's
activities by saying that we have stood and we do stand ready to meet allrequ tsts for cooperation which we inp.y receive from education. As far asI knc dv, the council has never failed to fulfill in some way any reasonable
school request. Our boards of director.; are made up half from education
and half from industry. The president of our council is a leading educator
one year, a leading industrialist the next.

Industry-education cooperation can be available in every community inthe United States. It is not now, and you can do a lot about it. You canseek out your local industrial leaders, and you can get support ?nd un-
derstanding from them in accordance with the principles we've discussed.

I'm not talking about mom.- , because money doesn't do the job. I'm
continually amazed and confine i1y plee,.ed at the large numbers of teach-er!: and young people that we reach through the industry education
council at an almost infinitesimal cost per capita. 'The annual budget of theentire Southern California re 'ustry and Education Council is less than$40,000 a year, and we Ji hundreds of thousands of children andthousands of teachers.
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In California, you can and I hope you will participate to a higher de-
gree than you have in local programs. '.)utside of California, I hope you
will spread the word and be of help in forming your own school industry-
education councilsnot necessarily like the Southern California one,
but industry-educatior .,ouncils which are geared to your local problems
and the local problems of industry in your area. Why don't we organize
a teacher- for-a-day in the industrial arts field? Why don't we organize
something in which we can have industry replace industrial arts teachers
even for half a day and give them a chance to get together and talk it
over. They'll each learn something additional. It isn't too early to do a
little thinking and planning for that.

Regarding work experience- --perhaps you could suggest some new way
of putting work experience into action. The initiative with vision. And
perhaps you can help in proving to industry that the time, effort, and
personnel they may give to industry-education cooperation is necessary
for them, that they will get more out of it than they put into it. I be-
lieve they willI believe my company has gotten a great deal more out of
it than it's put into it. The others would feel the same way if there were
ways in which together we could educate them and convince them.

Some specific suggestions are industry's role in emphasizing the assistance
needed in the industrial arts. There is a real need for this. We need some
new looks along with the older ones of traditionnot that traditions aren't
good and necessary things in some cases. But one of the most stultifying
things 1:1 indostrybelieve meis when the people do the same thing
day after day because that's what they did yesterday and that's what they
did -ast year. Any ind-istrial organizations which go on doing the same
thing, year after year, that they did the year before, don't last long in
this new society of ours. There is a necessity for constant review of the
purposes and opFtrational meaning of industrial arts education, just as
every industrial outfit has to consistently review and bring up to date its
goals and its organization.

I'd like to give you an insight into one innovation, just brieflyat La
Canada High School in California. They instituted an industrial research
and development laboratory. This laboratory series as a site for the
effective and practical application of a number of theories explored in
other related fields, whether it's physics, chemistry, mathematics, biology
or whatever, but it is under the supervision of the industrial research
lab instru( tor. Stuck its arc encouraged to come in and to investigate
areas of individual interest. Of course they have to get permission from the
instructor before they in to use the laboratory, but they get to know.
they get to understand necessary tools, necessary machine skills, necescnry
knowled *,e of tools and things available. Scientific method, sure; in-
depeadet 4: research and examination, sure; theorems, of course; films
:xlicated to promoting some creative thinkingpresenting some new



ideas, showing some industrial methods and procedures; and every nowand then, guest speakers. Field trips, of course. All this worked out verywell at La Cr7lada High School. It really did the job, it got thoseyoungsters thinkinginterested----motivatedactive. And wanting to learn.And that is realty worth doing.
Now, let me ask you a questAon. You are industrial arts administratorsand teachers. But do you really know much about industry? Maybethat's an insult and if it is, that I apologize. But I just wonder if you do.Can you avoid making sweeping generalizations about industrywhichare not true? Can industry avoAd making sweeping generalizations abouLeducation which are not true? One of the real frontiers in industrial arts,and I read about frontiers in your national magazineone of the realfrontiers of industrial arts is truely knowing something about your localbusiness and industry. One thing that many of us have learned from ourindustry-education council activities that (personal) contact beweenlocal industry and local education givs the greatest returns; and it givesthe gTeatest returns, also, if it's well organized and well managed. Manyof you know people in industry who represent manufacturers of equip-met.: or publications which you use, and that's very fine. The exhibits thatI saw here as I walked around are excellent; they're worthwhile, and Inoticed that many of you had a real interest in these exhibits, and so youshould. But I don't consider that as being contact with industry. Howmany of you have wider personal contacts with your local industries whoneed and use the products of our -;chools? I can tell you that industrieslack knowledge about you; and if i Austries lack knowledge about ye;:,suspect you lack knowledge about industries.

How many realize these days that more and more companies are givingblue collar employees much greater responsibility? Som -. call it permis-sive management, some call it participating management, and some olddie-hards call it promiscuous management. Some call it theoretical, butit appears to be gaining favor rapidly, and I'm for it. Its hoped-for andoften-achieved goals are from this promiscuous or participating manage-ment; something we need, and that ismore responsibility and a greatersense of importance for lower level, or blue collar if you prefer, employees;which leads in turn to that most important thing, pride in workmanship.It used to be that all good craftsmer ad real pride :n their workmanship.Such folks are getting harder and :larder to find--r-t. :east they are inindustry. Maybe that's what they in their backyarri garages but theydon't come to work nd do it very often.
If we can find ways to get back to this pride in craft_ianship, thisbelief in oneself, this sharing of responsibility with employees, this willlead to increased productivity, reduced absenteeism, reduced turnover,stimulation of good cost-cutting suggestions from the people who are do-ing the work. This means greater competition, better competition, it meanshigher profits. Todvy companies are teams of people. A company which
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doesn't appreciate this and Nactice it doesn't get very far these days.
From the president right on through to the folks who sweep up the factory
on the second or third shift, each and every one is important. Each has an
important and vital role to play. A factory that's filthy, that isn't swept
up pe .perly and regularly, usually is disorganized, usually has a high ac-
cidePt late, and many doesn't get the stuff out. on time.

Thete have Wen the traditional comic-strip bosss. We've all ,.vad about
them, we constantly do, but Fit tell you from, my insight in industry that
the comic-strip boss is about as gone a thing as the Dodo in real industry.
The majority of manager-. .:hese days are profec?;rmal people. They're
Professional Inanagers, they're professional leaders. They're studying and
trying, even though nobody's educating them, to educate themselves in
leadership. And that means the understanding of people.

Some of the curriculum revision now going on may need a little busi-
ness support to insure better understanding of the importance of early iden-
tification of aptitudes, and a better comprehension of the function and
importance of what we can do with industlial arts. As Max Rafferty said
earlier, we need a little more on attitude as well as aptitude; and it would
be a pretty worthwhile goal for any curriculum development group,
view of the really critical trained na 4npower shortages that are looming
up in many places, to have a little conversation and a little understand-
ing with the people who are going to use the output. This will help to
improve that image I was talking aboutyour own personal image. I
regret to say againand that's why I have said it several times, to em-
phasize itindustry in most areas is less informed on industrial arts as a
field of teaching rnd study than you might think. I regret to report
again that many of my business and industry ccleagues, in large and
small coiporations, have little or no appreciation or understanding of
what you're doing And what you're trying to do. They need education by
you. This calls for some speaking up and speakhig out. This calls for
some personal contact. Of course, this might contribute to the shortage
of qualified industrial arts teachers if they all hire you in industry, but
maybe this isn't too bad a thing either, although I hope it doesn't happen.

Lets look at another factor. There's a recent survey by the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States. John Harlan, Director of Manpower
Development and Training of the L.S. Chamber, found that some 90 per
cent of the exect.tives noted f-'lat their business members are suffering from
shortages of skilled manpower and that industrial arts teachas, super-
visors and directors were not communicating witn the business leader-
ship. These certainly are facts to show why too many of our youngsters are
still dropping out before the completion of high school. An aggressive,
practical program of industrial arts, prverly instituted and backed up,
with some cooperation from local industry would holp to deter many of
these youngsters from the seventh grade up, from dropping out. It would
result in a lot more fine and useful citizens.
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There are many examples of these problems. A number of them were
detailed in the Wall Street Journal about three weeks ago. We all know
that auto repairs are aiffering mole and more, that we need more and
more people to do somethirg about it. There are lots of places where, if
we understood it better, we could do a better job. There are people in-
terested in you, interested in industrial arts, interested in understanding
you better, who want to help you. You might want to secure from the
Chamber of Commerce of the U.S. what might be a pretty good mer-
chandising tool for industrial arts, ;1/4- usc by the industrial arts teachers, en-
titled "Industrial Arts: An Answer to Training Needs of Business." Why
not give this a thought: Why not select maybe five or six of what you
consider to be the most important corporate executives in your com-
munity, that might employ some of your students in the future, and maybe
armed with this U.S. Chamber of Commerce supplzment, find out why
they wouldn't s1.7sh to form a small committee of themselves and you,
to start a plan in your own community of bringing the resources of in-
dustry to the industrial arts classroom. You can do it. But don't sit
around and wait for industry to do it, even though a few of us are trying
to spread the word and make some efforts; I encourage you to do some-
thing on it too. Ask for it. I don't think you teachers in California have
too tough a job because as I said before, any time the industry-education
council has been asked Lo cooperate with education and help, it has done
so. And it can do some more and do so again.

Understanding the industrial arts education responsibility toward the
community is important. Developing effective means of communication
between potential employees and boards of education is important. De-
termining the competencies that schools should provide, and what poten-
tial employees they should provide, is valuable; a i improving the im-
age of industrial arts education, and so on. These things are really im-
portant, and I don't feel that they are getting through, I don't feel that
they are getting the job done as much as I'd like. Motivating adults isnot an easy thing. But kids are not that way. Even when we have
scond- and third-generation unemployed, the Head-Start program has
shown that it is possible to interrupt that, to divert it; IL is possible to reachthe kids even wheu they have been second- and third-generation un-
employable. Unemployables are something we hear a lot aboutthere
are too many of them. We're beginning to understand why we have so
Inany of them and the principal thing is lack of motivation, as far as I
can find out. Many people have asked me, "How do you motivate chil-
dren?" Of course, I'm smart enough to tell them I don't know, but I do
know this: Purely by empirical experience, I find that if you take un-
motivated childrw: and put them in close physical, mental, spiritual com-
munication with highly mothated adults, about 8:, percent of the time,
by some process of osmosis or whatever, you get motivated kids. Of
course, 1 5 peteent of the time, you get frustrated adults. But this
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doesn't worry me, because rememberI started on the premise that we
were defl:ing in this case only with motivated adults, and motivated adults
survive frustration even if unmotivated kids don't.

Other peop ',-. have said, "What is it industry wants in an educated or
trained person?' I don't think that industry wants highly trained opefators
of sophisdcated machinery because the machinery changes so fast that
no matter how you train them, we have to train them differently. On the
contrary, in my judgment what industry wants in trained and educated
man- and womanpower is youngsters that are educated in only three
things. If you want to add a little something, that's all right, but in these
three things, please educate them: Educate them first to think. Use it.
Don't abuse it. Educate them to think. Secondly, educate them to under-
stand what's going on around them, to have an int :est in what's going
on around them. Educate them in the ability and '4ngness to under-
stand. And finally, teach them how to communicate. I dor care how high
the IC), I don't care how educated, how erudite or whatev .; if you can't
communicate it after you've got it, it's no good to you and it's no good to
anybody. But please, you line, wonderful industrial arts folks, you have
this great opportunity, you hlve this great potential. See what you in
do to encourage teaching in how to think, how to understand, and huw to
communicate.

Let nie suggest something about leadership training. Where real
leadership training can begin is right in industrial arts. Maybe that's too
big an order but I don't think so. In my judgment and experience, leadef-
ship training can and should begin with a firm, well-articulated set of
usable personal values. Secondly, some training is necessary in the art of
decision-making based upon these personal valueswe have to train people
in the art of decision-making and it is an art, not a science.

Develop initiative. And you'd be surprised where initiative can be
!..3und if you make an effort to seek it. . . . Personal self-confidence---
strong self-structure that can withstand some of these conflictir.g, frus-
zating pressures. A little self-sufficiency. A little pride in personal

adequacy. Some independent thought and action. some pride in one's
own individualism. This is all part of leadership training, in my opinion.
These things are present in every teacher who is a successful teacher,
these things are part of you. I think many of our problems come from
immature teachers just as many c itriliess problems come fr ',a im-
mature company presidents. Thi aother thing teachers and company
presidents can have in commonimmatuthy as well as maturity. You
need training to resist temptation. You need motivation and encourage-
ment.

Another thing, drip-out after drop-out and I know you've had this
experiencealways expressed the idea that they couldn't see any practical
use for what they were trying to learn. This just means they haven't
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been approached appropriately in the beginning, at least in my opinion,and I think that's the role of industrial arts. Some say it's general educa-tion that teaches values and orients students toward the industrial vvorld.I think it's true in every sense, but it's not enough. This is a greater op-portunity that you gave, which I hope you will take, and will work withindustry to understand a little bit better. 1 think your Amniation canhelp as well as you individually, and I encourage thisI eneot.iage itstrongly.
As leaders in your communityyou are leaders in your community, andif you're not, you should beI challenge you to attack our nation's most

serious problem. I consider this the motivating of students, in both pri-mary and secondary schoolsmotivating children to want to learn. Theycan, if they are motivated. School people like yourselves have been
pacemakers in Atm :Ica for ingenuity and initiative. I believe you areleaders and I believe you can provide the leadership we're talking about.In continued education efforts in these matters, you will reap personal
rewards and personal satisfactions which are tromendous. For that reason,I salute you and wish you all the 1: st.
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Implementing Frontier Ideas in Industrial Arts
Education By Teachers. Supervisors. and
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Symposium A

ROLAND F. NAGEL

Missouri State Teachers College

Kirksville, Missouri

Frontier ideas in i idustrial arts, if they can be properly identified and
implemented, will in most instances need to be first initiated at the teacher
preparation stage. A current example that seems to substantiate this
statement is the American Industries Project at Stout State University.
While the project is currently "re-orier ;ng" industrial arts teachers to
the American industries approach in ort that the program may proceed,
an entirely new teacher preparation curriculum has been prepared for the
future teachers of this curriculum area. To project this new approach on
many industrial arts teachers today would be as disastrous as were the
outcomes of over a decade ago when the comprehensive general shop
approach was introduced to teachers of unit manual training courses. It
was only when new teachers had themselves experienced the content and
methods of teaching such a new idea that the true interpretation of thethen "shop innovation" or "frontier idea" was ever achieved. The oldadage, "we teach as we've been taught," is as true today as when the phrase
was first coined.
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How and in what ways can industrial arts teacher education contributeto the development and understanding of or implement frontier ideas oftoday; also what changes need to b.: made? It must bc understood at theoutset that what is new for some may have already been attempted or isbeing practiced today by others.
I. In the development of ability to meet new aititations, with emphasison the how to learn, industrial arts teacher education needs to place greatersti lss on the individual's responsibility to solve current problems so thatthis idea will be transmitted to the students of these futur. teachers. Moreemphasis on individual research projects or activities on the part of under-graduate students, as well as graduate students, would aid in this develop-mental task.
2. New methods of teaching industrial arts need to be discovered,

developed, and used. Methods which will be effective for large classes (35to 40 students) are needed as well as methods which will satisfy newcurriculum concepts. Perhaps the full-year intern teacher approach toteacher preparation (student teacher works under master teacher for fullyear) would help to satisfy this need. Staff team teaching has never beenfully tested at the teacher education level and could also be an answer.3. There is also a need for new concepts concerning facilities for in-dustrial arts offerings which may have reference to "new institutions" asdiscussed by Dr. Tyler. These concepts must, of course, be congruentwith the ideas one has of the industrial arts curriculum which in turndictates the housing and equipment needs. However, if classes are aslarge as 35 students, awl some are or will be, if research, experimentation,
technical knowledge and concept building become important in industrialarts, then perhaps faciiities which arc adaptable, versatile, and expandableneed to be provided. However handicapped teacher training institutionshave been, industrial arts teacher education must lead the way in this area.4. Industrial arts, it seems, needs no reversal of the curriculum as wassuggested for some areas by Dr. Tyler. In most instarvs industrial artshas always provided the concrete experiences first; however, not alwayswas each experieme fully associated or correlated with the basic orabstract concept caught. What was done was more important than whatwas learned or how the task was accomplfshed. This has been true, alltoo often, in industrial arts teacher education. The approach, however,must not be akered if industrial arts is to meet the needs of those indi-viduals most in need of this curricular area.

5. Industrial arts teacher education must also be concerned with theeducation of parents, or in a broader sense with adult education, the con-cept of which is only in its infancy. Education for leisure activities, atti-tudes toward work and education for work are also important aspects inthe preparation of industrial arts teachers.
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MARK JONES

Superivsor-Coordinator of Industrial Arts Education

Tulare County Department of Education

Visa li9, California

Webster's Dictionary states that to interrelate is to have mutual relatien-
ship. Industrial arts teachers have long acknowledged the mutual relation-
ships which exist between industrial arts and the other subject-matter
areas. Every industrial arts teacher has exploited numerous opportunities
to interweave content material from other subject-matter areas into learn-
ing experiences being presented in the industrial arts program.

I can recall my first year's teaching experience during which time I gave
tool identification tests to my students and, of course, required them to use
the correct spelling for each tool while they answered the test. I also re-
quired students to do reading research in such areas as: the mining and
smelting of copper, the smelting of iron ore, foundry techniques, storage
and dry cell battery construction, electricity, electronics, etc. Some of these
reading research tasks were presented as written assignments, and others
were given as oral reports.

Students were also trained in good citizenship habits through the use of
such class techniques as: (1) a rotating clean-up schedule which re-
quired each student to accept responsibility; (2) a rotating shop foreman
who was responsible to see to it that the cleaning schedule was maintained,
and (3) individual or group projects for which each individual bore some
responsibility. These are just some of the activities which every industrial
arts teacher has used during the course of his teaching career. Every in-
dustrial arts teacher realizes the importance of building interrelat:onships
between industrial arts and the other subject-matter areas in order that
a higher quality of motivation might be achieved in individual students.

Probably mathematics and science are most directly interrelated with
the industrial arts programs of our schools. These two subject-matter
areas are most often interwoven into industrial arts learning experiences.
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Certainly, one can find many examples of interrelationships between
these areas and the industrial arts program.

I wish to present two publications by the California State Depart-
ment of Education: Mathematics and Industrial Arts Education, and
Industria; Arts and Science. While these publications were being formu-
lated, teachers and supervisors of industrial arts, mathematics, and science
worked on committees, and it was amazing to see the number of practical
applications that could be found in industrial arts classes.

Another source which presents many interrelationships between in-
dustrial arts and science is the publication, You and Science, by Har-
court, Brace & World. A review of this and newer science publications
currently available reveals a trend by authors and publishers of devoting
more attention to units of science content which bear many interrelation-
ships with industrial arts programs.

The technological aspects of science which may be easily interrelated
with the industrial arts program are curi may being emphasized. I would
like to encourage industrial arts teachers to review the latest science
textbooks in an effort to find new ways of building interrelationships. It
should be pointed out that few teachers of industrial arts emphasize
skill development without including some interrelationships to other sub-.
ject-matter areas. Also, many teachers in such disciplines as English,
science, mathematics, and social studies in elementary and secondary
schools, are using industrial arts materials as a source of pupil motiva-
tion.

Let us look at several outstanding examples of how school districts
have built instructionul programs which stress the interrelationLhips be-
tween industkial arts and the other subject-matter areas:
San Bernardino City

primarily a 10th, 1 lth and 12th grade program
English classes emphasize the 100 most-used technical terms
reading specialists help students increase their vocabulary by stress-
ing word meanings and providing practice in the use of these words
in reference work

Martinez
9th grade program in three junior high schools
stresses industrial arts interrelationship with science, mathematics,
English, and social studies

utilizes a team-teaching approach
Grant Union DistrictRio Linda High School

industrial arts interrelated with English
English class for nonachievers initiated this program
English teachers have 13 classes that concentrate on reading, writ-
ing and oral reports interrelated with the learning expericences pro-
vided in the industrill arts program
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Oakland City--Bret Harm Junior High School
a 9tb grade program
an initial survey showed that boys who were constantly truant all
possessed a common interest in small engines: i.e., lawnmovers,
outboard motors, etc.

a special class in power mechanics organized for boys
a core program in which one teacher stays with students for three
hours and interrelates reading, writing, and arithmetic

since its initiation only two boys were ever truant
a most successful and unusual program

Pre-Technology Plan ("Richmond Plan")
total approach to curriculum through the interdisciplinary process
originally started in Richmondnow expanded to 13 secondary

schools in the Bay Area
an 11th and 12th grade program designed for the capable "average"
students who take mathematics, science, technology laboratory,
drafting, and English

requires a course in social studies
basic college preparatory content is presentedemphasizing appli-

cation of technological principles
English prepares the student to write professional technical re-
portsemphasizing the value of good English usage

the central feature is the industrial arts technology laboratory where
students work separately and/or in teams to solve problems re-
lated to technology

students and teachers work together in developing projects
mathematics teacher guides the student in necessary mathematics
science teacher presents the theoretical background for projects
in English the student also prepares oral and written reports of

his progress
the drafting class designs the project used in the technology labora-
tory

the technology laboratory develops industrial arts skills which facili-
tate the constniction and testing of solutions to problems

all of the program develops around team teaching and team planning
further development of the pre-technological idea is being expanded

to ten more schools in the near future
the Ford Foundation has created a center for technological educa-
tion in San Francisco to further develop this interdisciplinary process
under the directorship of Dr. George Champion.

San MattoCrestmoor High School
a mathematics, English, and industrial arts interrelated program
begun in the summer of 1965
(a more detailed description will be presented later in the program)
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Federal Proposal
patterned after part of the Oakland Bret Harte Program
planning an interrelated multi-discipline curriculum for the 9th grade
the English, mathematics, science, and industrial arts teachers plan
together on Saturdays

would include five schools in five school districts and encompass
three counties in the Central Valley-400 students would be in-
volved in the initial program with a future p Jtential of 4,500 stu-
dents

industrial arts teachers would write a power mechanics course of
study, listing the required tools and equipment

for teachers in each of the four subject areas, five coordinators
and two directors

each of the discipline groups would see how they could interrelate
information which might be used in an exemplary program imple-
menting a new class the following year

We r11 hope that The National Defense Education Act, Title II, will
include industrial arts in the near future and make possible the funding
of many such programs.

These examples strongly emphasize the importance of the existing in-
terrelationships between industrial arts and the other 3ubject-matter areasin the total program of the school. Most of these programs have been
developed through continuous efforts by educators to meet the needs of
individual students. We are currently engaged in a primary effort to
develop an industrial arts program which will meet students' needs for life
in a changing world. I would challenge each of you to give much thought
to four essential student needs during your plarning activities. These are:

(1) help students learn how to retrieve information;
(2) help students learn how to think by providing them with real-life

problems for solution and providing guidance in the solution of
these problems;

(3) help students learn how to learn by causing them to develop those
learning skills and techniques which productively provide reliable
answers to real problems; and

(4) help students learn how to adapt to change and help them learn
to expect changes in the future.

hp closing, I would like to emphasize the need for building interrelation-
ships between industrial arts and the other subject-matter areas. I amcertain that each of you can see that we are moving forward toward newfrontiers in industrial education. The building of interrelationships with
other subject-matter areas is a big part of the current industrial arts
movement in California.
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WESTON T. BROOKS

jerArtment of Industrial Education, East Tennessee State University
Johnson City, Tennessee

There is no doubt that the technological changes presently occurringwill place new demands on education. This is true of education in gen-eral and also presents some very pertinent questions as to the future ofindustrial arts education.
By 1970 over half of the population in the United States will be under25 years of age. Certainly there will be tremendous opportunities for theyoung people of our nation. These wonderful opportunities will not simplyoccur without careful planning and effort on the part of the various educa-tional institutions at all levels. The how and what elements both seem tobe very crucial questions which need to be explored.The how-to-learn phase of our educational system has probably re-ceived very little emphasis. However, the what to learn, the basic con-tent of our curriculum, must be given due consideration. The what tolearn will by necessity serve as the vehicle to teach the students howlearning is accomplished. There is considerable doubt that any disciplinewill disregard the basic subject matter content in preference to stressingonly the approach to learning. Certain fundamentals within almost everyarea will remain constant and desirable to teach, regardless of the rapidityof technological changes. The what-to-learn phase of our educationalprograms must be continuously evaluated and supplemented in order totruly emphasize the bow-to-learn techniques.In order to make any program mom meaningful to the students, teach-ers will certainly need to experiment with various approaches. This ex-perimentation or flexibility seems to be one of the teachers' chief objec-tives or obligations to the students and the teaching profession. Throughprofessional organizations, continuous in-service-training programs, andactive public relations programs many of the problems presently facingteachers in this rapidly changing society can be overcome.
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Symposium B

JAMES BIGNELL

Head, Industrial Arts Departments University of Tampa

Tampa, Florida

As Dr. Tyler puts it, "The emphasis is now on the ability to meet new
situations, on how, not what to learn." One reason for this is the ever-
changing world and rapid development in almost every direction, but
especially in the technical world. What is good know-how today may
soon be cut of date. A harness and buggy-whip-maker was a good trade
for one with the know-how, but today it's not good at all. If his educa-
don had been general, however, or as Dr. Tyler puts ithow not what,
he would be OK todayhe could have been a shoemaker when the
horse and buggy went out or one of a hundred and one other thing.

The type of general education offered by industrial arts is the answer
for today's rapidly changing world. Industial arts does not teach a trade,
but it gives the student that basic technical education that will fit him for
all fields of technology. He gets a broad understanding of the basic facts,
formulas, and ideas in back of technology in general. He learns woods,
its tools, its uses, etc. He learns metals, electricity, electronics, crafts,
drafting, etc. These are the foundation upon which our modem world
of technology is built.

Since I don't have space or time here to elaborate on each field, I will
take only one as an examplethat of drafting. In this, the industrial arts
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drafting students learn the reading and writing of the technical world.
Every technical thing of much importance is first put down as a drawing;
often referred to as the blueprint. Then it must be read by the technicians;
therefore, we see it is the reading and writing of the technical world. With-
out a knowledge of this subject, a person is technically illiterate in today's
world. Much the same line of reasoning can be set up for all the other
fields of industrial arts. Industrial arts is basic. Industrial arts is funda-
mental. Indu3trial arts is a must for every educated person today. Yet
our schools put it in an elective role. When are we going to realize we
are living in a technical world where everyone must know basic facts
upon which he can build? The old education of the old colleges that
taught liberal arts, theology; Greek, Latin, and others are now antiquated
and behind the times, and must be supplemented today with the learn-
ing of modern technology or the student is not truly educated to meet
today's demands. Not only are the umkilled workers disappearing and
giving way to highly trained technicians, but the white collar worker is
giving way to the computer and the brain machines. It all goes with this
ever-changing world. Education must keep up with it or be lost. The
answer is industrial arts as a must for everyone's education, to give him a
basic foundation on which to build whatever future comes his way.

At one time the farmer was classified with the unskilled laborer, but
today he is anything but unskilled. He is a paradox, he is an executive.
He manages more capital than most so-called businessmen. He is a pur-
chr.sing agent, buying thousands of dollars worth of equipment, fee.ds,
seed, etc. each year. He must have the knowledee and know-how of a
Philadelphia lawyer to be able to read and understand the long and com-
plicated government farm programs, income tax regulations, etc. He's not
only a businessman, etc., but he is a scientist, using chemical fertilizers,
antibiotics, chemical weed killers, chemical insecticides, etc. He must
have a good knowledge of agronomy, entomology, rind many others. He
must be a machinist, a mechanic, a surveyor, a blueprint reader, etc. The
age of the unskilled farmer has gone. And is just one example of many
in this chat jing world.

This brings out the need for an education for such an individual. His
school education must be general; it must be basic and cover all fields.
This is not only true for today's farmer, it is also true for almost all people
today. It's not learning what so much as hnw that we need today and this
is industrial arts. His education must be of such a nature that he can
adapt to whatever the future brings, and this is our modern philosophy
behind industrial arts.
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STEPHEN W. M1NDOCK

Supervisor of Industri.al Arts, Colorado Springs Public Schools

Colorado Springs, Colorado

My first reaction to Dr. Tyler's presentation is the magnitude and im-plication of modern technology and its wide scope of influence over all ofus. It envelops and alters our personal life. It places emphasis on howto meet new situations, adapt quickly, meet non-material needs of people,provide for human relations, reverse the curriculum by placing the prac-tical before the abstract, and make our program in industrial arts moremeaningful, yet ever flexible. Population increases mean more technol-'Ify which in turn begets more education. The changes are subtle butwe are made aware of the fact that as all facets of our life become moreinstitutionalized, problems dealing with impersonality and frustrationare created.
New concepts in our basic thinking are required. As educators we mustfirst change our own way of thinking before we can expect to influenceand create behavior changes in students and parents. The key to all ofthis is the classroom teacher. The problem is how to create the atmos-phere for the teacher to learn, and to become motivated enough himselfto want to present frontier ideas to students and parents that will enablethem to cope with our technological society.
Before we surge ahead and attempt changes in our curriculum weshould take stock of our objectives, evaluate and change them wherenecessary and then move ahead. Analyzing the four objectives of indus-trial arts of the American Council of Industrial Arts Supervisors, I find weare on solid ground except for the exclusion of provision for leisure activ-ides. The recreation-leisure explosion is here now.
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Dr. Tyler has pointed it out. Congress is aware of the problem as indi-
cated by passage of the Wilderness Areas law last year. Churches are
alerted to future implications of leisure as evidenced by this month's
publication of "Missioi. in the American Outdoors" edited by Gilles
Ekola. Expressing the concern of the church in leisure-recreation, the
book states: "Churches cannot neglect leisure and recreation if they
seek to serve man in the context of life today." We are well aware of
labor's concern with better human relations and the associated impor-
tance of satisfactory leisure activity.

By its very nature our own field of industrial arts education provides
freer:.,:41 to the student and instructor to experiment and make changes
adaptable to technological lifethis is in our favor. Let us see how in-
dustrial arts can be adapted toward this end.

A simple illustration will be appropriate. This illustration also serves
as an example of combining practical experiences to help grasp abstract
concepts.

A pet project of mine lias always been the magnetic compass for 7th-
8th grade boys to provide an understanding of permanent magnetism.
There are many basic operations involved in making the needle, anneal-
ing, magnetizing. g, along with other metal and woodworking
operations in the case. By itself this project has consid-
erable appei -,,ye-sparkling interest came out when I'd
bring my ru, -nool and lay Gut contents I cot, 'cred proper
equipment for a tew nights in the mountains for either climbing, hiking,
fishing or cross-country skiing.

I made a point of having an assortment of compasses for display, the
lensatic, Silva, watch, and wrist. The questions started to fly as the
youngsters compared their simple models to the flashier commercial ones
which they wanted to know more about. The next step was to pull out a
topographical map of Rocky Mountain Natioual Park and show them how
their compass was just as good as the others in orienting the map. We
then got into the details of how to use a compa.is with a map and set up
hypothetical situations of what to do if lost. This of course required
learning more about the map, such as contour lines, scales and symbols.
Interest ran high when a map of Colorado with wilderness and wild
areas depicted in color was sliown.

The point here is that practically every junior high school boy does
have some natural feeling for the outdoors. The motivation is there. It's
just a matter of knowing how to capture it. They had no difficulty learn-
ing and remembering the basic law of magnetism and the lesson was car-
ried on into something with which they will always be concerned.

Students retain ideas put to practical use: The laboratory may be the
outdoors or it may be industry. The main thing is to stimulate thinking
and encourage the student to look beyond. Taught to do this he will
have less difficulty coping with change.
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Symposium C

DR. DELMAR W. OLSON

Chairman, Department of Industrial Arts, Kent State University

Kent, Ohio

The following are proposals for implementing the frontier ideas in educa-tion as proposed by Dr. Ralph W. Tyler. They are by no means exhaus-
tive; only suggestive of tho possibility of many others.
I. The Tyler Idea: Emphasis is on ability to meet new situations, onhow, not what to learn.

Implementation:
a. Teaching methodology must emphasize principle instead of proc-ess. Principles, theories, concepts, ideas become the subject mat-ter, the fundamentals. Industrial arts is traditionally process-oriented. Processes now serve to illustrate principles, theories,

concepts, ideas.
b. Teaching methodology must emphasize how to think, how to ide-ate, how to create. Thinlag begins with a problem. Problems are

solved through research and experimentation. Ideas are dreamedin an environment of imagination (the new industrial arts labora-
tory). Creativity results as the teacher directs a continuing searchfor a better way. ,

2. The Tyler idea: Develop new institutions to accomplish the new tasks.
Implementation:
A new institution for the preparation of industrial arts teachers may
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have to be established within the framework of existing institutions
of higher education. It may take several forms.
a. The entire department of industrial arts may go experimental.

Every course will emphasize creative, experimental expression.
Each project will be an experiment in search of a better way.

b. When the above is not possible individual or small groups of
frontier-type instructors can develop experimental programs.

c. The American Council for Industrial Arts Teacher Education
should support the establishment of a new type of graduate pro-
gram on an experimental and pilot basis.

3. The Tyler idea: Make the program as meaningful as possible to the
students.
Implementation:
a. Student teaching experience should be provided during each of

the four years of the undergraduate program, and not left until
the senior year. The student needs this experience as a freshman
for occupational try-out. He needs teaching experience before he
takes courses in methods if they will be most real and meaningful
to him.

b. Every project should be a design-problem-experience in search of
the unknown, the new, the better in material, process, and func-
tion.

4. The Tyler idea: Reversal of the curriculum placing concrete experi-
ence before abstract concepts.
Implementation:
a. Methods and organization in teaching and curriculum should em-

phasize the psychological instead of the logical. The student
should learn technical fundamentals integrated into real design
problems, not in a graded series of exercises.

b. Formal instruction should follow the student's realization and rec-
ognition of problems rather than precede it.

5. The Tyler idea: Flexibility is a real value in the development of a
curriculum.

Implementation:
a. The industrial arts curriculum and its every course must be open-

ended so that ear ti individual can be reached with personalized in-
struction. Formaiized, mechanized courses must be replaced with
courses in which the subject matter changes as the technology and
the students change. Single material-oriented courses have served
their usefulness. The best solutions to problems and projects can-
not necessarily be made of a single material.

b. Since the future is unkown, the best educational preparation for
it is the development of interest in a continuing education; the best
education for work is that which is directed toward a series of ca-
reers rather than one.
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LAWRENCE F. H. ZANE

Honolulu Technicai School

/Imo lulu, Hawaii

Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey, in the January-Februaiy 1966issue of our JOURNAL, described the Great Society as "a state o Oppor-tunity." Dr. Tyler has desclibed some of the effects of technotogy onthe education of the young people of today and has pointed out some
opportunitiesopportunities for those in industrial arts to "act."

Since our educational. system is trained to provide the high level of
education required by our society's productive activity, why not ap-proach the teaching of courses in history such as the History of IndustrialArts, the History of Technology, the History of Vocational Education,etc., beginning with a selective study of historical events, issues, and
movements of a contemporary nature rather than beghmina with a studyof Socrates and his, attitude toward the mechanic arts? Emphasis wouldbe placed on current events although materials used in analyitng theevent would be taken from its historical past. The traditional, chrono-logical method 1 maching this subject would not be completely ignored.Events leading to the selected contemporary topic would need to be cov-ered. 'This approach would attempt to show concrete experiences of thepresent, followed by the more vicarious experiences of the past. An exam-ple woaid be to study the Elementary and Secondary School EducationAct of 1965 and its omnibus effects as now seen and to discuss the eventsleading to the passage of the bill. In addition, one could probably coverthe Vocational Act of 1963 and its preceding events far more adequate-ly than beginning with the Land Grant Act of 1862 and moving to the
present. This method of approach could provide the opportunity to selectmaterials and experiences which are currently important and functional
and which would help to make the program as meaningful as possible
for students.



Dr. Tyler emphasized the need to teach individuals the ability to meet
new situations. Why not try to develop the problem-solving technique
in our students as a means of meeting new situations? With the accelerating
amount of knowledge available, industrial arts cannot hope to cover the
entire range of subject matter, but it can try to teach the concepts of prob-
lem-solVmg. The application of problem-solving techniques in some form
may be found in most industriesthe research and experimentation lab-
oratory specializes in this area of work. What better environment than
the industrial arts laboratory to engage in this activity? Not only would
research and experimentation in industrial arts provide an orientation to
industry, it would also provide one of the avenues of teaching students
to meet the many new situations that will arise in their future. Industrial
educators could use this program as an opportunity to implement changes.

Another avenue of approach to the reversal of the curriculum would
be to allow our potential teachers to engage in observation-participation
during their first year of teaching. Perhaps this period can serve to motivate
if not enlighten our future industrial arts teachers.

This experience would allow him to observe, allow him to teach, and
allow him to be exposed before a classgive him the status of a teacher.
The University of Hawaii has for many years required its potential teach-
ers to take observation-participation in the junior year. This has been
very successful. Others, perhaps, have used this procedure, but why not
move it to the freshman year? Give our industrial arts teacher the oppor-
tunity to gain concrete experiences in teaching before some of the ab-
stract work in college. The experience in teaching a lesson in electronics
could make him aware of what he is expected to know in a course in
college algebra or calculus.

Could you implement these fundamental ideas into your curriculum?
Could you at least toss these ideas to your fellow staff members as "food
for thought"?

John F. Fries; in his most recefit book said, "Heavenly Father, give us
serenity to accept what cannot be changed, courage to change what
should be changed, and wisdom to know one from the other."

Then, shall we change? IN
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STERLING D. PETERSON

Minneapolis Public Schools

Minneapolis, Minnesota

A frontier in industrial arts education that must be expanded is in the
area of developing ways of aiding the disadvantaged student. Many times
this type of student does not achieve because his teachers do not have
proper insight into problems he experiences.

In order to meet the needs of the disadvantaged student taking indus-
trial arts, it is necessary to provide ways to aid and assist the instructor
so that he will be aware of the types of problems experienced by the
disadvantaged student. This can be accomplished by making it possible
for him to attend in-service training sessions dealing with problems of
disadvantaged students, visit industry, and visit other industrial arts pro-
gams that have proven successful in aiding these students. The value of
in-service programs cannot be over-emphasized. "It is commonly agreed
among educational authorities that the most efficient method of upgrading
the instructional program is through a well-conceived and administered
in-service program."

So that teachers may be free during the school day to attend in-service
meetings and make visits, a group of six schools should group together and
employ one additional industrial arts teacher for each school. This teacher
will take classes of the regular staff teacher so that he may attend seminars
dealing with the problems of disadvantaged youth, visit industry, etc.

10pinion expressed by Dr. Clifford Hooker at a Central.Office Association Lunch-,.eon, Minneapolis, Minnesota, November 12, 1965. .,
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The areas of specialization
follows:

1 teacher Drafting
1 teacher Electricity-Electronics
1 teacher Graphic Arts
1 teacher Metals
1 teacher Power Mechanics
1 teacher .Wood

In addition to making it possible for the regular staff teachers to be
free of classroom duties for a period of time, the additional teachers will
have the following duties:

1. Work with students with emotional and learning problems.2. Take students on field trips to industry.
3. Help teachers with large and difficult classes.
4. Develop instructional materials; for example, the teacher specializing

in electricity-electronics will meet with the regular staff electricity-
electronics teachers from all the participating schools to develop
instructional materials.

Industrial arts teachers trained in the problems of disadvantaged youth,
and teaching a subject area (industrial arts) enjoyed by students in gen-
eral, can help greatly in solving problems experienced by the dis..dvs- ged
student.

for the additional teachers should be as
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FRANK R. STECKEL

Associate Professor of Industrial Arts, Appalachian State Teachers College

Boone, North Carolina

The .?..temise has been put forth that unless we implement new methods
and techniques of presenting industrial arts curriculum areas to students
on all levels, we will fall far short of adequately preparing them to face
and accept their place in society upon graduation. I agree!

We who teach industrial arts have long and often loudly proclaimed that
we teach students, no: classes. Because of the size of our student load, we
have been able to do this. Now, however, we have not only largzr
classes but a great deal more technical information to cover. We can still
teach students and not just meet classes, by implementing one of the
front-runners of frontier ideas, the teaching system package. Most of
these systems contain student texts, instructor guides, packaged hardware,
and correlated projects.

Teaching systems have well-organized content. They provide students
with the opportunity for finding facts, for testing ideas, far exp ximenting,
and for construction of projects. This activity is all based on the time-
honored application of learning by dling.

Teaching systems do cost money, but they contribute to efficient t-Jach-
ing methods. It is time administration stopped proselyting instructors' free
time and provided adequate teaching equipment materials and supplies.
When instnictors don't have to spend their time making and repairing
equipment, they will have more time to spend on methods and techniques
of presenting material to their classes. All too fOgtiently, teachers are so
busy getting materials and supplies together that they only expose stu-
dents to learning experiences rather than taking time to teach them.

I believe every student deserves the chance to be challenged to the max-
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imum of his capabilities, at least once before he gets out of school. Oneof the teaching system packages may be the avenue to this end. Stu-dents are not bound to the conventional and mythical average progres-sion, but move ahead as fast as their ability, time, and interest will allow.Many teachers in industrial arts are having to teach in areas for whichthey have marginal preparation. A teaching package enables them to doa much better job. When a teacher does a good job of teaching, studentsstand a better chance of learning; that should be, and is, of prime con-.sideration for most of us.
Another front-runner in new frontiers of teaching is the applicaion ofclosed circuit TV to the industrial arts classroom. It is especially helpfulin lecturing and demonstrating miniature and microscopic subject mat-ter. When using miniature items, such as printed circuit work in elec-tronics, the camera is focused on the demonstration and carried to the stu-dent work stations by TV monitors. In its microscopic application, aslide preparation is placed in a microscope and the camera picks up themicroscope image and projects it on a TV monitor; thus an item the sizeof a pin head can be enlarged to the size of the screen of the TV moni-tor.
Special lectures and items of interest may be recorded on video tape forfuture or repeated use. The video tape may be used to a definite advan-

tage in giving laboratory examinations.
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Symposium D

DONALD I. INGRAHAM

Supervisor, Industrial Education, Arlington County Public Schools

Arlington, Virginia

Dr. Ralph Tyler's presentation, as well as the literature forwarded to
me prior to the convention, appeared to be an excellent summary of the
perplexing quandary in which educators are placed as they cope with the
problems of educating all of our people to function intelligently in to-
day's as well as tomorrow's society.

Dr. Tyler's remarks are challenges for us to question, experiment, pro-
pose, inaugurate, and develop ne,, ideas, methods, devices, and con-
tent to better educate all of our people to become informed, productive,
worthwhile citizens of the community in which they live today or to-
morrow.

till of us have ideas about how to provide for and to better educate
people. I would like to suggest a few. You may have already imple-
mented some of these in your school system.

First, I believe we should take a critical look at instructional staffs to
see what they are doing; Pod what they could do if one condition were
to be changed. I suggest staff be employed for twelve months at profes-
sional pay. In turn, staff would be free and have time to organize work-
shops, participate in in-service meetings, develop curriculum and instruc-
tional materials, or perhaps just to enjoy the time to sit in small groups
and dream, remembering that today's inventions and creations were yes-
terday's dreams. The working year of the staff and pstructional year for
students could be staggered. This would permit opehting the school plant
on a twelve-month schedule. At a national level industrial arts is for the
first time just penetrating part of this idea through the few National De-



fense Education Act Institutes which are scheduled to start in June.
Most schools have employed Oaff on a pupil-teacher ratio, 21 to 1, or2100 students to 100 teachers. I suggest the phrase "pupil-teacher ratio"be eliminated from our literature. Pupil-teacher ratio stifles the growthand development of programs that would enrich the total curriculum. Thedemands for staffing, tied to ratio, are presently planned to meet theneeds of only the basic subjects. This is done at the expense oil develop--ing experimentation or enrichment classes. It limits the best grouping ofstudents for instruction and does not permit small group instruction. In

turn this defeats any method for recognizing and accommodating the indi-vidual differences among students.
We need better and more varied instructional materials. These ma-terials must be current and up-to-date and must be compiled for easy

comprehension by the students of various abillties. At present it is not
profitable for publishing houses to provide these materials as their produc-
tion needs are controlled by the volume of single editions written for the
so-called "masses." Once again twelve months' employment of staff may
provide the time to develop a source of these materials.

Looking vickly at plant, can we develop resource centers for
department? These centers would house the films, slides, library, records,
mock-up, projectors and all the audiovisual materials a person (either
teacher or student) would desire to use in his class. These centers wouldbe furnished in a manner conducive to study, including reading carrels,
listening posts, and Sium closed-loop projectors.

Have we fully developed and used educational television?
Have we explored large group instruction via "tele-lecture"? This is

accomplished by a central figure remaining at his work and using a tele-phone circuit to broadcast to a large group of students. The group, in
turn, can communicate to the speaker. For example, our social studies
department has arranged, for next fall a "tele-lecture" by Vice President
Hubert H. Humphrey, to one of our high school's social studies classes.

Have we fully explored the outdoor laboratory for industrial arts? Can
we have building trade students conduct forestry programs or plan, de-
sign, and construct buildings to be used by other departments?

Have we explored subcontracting out of school some of our instruction
in highly specialized areas?

Have we recognized, planned programs, and made provision in our cur-
riculum for highly creative, academic, retarded, slow learner, potential
dropout, or physically handicapped students?

Can we plan and devise methods for independent student study in some
of our program, particularly electronics, drafting, and experimentation
and research? This indpendent study would permit a student to progress
at his own rate depending upon his ability and concentration.

We have experienced in my county a high degree of success in four
programs: education for employment; one period per day; distributive
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education, industrial cooperative training, and vocational office training.la the latter three classes the students enroll in a class where directlyrelated instruction is provitsed by a coordinator to supplement the occu-pational training pursued by the students in a local business or industryin the community for a minimum of fifteen hours a week. This trainingprogram provides occupational training which fmancially the local schoolcannot provide, and permits many students to have a practizal trainingexperience prior to college or to becoming permanently employed upongraduation horn high school.
I believe there are two obstacles which retard the total secondary educa-tional program and need to be corrected before we can truly try newideas. First, parents must be educated and some re-educated to the pur-pose of education and to new programs. Once parents understand thesenew programs, demands by parents will be made for their children tohave these programs and parents will lend moral and financial support.Secondly, the over-emphasis on the college admission board examsmust be reduced. These exams have caused far too much of our instruc-tion to be centered upon only preparing a segment of the student body toregurgitate information to pass an exam. This teaching has impaired andcurtailed the total education of the youth. This is evident when we con-sider out of ten students starting school, only two will complete college.This preparation of students for college has, in too many cases, dictatedan "academic" emphasis which has been bouglit at the expense of theaverage and below-average achiever, and the creative student.Have we fully invesEgated and realized all of the ramifications andpotential of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act?

The aforementioned I see as only a few of the many basic and immedi-ate needs that should be either corrected or developed.
Briefly, I would like to restate: Twelve-month employment of staff,elimination of pupil-teacher ratio, updated instructional material, in-formed parents, redesigned physical plant, subcontract some instruction,provide for independent student study, deemphasize college boards, takeadvantage of federal legislation.



MARVIN J. FELDMAN

Ford Foundation

New York, New York

The need to improve industrial, vocational and technical education is
becoming increasingly apparent with the constant decrease in the avails
ability of unskilled jobs, the obsolescence of certain skills, and the disaps
pearance of many occupations at a time when there is an increase in the
number of young people who are totally unprepared to meet the job de-
mands of our rapidly advancing technological age which require post-
secondaty training.

Our schools have been traditionally inclined to favor separe academic
and vocationalstechnical training programs. In addition, the sdools have
not provided educational programs which meet the needs of a larger
number of school children unable to assimilate education subject matter
via the traditional teaching methpds. The increased input into the schools
of a larger number of heterogehedus students is accompanied by the trend
toward the belief that universal higher education will soon be a necessity.

We, therefore, can no longer tolerate an education system which sepas
rates vocational and academic programs; considers occupational studies
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inferior to general studies; does not provide the students in the voca-tional program with the academic training necessary for entry into college;denies the college preparatory student occupational training experiences;or does not introduce students to the concepts of choice between verbalachievement and manipulative performance. We must create in our ele-
mentary and secondary school system a coordinated curriculum in whichvocational, industrial and general education programs reinforce eachothera system in which high schools would work with state-supported,
post-secondary technical institutes or community colleges to develop an
articulated pre-occupational 11th- through 14th-grade curriculum leadingto entry into th institutes or colleges. A system which is more realistic inmeeting the needs of its student populationstudeats who plan to com-plete four or more years of college; students who plan to enter the two-
year institutes or community colleges; students who will terminate their
formal education upon completion of the secondary school program; and
students who will not complete the secondary school program.

A state's investment in a systematic program of occupational education
will return high dividends through increased employment; increased andexpanding industry in the state; increased tax revenues from individuals
and industry; and a subsequent reducti;.n in relief payments.
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PROFESSOR DOYLE KEMPER

Head, Industrial Education Department, Southwest Missouri State College

Springfield, Missouri

Anyone who is charged with the responsibility of training teachers to
teach in these revolutionary times must at some time feel inadequate, ill-
prepared, frustrated, and ready to quit. But to quit is not possible. A
choice must be made. Either he goes on teaching the same as he has in
the past, or he recognizes that changes in the methods and course content
must be made to adequately prepare young teachers for the future in a
rapidly changing society. He must move to the frontier "where the wild
begins."

Moves of this kind take a great deal of intestinal fortitude, imagination,
and soul-searching. Many "frontier ideas" are being proposed and ex-
plored. Philosophies, objectives, and methods are being changed in the
minds of some for the express purpose of trying to bring into being an
approach that will be suitable for a changing world. Which of these will
we or should we accept? This is the question that disturbs this teacher
educator.

Dr. Ralph Tyler states, "The emphasis now is on the ability to meet
new situations, on how, not what, to learn. Because technological changes
are occurring at such a great speed, young people must be trained so that
they can quickly adapt themselves to new methods of doing things, new
ideas. So far, our teaching has not been focusrd on this aspect of educa-
tion." If we accept this as a springboard for 3ur thinking, we are imme-
diately faced with several disturbing questiot s. Some of the questions
that concern me are:
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I. Specifically, what are our objectives?
2. What is to be included in the curriculum?
3. What physical facilities are needed to implement the curriculum?
4. Can the kind of curriculum envisioned be offered in our existing

schools?
As a teacher educator, I feel the responsibility of encouraging and in-

spiring young teachers to enter the profession with clear and open minds.
They must be aware of the educational revolution in which they are to
participate. This must be a challenge they can accept, knowing full well
there will be some frontiers to conquer. Therein lies my challenge. First
I must teach them how to adapt themselves to a rapidly changing tech-
nology; and second, they must know how to teach young people the im-
perativesness of their being able to change and adapt to an ever-changing
world. What a challenge.

Involved in all of this are philosophies, objectives, curriculums, meth-
ods, and all the rest. A disturbing fact from the past is that philoscphies
and objectives have too often been written and almost immediately
forgotten . . . if not forgotten, certainly not followed. Perhaps they were
cast aside by many, many teachers because of the feeling that they were
unattainable. It is encouraging to note that those responsible for the
American industry study have been so careful about the objectives
they are striving to accomplish.

Curriculums must be built or altered to fit the objectives. This is no
simple task. It has been suggested that curriculums must be flexible as
well as meaningful to the students. Many dropouts occur because stu-
dents see no reason for the materials being presented. They can make no
application to their personal situation. Some are saying that a national
curriculum for industrial arts is desirable. Perhaps national guidelines
would be a better title.

Methods are extremely important in any teaching situation but more so
when attempting to implement frontier ideas. It is gratifying to know that
several new approaches are being tried and the results evaluated. Some
of these are:

I. The conceptual approach.
2. The research-experimentation approach.
3. The problem-solving approach.

These are sufficient to illustrate the point that there are some frontiers-
men in our midst.

In my judgment, much good will come from the work being done as
has been the case in other periods of revolution.



DR. GEORGE MEHALLIS

Miami-Dade Junior College

Miami, Florida

The deluge of information being continually released by our emerging
technological civilization makes it necessary that we re-evaluate our basic
knoweldge in terms of "final truths."

In an areas of our changing culture, scientific-technical, economic, and
social, it is quite evident that change is all around us. If we prejudge
the status of tomorrow's civilization by yesterday's yardstick, today's best
educational judgment could turn into tomorrow's holocaust.

We know the nature of work will change:

There wi'l be little need for people with no skills and much less need
for those with limited and partially developed skills. Machines will
have been developed to do most of this work faster, more accurately,
more efficiently, and more dependably.

There will be an incrasing need for highly-sIdlled people in the scien-
tific-technical fields. Formal education will be a requirement for all
work of ibis type. There will be tou much to know. People must be
subjected to an education that they, until now, have been able to re-
ject. Thus, our attitude must change to a more technically-oriented
education.

Work, as we know it., could become less meaningful. We must then
find a new concept of meaningfulness and usefulness. It is quite plaus-
able that our civilization of the future will have half of its working
population participating in this new concept of purposefulness. For
example, keeping our highways and cities clean with an army of sani-
tation workers; a huge, trained police force to make our cities truly
safe; a huge conservation corps to beautify our cities and countryside,
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prevent soil erosion and build dams. All of this is possible, and evenmore. The routine work will be done by machines while the creative,the scientific, the planning, the manufacturing, the artistic, the think-ing, is done by the people who can do these things the best. Workcould then, perhaps, finally become the measure of men, and effec-tiveness the measure of ideas.
Jobs will have a shorter life span. There will be less security becausethe still-advancing technolov will make many occupations obsoletesoon after they are created, t" ,s requiring training in a clusLer ofoccupations.
We must alter our attitude towards change. Teachers, and our gen-eral adult population who have been brought up to cherish the stable,must take children who have been brought up the same way, and teachthem to live in a changing world. People will survive in an age of changeonly as successfully as they become familiar with change; feel comfort-able with it, understand it, master and control it. This is how we willlearn.



CHARLES B. NEWTON

Matthew Gage Junior High School

Riverside, California

Perhaps many of you are----as I am a :At confused, somewhat frus-
trated, but downright excited about the challenges of the new frontier
ideas. We are often confused when we hear such remarks as, "Where
will you stand after ten years, when half of what you now know becomes
obsolete," frustrated because the demands of technology often appear
greater than our capabilities; but ever excited by the opportunities and
challenges placed before us by the teclmological advances.

Briefly, I would like for you to think with me on four ideas for imple-
menting new frontier ideas. Let's begin by examining the role of public
relations. We are our own best public relations department; we have
full responsibility for the community's attitude; toward us, our teaching,
and our field of endeavor. Proper methods and channels to sound pub-
lic relations are as limitless as the ideas of the new frontier. In our
attitude and thinking may we be ever aware that the schools are built
by the people, for the people.

Perhaps no other form of implementation can be of greater value than
that of applying the principle of group dynamics. How many indus-
trial arts teachers do you know who are active in a program of curricu-
lum study and development? Most of us operate an efficient and well-
organized industrial arts laboratory of some type. Yet, planning and co-
operation outside the four walls of our "ivory towers" remain a "no-go."
Suppose we choose to continue planning our curriculum and programs to
satisfy our desires and findings. Some of D. Tyler's new "institutions"
may be necessary to meet the new frontier ideas. We are living in an
era which demands that we integrate our planning and thinking. Work-
ing together we will meet the challenges of the new frontier.

Once we have our curriculum guides under way, we must examine in-
novations made available by technology. Too often we do not use the
ideas we are attempting to teach our students. We must take a close
look at every new idea, method, and material, and select for more effec-
tive teaching. Obviously, advancing technology will make this a never-
ending process.

And what about this effective teaching? Dr. Tyler asked that we begin
with the c oncrete and proceed to the abstract. We must do this by con-
centrating on how to learn, not what to learn. The problem-solving ap-
proach is not entirely new to industrial arts.

Industrial arts programs based on sound public relations, applied prin.
ciples of group dynamics, selection of proper innovations, and effective
teaching, can and will meet the challenges of the new frontiers.
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ETHAN A. T. SVENDSEN
Indiana State University

Terre Haute, Indiana

I rcfer you to "This We Believe" (AIAA's receady published credo),
first paragraph:

"Industrial Arts should be a part of the learning experience ofall students at all levels of grade and ability, in order that they
may understand and learn to control their industrial-technologi-
cal environment."

Note two major ideas: (a) all students at all levels; (b) understand
and learn to control. These two ideas, taken together, mandate a liberal-
izing, general education in the curriculum area of industry and its sup-
porting technology. All American youth need a properly conceived indus-
trial arts education to augment ability to discharge the gm-- and common
vocation of citizenship in an industrialized democracy. This is the most
important responsibility that industrial arts has. Frontier curriculum work-
ers at the secondary level must give a place of dominance to this re-
quirement. The curriculum fragmentation of the past has failed here.
Excessive and premature specialization will also fail even though it oc-
curs in modernized categories of subject matter.

Pertinent and supporting ideas based upon Dr. Ralph Tyler's remarks:A. We a understand and accept Tyler's emphasizing the all-pervasive
and ubiquitous influence of industrial activity upon the national life and
upon the individual (social, political, economic).

B. The above statement reinforces Tyler's declaration that we need
intelligent decision-making in the several areas of citizen participation.
This requires understanding and insight.

An adequate industrial arts education relieves ignorance and thus
leaves the citizen more free to make decisions based upon understand-
ing. This is true when a citizen acts as a voter; it is also true when he
counts for one among millions of like minds who collectively exert the
unrelenting thrust of public opinion.
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Reduction of industrial ignorance is valuable just for the sake of mak-
ing the citizen intelligently aware of what controls and shapes his destiny
even if he can't do anything about it.

C. Tyler declares education to be more than fixed habit and estab-
lished fact. We gain flexibility by learning how to learn.

Acquiring the capability of independently continuing one's learning
combats obsolescence. Thus a drastic change in methodology of teach-
ing and learning is just as important as an expanded and modernized
subject matter. No longer must we depend exclusively upon a stimulus-
response learning psychology. The motivation for learning arises under
the necessity of meaningful difficulties that demand solutions. To delin-
eate problems, to acquire data that holds promise of solution, to experi-
ence some success and thus develop some degree of confidence that solu-
tions are possiblethese must be the signal characteristics of teacher
guidance and direction. ,

All American youth must experience industry in the wholeness of its or-
ganization from the very beginning of their educational contacts with indus-
try. The student must see all of his industrial arts experiences within, and
as a part of, the framework of a simulated industrial enterprise. In suc-
cessive semesters, each student adds to the depth and sophistication of
his industrial understanding; additional particulars are learned as his inter-
est, inclination, and ability dictate. Th ; important advantage is that
each semester (even the first one) presen s a whole picture (even if lack-
ing in detail at the outset).

This curriculum organization avoids the myopic view that current frag-
mentation presents to the student, especially if he has time for but one or
two courses. This organization can provide room for all levels of student
grade and ability; it can accept boys and girls as its "employees," it pro-
vides ample opportunities for study and development of entrepreneurial,
management skills, and it purveys its technical End other content as the
natural response to real problems that have been ferreted out by students
upon whom the responsibility for the successful operation of the enter-
prise has been placed.
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Symposium E

RAYMOND H. LARSON

St. Cloud State College

St. Cloud, Minnesota

The federal government is in education in a big way. To say the gov-
ernment exercises considerable control over education is an over-simplifi-
cation. The federal government has entered into educational policy mak-ing, and is bringing about significant shifts in the sources of power affect-ing the control and support of schools, colleges, and universities. If the
interLgency conflict among the 20 or so separate, uncoordinated, autono-
mous Washington agencies had not existed, making it difficult to clearly
establish lines of authority, we would be much further along in the trans-fer of local control to federal control. Sizer has made the observation,
"We have been dealt a new set of cards, and we must learn how to
play them."

The generalizing of vocational trade training to encompass good indus-
trial arts programs certainly dealt new cards to both vocational trade and
industrial arts interests. Perhaps the challenge here is for the two areas
to project into the future in a more concerted fashion. The inclusion of
industrial arts under Title XI has placed in the hands of those approving
proposals the direction industrial arts will take in the future.

A power structure has been superhnposed over our educational system
which by its nature will continue to seek added .Ttatus and increased
power. Old lines of communication and influence are breaking down or
are broken altogether. New ones are opening and others are being
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erected. Tradition is being cast aside. The innovator is in the driver'sseat, New federal programs place a high premium on the new and regis-ter disdain for the present ongoing programs.
The entrance of the federal government into educational policy makingand the advances of technology are forcing change. No longer can weawait death and retirement. All areas of education are crying out forleadership, leadership daring enough to innovate, to cast aside the tradi-tional, and set a course designed to eradicate ignorance, enhance adapt-ability, and develop our human resources.
A great deal more needs to be done in developing leadership whichknows the cards in the deck being played with today and how to playeach of the cards most effectively. We need to develop individuals ingreater numbers who are willing to pay the price of leadership.
I propose the development of the leadership conference idea used soeffectively by Ralph Wenrich, University of Michigan. This institutionshould be refined, expanded, and specifically adapted to industrial artspeisonnel. We need to educate leaders who can develop, structure andadminister federal programs of great dissimilarity; leaders capable ofoperating in the developing power structure; and leaders capable of pre-senting a good image for industrial arts.
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CARL HOFMAN, JR.

Modesto Junior College

Modesto, California

Man's use of mind is dependent upon his ability to develop and use
tools, instruments, or technological processes. It was this tool-using tech-
nology that enabled man to extend his activities and environment.
Through the language tool, man has broadened his horizon, amplified his
senses, increased his powers of reflection, and recorded his achievements
and failures. With technological and scientific advances, man has pro-
duced many conveniences. This has in turn created other problems; i.e.,
the automobilea convenient device for transportation and leisure activi-
ties, etc., but also an agent for crippling and death.

Mathematicians predicted that the computer would cause despair and
ruin, and forecast wholesale unemployment because automation would
abolish jobs on an unprecedented scale. Despite predictions, the number
of persons gainfully employed increased from 59 million in 1949 to 63
million in 1955. Sin ce 1955 the number of people with jobs has increased
to 71 million. In addition, 4 million persons now hold second jobs. The
average hourly income in 1949 was $1.80. The average hourly rate now
is $2.25 plus fringe benefits. Fear of technological advance and automa-
tion are based on (1) the assumption that there is a fixed amount of goods
for buyers, therefore any new method which produces more goods will
result in the hiring of fewer people; (2) human beings will be made ob-
solete by machines that can out-perform them; (3) there will be fewer
job opportunities for those with obsolete skills; (4) there will be jobs only
for highly sldlled workers.

Automation for the most part causes displacmpnt. Statistics show that
the total number of unemployed is smaller toclay:' The primary effect of
automation is to make it possible to do more things, earn larger incomes,
and have more leisure time. Our technological advances have changed the
nature of work. Many industries retain their workers, but simply retrain
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them to do different jobs. Granted, there will "./e lulls, plateaus, and even
declines in employment. Advances in technology have created 10 million
job positions in the past dermde. Approximately 9 million people change
jobs each year, some of whom require retraining. At General Motors
Corporation, the average employee changes jobs six times in ten years.

A glance at work areas indicates there is work that ought to be done
and which is not being done. There are many opportunities in primary
and secondary teachingteachers in some areas are overloaded. As an-
other example, many of our streets, highways, and cities need repair,
clean-up, and junk removal.

An individual, to be employable, must be literate as well as skilled.
These sldll levels may vary over a wide range. Only a few years ago we
were led to believe that the acquisition of a skill would be sufficient for a
lifetime of work. With our changing technology, this simply will not suf-
fice. Our society must face the reality that training, learning, and educa-
tion must also be a changing thing.

To meet these changing manpower needs of our modem society, many
new schools, programs, and institutions have been developed. These
new training challenges are being met by federal, state, and community
institutions. Industry and private endowments have contributed to a
great extent with financial assistance, and many individuals have con-
tributed intellectually. If we agree that society is changing with increased
rapidity, then how can our educational and training facilities meet the ob-
solescence of skilled technological and scientific manpower?

1. We must participate actively and continually in the educational
processes.

2. Our society must coine to realistic grips with motivation. We must
reinforce the channels that drive us to learn. We must stimulate the
desire for accomplishment and professional excellence.

3. We need to develop new and better methods of teaching.
4. We need new and faster methods of storing and retrieving knowl-

edge.
5. We urgently need better teaching aids and better methods of im-

parting knowledge to the student and improving the teacher-student
relationship.

I would like to be able to solve all of these problematic areas. Since
this is not attainable, I will limit myself to informing you briefly of a num-
ber of projects that are currently being done in the Modesto area.
1. Project "Search." In the spring of 1964 our county schools office was

authorized to participate in a five-year follow-up study of the 1964
high school graduates, involving eight high schools. The mechanics
of this project were accomplished through questionnaires and personal
interviews. The purposes of the study were:
a. Vocational aspiration and actual employment that did not require

a college degree.
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b. Investigation of the skills and knowledge requirements of job op-portunities.
c. The relationship of school curricula to job skills.
d. The preparation of a resource guide.
e. Additional information and activities as indicated.

Results:
a. Of the 1850 graduates, 93 per cent responded to the first ques-tionnaire and 73 per cent to the second. 51 per cent of the grad-

uates made personal comments.
b. 363 graduates secured full-time employment and earned an aver-age of $74.00 a week.
c. 72 per cent continued with their plans made in high school, 27

per cent made changes.
d. The high school courses chosen as the most valuable were Eng-

lish, math, science, and business.
e. Areas that should have been stressed more were writing essays

and term papers, more mathematics, more homework, and the de-
velopment of better study habits.

Plans are under way for the study of junior college dropouts in the area.
2. Work experience programs in the Modesto City Schools:

a. Exploratoryno pay, school credit: jobs such as teacher aides,
librarians, etc.

b. Generalstuder ts' are paid, may receive school credit, do a large
variety of jobs. The emphasis is to familiarize themselves with
the world of work.

c. Vocationalmust be recommended by a vocational area; paid by
the employerfor example, auto mechanic, printers, etc.

3. In our area we are engaged in a community effort to study the total
occupational education problem. This is a cooperative effect where
the various high schools, government agencies, counselors, members
of industry, will aid our educational planners in the development of
a total occupational and industrial arts education prog.

4. Professional organizations: We have our local industrial education
association which enjoys a high percentage of active members. They
are engaged in special workshops, cooperative planning efforts. A va-
riety of experts are invited to speak. Many of our teachers secure
jobs in industry, thereby remain current in the world of work. We
have established good articulation between elementary, high szbool,
and junior college. We do public relations through craftsmen's fair
projects, displays, distribution of brochures of our school programs,and keeping the public informed through newspaper and radio media.We are not solving au of our problems, but we are certainly putting

our best effort toward plausible solutions.
111
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LOUIS J. BAllETTA

Coordinator of industrial Education, Tucson Public Schools

Tucson, Arizona

Occupations, Information and Choice

"The family function of inducting the child in the nature of what is
right and wrong, and what his occupation will be is no longer a simple
one." This statement by Dr. Ralph Tyler has definite implications for all

of us.
We all subscribe to the fact that an aim of industrial arts education is to

provide information about, and exploratory experience in, various indus-
tries so that the student may develop an insight into various occupations.
How much are we doing this? Opportunities must be provided that will
enable the student to become aware of his abilities and shortcomings and
help him make a wise occupational choice.

The student's experience and information is narrow and limited. It is
our responsibility to widen and expand it; this responsibility does not be-

long only to the counselors or parents. While some advances have been
made in this area, a great deal more remains to be accomplished, espe-

daily on a national basis.
Occupational orientation should be a part of all industrial arts instruc-

tional programs. This orientation should include Job description, educa-
tional training and requirements, physical requirements, working condi-
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tions, wages or salaries, opportunities for initial employment and ad-vancement, job satisfaction, and sources of education and training. In-structors neee to know the techniques for utilizing this information to in-form and guide their pupils in making a wise occupational choice. Occu-pational information is a "must" in a society in which new jobs are con-
stantly emerging and others disappearing.
Innovations

Everyone concerned with education should seek new ideas and solu-
tions to problems in curriculum and methods. Dr. Tyler pointed out that
one way of attacking the new tasks facing education is to develop new in-stitutions to deal with the many new problems. In the term "new institu-
tions" he includes whatever the arrangements are for changing the cur-riculum.

Since Sputnik, national funds have been provided for the improvement
of instruction in some areas of the curriculum. Last year industrial arts
was included under the NDEA to provide in-service training for teachers
and organize teaching materials that will result in a 11,:...tter curriculum and
improved teaching methods.

Within recent years, there has been an occasional demand by some edu-
cators for a national curriculum The wisdom of such a step is debatable,
but there is strong evidence to support the notion that national guides
are needed. The National Science Foundation and the Mathematics
Foundation have made excellent strides in this direction and so can in-
dustrial arts education.

Now what can we do to encourage innovations in curriculum and meth-
ods? This is a difficult proposition because people do not accept change
easily. Some teachers resist change because they are committed to the
present program; trained or educated to teach in a certain way and do
not desire to change; complacent with what they are doing and change
would require additional work. There are many other reasons. However,
if progress is desired, changes nmst be made.

As a coordinator I believe that the following suggestions would help:
1. Every teacher should be encouraged to try out new ideas and be

involved in curriculum planning.
2. Innovations should be attempted only after much consideration and

planning.
3. Moral and financial support should be given.
4. After the innovation has been given a fair try, results must be eval-

uated. Continue with the good and discard the poor.
5. Encourage proposals for pilot programs that will qualify under pres-

ent vocational and educational acts.
6. Encourage teachers to attend institutes, conferences, and workshops.

Finally, it must be realized that a school system does not change its pro-
gram overnight. It moves only after careful consideration and planning
has been given to many details.
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VIRGIL L CARTER

Chairman, Industrial Arts Education, Augusta Senior High School

Augusta, Kansas

Technology places demands on education and also offers new oppor-
tunities for youth. Would industrial arts education be more appealing than
English or some of the other ecademic subjects because of these factors?
(1) Industrial arts offers occupational variety to our young people; (2)
it offers a challenge to improve present techniques and devices; (5) it
provides satisfaction and craftsmanship to every potential learner.

Consider the occupational variety. For the future workers of industry
either the students who leave school early or the ones who continue
their formal education--whether they are of high or low economic statis
and whether they are of low scholastic ability or honor students, there
is a definite contribution for all so they can learn to live in today's tech-
nological culture. It gives each student a chance to perform to his great-
est level without academic pressure. For future professionalsteachers,
instructional staff or supervisors in industryit requires the very highest
level of competence, creativeness and ingenuity, and the ability to get
along with and enjoy working with people. A study of such principles as
application of mechanism, influence of automation, and mass produc-
tion are a must for the future leaders in industry.

What challenges are made to improve present techniques and devices?
For the future sciettist or engineer, industrial arts education provides a
basic knowledge of the profession and enables him to solve technical
problems relative to the particular involvement. For the future craftsman
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or technician, industrial arts provides opportunity for developing skillsand obtaining technical information.
Industrial arts education provides personal satisfaction and craftsman-ship to every potential learner. These changes are wholesome and theydevelop an interest in our man-made world. It provides opportunitiesfor learners to discover and develop their own talents and abilities. Theywill be able to make a self-evaluation of attitudes in their own livesin health and recreation, economic values, creative thinking, and charac-ter improvement. This should make for wise application of leisure timein our environment.
Further evidence of our technological world is emphasized by thesteady decrease in jobs for the untrained and unskilled workers. Menhave been replaced by machines in the production of material goodsfood, clothing, and shelter. Agriculture demonstrates this fact very vividlyin the Kansas wheatfields, for example. One giant combine can harvestmore wheat in a day than 100 men can in weeks. For those of you whoknow Kansas weather, you know a wheat crop will not waiteven for oneweek. Time is valuable, either in an instance controlled by the forces ofweather, or the space race to decide who lands the first man on the moon.Through industrial arts education we can and must provide skilled work-

ers for these modern advances in our technological world.
Machines, however, have not been able to replace parents. Children stillneed parental love and guidance in order to be able to function physi-cally and emotionally in this fast-moving world of ours. Fifty years ago,people seldom traveled outside a 50- to 100-mile radius of their homes.Today, fast-moving jets travel 2,000 miles in a few hoursand this is thenormal, expected mode of travel! The role of the familyproperly exe-cutedkeeps the child on the side of stability rather than instability. Thisdefinitely is one of oar educational responsibilities.
It is also necessary that we be educated in present-day leisure activities.High speed, outboard motor boats for example, require not only an exten-sive degree of training or knowledge in the operation, maintenance,and repair of the equipment itself, but also knowledge of the particularwater inletdepth and location of main channel, safety devices, emer-gency procedures, and so forth. Simply knowing how to start and stop amachine is not all that is necessary. Here we can apply the old adage,"A little learning is a dangerous thing." Leisure activities, as well as theproduction of our material goods, have been affected by the advances oftechnology.
Changes in technology are occurring at such a great speed that ouryoung people in the future will probably change occupations at least threetimes in their lifetimes in order to keep up with the pace. Education mustteach how to adapt to these rapid changes in automation or those whoare not able to vary their abilities will be left by the wayside. Industrialarts education offers enough general variety that a person trained in this
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field should be able to adapt quickly or convert to another related fieldwithout a great deal of retraining and loss of time. In the past, educationhas been based on rather concrete facts. The education of tomorrow willhave ideas and facts which are obsolete almost as quickly as they areverified because of the change to automation. Knowing the whys andbows instead of the whats will successfully bridge the gap between theinexperienced, untrained worker, and the worker already trained.On the issue of developing new institutions, the new G.I. Bill justpassed, giving veterans who have served since 1955 the opportunity ofobtaining an education, will foster many of the new area vocational-tech-nical schools. Young men who get in on the ground floor of this newtraining program will be able to choose the best positions available.The techniques used in the Rochester Institute of Technology are good,because they relate the education to the job involved. Many of our re-quired subjects in education do not have any relationship to later lifeor employment, and therefore become meaningless and result in manydropouts. The "busy work" type of thing, such as memorizing a piece ofpoetry in required literature, becomes meaningless to one who does notalready enjoy and understand poetry. Thus, to require everyone to takethis subject is discouraging, and no practical value can be envisioned.The ability to reorganize and make a program flexible in order tomeet the needs of particular groups for particular jobs will be the great-est single asset an individual teacher can offer his country or his commu-nity in our fast-changing technological world of the future. Geographiclocation will play a part in the importance of a particular program. Whatwould be needed in New York would not necessarily be needed inKansas, and vice versa. As times change, so also men must change, or beleft out of what promises to be an exciting and thrilling succession oftomorrows!
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DICK WARNER

University of New Mexico

Albuquerque, New Mexico

For many years the lack of education among parents with regard to theiroffspring has been discussed. Thw Dr. Tyler reminds us that, "In a so-ciety such Ili ours, where at least 65 per cent of our children are in homeswhere the adults haven't been where the children am going, parents nolonger know what to teach their children." To my knowledge there arefew programs responding to this challenge which have met with universal
acceptance by parents. Since parents share the responsibility of bringingup their children to fit into society, it is imperative that parents be edu-cated properly so they may help educate their children properly. In addi-tion, parents have an obligation to society which must not be ignored in
terms of their children's future.

There is no reason to believe that parents would voluntarily stampede
to any classroom available to them for the purpose of enrolling in spe-cial courses to acquire knowledge which would be instrumental in theteaching of their children. The average American fails to exert much
genuine effort along these lines until it is too late; too late to provide chil-
dren with the right kind of direction, even if the proper direction waspreviously known.

Acdon to be taken. With these facts before us it becomes evident thatdrastic measures are in order. Why not make it a requirement that par-ents or guardians of children between the ages of 5 to 16 years must en-
roll in special courses? These courses would be directed toward the endthat parents must accept the responsibility for helping to educate their
children, in conjunction with the schools, for society now, and in thefuture. These courses could be conducted by a live teacher or through
television. Periodic television programs could be channeled into the
home and/or into schools where persons without these facilities could
gather. Without extensive research it is not known how long or how many
programs would be necessary. A testing prOgritM may be used to vali-date a persob's attendance at a class meeting, or meetings.
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Itewards. Naturally a positive approach would be essential for the suc-cess of the program. People must be made to feel they want to par-ticipate in a program which will be beneficial to their children's futureaod to society. The rewards must be more than psychological, however.There must be something tangible; something concrete. Perhaps it wouldtake the form of, "No participationNo income tax deduction for chil-dren on the tax return." For those who are not paying income taxes, assuch, their subsistence would be cut.
Industrial education's part. Persons associated with industrial arts educa-tion would be among the primary curriculum and course planners sincethis group of people is as close or closer to the new technology than
others in the educational field.
Problems. There would be numerous problems for such an endeavor. Tomention a few: finan2es, enforcement, special teachers, special pro-grams, parents' apathy, and evaluation of immediate success for the pro-gram. Then there are problems dealing with commercial television whichwould be momentous.
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Symposium F

L. H. BENGTSON

Chairman, Industrial Arts Education, Oklahoma State University

Stillwater, Oklahoma

Frontiers of industrial arts education as explained by Dr. Ralph W.Tyler are to the point and very timely. The teachers of industrial artshave a challenge, to meet the modern demands of education fo._ youth inthis rapidly changing culture brought about by new technological develop-ments.
To preface these remarks it seems desirable to quote from a publicationof the United States Department of Labor, From School to Work,which states:

The job of educating youth for the decade ahead will be made moredifficult by their sheer numbers. Young people reaching 18 years ofage are expected to increase especially fastfrom 2.6 million in 1960to 3.8 million in 1965, up nearly 50 per cent in only 5 years. The1965 rate will continue through 1970.
Of the 25 million young people who enter the labor force in the 1960's,which is 40 per cent more than entered in the 1950's, 70 per cent will haveat least a high school education and 26 per cent will have had some col-lege work. This is a considerable increase in the amount of educationover those of the decade before. There will be some 7.5 million who didnot finish high school and 2.5 million who did not complete the eighthgrade.
In a national survey by the U. S. Department of Labor it was learnedthat nearly all high school graduates, both boys and girls, had completedat least one occupational training course, either commercial or industrial.Nearly two-thirds of the dropout boys and girls had also completedthese courses. Three-fifths of all the boy graduates had compleftd atleast four industrial arts courses where only one-fifth of the boy dropoutshad completed this many.

1.

The Oklahoma State Employment Service rePoitealhat one-half of thedropouts quit school at the end of the tenth. grade and 35 per cent at theend of the eleventh grade. r4 than 70 per cent of these students had4.93



not participated in any club activities or school sports. At the time of the
Oklahoma survey, 61 per cent of the dropouts were unemployed which is
a much greater figure than the national results reveal. Ninety-six per
cent stated that not having a high school education would affect their
employment in the future and 92 per cent said that they would finish
high school if given another chance. When offered the chance to finish
under the Manpower Development and Training Act, many were not in-
terested, and of those who did enroll, one-third had withdrawn within
two months.

Some of the reasons given for leaving school were: lack of interest, lack
of counseling, retarded in grade level, no sense of belonging, marriage,
lack of money, and unemployment.

Three types of industrial programs are provided by the modern high
schools, (1) technical training, (2) vocational training, and (3) indus-
trial arts.

The new technical training program will accommodate only students
from the upper intellectual level who choose to be technicians.

The vocational programs are designed to give the high school gradu-
ates who choose this type of education, a marketable skill which will
enable thnn to find their places in industrial society.

Industrial arts is the type of industrial program that may ue available
to students in the high school or even in the junior high school. Industrial
arts can meet some of the requirements of the individual by provid-
ing a broad preparation for becoming employable. He will have learned
about industry, its organization, its methods of manufacturing, its tools
and the materials it uses, in addition to the working conditions to which
he must become accustomed.

He should have enough general knowledge so that he can easily adapt
himself to a specific job. He should be able to make a true evaluation of
products which would enable him to be a wise consumer. His shop ex-
periences should furnish training that would assist him in cooperative
efforts required in industry. Industrial safety practices should be recog-
nized. Industrial arts should assist the student in making his choice of
occupation by furnishing background information and some degree of
skill.

These new demands on the high school graduate reflect the need for a
reevaluation of, and modification of, our industrial arts program. All of
our teachers from the junior high schools through the colleges and univer-
sities must keep informed about thes, changes in order to properly in-
struct the pupils. New demands upon the teachers are being made every
day.

The crowded curriculum will not provide a place for an outdated
and inefficient program in any area of instruction. The curriculum should
be made to fit the needs of the students instead of the pupils being re-
quired to meet the rigid standards of an outdated program of study. 111
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MIRY A. FOX

Renton School District

Seattle, Washington

Someone has said "The ultimate goal of the educational system is toshift to the individual the burden of pursuing his own education." Indus-
trial arts instructional methods of the future must shift the responsibility for
learning from the instructor to the student. If education is going to pro-.vide the student with the capabilities necessary for him to learn newthings on his own, or to react satisfactorily to rapid change, or to be ableto make wise choices, the burden of responsibility must be on his
shoulders.

The prodigious growth in knowledge in recent years makes it impossiblefor us to teach anyone everything he should know. Many jobs needing
skilled workers today did not exist a few years ago, and there is no ac-
curate measure for predicting the specific type of preparation needed for
jobs that will exist in the future. A large percentage of products on themarket today are made from materials that were nonexistent prior to
World War II.

A spoon-fed type of education restricted to isolated specifics, presented
in a routine, repeitious manner will not prepare a student for his future
work, nor will it likely stimulate him to assume responsibility for learn-ing. There seems to be evidence that learning takes place only to the de-
gree that the learner assumes responsibility for it. The unanswered ques-
tion seems to be, how do vie get a student to assume responsibility for
his own learning? This is where the teacher enters the picture. It is
through the teacher's ability to use teaching methods which will bring
about the desired results.

The design/problem-solving technique which can be used by teachers
in all industrial arts classes offers one of the best approaches for trans-
ferring the responsibility for learning to the student. Drawing and design-
ing seem to be particularly well adapted to the problem-solving method.
Suppose, for instance, an instructor in beginning furniture drawing de-
cided to use the design approach rather than the old method of assigning
students a series of plates to draw joints, leading up to pieces of furniture,
using a clearly Illustrated and dimensioned textbook. He might proceed
somewhat as follows:
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1. State the problem (which may be a simple device to hold books)
2. Define the nature of the problem
3. Ask questions such as where, how, how large, type of materials

to be used, etc.
4. Require students to prepare rough sketches of some possible solu-

tions to the problem
5. Experiment, eliminate and select
6. Prepare a working sketch of the best solution
7. Construct a model
8. Evaluate.
The design approach puts the responsibility for learning where it be-

longson the individual student. It puts emphasis on the growth and de-
velopment of the individual, and in the direction which that growth and
development should take. It makes the student responsible for finding a
better way. Teacher-planned projects are not consistent with the design
approach to problem solving. Problem solving gives the teacher a new
image. He no longer does all the planning, designing, etc. He becomes
an adviser, a consultant, and a resource person. A student's thinking is no
longer confined to a specific lesson or set of techniques.

Industrial arts students may P.;so be chaileuged by being assigned to
solve a problem which involves a degree of research, investigation, ex-
perimentation, and testing. The construction of a metal project, for in-
stance, which not only must have good design but also contain such
characteristics as lightness, strength, corrosion resistance, and fracture
resistance, would be an example. The same procedure steps as men-
tioned earlier in the design approach may apply, such as a search for
a better solution, the application of clear thinking, imagining, creating,
selecting, and constructing, especially if the teacher has done a thorough
job of preparing the student for the task. There are but a few examples
of methods in teaching which will help shift the responsibility for learning
from the teacher to the student. The possibilities seem inexhaustible.

Very closely Oliva with the student's responsibility for learning is the im-
portance of developing within the student the quality of versatility
occupational versatility. Any young person who hopes to earn a living
and cope with life in the future must prepare himself with this quality of
versatility, the ability to meet new situations as they occur in our rapidly
changing technological age.

People must be able to train quickly for new types of jobs and they
must have the capability of adapting themselves to new methods and
accepting these changes with equanimity.

How can the industrial arts programs throughout the country make a
contribution to this quality of occupational versatility?

The industrial arts curriculum shrivld be updated to relate to modern
technology. Retain our present organization and enrich existing areas such
as electricity-electronics, power mechanics, drawing and desil-1, graphic
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arts, woods and metals. Encourage all students to take industrial artscourses in at least two or more areas rather than to take successive yearsin one area which has been the practice. Diversify the offerings so theywill appeal to students of all abilities. Include in the program emphasison experimentation, research, problem solving, and design. Encouragegood design at all times in all areas. Make certain that students have theopportunity, and are encouraged to apply knowledge they have learnedelsewhere in the school program.
We hear much these days about industrial arts courses including theapplication of math and science. If properly taught, industrial arts notonly includes the application of math and science but also the applicationof English (written and oral), social science, political science, economics,technology, physiology, sociology, and now since we are encouraging andgetting girls in our programs, it is the application of family living.
Conventions, conferences, workshops and the like serve a very im-portant function, and no doubt contribute greatly to the over-all improve-ment of industrial arts programs throughout the country, but after thetalk and palaver is over the success of industrial arts depends solelyupon the competency of the teachers who teach the subject. How stu-dents perform, what they get out of the program, how well they are pre-pared to meet the demands of the rapidly changing world of tomorrow,and to a great extent, the nature of their attitudes toward technology,depend upon the quality of instruction they receive today.
By and large industrial arts teachers are competent, and the vojoritywant to improve their competency. However, if this is to be accomplished.

something more than lip service must be given to programs which willimprove the present level of industrial arts teaching. It would appear thatsome basic provisions for teacher upgrading could be made available toall teachers and involvement be a requirement. One such possibility isestablishing in-service training programs in school districts employing 12or more industrial arts teachers. The importance of continuous educationfor industrial arts teachers is dramatized by the fact that the profes-sional *ills and knowledge of technicians and engineers who fail to takeon-the-job training become obsolete every ten years or less.
Teacher education institutions, because of the vital nature of their in-fluence on the education of all young people, should lead in keeping

abreast with industry and technological advancements.
Recent availability of foundation and federal money for industrialarts research is encouraging. However, the results of research now in

progress and research not yet underway should, upon completion, be im-
plemented and made available for use in the classroom.

And finally, greater efforts should be made to provide for rank-and-
file teacher participation at conferences such as this. AU but a fortunate
few must content themselves with a second-hand report from their su-pervisors a bitter pill indeed.
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ROBERT C. DeVOE

Woodworking lnstrtictor, Davis Senior High School

Davis, California

In the advancement 0. oor Icasinological era there c,.re certaiD aspects
of which we need be ccDiz;tu5,. We are told by those in authority thatmany of our childrer will ..xi the future have two or three careers, re-
tzaining for a new job as the old ones become obsolete. Many skilled
workers will be forced to retrain as computer-controlled machine tools
take over their tasks or because new products and new plants will be cre-
ated. Not only are the jobs going to be different from today's but less time
will be spent on the job, resulting in greater time away from the job.

n%panding technology will require an increase in the number of skilled
employees while the percentage of unskilled is expected to drop; the num-
ber of maintenance and repair services will increase, and maintenance
men must have a basic background of many skills.

We are told that life-long education will be more widely available in
the future. In addition to more colleges, occupational training schools,
and centers for instruction in recreation activities, there will be more insti-
tutes attached to industry, business and government, catering to all indi-
viduals.

With the explosior uf knowledge today, still industry asks us only to
stress basic learnings such as the ability to think, to communicate and to
read, to gain a basic knowledge of arithmetic and laws of physics, to
possess a positive attitude, and to listen effectively. What industry de-
mands might be termed indispensable knowledge to someone who enters
the occupational world.

All the research findings and inventions of science today are dependent
upon many people of mechanical competence who possess certain factual
knowledge and skills. With these facets in mind, we realize there is a cer-
tain core of knowledge that is part of our common education and that
is necessary for everyday living; hence, the teaching of certain facts and
skills. As time passes, a certain skill may become of less importance
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than it was at one time, and even be discarded; but still there is no substi-tute for prevailing skills or facts to provide a fundmental knowl-
edge from which to imagine, create or think abstractly.

We must, therefore, incorporate within our curricula not only a solid
base of certain facts and skills, but the opportunity for problem-solving
and abstract thinking. In other words, the student in industrial arts mustbe taught that there is something more than the acquisition of facts and
skills; he must also be able to apply his knowledge and skills, which is
to abstract from those basic concepts. It is easy to learn the fundamental
skills, but it is difficult to define a problem, and to recognize the skills
and methods of solution.

Let us say a particular need provokes a design problem, and this is the
concept where industrial arts may very well make a large contribution to
general educotion. For example, one is going to design a patio cover for his
home. There are certain skills required to put it together; but, depending
upcn the materials available and the processes required to assemble the
material, the basic skills of nailing, sawing, drilling and fitting will change.
But what will not change is the way these skills will be put together or
synthesizedwith a design, a method, and a solution becoming the result.

If the time comes when wood is not the common material to be used
and the student, because he has had a general basic teaching, will be able
to solve and design building problem with a new material, new tools and
new techniques, then he will be a better adjusted person.

Therefore, what must I teach? In addition to the objectives of gen-
eral education and industrial arts, we especially approve of the sug-
gestions made by Dr. John L. Feirer, in an editorial in the magazine
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education. Among other criteria, he
states that there should be emphasis on design, emphasis on technical vo-
cabulary, the use of a basic textbook, emphasis on fellow-worker rela-
tionships, better application of science and mathematics; and that the
curriculum should be geared to the technology of the era with added en-
richment in each area.

As a concrete example of what might be considered an acceptable
approach to this, there is in a particular school district an advanced
woodworldng class engaged in the actual planning, construction and mar-
keting of some small houses usable as tool or play houses. These concrete
experiences are then followed by such abstract concepts as home pur-
chasing, owning and maintenance. This may or may not have a voca-
tional aspect for a student; but, due to its nature, such a choice of proj-
ect will have definite value to all students.

This type of project and teaching procedure is not new, but it is an at-
tempt to keep the curriculum geared to the technology of the era through
the use of modem materials and current building techniques, providing
problems to solve, and last, but not least, developing skills with which
to think abstractly and from which to draw conclusions.
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The question then follows: As a follow-up objective will these students, inthe future, be better able to thin! abstractly from thew experiences; willthey be able to synthesize these Was, and develop a design in other sit-uations; will they be better able to solve problems in another kind of job\Wel requires new skills, and thus be better adjusted persons? To have areutmable assurance that the follow-up objective is being met, we willhave to wait until after graduation when the students will have had anopportunity to use their school training.
The ::-3e= of teaching abstract skills after a fundamental base is laid is notparticularly new, nor are concrete experiences before abstract conceptsnew. However, the development, on the part of the student, of abstrac-tion from a broad founxiation of skills is perhaps a frontier idea.In summary, we believe that the training in abstract thinking is apractical and realistic enrichment of the curriculum and that it shouldbe used in all subject areas in industrial arts. Also, with some reorganiza-tion, courage, and extra work, teachers can implement new ideas in in-dustrial arts. What we must remember is that facts and skills are meansto an end, and not ends in themselves. Education is what remains whenmany of the facts and some of the skills have been forgotten.
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Symposium G

WILLIAM R. ERWIN, JR

Colorado State College

Greeley, Colorado

The great innovations in the curriculum today have been for the purposeof making the program as meaningful as possible. Technology needs havechanged so fast in the last few years that it has been difficult for education
to keep pace with it. Therefore, the "missile race" and the "industrial
technology race" have developed into an "intelligence race," and further
into a "new programs race."

Present day schools are evaluated by some patrons and also some
educators according to the number of programs, the newness of the pro-grams, or the number of gadgets used to teach them. All such programs
or gadgets are not as new or as great an innovation as their copyright date
might indicate. Many represent a more practical application of very old
conceptsnot necessarily out-dated ones. If the new programs were mnTecarefully presented as new approaches to time-honored objectives, theymight be much more readDy accepted. Even though many new terms areused they actually do not represent many new concepts.

The change of content does not seem to be as important as the change
in method. We are obviously in an age of receptiveness toward new ap-proaches and new content. The change in method should be based pri-marily on more effective ways of motivating students. Evaluation of the"new" or "modem" programs should be based on the interest and enthusi-
asm they create for sincerely seeking answers, rat* than on the newnessof the content being presented. :t.,

Curriculum content should change as goals change. if our methods of
teaching are these that motivate students to see that their goals are de-pendent upon depth and breadth of understanding, new content can be
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absorbed into the curriculum without drastic revolutions and innovations.
Science education involves tin acquisition of basic understandings in sci-
ence and :he developwent of skills of inquiry. Industrial arts also can and
does involve problem solving. Genuine appreciation for skills, beauty,
quality, efficiency and time, will send the student on his way and capture
his interest in observing, experimenting, comparing, interpreting, organ-
izing, evaluating, and generalizing. Knowledge thus obtained will be deep-
rooted.

Program changes should be concerned with emphasis on comprehension
rather than rote skills. Individualization of instruction is necessary. Ob-
jectives are often so vague or completely lacking that knowing the student
well becomes urgent. Today's high school student is often under tre-
mendous pressure to perform, not because he is interested in content, but
to get himself into college. His learning is apt to be memorization without
meaning which, of course, will not be lasting. Getting into college is not
satisfying to many because there is still no genuine interest in learning, but
rather a main interest in avoiding a life of hard labor, military service, or
small monetary rewards. Under such conditions the strain of memorization
becomes greater, the sweetness of learning turns to bitterness, and both
teacher and student are apt to turn to shortcuts and innovations without
thoroughly understanding their possible results.

The primary value of teaching aids is to strengthen favorable attitudes
and supplement other resources and information, extending the environ-
ment and broadening interest and application. Programing was designed
and introduced to immediately reinforce and to individualize learning.
All are tremendously effective if the motivation is there. The prime ob-
jective is still to develop a genuine interest in learning for a reason.

Occupational motives furnish guidelines for establishment of programv.
Students must see relationship between their learning and the uses they can
make of it. If the relationship cannot be established, study time is wasted.

There are four advantages of emphasizing the fundamental structure of
a subject: (1) Understanding fundamentals makes a subject more com-
prehensible; (2) details must fit into the structural pattern to be retained;
(3) transfer of learning is completely dependent upon comprehension of
fundamental principles; and (4) constant evaluation of content as to its
place in the structural pattern keeps the mind on the main track.

The purpose of using any aid or method should be to promote learning
and to clarify the relationship of information to application. Programing
or the use of programed material, even though it may fail in some
respects, will certainly help educators to plan more analytically, consider-
ing goals, sequence, speeds, individual abilities and differences, and evalu-
ating according to application.

Motivation and purpose will always temain the key to learning, so
appreciation for skills, beauty, efficiency and fellowmen should be the
focal point.
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DR. ELMER S. CIANCONE

Professor of Industrial Education, Indiana State University

Terre Haute, Indiana

What Dr. Ralph Tyler has said is typical of the philosophies currently
being expressed by men directly or indirectl:r involved with American
education. He has suggested many solutions; however, no pat answer is
advanced. It would appear that industrial arts education has the answer
to this dilemma. All that is needed is coordination, consistency in think-
ing, and unity in implementation.

We are reminded of our rapidly changing -nerican tecivology; that
jobs in industry are decreasing, that in th.t years to come fewer people
will be engaged in "production, distribution, sale and advertising of ma-
terial goods." Also, the functions of parenthood are no longer simple
and consistent: the family can no longer be :vended upon to educate
its children with direcfions toward most occtb, ..aons. We are faced with
inducting our children into a society that is totally unfamiliar to us. This
places the responsibility more and more upon the schoolsa responsibility
that may become too enormous, even for our most progressive schools.

When Dr. Tyler referred to the fact that the "non-material" needs of
our people are becoming more significantly important than ever before, he
is suggesting change to industrial arts. The non-material need of people
for recreation can be met through the renewed emphasis upon leisure .
time activities as an objective of industrial arts.

Technology also places greater demands upon the personal and social
lives of our people. The development of rational powers through the
tecching of creativity and problem-solving in industrial arts should become
increasingly important.
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Dr. Tyler's inference toward general school curriculum revision is
worthy of note. Reference to "the emphasis now is on the ability to
meet new situations, on how, not what to learn," becomes a keynote to
our direction. This implies the importance of method over content
in the teaching f industrial arts. The ways in which we organize activi-
ties for boys and girls in industrial arts certainly becomes more important
than what we te h them as subject matter. Perhaps *-3n this we can agree
and spend less time and effort in determining the content of our subjer-t.

The fact that industry is changing so rapidly, making it virtually im-
possible to continually implement such changes in our industrial arts
classes, gives us reason to place more emphasis upon techniques and
method to improve direction in curriculum innovation. To teach a young-
ster to think creatively and to develop within him the rational powers are
dependent upon the teacher's ability to organize activities that will
emphasize these objectives.

"New institutions" suggest methodmethod Avill determine and control
"flexibility."
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EVERETT R. GLAZENER

Professor, Industrial Education Department, Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas

All of those present at this convention recognize the implications of
our rapidly expanding "revolution," commonly called our technological
develop= nts in a space age. We have all heard that 90 per cent of all
the scientists that have ever lived are living today, that knowledge is
doubling each decade, that public school students on completion of col-
lege will enter occupations that do not now exist. Dr. Eric Walker, Presi-
dent of the Pennsylvania State University, made a statement in June of
1965, at the annual convention of the American Society of Engineering
Education in Chicago, that further emphasizes these changing times or
frontiers. He said, "One half of what we know technically today will be
obsolete in ten years, and one-half of what we will need to know tech-
nically in ten years has not been developed yet."

As teachers, supervisors, and teacher educeers, we should constantly
be reminded of and seek answers to such questions as follow: (1)
What impact has this knowledge explosion had on the industrial arts
area? (2) What is the role of industrial arts? (3) What contribution are
we making and can we make to the education of people in this space age?
(4) Are we really open-mi-.1ed and willing to deal with changing edu-
cational needs?

The time available does not permit a lengthy discourse but possibly
some ideas can be expressed that will cause all of us to think seriously
about the problems which face education as a whole, more especially in-
dustrial arts, and how these problems relate to our individual situations.

Dr. Tyler mentioned that learning is meaningful for many youths only
if they can see a direct connection between what they are learning in
school' and what they aspire to do in jobs outside of school. It is one of
our largest jobs to motivate people to learn at all levels of education. It
is not the purpose of industrial arts to be vocational in nature, not
vocational in the historical use of the term; but we should recognize that
we have a golden opportunity more than ever bafore for performing
guidance functions for prevocational purposes. We still have the natural
habitat, if you please, for making learning meaningful. We can offer
something to all ability levels if we are only willing to work at the job, to
make changes if necessary and to use new methods and/or techniques as
we can. Our real problem is working toward implementing those activities
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we have professed for many yearsteaching initiative and cooperation,how to meet and adapt to new situations, how to plan, to accept newideas, to be fiexibleto mention only a few topics.
To delineate my remarks more in relation to the topic assigned fordiscussion, and being a teacher educator on this symposium, reference ismade to illustrate what can be done by teacher educators toward imple-menting frontier ideas.
Various colleges and universities are experiraenting with ideas or doingresearch in an attempt to determine the value of new theories. Muchresearch, which I prefer to call "action research," is being carried on inless publicized programs of activity. These may bring results whk:h arejust as important as any other attempt to implement new ideas.To use an example with which I am familiar, our own University,Texas A&M, like many others, offers varied programs in our depart-ment. Our industrial distribution degree option is one of only a few pro-grams in the nation preparing people for the specific area of industrialsales. Our industrial technology degree option was established at least16 years ago and has been under constant revision to improve the qualityof our graduates for work in areas such as manufacturing or production,purchasing, efficiency engineering or quality control, safety or accidentprevention, personnel management, and many others. Often, these mentake additional work and go into teaching. The teacher education de-gree area has not been neglected either. In-service and off-campuscourses are available to help up-grade and keep teachers abreast of de-velopments, and conferences are also held on campus for this purpose.Work-study programs are also available. Courses in all bachelor's degreeoptions are designed for particular emphasis on the study of modern in-dustries; industrial production, materials, and processes; and related topics.One laboratory is devoted to this type of learning and offers opportunityfor experimentation, research, and critical evaluation of ideas. Furthertechnical development and research are available in the advan,---d de-grees through the dock)) ate with emphas1§ on industrial arts, tecluircal, orvocational-industrial education. By these means we attempt to imple-ment new ideas, refine and up-grade traditional ideas, and provide anopportunity for teachers and potenfial teachers to develop ideas andtheories.

Each of us should answer this question: What am I doing to implementnew ideas so that my students can learn more, and know how to facethe many problems they will meet in this rapidly changing society?
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DR. RALPH V. STEEB

Florida Consultant for Industrial Arts, Aorida State Department of Education

Tallahassee, Florida

An outstanding presentation of new or frontier ideas is always inspiring
to industrial arts personnel. We applaud it, congratulate the speaker, and
then go home and take up the same teaching cycle where we left it. Thus
there is a gap betwJen our philosophers and our practitioners, the teachers.

As evidence of our gap, have you read any of the new books on cur-riculum change? This week a new book on curriculum development
came to my attention. It told of innovations in almost all subject areas byname. Academic subjects were reported, even art, and vocational andtechnical programs. But no mention was made of industrial arts. Why?
Because industrial arts has not been involved in any significant innova-
tion which would warrant its inclusion. We join the missile gap and spacegap with our industrial arts gap. Frontier ideas and their implementa-tion have been sparse in industrial arts.

Industrial arts programs in general have been unaffected by ourchanging culture and changing social arrangements. Even the shock ofSputnik left us unaffected. We conthiue today to build nice, comfortable
take-home projects while change has become an ordinary occurrence inlife around us. Adaptation to change, using frontier ideas, has t'zcome a
necessity for survival in the school curriculum.

When persons like our speaker suggest change, we fall into the com-
mon human nature trap, reacting to change in ways which tend toperpetuate our old patterns or programs. We must not become so de-fensive and entrenched that we fail to react to change or new ideas.
Obstacles to Implementing Prouder Ideas

I. Frontier ideas are usually expressed in theory, philosophy, andimpressive papers by learned educators. Such expressions are difficult
to translate into practical classroom or laboratory .iirogparns and teachingunits.
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2. Teachers are consumed by the relentless requirements of daily
preparation of rourne tasks.

Implementation roust start outside the classroom, for a teacher can
function best when given organized teaching units.

3. Until recently there had been no general, organized leadership
group in industrial arts to codify, interpret, and disseminate frontier
ideas. In addition, provisions have not been provided to demonstrate to
teachers the use, value, or lk....Ations of the ideas.

New ideas must be classlf -d and packaged into teaching units for
teachcrs. To do this we need national commissions or institutes. The cir-
culation of rep ts and al is not enough; teachers in the last phase
o_ implementation must LIG )ared in the practical application of ideas.

4. Teachers generally have been trained tc be project-oriented rather
than problem-oriented.

5. Many frontier ideas tend toward academic activities to the curtail-
ment of construction activities.

We must retain the basic uniqueness of industrial arts which is the ac-
tivity, experimenting, and doing experiences.

6. Most teachers desire but lack understanding of the full meaning and
implications to life and education of a technical society.

For b./lost tcachers modern technology has been a vicarious experience.
The college-trained and tradition-oriented teacher must be involved and
experience first hand the social, occtpational, and technological changes
in society. Our technological society is alteady taking on a structure or
pattern. Industrial arts personnel must be involved through direct contact
and observation of change.

Implementation of Frontier Ideas Depends Upon These Factors
1. The leadership and content of teacher education programs
Classroom teachers have too limited time to spend on creative, re-

flective thinking. Therefore, graduate programs, in particular, should
organize courses around frontier ideas and how they can be implementcd.
Rather than wnting conventional course outlines as term papers, graduate
students should develop plans and proposals for pilot and experimental
prograrn5 for sound innovation. The key to implementation is in the
development of detailed methods.

2. Aeequate budget
The implementation of new ideas requires adequate financing.
3. Availability of qualified pev:onnel
The teacher is thr final catalyst who makes the ideas work by blending

the -materials, guidns, prior training, and pupils together in an innovative
mix. To implement new ideas requires more from teachers. Quality
teachers must be available and willing to teach "off dead center" so that
the new ideas can develop the highest pupil potential. These teachers
must have developed theii own potential to a high degree. They must
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have more than skill and competence in subject content. They must showenthusiasm and excitement for the new ideas. Teacher enthusiasm is con-tagious to pupils.
4. Careful over-all program planning
New ideas must be placed in proper focus or dimension in the over-allscope and sequence of the industrial arts program. The introduction ofinnovations must be carefully timed in view of the learning patterns ofpupils.
5. Acceptance by the community and parents
Innovations will not succeed unless accepted by the school public.Parents must believe in the Public relations and communicationshelp. It is surprI ing how prefixing the word modern before a coursetitle makes it acceptable.
6. An evaluation of the potential outcomes
innovation planners should evaluate the pupil's capacities to use,manipulate, or benefit from the new experiences. The most accurateevaluation of a new idea is based on a test of the idea, not on an evalu-ation of a statement of fact about it.
7. Exchange of frontier ideas currently in practice
Ar effective way to motivate the implementation of a new idea is toexchange ideas tIsrough communication with personnel who have pro-grams underway. Experiences of others have more meaning than ideasexpressed abstractly. Leaders may talk, but to this most teachers are pas-sive. Institutes, workshops, and conventions can present, exchange, anddemonstrate innovative methods, techniques, and content which will 1.i/n-ulate others to reappraise their programs for the possible implementationof the observed innovation. Effective teachers constantly look for pro-gram improvement ideas.
We have three tasks: to accumulate, cEssify, and disseminate f.tier ideas as they become known; to implement the new 'leas by con-verting the theories and philosophy to classroom practice and teachingunits; and to convince others of the values of frontier ideas as a part ofthe industrial arts program for preparint; youth for tomorrow's unknowntechnical world.
Implementing frontier ideas will create more realistic programs forsatisfying pupil needs. But implementation is not automatic. It m -t beplanned.
Every day, every year change and innovation surround us. Industryand society become more technical. Yet industrial arts programs displayz rcluctancn to depart from the traditional. The question is still un--answered. Can industrial arts programs and personnel implement fron-tier ideas and bridge the gap? With teacher institutes and national com-missions now being organized, it can.
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SEBASTIAN t." GALLAkO

Pacific Grove Junior High School

Pacific Grove, California

In industrial education, changes are being made every day in curriculumand educational goals. Our federal and state governments have influencedthe many changes we are making in our curriculum with the mandateto provide job training for our students and to re-train adults for newjobs. One of the major obstacles we face in industrial education is hav-ing three related programs. We have industrial arts, which is part ofgeneral education; vocationd education, Pr specific job training; andtechnical education, whie is occupational training with a strong scienceand math backgrond.
Many of our la : ,r,e school districts can and do have these three pro-grams in their school. Where we neglect our students and run into finan-cial problems is where a school district cannot afford to have the two orthree programs. The school atrict will rsually have an industrial artsprogram, which is fine for most of the students, but many studentscould benefit from occupational training, Before we try to implementnew ideas, we should take a hard and long look at our existing pro-grams and try to improve, upgrade and update these programs; and whilewe are making changes, we might seriously comider discarding the titlesof industrial arts, vocational education, and tmlnical education and useindustrial-technical education to cover the entire field.

With the vast money being distributed to our schools for industrial



education, industrial arts has not had an equal opportunity to innovateor help innovate programs in industrial education. The Bureau of Indus-trial Education for the State of California has been working on a positionpaper for industrial education. This paper brings forth the n7lny prob-lems that confront us in industrial education, where we have similar pro-grams, but different philosophies and goals. This position paper states:"It is such a time in the mid-sixties of the twentieth century, and it,therefore, seems appropriate that the basic philosophy and practice of in-dustrial education be re-examined and re-stated in light of present andfuture needs and the evolution that has taken place since."Another obstacle we have in trying to make changes in our field isthat some leaders who are set in their ways just give lip-service to anychange or innovation that is proposed. To quote from Mr. Gerald Leigh-body's recent article in School Shop, "What we need are leaders with theoutlook described by Charles Kettering when he spoke of ' . . A friendly,welcoming attitude toward change . . . the problem-solving mind as con-trasted with the let-well-enough-alone mind, the composer mind insteadof the fiddler mind, the tomorrow mind instead of the yesterday mind.' "In California we have Article 8.1 which allows industrial arts teachersthe opportunity to secure a vocational credential, %id vocational teachrsto secure an industrial arts credential. Although everyone is not pleasedwith Article 8.1, it is a step in the right direction toward improvingindustrial education offerhigs to our youth.
In summary, we can implennt Dr. Tyler's Frontier Ideas by ihe fol-lowing:
1. We should continue to meet the needs of our advancing tech-nological society.
2. We need flexibility in our industrial education programs.3. We might have 0 consider cli ;es in our philosophies, goals andtitles.
4. Leaders must have a positive approach on proposed innovations.



Symposium H

FRED A. BAER

Supervisor, Industrial Arts, Los Angeles City Schools

Los Angeles, California

The challenge of developing new institutions to deal with the new
problems in our changing technology can be met if those of us concerned
with solving these problems will direct our efforts toward their solution.

Focus your attention particularly on the problems of those pupils in the
category which will have difficulty being a part of the half of the popula-
tion which will produv: the goods and services leeded in our country.
I speak of the slow learners. The bright students will probably make it in
spite of us, tut the slow ones need help desperately. Many of these
slow students can do, and will undeistand how to if properly motivated.

The industrial arts program can be meaningful to them if it relates to
the modern industry and society in which they will be involved. We must
increase motivation by identifying industrial artz 'pith modem industry.
This may iie done through carefully planned fielo aips and well-made
films that emphasize the role of people in industry rather than production
and processes. The student must be able to see himself in industry, some
day, in some role. If he cannot do this, why should he work and study?
He must want to be a productive citizen with a role to play in our indus-
trial society.

The :low student's confidence in himself must be developed; he must
achieve some degree of success. We can help the student do this if we let
him work with the concrete first and then go to the abstract, to the de-
gree that he is able to handle abstractions.

There tre ways in which we car do this. One method is homugeneous
ability grouping by intelligence. Let the pupil compete with his peers
with those who work at his rate of speed. Let him achieve some success
using some construction aids such as templets and jigs. As he Rata con-
fidence, feels more secure, we take away some of the aids and direct him
into more abstract problem-solving situatlons to the degree that he can
handle them.
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We need to do something about his poor work habits, his "how to
learn" ap: Inch with less concern about what to learn. The knowledge
explosion and rate of change make it difficult to determine what should
be taught. Half of cur students will work at jobs which do not exist today.
Will this half be only the above average, or mast it include the below
average?

In addition to teaching them the basic industrial fundamentals, the
contributions we make to these slow learners that will help them, regard-
less of their future jobs, relate to human behavior and attitudes. They
can learn to be on time, put in a full hour's work, follow directions, have
pride in their work, cooperate with others, work safely. Let us develop
some group projects for our pupils. They must understand the importance
of working with othersgetting along, helping, following directions, do-
ing their part. These are the values which help them compete, and keep
a job. Teachers can do much about these atilt. -des. If we want a pupil to
learn the value of time and effort, then let's in certain as teachers we
don't waste time as we teach our classes. To help pupils develop pride
in a job - -11 done, we as teachers must reflect pride in what we'have done
in teachi. ; these slow learners.

If I seem preoccupied with relating the challenges to the problems of
our slower pupils, it is because I canv,t forget there seem to be so many
of them. If the average 1.0. is 100, or thereabouts, there must be a great
number below 100. They will be hard pressed to succeed in the demand-
ing technology of their future adult life. Our above-average students also
necd motivation and challenges, but I suspect they will survive and cope
with the new problems they will meet. I would emphasize that we must
not overlook their needs, but it is the slow learner who must have our
help. Mother subject fields have little to offer them pupils. We must
look for new and innovative methods of working with the slow learner.
Without new motivation to build incentive to learn and perform, these
student. as adults, will be lost to relief rolls, doles or even prisons. The
costs of proper education for these students is little compared to the
alternative of lifetimes on welfare rolls.

Dr. Tyler's challenges for the new frontiers are many. They affect all
youth and our responsibility is to all youth, yet some seem to need more
help than others. Let us be certain we give the help where needed,
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JOHN 0. CONWAY

Professor, Division of Industrial Education, Indiana State University

Terre Haute, Indiana

Education is the system by which a society creates its future, inductsthe young into the culture, and provides the means for the modification ofthe society in a desd direction.
Educators concesned with improving the curriculum of the scb.00ls mustobtain an indication of the type of change that is needed by an analysisof goals ok the society of the future.
If we review the historical development which lead to the establish-ment of the industrial arts programs in the public sehoo13, we realize thata major factor was the Industrial Revolution of the eighteenth century.This was to become the most powerful economic and social force inhistory. After about two centuries of technological progress since the firstmachine tools, we now stand on the brink ofinother revolution or theage of automation, computers, space travel, and cybernetics.In this age, time has been telescoped by scientific developmevt andfAchnclogy. The gap between scientific theory and invention, and pro.duction has been reduced to a very brief period of time.

An example of this may be the record of the first installations ofcomputers for use in business and industry in 1954. Today, eleven yearslater, the estimated installation of computers is over 30,000 with another10,000 to 12,000 on order. Ile gross value of American computer ship-ments euring 1965 was over $2.3 bnlion and it is estimated that this willincrease to (AV $3 billion in 1966.
The study at o reveals that there arc over 810 areas of work to whichthe c)- Alters hi\ve been applied to date.
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Science and technology have come to affect every aspect of our lives,and as a result, scsiety is changing at an unprecedented rate of speed.The problems of selecting the right pattern of education is growing morecomplex and difficur.
In view of this accelerated rate of scientific developments, of tech-nological cb maze, it; is no longer persible to teach a person what heshould think or what theories have dready been developed. We mustteach students to think and how to learn so that he can make sense out ofthe continually altering world of new facts, to solve the problems whichthese new discoveries will create in the social-economic world, and for thefuture.
It has been suggested that every employed person will be engaged ina career race between ob6alescence and retirement. He can only hopefor a photo fmish if he is enrolled in a lifetime learning league. This willrequk-e a revolution in the current system of education of which industrialarts is a part. We must develop a prot.,1 am to engineer an educational

system and social order to meet the needs of the youth of the future.May I suggest that we in industrial arts teacher education must learnhow to utilize the versatile educational tools of computer-aided instructionsystems assist in improving and keeping the instructional content cur-rent. As a part of this system we must incorporate the science of cyber-netics to make it possible to cope with the vast explosion of knowledge.Another important aspect of using the computers in the educationaldesign process of the simulation of models is to pretest or test the designof the model prior to the actual cm Aruction of the real model. Thissimulation system can save considerabl ; time as well as cost in determin-ing the reliability and effectiveness of the model in meeting a given setof specifications.
WF at are the implications of these ideas for the future of industrialarts education?

1. Just as machine tools created the industrial revolution and al-tered the old agricultural society, these new toolscomputers, au-tomation, and cyberneticsare now starting to transform our livesand our social system. The speed of this transformation will ac-celerate with time:.
2. The industtial arts teacher educitor must learn of the capabilitiesof these new tools and develop nwthods of inco- --orating them intothe continually changing program of teacher edaccith n to keep cur-rent with the scientific, cultural, and technological changes.3. We must also develop a close relationship with the sociologists,
the psychologists, the industrial researchers and develop4;rs, to avoidthe social problems which followed the industrial revolution of thepast.

In conclusion, may I suggest that this educational revolution mayerase many subjects from the curriculum as we 'mow it today.
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HARVEY C. HART

Fontana High School

Fontana, California

Some time ago I read an artiele in a monthly periodical entitled Whythe Dole Doesn't Work, and another in a week-end periodical entitledThe Poor Don't Want to be Middle Class. Both writings point out someof the fallacies wrapped up in the great give-away progams we find acrossour nation today.
Somehow r e've bred a great host of beings whose philosophy is"What's in it for me?", and when the values of knowing and being arepoinied out, the immediate statement is "Prove it."
It seems our value system has become rather confused and desires havebecome needs. If one doesn't own a color TV and a late model auto-mobile, his needs are not being met.
Where has been lost the thrill of a job well done and pride in crafts-manship that created this Great Society we call the Unaed States? Howhas the emphasis regressed from what you know and what you ac-complish, to Whom you know and what you don't accomplish?
What great athlete has achieved recognition without great effort?What recogaized mu&ci.in has achieved acclaim without thousands ofhours of practice? And who has not heard said, "I don't want my son ordaughter.to go through what rve gone through to make his place in so-ciety,"thus depiving the offspring of the very foundation of successitself.

Industrial educators meet with citizens' groups of all variaies in anattempt to ascertain the needs of the community. The plaintive cry con-sistently heard is, "Send us mature young people, boys and girls who
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know how to think, well-founded in the three `r's,' not afraid to work,
and with more than an ample supply of initiative."

I'm not sure how industrial education is responsible for students not
being able to read or spell r write, but I'm certain that all too often math
is taught for mathematics' sake by a mathmatician in the math depart-.
ment, when it would have much more meaning and motivation if taught
with an industrial application by an industrial educator.

More and more we are seeing courses of the applied physics variety
springing up in industrial education de partments across our nation, with
their emphasis on testing and measuri .g maerials and elements.

How about industrial English with an emphasis on technical vocabulary
and terminology, with writing skills being developed through report-
writing and research papersor maybe a history course with an em-
phasis on the industrial revolution, or maybe one of the latest innovations,
the inter-disciplinary approach to education.

The most signifir Jit suggestion I might make for implementing a pro-
gram designed to up-grade education would be an occupational orientation
program, grades one through twelve.

By this, I paean orientation to all facets of the workaday world. Many
young people have no concept of what it is like to go to work in the
morning, to have a job consistently or to receive a paycheck from a
source other than a governrnent welfare program. Many others have never
been taught reliabilit, nor have they been required to achieve or ac-
complish any goal. We need to help youth realize that our entire econ-
omy is geared to production.

Somehow we need to indoctrinate students, at an early age, with a
desire to achieve and a pride in accomplishment. Some way we need to
make both parent and child aware of the opportunities available to those
who achieve, and I do not believe that we can conti to provide the
apparent rewards to the non-achiever that we also award to those who
do achieve. We need to educate the parents as well as the student, to
help them better understand this highly complex society in which we live
and to dispel the sfign n.. that now so often accompanies a manipulative
occupation, that the parents themselves may find satisfaction in a pro-
ductive life.

Certainly, with all the mass media at our disposal, with all of the in-
telligentsia of the United States, with all of the fabulous wealth of this
great country, we should be able to come up with the financial support
and a progr.-4m capable of developing a sense of the worth of man and of
the value of work. A united front, if you will, for the betterment of so-
ciety and education in the United States, so that people are given an
opportunity to do and get paid for what they do--not for what they flo
not do.



WILLIAM E. (=GER

Martinsville High School

Martinsville, Virginia

From Dr. Tyler's speech on frontier ideas in industrial arts education,there are two of his point$ that I would lik to discuss:

Emphasis Now is on the Ability to Meet New Situations, on How,
Not What to Learn

The more I teach, the more important I think the teacher is. It is notso important what we teach but how we teach it. The !nfluence that theteacher has is of much greater importance than a 7,000-ohm resistor or apiece of block walnut or an orthographic projection. We, and I includemyself in this criticism, often tend to forget the student as a humanand we stress too much the technological aspect of our society although
technology places demands on education, what the technology does tothe boy or girl is more important than what the boy or girl does to tech-nology.

In an industrial arts laboratory where good teaching is evident, a stu-dent learn: ..ind also learns how to learn. The needs of the student aswell as the needs of education are met. However, in an industrial artslaboratory where poor teaching is evident, a student may become a prob-lem just as he might in a poorly taught class in any other area. M indus-trial arts teac4ers and educators we have the n"----Inity to get closer tothe student than other teachers with the excc of the physical educa-tion coach.
Further, since students will seldom exceed the knowledge, creativity,and capability of an instructor, it is almost mandatory that the industrialarts teacher be a master in meeting new situations---a resourceful per-son who really knows how to learn and how to teach, as well as what tolearn and what to teach.
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Make the Program as Meaningful as Possible to the Student
Again the key to the success or failure of any course is the teacher

of that course. Students should be inspired by a teacher who is really in-terested in what he or she is teaching and then learning takes plac43.We have in our school a special course which is designed to train fora vocation boys who were drop-outs or who are potential drop-outs. We
believe that one of the reasons why these boya didn't like school was thatthe school didn't offer anything for them. They were ibaored in aca-demic classes because they were far behind and as a result they caused
disciplinary problems. The teacher who was selected to teach these boyswas himself a high school drop-out who had finally named his diploma
after his stint in the Navy. To my knowledge he never had a course ineducation before teaching but he had two other excellent qualities: hehad a profound interest in young people and he knew his line of work,
which was erc machine shop. In three years his program has tripled insize and he is now earning his degree in industrial arts education. He isone of the finest teachers I have ever known because he makes the pro-gram meaningful to the students.

Although technology is "mportant, it is still not as important as theteacher who creates in the student a desire to learn. I think that Mrs.Luanna Trout at last year's AIAA convention in Tulsa said best what Iam trying to say today:. "I have not brought life to teaching, teaching
has brought life to me." Every tear:her has philosophy that comes fromhis student's lives flowing into his life. I wish to share a bri portion ofmy philosophy with you.

I touch the face of humanity each day 5_,-1 my classrooms, for I teach theambitious and the indolent, the brilliant and the slow, the mature and theimmature. I gaze at a quiet classroom, heads hem, minds intent on thelesson. I catch the enthusiasm of the eager search of a bright-eyed youngscholar for an answer to his question. Teaching is my profession, my wayof life, my opportunity to live richly and deeply, my fulfillment of thatwhich is useful, beautiful, and true.
know there is not one teacher of the year, for every teacher has theopportunity to be teacher of the moment for a child, teacher of the hourfor a certain class, and teacher of the year for a certain school. Themaster teacher is and always will be the soul of American education.

Surely the teacher is the key to educating our youth in a technologicalsociety.
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STANLEY E. SWEET

Pinellas County Schools

eilearwater, Florida

Technology is one of the ptincipal means by which the Deeds of our
expanding society will continue to be met. On a worldbRgs, there has
been a gjant explosion of technologya bringing together of cultures
and people through instant electronic communications and jet-age travel.
In our own country, technology has given man new ideas about himself
and the way he wants to live.

The challenges brought about by this technical change and with the
rapid obsolescence of machinety and products are taxing the abilities
of industry t ) stay abreast of current developments.

New tect nology has compressed and intensified competition. In fur-
nishing tedi inology and the skills in the massive quantities needed to
keep Ameri:a great, decreasing opportunities are found for the untrained
and unskilled.

Because of ingenuity and American industriousness, at the present
time our material needs can be produced by less than oneelalf our work-
ing population. Technology has drawn the worki closer together and
made it more interdependent, and educational requirements have in-
creased. Our educational system is strained to provide the high level of
education required by technology, to keep the retired people occupied,
to retrain the unemployed, and to prevent drop-outs through tutorial
programs.

Whole families need to be educated because the family's function of
guiding their children in what their occupations should be, is no longer
simple for parents, because 65 per cent of our children will function on
jobs that the parents themselves never knew.
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Our personal life ha,3 t een exhilarated through technology. Cultural
and recreational activities, such as hi-fi, books and novels, camping and
travel and other leisure time activities, require ever-increasing educational
opportunities to carry the people enjoying these activities on at a reward-
ingly higher level.

All of these technological changes affect education. Our country reaches
about 80 per cent of our children, while the requirements of our society
make it necessary that each person be productively employed.

Because of the higher demands, education is now faced with the task
of educating a much larger prcportion of young people. Educators must
also cultivate new attitudes toward education with emphasis upon the
ability to meet new situations, on how, not what to learn. Because tech-
nological changes are occurring at such great speed, young pet:1.)k must
be trained so that they can quickly adapt themselves to new methods and
new ideas.

One way to attack this task is to develop new institutions to deal with
new curricula developed to teach new innovations and methods. The
occupational motives and needs of the students must be made meaning-
ful with a direct connection between what they are learning in school and
what they aspire to do in jobs outside of school.

This approach was developed through the Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology in which a curriculum was devised to educate the students so that
subject matter could be related to technical occupations. The curricu!um
was devised to concentrate on concrete tasks first and abstract things,
such as mathematics, second. In this way, students could develop ab-
stractions as the need for abstract principles became necessary, instead of
jumping right into calculus.

The Rochester program demonstrated that limitations among students
are not due to the lack of ability, but lack of proper motivation, lack of
confidence and poor working habits. The educational problems we face
in an age of technology can be best met by imaginative effort and hard
work.
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Symposium 1

BEN R. AlE110

Woods Antioch High School

Antioch, California

A unit in manufacturing in the school shop, which has been tried andproven by many teachers to be of excellent educational value, should beincluded in every industrial arts program in areas where application be-comes feasible.
Our changing society and technology are placing great demands on usto create new programs that more clearly reflect the educational needsfor the present and future. Industrial arts teacherp are hard pressed tocome forth with new ideas, new programs and innovations to supple-ment or replace their present outmoded programs. These pressures areevident from educators, administrators, and industry.
During the past year, the manufacturing unit was introduced into theregularly scheduled advanced wood class at Antioch High School. Thisclass includes second year juniors and seniors (a mixed ability groupbasically from the lower 40 per cent). The reaction was negative; therewas no enthusiasm. Students had no ideas or understanding of the manu-facturing concept. With some teacher direction, lectures, discussicri and afield trip, encugh interest was created so that it was agreed to try this unit.The product was a teacher-initiated and directed choice, the objectivebeing to choose a product with a ready and easily available market andgive the program a chance to take off. The product chosen was a"handy desk tile," made up of a wooden base and aluminum rod parti-tions. Target market was school personnel within the district. A sales

crew traveling from sehool-to-schttot IA: a sample and order blank and
then returned to fill orders as production progressed, The manufacturing
unit was a half-year program.
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During the manufacturing unit these activities were explored: :,electinga product for resale, research and development, job unalysis, productionflow and plant layout, material analysis, designing and building jigs andfixtures, assembly line work, record keeping, marketing, advertising profits.profits.
Student reactions and behaviors were interesting. Self-styled leadersproved bluffers; trouble-makers proved potential leaders; constant-failurestudents found success and satisfaction in performing one-operation jobs.The success of the manufacturing unit has attracted the interest of localeducators and other area disciplines. As a result, it is possible that a pro-gram involving other disciplines can be organized. The proposed coursename for such a new venture could well be "industrial production tech-nology."
Our objective is to gear such a program to the type c. student gen-erally found in the lower 40 per cent. These are the "in-betweens," neither

terminal nor college preparatory. The success of any teacher-initiatedinnovation, however, is dependent upon administration cooperation andencouragement if industrial arts education is to progress to meet thechallenges and needs of present-day technology.
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CARL G. BRUNER

Coordinator/Technical, Industrial, and Vocational Education, Wichita Public Schools

Wichita, Kansas

We find ourselves in substantial agreement with the remarks made byDr. Ralph W. Tyler. However, one should object to the implication that,since less than one-half of the population with modern automatic equip-ment can take care of all of our essential needs, the rest of the populaceshould be denied the feeling of self-sufficiency that comes with construe-five, profitable employment. Luckily, our demand for goods and servicesexpands with the expanding economy and the availability of leisure time.A young man can make as good a living building boats, airplanes, campequipment, and fishing tackle as he could years ago 3-1filding faun ma-chinery or housing. New jobs and new avenues for service and profitare opening up every day for those who seek them.We feel strongly that everyone should be trained to render a service forwhich there is a demand or need and for which someone ;s willing to pay.There is no need for "drones" in our society. Industrial arts can supplythe introduction to materials and fabrication methods basic to many ave-nues of employment. The industrial arts program is desirable prepara-tion for sales and service, advertising and merchandising, design and en-gineering, as well as for manufacturing.
Everyone should be trained, also, to occupy his leisure in a productivemanner. We like the definition of leisure used by Dr. Mortimer Adler:"Leisure consists of all those intrinsic activities by which a human beinggrows morally, mentally, spiritually, and contributes to the good of society.The essence of leisure is the activity by which human beings grow andsociety advances." In other words, leisure is constructive working orthinking without a time schedule and without expectation of monetaryreward. Even if the leisure group is goiag to sit and discuss, they needtables and chairs; the room is likely to be automated. The interest ingadgets, as well as the use of more sophisticated devices of all types for
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work and play, result in many opportunities for profitable employment
for those who wish to supply these needs.

In addition to the above activities which grow out of someone's needs,
there are many things which someone might choose to do for his own en-joyment. A very large percentage of the men and women who have been
questioned on recent surveys find it relaxing and interesting to make
things with their own hands. Such creative activities run the gamut from
knitting to cabinet makingall good industrial arts activities.

Because a course was taught in a certain way, or the fact that a given
course was included in the school's traditional offering, is not sufficient
reason to continue the activity. Change is in the air; everything is in a
state of flux. All of our traditional theories need to be reexamined. In-
dustrial arts must meet the challenge of the space age. What must be
done is quite clear. Urgent is the need for:

1. Creative thinking supported by adequate research and experimen-
tation to develop better and more effective teacher training methods. In-
dustrial education needs better teachers. These ne w teachers need vastly
improved preparation. Through college classes, internships, and coopera-
five training in industry, the industrial arts teachcr must develop pro-
ficiency in method and mastery of content.

7. Creative Viinking supported by adequate research and experimen-tation to develop more imaginative leadership, new courses, and new
methods. How do we know that all of our subject offerings should not be
thrown out and new courses designed under new titles? In place of
wood, metals, electricity, and auto mechanicswhy not communica-
tions, transportation, instrumentation, and cybernetics?

3. Creative thinking supported by adequate research and experimen-
tation to develop more effective techniques for communication between
the school and industry, between the schools and the patrons, between
the teacher tiainers and the secondary school supervisory group, and be-
tween the counselors and the industrial arts teachers.

4. Creative thinking supported by adequate research to identify the
respective roles of the industrial arts, occupational training, and academic
classes in the preparation of young people for successful participation in
adult life. The impact of the idea that education and training never stops,
but that the need will continue throughout one's active career, needs to be
assessed. Note: When research is mentioned in the foregoing statements,
major projects are indicated. Fortunately, funds are available through
a number of channels for well-conceived studies. This major research
task cannot be done by teachers, working independently, mailing out a
few questionnaire sheets, and rendering an inexpert appraisal of the re-
turns. The research group must not be dominated by academically-ori-
ented college men and women with a preconceived notion of the results
to be expected.
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CHRIS H. GRONEMAN

Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas

The industrial technology in thig ..ountry is advancing at such atremendous speed that professional engineers and scientists find it verydifficult to keep up with modern trends. The advances per month in thisera are as great, if not greater, than those 30 years ago for a calendaryear. The pace is much more accelerated than our technical knowledge.Scientists, engineers and specialists in the medical profession have constantneed for seminars and short courses to keep abreast of changing times.One of the major objectives of education is that youth develop arts andpractices of effective citizenship. This means that youth must developcompetencies in industrial arts which will enable them to understandcontemporary life and occupy resourceful roles.
Industrial arts can be the firm foundation where the student learns spe-cific skills or non-skills; where he can stand while he expands his horizonof living; where he has a pad from which to launch into our challengingsociety. FIe knows he has something to offer, has accomplished a definitething, and therefore can speak and act with confidence and enthusiasm.The many federally-funded programs in operation today are of such anature that thirty million people are eligible for educational assistance.None of these programs provides a magic formula for guaranteed succeas,but a combination certainly should up-grade the general level of under-standing, achievement and progress.

Dr. James Kingsbury, Chief of the Engineering Branch of the George C.Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, stated that theAmerican industry and public would receive back two dollars for everydollar spent in the space program. This would be through improvedindustrial products and commodities. Already, we are receiving thebenefits through many new types of materials, he stated. This means aconstant inservice improvement and upgrading of our knowledge of thisindustrially complex technology.
In closing I would like to give you two observations which were madethis past summer at an annual convention of the American Society forEngineering Education. Dr. Eric Walk,r, President of Pennsylvania StateUniversity, an eminent educator and engineer, made these two pertinentand startling statements: (1) one-half of what we know today technicallywill be obsolete in ten years from today, and (2) one-half of what we
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need to know technically in ten years from now has not been developed
or has not come to light yet. This is a challenging state of affaks.

Perhaps this explains the need for a constant up-grading and improve-
ment for industrial arts teachers through advanced education in seminars,
summer programs and NDEA institutes. These are all realities which are
commanding respect by teachers and support by administrators.

Are we keeping abreast with the dematids of the future? Are we in
focus so that we can keep pace with the future in industrial arts?

ROBERT A. HARDIN

University of Oklahoma

Norman, Ok1ahoma

One of the biggest problems facing educators today is how to better
prepare boys and girls to cope with rapid changes in industrial life. Un-
doubtedly, the problems would be as difficult, if not more so if we were
forced to change, in five or tel years, from the cybernetic age back to the
horse and buggy age. The main issue then, is how to learn to adjust to
constantly changing ways of living and doing things. A person equipped
with such abilities has little to fear when his job disappears and another
must take its place.

If this is the problem then wherein lies the solution? It would perhaps
be more simple if we could identify certain elements that are basic in a
continually evolving educational plan, and that are essential in imple-
menting frontier ideas in industrial arts education. For the purposes of
this presentation let us assume that there are three basic elements in an
education plan designed to prepare for living in the cybernetic age. They
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are: (1) development of skills; (2) establishing an aw9reness of stand-
ards of excellence; and (3) nurturing problem solving systems. Imple-
menting instruction intended to achieve these elements necessarily calls
for a fourth major effort, that of up-datitg teachers and administrators to
an education founded on these basic elements. Let us consider each of
these elements in turn.

The intention in the 'eaching of skills is to help boys and girls to do
better those things we normally expect them to do as part of daily living,
such as reading, writing, computing, using a hand saw, a brace and bit, a
screwdriver, etc. What is not generally known is that even with automated
production of automobiles, utensils, corn and potatoes, there is an increas-
ing demand for competence in skills. Tape-operated machines are not
made by other tape-open. led machines. They are made by people with
job shop skills. There is a need for re-emphasis on all basic skills.

Standards of Excellence

How good is "good"? How bad is "bad"? What is "perfect"? Does
industry follow one set of standards, the home another, and the school still
another? Of course, anywhere you look at it, two plus two equals four. It
is never five or four and one-half, and the solution of a mathematical
problem may show perfection wherever it is done. In industry, good may
be plus or minus one ten thousandths of an inch. Certainly gauge blocks
made within four millionths of an inch must approach perfection. In
business one may be termed good if he succeeds and bad if he fails. Will
he be better than good if he does it honestly? Or near perfection if he is
especially pleased with a satisfied customer?

In many of our school systems we have "puPed a real Donnybrook" in
passing all pupils along from grade to grade without their having attained
certain standards of excelleace. Pupils are receiving a high school diploma
and are, in effect, being told that they are now prepared to enter the
university. As a matter of fact large numbers of them are unprepared to
enter anything becLuse they have not been required to meet standards of
excellence that will make them competitive with the demands of modern
living. They are, in effect, being trained to take places in a world that
does not even exist.

In industrial arts, or in any curriculum area in which skillc are taught,
it is probably as important, if not more so, to emphasize the concept of
standards of excellence as it is to develop a skill. As a matter of fact, I do
not know how one can develop skill in using a welding torch or a milling
machine or master a concept in history without knowing how good is
"good" or what is "perfect," and especially, how bad is "bad."
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Nurturing Problem-Solving Systems
Perhaps the term "problem solving," being a much hackneyed expres-

sioti, is not the mqst appropriate in this discussion. What we have in mind
here is nc:c limited to determining the sum of A series of numbers, nor
satisfactorily building a bird house, nor being able to navigate a freeway.
Rather we are thinking in terms of systematically seeking solutions to
problems in all phase; of living, whether they be problems ia mathematics,
in designing a bridge, seeking other than superficial answ ers to questions
of divin;ty, or developing electronic circuits for purposes new to the
learner.

Time will not permit more discussion of the part of the topic, but may I
propose that one of the basic endeavors of education should be develop-
ment of research capabilities, not necessarily in order to implement gradu-
ate research, but to seek answers in an organized way to all problems of
daily living.

Up-Dating Teachers
Attending summer school simply to get more credits toward a master's

degree probably is not the answer. Teaching more of the same thing most
definitely is not the answer. Another course in the history of industrial
arts or in methods of teaching probably will not suffice. The solution could
well be made the business of a carefully selected panel of teachers working
and "brainstorming" over a period of weeks.

There is a wonderful opportunIty for summer institutions for advanced
study in this area, partially financed by NDEA, Title XI. Plans of a num-
ber of teacher training institutions in this direction have come to my atten-
tion. To my mind an ideal summer institute would be one meant to do
the following:

a. Determine what are the concepts of industry basic to living success-
fully in today'3 world that can be reasonably developed in industrial
arts shops.

b. How can we implement and program our teaching to teach these
concepts.

All of these things we must incorporate into any educational plan in-
tended to implement frontier ideas in industrial arts education, and all
students who have participated in an, education plan involving the pre-
ceding basic ideas will not be out of place in either today's world or theworld of tomorrow.
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ROBERT RYAN

St Cloud State College

St Cloud, Minnesota

Dr. Tyler has hit upon the term hich may go down in history as the

key word for this eraCHANGE.

The question then which might be posed to us might be, "Where are

we going, or where have we been?" Could our only reply be that the
ch: 1.0 has overtaken us and we missed the opportunity which was offered?

Vice President Hubert Humphrey recently stated that "Education is the

key to employment, the key to better living and the key to the future.
Education will provide us with the greatest challenge posed by our present

age.," Education, yes industrial arts education, must undergo the most
dramatic changes in recorded history if we are to accommodate the nxds
of this advancing technological eraf Rgondary schools will have to eh; .e
curricula. New facilities will have to be built. Colleges will have to have
access to their offerings and expand where necessary.
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The foregoing are bold assertions; they are not, however, without firm
grounds. Initially we must look at what is happening and what is likely to
happen. We as a nation arc producing more goods than ever before and
with fewer people involved in the process. There is a greater demand for
broadly educated, well-trained people in all phases of employment. Auto-
mation is displacing more and more jobs of the unskilled and semiskilled,
and now is encroaching on other areas. These are just a few of the many
influences upon education which this country is going to have to face
squarely and progressively. This new "institution of education" is going
to have to begin with "carefully" thought out programs by forward-
looking individuals.

One of the greatest single factors which has come about within recent
years and poses one of the greatest challenges to education is automation.
The immediate question that arises is, "Will the present trend of automa-
tion in virtually all aspects of technology be detrimental to industrial arts
education?"

Quite the contrary, I feel that our programs will tend to be enhanced
because of automation and technology. Industrial arts education must be
concerned with adapting to automation and change. Automation can do
for industrial arts what the computer has done for mathematics, a greater
emphasis and demand for the basics. If an individual is to work with and
have command of the automated processes, he must have a solid back-
ground, understanding and degree of competency with the_fundamentals
of tl-P process. If this basic knowledge is lacking, the individual could not
hope to comprehend the automated process.

Automation is producing a new environment. We are rushing into a
period, and it more than likely is permanent, where the chief characteristic
of our entire society is change. If education can adjust to this change and
new demands, we will witness the greatest educational revolution the
world has ever seen.

I feel the ultimate challenge of automation and the greatest decision of
our time was stated by John Diebold, an expert on automation. He said
"The biggest problem is to dccide what on earth you want to do just
because you can do it."
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EARL R. ZIMMERMAN

State Supervisor, Industrial Arts Education

Pennsylvania State Department of Public Instruction

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

Our responsibility during this symposium is to give ir tt
some of the challenges presented by Doctor Tyler.

We need to reach more students, curb the dropout problem, teach for
learning easiness, know the desired interest and abilities of our pupils;
and to bridge the gap between world reality and the classroom. This is a
serious task. An effort should be made by all educators to use every
ounce of strength available to meet these needs.

We in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania know that every boy and
girl needs the experience of how to get along with one another, Humane
relations is experienced in industrial arts more than in any other area of
e4:11.7ation but seldom recognized. The use of personnel systems, group
pit jects, and general work experiences in the laboratory does a lot to
expose pupils to this challenge.

Team teaching is very useful in an industrial arts laboratory. Our
teachers' image is changing because they see the necessity to help each
other. We are no longer just hammer and saw teachers. Teachers in a
school district should include an industrial arts teacher on their teams of
teachers because (1) we have a vast knowledge of activities, (2) no
other teacher has a cross-section of experience that matches that of an
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iitclustrial arts teacher. We then could take part in a team-teaching situa-tion. (Example: world cultures.)
Many decades ago we felt a student followed his father's occupation.

However, this is not so today. Many children lack knowledge of theirfather's occupations. Therefore, exposure of all pupils to numerous typesof experience is necessary. Be as exploratory as possible when describing
the various procedures in industry.

Girls have a definite place in industrial arts education. Nci :. permittinggirls to elect industrial arts deprives them of total development for lifeexperiences. A girl dropout is more of a problem than a boy dropout.
Industrial arts has a definite part to play in the experience of all pupils
not just boys.

Institutes under the National Defense Education Act, Title XI, arevital to industrial arts. Our teaclers are all project-oriented people.
They need to have an insight into new methods at! teaching, although itmay lead to a project. The industrial arts teaciter should have an op-portunity to upgrade himself. I prescribe an insutute to be held in a
laboratory where live teaching can be experienced by every member par-ticipating. I do not approve of a course of lectures regarding the meth-
ods of teaching.

Industrial arts in the Commonwealth of Penn itylvania is moving ahead
in a united effort by using the definition and the five general objectives
stated bebw.

Definition
Industrial arts is that integral part of the total program of education

designed to aid students in acquiring a comprehension of technology.
Through manipulath e and research experiences with a vark ly of tools,
materials, processes and products, pupils have opportuniCes to developtheir self-concept in relationship to the changing requirements for opti-
mum participation in an industrial-technological culture.

Industrial arts is non-vocational instruction in the sense that it does notstrive to develop saleable job skills. It is of value to all pupils in theelementary and secondary schocls, providing experiences that are pro-gressively intensive in accordance with pupil maturity.

Objectives of Industrial Arts
To provide a souni! program of industrial arts, clear and realistic

objectives are essential. The following statements of purpose are uniqueto industrial arts education:
1. To develop literacy in a technological civilization. In such a societyone must be able to communicate in the language of industry, tech-

nology, and science. Hence, he must be able to read drawings and makesketches as a first step in understanding our industrial society. This
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ability to read and sketch drawings is related to things of a technical na-ture much as reading and writing are associated with learning history
or mathematics.

2. To develop an insight and understanding of industry and its placein our society. Since industry is a constructive, dynamic force in the
world today, it is the responsibility of the school to provide opportunities
for each student to understand this force. Industrial arts provides sig-
nificant learning activities in which students acquire knowledge and skill
in performance through study and application.

3. To discove7 and develop student talents. The school's responsibility
is to assist students in discoverkz and developing their talents. It is the
responsibility of industrial arts educati-m to identify special abilities
though manipulative and research experiences.

4. To develop problem-solving abilities related to a variety of tools,
materials, processes, and products. The problem-solving approach in in-
dustrial arts involves creative thinking and gives the student opportunity
to apply principles of planning and design. Construction techniques, in-
dustrial processes, scientific principles, and mathematical computations
are applied to the solution of problems.

5. To develop skill in the safe use of tools and machines. Industrial
arts provides planning, construction, and productic,n actEvities which en-
able students to acquire industrial-technical skill. These activities offer
opportunities to develop tool and machine skills commensurate with the
mental and physical maturity of the student.

-IL
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Symposium J

EARL E. SWItill

Acting Head, Industrial Education Department, Oregon State University

Corvallis, Oregon

Teacher eduation can, and must, contribute to the implementation of
frontier ideas in industrial arts. Modification in programs can occur at
any level of industriai arts education, but for this change to become gen-
erally accepted and widely disseminated it must be supported through
teacher preparation.

It is necessary that teacher education programs be innovative yet re-tain a blending of the traditional and the experimental. The university
curriculum has always changed slowly. This can be a steadying influence
admidst the wealth of proposals now being advanced or it can, through
resistance to changz, become a very real hazard to the future of indus-trial arts education. It is now obvious that we should move rapidl: but
with care, to improve the contributions of industrial arts. We face a fu-ture that will require flexible programs that can function in a constantstate of transition which parallels that of our oyolving industrial society.

The increasing numblas of proposals, innovative curriculum recom-mendations, and pilot programs indicate that teachers are willing to takepart in the developing and implementing of frontier ideas. This, I be-lieve, presents reason for an optimistic view of the future of industrial
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arts education. The key to a thriving, challenging program is a compe-
tent teacher who is receptive to creative and constructive curriculum in-
novation. This also implies a major role for teacher education as it in-
fluences curriculum development through its preservice and inservice pro-
grams for teachers.

Frontier ideas as expressed by Dr. Ralph W. Tyler will require an in-
dustrial arts teacher who can make a wide range of contributions to the
general and specialized educational development of his students. To
achieve this goal the teacher must receive a strong teclutical orientation
and also be prepared as a generalist who is knowledgeable in the basic
academic disciplines. He must learn how to organize educational ac-
tivities that jointly serve with other fields in relching new educational
goals. This expectation will necessitate the strengtnening and further
integration of all aspects of teacher preparation, through restructuring of
existing courses and course content to form new instructional relationships.

The increasing focus upon the development of ability to meet new situ-
ations and to solve problems creatively makes it necessary for all teachers
to increase their understanding of the learner and the learning process.
We will need to improve the integration of understandings and concepts
from the humanities and behavioral sciences with those of the professional
major. The expectations for interpretative, creative industrial arts in-
struction will draw heavily on teacher understanding of clic' 'olines
such a s psychology, sociology, and econo-Ttics The pre ,ograi
must also provide ti teacher with opportunities tor develop-
ing insignia and understanding that parallel the nature of those he will
expect his students to achieve.

Technical subjects and the instructional organization must reflect -.-

closer correlation between what is done in our industrial society and tlz
wcperiences expected of potential teachers. Frontier ideas and emerg-
_ng curriculum patterns require that the teachers recognize industrial arr
As a field of application, and as such, it should make use of studer:
knowledge and understanding from all subjects. To prepare teachen
for this flexible type of program requires that they learn and be capablt

creatively teaching new concepts of industry and technology. Thei-
ttchnical preparation must include broad experiences and application
that reflect and interpret technology, and focus upon problems of industry
the individual, and his role as he participates in an industrial society.

Teacher education programs will need to offer special cfrpportunities for
the inservice teacher to study and experience similar activities through
workshops, seminars, and inservice programs.

To meet the challenge of frontier ideas all teachers mils- see themselves
as innovators and implementers of sound educational concepts, whether
these concepts are based on the traditional patterns or on frontier ideas. II
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FRANK A. BRADBURY

Balboa High School

San Francisco, CaHfornia

"In the beginning God created Heaven and earth. . . . " Here we see
our first worker. Our first industrial ax ts student. used the materials
at hand to create the earth and man. Man now follows in God's footsteps
in using the materials at hand which are useless to him in the farm in
which they exist and changes that form so that it is useful to man.

In our search for more, better, and faster ways to create new and
better products for man, we have saddled our educational system with a
pack of historical facts from the paat as well as from the present. The
pack becomes so heavy to some that they fail in the effort to keep up with
their contemporaries. Dr. Ralph W. Tyler states that 20 percent of our
children do not reach more than second grade level reading ability by
the time they leave school. If the pack is heavy fnr educators, how
heavy it must seem to a teen-age student reading at the second grade
level. "I'm stupid," a student stated to me when I asked why he was
getting such low grades in school. What horrible accumulation of failure
in academic pursuits has given him the conviction he is stupid? Must we
continue to give one out of five students a defeatist attitude?

We use our collective knowledge today to create the highest standard
of living known to man. We create fantastic electronic devices for
lightening man's load of physical or mental labor. In spite of this, we
fail to teach one out of five to read beyond the second grade level.

Any new frontiei that we may dream up must be implemented by
each teacher, supervisor, and teacher educator, if we are to lighten the
load we are carrying today.

Christopher Jencks in the April 23, 1966. issue of Saturday Evening
Post has an article entitled, "The Public Schools Are Failing" and he
suggests that private schools be established in slum or culturally deprived
areas as a solution, private enterprise to take over where public owner-
ship has failed. Private enterprise has made it possible for only 45 per-
cent of our population to support the other 55 percent in the fields of
production, distribution, sale and advertising of material goods.

It would seem that any institution as suggested by Dr. Tyler would
be worthy of consideration to lift the veil of ignorance from those being
defeated by our educational system.
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ROBERT G. HOSTETTER

Assoc;ate Professor of Industrial Arts Education, Millersvil!e State College

Millersville, Pennsylvania

This is the age of evaluatioL; everything is being evaluatedeverybody
is being evaluated, How about industrial arts? Have we been too near the
forest to notice the trees? Being chiefly concerned with the material needs
of man, it is quite possible to forget his non-material side. Our non-material
needs become more prominent as automation plays a more important role
in the production of goods. The whole structure of our industrial organiza-
tion has changed. Is our program of learning situationg really geared to
mesh with this change?

Robert Theobold in the March, 1966, issue of the National Education
Assoriation Journal stated the fact that "all knowledge is related; specialized
knowledge can only be communicated in a context of general knowledge."
Is the contot which we teach in industrial arts such that it has vital mean-
thing to our students in the context of general knowledge? No one will
question the relative importance of our area of work in present day tech-
nological society. Should we examine the methodology which we have em-
ployed in presenting our subject? Looking at the findings of leaders in
education, it is evident that the ultimate goal for the children in a democ-
racy is the maximum development of each individual child. Educators also
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gree that the progression in the process proceeds from experience of aconcrete naturo to the more abstract modes of thought. Bruner in TheProcess of Education said that "concrete activity that becomes increasinglyformal is what leads the child to the kind of mental mobility that approachesnaturally reversible operations of mathematics and logic." Both Piaget andDewey recognize the value of experiencing with materials as an aid inlearning.
Since experience is so important in basic education for children, does itnot seem logical that laboratory work should aid substantially in learningat the secondary school level? The frontier that I present is that which con-cerns implementation which will bring industrial arts into c more vital rela-tionship with other school subjects. A laboratory course, as any othercourse, is no longer considered worthwhile unless it can make a contribu-tion to the total learning experience. A third dimension is added to learn-ing -when laboratory work is properly related to school subjects. Thefrontier to be pushed forward, then, is that which concerns the relationshipbetween our field and the other fields of learning. We can advance on thisfrontier if we give more careful consideration to the developmental needsof the student while we advance toward the over-all goal of the school.
It is generally agreed that there is a natt,ral interest in the activity that isprovided by work in industrial arts. The ,-.1Lakness seems to lie in our in-ility to gear our program to other school subjects in furthering the over-all aims of education. Administrators are constantly appraising the contri-bution we are making to the total school program for all students. Wouldit not be better if we would engage the learner in the actual experience ofmaking and using more than we presently do? Construction can serve toconfirm the laws of physics, show the great achievements of the variousperiods in history, illustrate the workings of one of the new space -vehicles,or demonstrate how sound vibrations are produced in the standard musical

instruments. Procedures involved in such activities become a vital part ofindependent study that is being used in many schools today.
We cannot afford to spend the time in making projects which offer thelearners experiences which are meaningless. It is becoming more evidentthat no subjct is important enough in itself to justify a place in the curricu-lum. One is not a "literate" member of today's society if he lacks theknowledge and understanding of the technological implications that makeour way of life possible. Our industrial arts programs should contribute awide spread of knowledge to show the fundamental structure of technology.
Elementary teachers have demonstrated the ability to utilize constructionactivity as a method of giving greater meaning to the whole school program.Perhaps more construction-type activities could be used to enrich the pro-gram beyond the elementary level. \ye have an excellent opportunity tointer-relate industrial arts with the other offerings in the curriculum. Thisfrontier seems to deserve our best effort, for we see much valuable learningpossible when we move into this new territory.
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Symposigm K

JAMES BEACH

Lowell High School

LaHabral California

The drawing appeal of technology cannot be questioned. A vast ma-
jority of our high school students will work in one phase of industry or
another. Yet our schools still seem to be academically oriented. A strong,
meaningful, realistic industrial education program is a necessity.

Our education system is having a hard time providing the high level of
education needed by our students who are entering the world of work.
New methods of presenting new information to students must be de-
veloped and must be used. We talk about the various modem methods
(closed-circuit television, large group instruction, team teaching, etc.).
Let's quit talking and start doing.

The emphasis is on how to learn, not what to learn. Industrial arts
education is in an excellent position to provide for this. A problem-
solving approach taking the problem through the various steps, conclud-
ing with the development and construction of the solution, would be a start
in this direction. The IR&D approach (industrial research and develop.
mem) is also a desirable one.

Industrial arts education can provide a situation where a student learns
how something happens, then learning why will be much more meaning-
ful. Care must be taken to avoid a lecture situation when a lab situa-
tion would be more advantageous and meaningful to the student.
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JAMES 0. GILLILAN

Consultant of Industrias Arts, St. Louis Public Schools

St. Louis, Missouri

It is likely we will continue to have differentiation in ability of people
to do work, from now on to eternity. This is not new. It is a problem
that has been with man from the beginning. We are driven to give serious
attention always for those that can do profitable work. But serious con-
cern too must be given for those who cannot do profitable work. To for-
get about one for the other could destroy our democratic way of life.

All of us have seen much change in the years that we have lived.
Perhaps those of my generation have seen more change than any other.
What has this meant? First, it has caused each new day to present prob-
lemssome old, some new; problems that man has tried to solve for
many years without apparent success and other problems that are com-
pletely new, needing quick solutions. What a challenge this is for
those accepting the responsibility to help educate the youth of today for
the tasks of tomorrow.

If we were more confident of what tomorrow will be like, the frontier
it promises would be easier to enter. The exodus of people from rural to
urban areas has thrust many problems on both. Educationally, how do
you stabilize good, sound education for people who migrate often? This, it
seems, is one of the big frontiers today. Getting to know and understand
this complex fronter is a most difficult problem.

Perhaps those of us who have lived in the country durizz our youth,
and have since moved to an urban area to make our livelihood, see more
clearly what is happening than those who have remained in the same
place. Experiences that I had on the farm were so different to those of city
youth, both then and now. How we equalize these advantages or dis-
advantages is a moot question. Technology places many demands on
education along with new oportunities for young people. Our schools
must serve the American people better in meeting these needs.
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The change in occupational distribution has changed greatly in the
past 75 years. Today, only about 20 percent of the population engage
in agriculture and unskilled labor. The rapid reduction in the demand
for unskilled labor makes the need for advanced occupational training
essential if the members of our new labor force are to be productively
engaged. The federally-supported programs have made pilot projects
possible for many school systems. The newness of this opportunity com-
pared with the unpreparedness of educators to act quickly toward im-
plementing programs has been noticeable. This is a new frontier for
many, and certainly one for industrial arts.

The St. Louis schools have several projects that are federally sup-
ported. Some of them are:

1. "Operation Dine-Out." This is a program designed to give upper-
grade elementary children who had never eaten a meal in a restaurant
the opportunity to do so. The preparation for this experience includes:
Appropriate grooming, cost, selection of food and place to eat, sharing
public places with others, transportation, communication, etiquette, etc.
This has proven to be a very helpful educational experience for these
childrena new frontier for them and for their community. It was so
successful that they followed with a second project called "Operation
Cafeteria,"

2. Another is after-school and Saturday morning craft classes taught
in the industrial arts shop by a regular classroom teacher who is also a
certified industrial arts teacher. One interesting development in this par-
ticular project was the large number of pupils who went almost volun-
tarily to the public library to do reading about industry and industrial
arts subjects.

3. A new frontier project we are planning for the Laclede-Chouteau
Summer Institute Project during the summer of 1966 is a course in
creative industrial arts for capable achievers in the secondary school.
These students are not achieving up to their level. In this course the
student will choose one of four areas which interests him. Encourage-
ment will be given the student to use his ability and initiative. The project
is for 7 weeks.

4. The acute shortage of qualified industrial arts teachers is a serious
problem for most school systems, and our excellent teacher-training insti-
tutions at present cannot train teachers fast enough to meet the need.
Without strong, well-trained teachers to carry on the work, industrial arts
course offerings cannot move forward as they should. Yet, we need not
wait! Would it not be feasible to utilize laboratory facilities in our large
city high schools to offer teacher-preparatory courses for elementary in-
dustrial arts teachers? Some means could be worked out to get a quali-
fied staff, Credit for the courses offered could be granted by a college or
university, possibly in the same city. There is a good chance federal
assistance would be available for a project of this kind. This is an idea
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that may be helpful to many of us.
Along with the idea of teacher training would be the possibility for

good in-service training cou:F.es that could be geared to the changes we
need to make. Some of the chvnges are long overdue. It would certainly
help teachers to have the opportunity for learning new ways and processes.
Change would receive more consideration than it is now getting.

5. Another far-reaching project has just been approved by the St.
Louis Board of Education to go into effect this summer: Studumts in the
St. Louis Public Schools are being "served notice" that they must attain
certain levels of academic competence and attend classes regularly if they
expect to be graduated.

Remedial Program
New requirements on academic achievement first will be brought to

bear on the students at the end of the eighth grade, when they are tested
for track placement in the freshman year or ninth grade. If they are
lagging to the extent of 25 months of achievement in reading and arith-
metic, they will be scheduled for a ninth grade remedial program.

The pupils and their parents will be informed by school officials of the
deficiencies.

The students will be eligible for enrollment in a six-week tuition-free
summez school in reading and arithmetic. If the pupils attend and
demonstrate a five-month gain in achievement, they will be enrolled in
high school as students in the track for which they qualify.

Those who do not show the necessary improvement and those who do
not attend the summer school session will have the choice of enrolling at
an "opportunity" school or in high school as a remedial student. The
opportunity school program will provide special teaching in an attempt to
restore the student to regular high school enrollment.

20..Member Classes
Students who choose to enroll in high schools for remedial instruction

will be assigned to classes of 20 students per teacher. They will receive
one period each of reading, spelling and writing, arithmetic, practical
arts, and physical education. They will later be enrolled in regular classes
if they reduce their achievement lag by five months.

If they do not make prowess, they again will be eligible for enrollment
in the tuitionfree summer session. At the end of the summer session
they again will be tested, but will not be eligible for further attendance
in high school if they have not shown required imprOVenient. However,
they will be eligible for enrollment in the opportunity school for specially
designed educational programs.

Other basic achievement tests will be administered to freshmen com-
pleting the ninth grade, beginning in the 1966-1967 school year. Stu-
dents presently enrolled in high school will not be tested. Those making
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passing scores will be academically certified and will have no other special
requirements imposed beyond regular classroom work.

Students who fail will be encouraged to enroll in the summer program.If a student has not made required test scores by the beginning of the sen-ior year, he may enroll in the opportunity school and receive a special
diploma upon completion of the program.

If the student chooses to remain in the regular high school, he will notreceive a regular diploma if he has not scored minimal levels of achieve-
ment to be established, but will be eligible only for a certificate of attend-
ance. The Division of Pupil Personnel Services will work with a commer-cial testing company to define test specifications and establish passingscores. The tests will be based on a minimum core of fundamental con-
cepts in each of the basic academic skills.

Through the plan described, hope is held that we can reach students
who have not responded to current opportunities provided by the schools.
Industrial arts courses are being designed to fit the curriculum changes
that will be necessary to help these students to achieve, with a maximumof 12 students in an industrial arts class.
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DANIEL L. HOUSEHOLDER

Purdue University

Lafayette, Indiana

As industrial arts education looks to the future:, there is no doubt that
we are facing a frontier. Change in our society has accelerated at such a
pace that even we in industrial arts can no longer ignore it. The challenge.
of the frontier is not, however, to catch up by gearing our programs to the
present; it is the challenge to develop au appropriate industrial arts edu-
cation program for the future, Frontiers are never comfortable places
designed for relaxed living. Rather, they are characterized by an intense
atmosphere of explorationthe exciting search for the keys to further de-
velopmentwhich affects virtually every indiviclual at the frontier. While
there seems to be a contemporary tendency to view a frontier as a barrier
to progress, we should be especially aware of the diversity of opportuni-
ties which are available to us at the frontier, and make every effort to
capitalize upon these opportunities.

When we look to the future, there are few guidelines which will help
us decide what future citizens and their teachers will need to know, but
there is every indication that they will need to acquire an enormous
amount of information during their lifetimes. Obviously, we should be
more concerned with the development of th9 ability to learn than with the
specific material which is to be learned. In sh/ort, we must cease to view
man as a container for knowledge and skills; our educational endeavors
should be pointed toward the development of man, the inforrnatkm proc-
essor. While this point of view includes such methodological approaches
as research and development, creativity training, and problem-solving, it
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transcends specific methods of teaching to become a pervasive point ofview guiding the entire educatonal process.A flexible approach to curriculum development and institutional organiza-tion is definitely implied. As the demands of society upon the educationalenterprise change, the schools must become more adaptable. However,this is only a partial solution at best, since adaptation occurs only afterthe environment itself has changed. It may be that the present is the bestpredictor of the future; on the other hand, such attributes as receptive-ness to new ideas, mental flexibility, and the ability to think creatively,logically, analytically, and quantitatively may tend to transcend the limita-tions of a specific time and place in our development. We must be per-ceptive of the directions of trends, yet maintain a vigil to identify anyuniversals which may exist.
We at Purdue are especially proud of the ways in which our institu-tion had adapted to social and technological change. In our School ofTechnology, new curricula appear rapidly in response to industrial and so-cial needs. Yet, the production of graduates lags far behind the appear-ance of the need for them. All of us recognize that industrial artsteacher education cannot hope to provide all the competencies teacherswill need during their professional careers; we must assist them in thedevelopment of the abilities they will need to sumed at the frontier.At the present time, it is frequently noted that individuals in our so-ciety need to be prepared for more intelligent use of their leisure time,for increased understanding of human relationships, and even for the cre-ation of their own hidustries. These are contemporary needs; important,but perhaps no more important than others which may be mentioned.Unprecedented new demands may appear before our current crop of stu-dents assume their adult rolesonly by providing the ultimate in thedevelopment of human potential may we hue to prepare our students forlife beyond the frontier.

It is imperative that we move at once toward a program which will im-prove each individual's potential for meeting challenges and opportunities
which are his to meet among and beyond frontiers which cannot be vis-ualized today.
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EDWARD BRATSET

Assistant Dean Trade Technical Education, Laney College

Oakland, California

The industrial arts programs in the high schools and colleges must have
innovative ideas to assist in bringing more Eittention to a very valuable
part of our American education. The industrial arts program must have
new ideas because the present program is in serious competition with the
liberal arts, science, and engineering educational offerings. The I-A pro-
gram needs new ideas to attract students into I-A programs in four-year
colleges and in high schools.

One such idea is the program now being conducted at the San Fran-
cisco State College in the Industrial Arts Department. The program is de-
signed to provide a bachelor's degree for students who could go to work
in industry. The Design Arts and Industries program at San Francisco
State is tailored for individual students who have completed 60 units at a
junior college or for students who do not have a major. The program is
interdisciplinary in nature with ten units required in the D-A-I field.
Five of the ten units are in product and design, and five units are in
visual communication. The D-A-I block of two courses has been de-
veloped to orient students to various industries, help select particular in-
terests, understand broad scope, avail diversified procedures, analyze
processes, establish research attitude, sçrt criteria, classify ideas, verify
fiLdings, and present a logical and visuarozkibit.

One of the criteria for industrial arts programs is that they are closely
associated with industry. Why couldn't a program patterned after this
one be started in the high school? It seems logical that the curious mind
of youth would be challenged by such an intriguing subject.
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A further need has been noted in the field for instructors able to keep
up with the industry. It is well known that many high school and indus-
trial arts instructors do not know what is happening in the way of new ir
dustrial developments in their respective fields.

As an example, many high school electronics instructors do not knowthe slightest thing about transistorsin fact, some instructors say thattransistors are only a passing fancy. One has only to talk to people in
the electronics industry to find out that vacuum tubes and the solderingof wires has given way to transistors and printed circuits. What can bedone as a solution for this problem? I would suggest that a programcould be started whereby instructors could swap their teaching assign-
ments for one year with workers in a like craft in industry. Admittedly
there would be a great number of problems to straighten out such astenure, retirement contributions and many others, but I am sure that the
advantages would far outweigh the disadvantages.

It seems that the state colleges in their training of industrial arts in-structors should be the leaders in teacher training because these instruc-tors go into the high schools and teach old subject matter if they have notbeen brought up to date with new industrial materials and processes.Therefore the going-back-to-industry idea must start in the four-yearcollege.
Another innovation that could be used in the industrial arts field is theuse of advisory committees. The advisory committee system is beingused very effectively in occupational education programs in the juniorcolleges. When a naw product or a new material is introduced into in-dustry, the advisory committee automatically asks the college to changethe curriculum to include the new material or process.
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PROFESSOR RICHARD D. KAIN

Chairman, Department of Industrial Arts, Ohio Northern University

Ada, Ohio

Foremost among the frontiers of teacher education is the challenge of
improving our college programs to accommodate a change from the
"trades skill-oriented" approach to an "understanding of industry and
technology" approach. There is an obvious discrepancy existing between
what a high school industrial arts teacher is accomplishing with his classes
and students, and what he relates as his objectives. Very often one hears
a teacher say without hesitation that the primary objective of his program
is to provide an understanding of industry and technology, while at the
same time his curriculum may consist of two or three major areas of in-
structiondrawing, woodworking, and general metalwork. It would ap-
pear that a prospective teacher who has been introduced to the correct
approach while in college will be less likely to teach manual training-type
skills that were popular in our public schools long before Sputnik or the
Gemini space program.

If a college background could provide to potenfial teachers experi-
ence of a relevancy comparable to that which is expected of an indus-
trial arts teacher in the public schools, the teacher in turn would be better
equipped to establish leadership in upgrading curriculums to become more
representative of professional objectives.

Departmental programs on the college level can malce definite changes
to include such curriculum areas as manufacturing:processes, construction,
power and transportation, electricity and electronics, industrial organiza-
tion, industrial materials and production, and perhaps other major areas,
each of which may be subdivided into logically organized courses at the
baccalaureate level.

During the four years that the future industrial arts teacher is in college,
every effort should be made to acquaint hint with industry and technology
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through laboratory work, experiments, or activities demonstrating the de-velopment and manufacture of products through industrial practices andmethods. He should become familiar with a wide variety of industriesthrough visitations or field trips and personal contacts with men from in-dustry who may impart to him knowledge of personnel work, labor prob-
lems, occupational information, skill requirements, organizational pat-
terns, safety practices, and research and development procedures. Great-
er use should be made of the industrial films and other visual materials
that are available at /ow cost. Many of these resources have direct appli-
cation to an understanding of industry and technical fields. Many aids are
available to complement practices, promoting more efficient skill develop-
ments in the basic manipulative areas.

Industrial exhibitions and museums of science and technology offer
valuable resources for the industrial arts teacher education program, and
these facilities are usually within easy access of most institutions of higher
education. Many valuable contacts can be made in this regard, contacts
that benefit not only the student, but the college industrial arts programas well.

While proposing more emphasis on an undefstanding of industry andtechnology, let it not be implied that all traditional practices be thrownout. It still is necessary that certain basic skills be taught, but to thispoint it should be uggested that there be less emphasis placed on the
traditional project-- the footstool, the coffee table, the necktie rack, etc.
Instead, we must be willing to regard the project for what it really wasmeant to bea vehicle to learningnot an end in itself. The develop-
ment of an assembly line, the automatic control of a machine, or an ex-
periment with a construction material or a new material, could for all
practical purposes be considered a project. Let us be concerned here also
with design and give more attention to design theory and fundamentals.
With the materials and resources at our disposal it is imperative that we
prepare our teachers to be more alert to this important element in the
world of technology. The many facets of a knowledge of design have
significant influence on manufacture, production, advertising and sales,
all of which relate to both aesthetic and technical values.

Many of our industrial arts teacher education programs could do moreto provide for continuing education through the establishment of summer
workshops, promotion of in-service education, and follow-up proceduresfor new teachers. These efforts can present opportunities for teachers tokeep abreast of new developments .and assist them in improving instruc-tion in schools within the area of-inluence of the university. This pro-cedure is not uncommon in the sciences. Perhaps we in industrial arts
could benefit by their example.

Much of the research that has been completed in the field of industrialarts is not being given attention or implemented to the extent that it
should. There is value in much of this research and it behooves us to be-
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come more alert to its message. The infusion of applicable research
data to our curriculums, courses, teaching methods and techniques could
provide improvements, offering a more realistic and efficient approach tothe study of industry and technology.

There are other important frontiers to be explored in considering the en-richment and advancement of industrial arts teacher education. Some ofthese are: Improvements in instructing how to teach, development ofstudent teaching internships, design of *--icilities for the future, organiza-xi of :a. national curriculum, development of programs of pablic relations
enhance our professional image, preparation of teachers for the gifted,

physically handicapped and slow learners. There remains, also, the pe-rennial problem of recruitment of students who may become teachers in
our field so that it may be properly propagated to meet ever-increasing de-.
mands of the public :3chools and colleges.

These frontiers (or call them. problems) and those discussed earlier inthis report, elicit the concern of each of us involved in the profession ofpreparing industrial arts teachers for tomorrow. We would do well to as-
sume seriously our responsibility. We must possess the vision and re-
sourcefulness to accommodate every means available in attempting toachieve our ideals and objectives.
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A Study of Eye Protection in a High School's
Industrial Arts and Chemisty Departments

ge

DEE K. NIELSON

Chairman, Industrial Arts Department, West High School

Salt Lake City, Utah

It might be appropriate at this time to fill you in with a little informa-
tion about West High School, where this study was conducted. West is
one' of four high schools of comparable size in Salt Lake City. It has a
student body of approximately 2200 and a faculty of about 90 teachers.
Our industrial arts department includes seven industrial arts teachers
teaching woodshop, machine shop, metal fabricating, electricity, technical
drawing, and two auto shops.

At the beginning of the 196465 school year, West High School was
selected to conduct a pilot study in the use of eye protection in the indus-
trial arts and chemistry departments. Through the efforts of Fred J.
Whitney, Executive Director, Utah Society for the Prevention of Blind-
ness, financial assistance wPs obtained from the State Department of Public
Health for the purchase of all necessary equipment and supplies.

Plastic all-purpose chemical goggles were purchased for those students
enrolled in chemistry as well as those students wearing prescription type
glasses. Plano spectacle-type glasses were provided for all other students
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enrolled in industrial arts classes. In addition to the glasses and goggles
purchased, auxiliary equipment and supplies were needed, such as lens
cleaning stations, lens cleaning solution, an optical repair kit, and the
installation of an eyewash fountain in the Technical Building.

Initial cost of the piano glasses was $2.53 per pair, and $1.20 per
pair for the plastic goggles. Approximately 910 students or about 41
per cent of the student body was involved in the eye safety program,
bringing the total cost of the program, including equipment, supplies, and
parts, to $2,369.39.

In view of the fact that the eye safety program at West was to be a
rillot program, I felt this would be a good opportunity to collect informa-
tion and data on the subject of eye safety to be included in my
master's thesis. It was my intention that this information might be helpful
in initiating other eye safety programs. The purpose of my study was to:

1. Obtain students' reaction to the wearing of safety glasses and
goggles.

2. Obtain teacher's reactions to the wearing of safety glasses and
goggles.

3. Determine if eye protection is necessary in all areas of industrial arts.
arts.

4. Determine whether eye protection should be worn at all times
when working or observing in the industrial arts shops or chemistry
department.

5. What are the trends in industry toward eye protection?
6. Reaction of industry toward a school eye safety program.
7. Determine the problems encountered in initiating an eye safety

program.
To obtain information concerning student reaction in the use of eye

protection, a questionnaire was given to the students involved in the pro-
gram. Of the 910 students involved, 576 or 61 per cent completed and
returned the questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed to give
positive and negative responses and multiple-choice answers.

Some typical questions included were:
1. Do you feel it is a good policy to wear safety glasses or goggles

while working in shops or the chemistry laboratory?
2. Does the wearing of safety glasses or goggles cause you any dis-

comfort? If so, what part or parts cause the most discomfort?
3. Do the glasses or goggles distort your vision?
4. Do you believe that safety glasses or goggles should be worn 100

per cent of the time while working in the shops or laboratory?
5. Has there been any incident in the shops and chemistry laboratory

where you or someone tdse may have received eye injury bad
safety glasses or goggles not been worn?
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As a result of this study, the following conclusions have been made:
A majority of the students and teachers involved in this study indicated
that they were in favor of eye protection and wanted to see the eye
safety program continued. The chemistry department in particular
showed an waremely favorable attitude toward the wearing of eye pro-
tection. One might conclude from this that these students had been made
more aware of the potential hazards of eye injury in this area. Results
of the questionnaire and personal observation seemed to indicate that
the attitude of the students toward the wearing of safety glasses or
goggles, whether it be positive or negative, was determined to a great
extent by the philosophy and attitude of the individual teacher adminis-
tering the program.

It can be concluded that some areas of industrial arts are more con-
ducive to eye injury than others. Students enrolled in auto mechanics
and electricity felt that there was less need for eye protection in these
areas, due to the r ature of the course, whereas students enrolled in ma-
chine shop, woodwork ard metal fabricating felt a greater need for eye
protection.

In reference to the fit of the glasses and goggles, it was concluded
that the side shields and cable temples caused a certain amount of dis-
comfort and that the side shields reduced peripheral vision.

It can be concluded that through the use of safety glasses and goggles
vision distortion did occur, but in most cases only when the; iIecame
dirty. Both the piano glasses and the plastic goggles fog up under cer-
tain conditions and the main reason for this is due to the lack of sufficient
air circulation around the glasses and goggles.

From the results of contacts made with industry, it was concluded
that there is an increase in the use of eye protection and that they believe
that 100 per cent eye protection in the schools is a good policy, both
morally and economically.

Based on the findings and conclusions of this study, the following recom-
mendations have been made:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Students should be throughly oriented prior to initiating an eye
safety program. This can best be accomplished through small
group orientation.
Safety glasses and goggles should be issued to each student in all
shop or laboratory classes.
Special storage cabinets should be provided in each shop or labora-

tory area for storing glasses or goggles when not in use.
Safety glasses and goggles that afford ample air circulation should
be provided.
Safety glasses with side ablelds and temples designed to be worn
with minimum discomfort should be provided.
Lens cleaning solution to inhibit fogging should be provided.
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7. Glasses and goggles should be made available to the students on
a low rental basis.

8. Impact goggles in place of chemical goggles should be issued to
those students wearing prescription glasses in the shop area.

9. Adequate visual aid material, such as safety posters, slogans
and charts should be provided and displayed conspicuously in au
areas where the glasses or goggles are to be worn.

Value of Eye Protection Program
As to the value of the eye safety program at West High, this can be

best answered by the response given to the question, "Has there been anyincident in the shop or laboratory where you or someone else might
have received eye injuries, had safety glasses or goggles not been worn?"
A total of 106 students indicated yes to this question, including students
from all shops and the chemistry laboratory. A number of these reports
represented the same incident, but nevertheless, this is a significant num-
ber and does show a definite value to the eye safety program.

Investigation made during this study and since, shows that 22 states
have passed mandatory eye safety legislation.
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Summary of Executive Board Meeting

The Executive Board of the American Industrial Arts Association met
in official session April 18 and 19, 1966, in California, and took the
following official actions:
1. Developed the policy of holding summer executive board meetings
adjacent to forthconiing convention sites.
2. Reported on a very successful 28th annual convention which broke
several records, including having 140 commerchd exhibits.
3. Announced that 39 states had selected outstanding teachers to be
honored by the AIAA.
4. Reported a financial balance, on March 31, 1966, of $49,771.75.
5. Announced the receipt of a grant from the American Hardboard
Association of $10,890.00.
6. Announced the appointment of Miss Betty Mac Donnell as managing
editor of The JOURNAL of INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION.
7. Reported an average of 706 pieces of mail a day being distributed
from the AIAA national office. This number does not include bulk mail-
ings, such as the JOURNAL, thc educaeonal packet, form letters to
membership, etc.
8. Approved a life membership pin designed for the association.
9. Agreed to discuss the advisability of investing AIAA reserve funds
in NEA mutual funds or other sources after the summer executive board
meeting.
10. Approved a policy statemeat developing safeguards for the associa-
tion's position as a 501(c) 3 classification by the Internal Revenue Service.
11. Approved a policy statement for a member's privileges to run a full
year concurrent with the dues payment of each member, following receipt
of the said dues in the national office.
12. Approved the policy of providing individual membership for indi-
viduals working with companies holding sustaining membership in the
AIAA.
13. Agreed to discuss placing executive boarAiravel on a per diem basis.
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14. Approved the alfiliation of rue New York State Industrial Arts Asso-
ciation, the North Central Industrial Arts Association of Ohio, and the
Nova Scotia Industrial Arts Association.
15. Heard a proposal from the Encyclopaedia Britannica offering to make
the encyclopaedia available to AIAA members at a special price through
a special mailing on association letterhead.
16. Agreed that the dates for the 1967 convention should be March 13-
18, and the theme should be "Industrial Arts and Technology- -Past,
Present and Future."
17. Received a report from the ad hoc study committee concerning AIAA
operations and developments.
18. Approved recommendations from Sections 1, 2 and 3 of the report.
19. Approved a request to repay the $14,000 borrowed from the National
Education Association in establishing The JOURNAL of INDUSTRIAL
ARTS EDUCATION.
20. Agreed that any policy of placing five percent of the budget of the
AIAA in the reserve fund be discontinued.
21. Approved a proposal for providing a seal for AIAA sustaining
members.
22. Received a request from an apron company to print the club seal on
its aprons and requested the club's director to check into insignia on aprons
and present its fmdings to the board at the summer meeting.
23. Received a report from the chairman of the ALA 4-National Safety
Council Joint Committee concerning a proposed book on safety in indus-
trial arts.
24. Received an invitation from the Adolphus Hotel in Dallas for holding
a future convention in Dallas, Texas.
25. Scheduled time at the summer board meeting for considering a name
change for industrial arts.
26. Agreed to discuss the development of a loyalty fund for the associa-
tion at the summer executive board meeting.
27. Approved the plan of inviting industries to support a 16-page insert
in the NEA JOUR.NAL on industrial arts education.
28. Agreed to hold the summer executive board meeting at Millersville
State College on July 29, 30, and 31, 1966.
29. Approved an in-hospital indemnity insurance plan for the association.
30. Approved a proposal for the American Industrial Arts Association
to make application to become a memter of the World Confederation of
Organizations of the Teaching Profession.
31. Approved salary adjustments for the professional stal with com-
mendation for outstanding service in the national office.
32. Received the resignation of aic Executive Secretary.
33. Declined to accept the resignation of the Executive Secretary.
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1966 Report to Members

Each year at the annual business meeting the President of the Associa-
tion is given the privilege of reporting to the membership on the affairs,
and achievements of the Association.

Quite obviously it would be impossible to review for you in detail au
of the activities of the Association during the past year. Nor should such
a detailed review be necessary because many of the affairs of the Associa-
tion are reported to you regularly in The JOURNAL of INDUSTRIAL
ARTS EDUCATION and other mailings which are sent to the member-
ship.

This report will have two main purposes: first, to review the highlightsof the past year; and second, to present very briefly a summary of the
progress made by the association during the past five years.

Realizing that one of the major shortcomings of our profession is, and
has been, good public relations, your Association took some definite stepsduring the past year to improve this situation. Allow me to cite a few
examples.

1. On October 17, 1965, a national radio network, the program
"What's the Issue?" featured industrial arts education. Ou this half-hour
program your piesident and the executive secretary, D. Dawson, were
interviewed by John Harmon, Public Rlations Director for the United
States Chamber of Commerce. The content had to do with the basic
purposes and scope of industrial arts education. The response to this
program indicates that it was well received by the listening public. Incident-
ally, tapes of this broadcast are available.

2. A second move in this same direction was the organization of a
speakers' bureau for industrial arts. A list of names of informed and
capable speakers from all parts of the country is being compiled. When
requests come ot our national office for speakers at local, state, and re-
gional meetings for industrial arts, these requests are being filled by some-
one from that general geographic area. This program was inaugurated on
a limited scsle during the past year and met with such success tint plans
are being made to expand this service to the profession.
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3. Another major achievement in our public relations effort -,ccurred
when the United States Chamber of Commerce published a four-pagesupplement on industrial arts in its Washington Report. Over 200,000
copies of this report were distributed throughout the United States.

4. Also, a significant achievement in furthering our public relations
took place when the National Education Association printed and distributed
150,000 copies of the brochure, "Why Your Child Needs Industrial Arts."

5. Finally, in this connection, I would like to mention the very excel-lent work done on our magazine, The JOURNAL OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS EDUCATION. Last summer in New York City the Educational
Press Association awarded a First Place in its annual competition to ourJOURNAL.

Legislative Ilreakthrough
The past year will be long remembered as the year in which industrial

arts made a real and very significant breakthrough in its legislative pro-gram. I am referring, of course, to the amendment to include industrialarts in Title XI of the National Defense Education Act. This piece oflegislation will provide funds for the summer of 1967 for industrial arts.As you know, a limited funding provided for five institutes to be institutes
for teachers of industrial conducted during the summer of 1966. If we makeintelligent use of the opportunity provided in this piece of legislation, theresults should be very significant in upgrading the profession of industrialarts education.

In the area of legislative achievements it should also be mentionedthat our national office conducted in January of this year a conferenceon Federal Aid for Industrial Arcs. This was attended by over 100 in-dustrial arts teachers, supervisors, and teacher educators from throughoutthe Uuited tSates. At the banquet session on Tuesday evening of theconference, Dr. John Lumley, Director of NEA Legislative Commission,was the speaker and Senator Prouty, who introduced the amendment toinclude industrial arts, was given a plaque in recognition of this serviceto our profession. The enthusiastic response of those in attendance atthis conference attested to its success. The results of the conference havebeen compiled and published in a book which is now available to the
membership.

Work of the Committees
In any association of this kind success and progress are directly de-pendent on the work deme by the special and standing committees. Acomplete report of all activides of the committees has been filed withPresident-Elect Dr. Woodward. I have extracted a few of the high pointsto share with you.
The membership committee under the direction of Harry Gunderson

has organized the country into six regions for the purpose of membership
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promotion. A person from each of these regions has been named to serve
as a kind of membership board. This board, working closely with the
state representative from each state, is planning an improved and vigorous
compaign to increase membership in the association (they need helpfrom all). The legislative information committee chaired by Jo lm 0.
Conaway was kept especially busy this year. You are well aware of the
manner in which they discharged a difficult assignment, in keeping us all
informed on the progress of legislation for education.

The safety committee chaired by Denis Kigin was active on several
fronts. Notable especially is activity in eye safety legislation and the out-
line of a book on safety in industrial arts which is planned for publication
by the association.

Continuing with publications, the committee on publications under the
direction of Neal Prichard has several new bulletins in preparation. The
technical bookshelf which was authorized a year ago will become a reality
soon with a booklet on "Fluidized Bed Coating" by Ron Koble. Another
on Electronic Glueing is being prepared by John Chilson.

The student clubs program with Rex Miller as chairman reports that
there are now 77 high school industrial art clubs with a total of 1702
members, representing 28 states, Canada and Guam. Vol. 1No. 1 of
the AIAA Club News was mailed to all members this spring.

The scholarship committee has proposed a study of scholarship pro-
grams with possible funding from industry. Dan Householder is chairmanof the committee.

The research committee has identified five major problem areas need-
The research conunittee has identified five major problem areas need-

ing attention and has named a coordinator for each of these areas. Norm
Pendered is chairman.

The efforts of the public and professional relations committee have
stimulated the writing of articles and the distribution of appropriate ma-terials. Al Newton heads this committee.

The orientation meeting and the very pleasant reception for foreign
visitors at this convention were the work of the international relations
commitee under the direction of Dan Perry.

The teacher recognition committee headed by Sherwin Powell has done
an outstanding job. The outstanding teacher awards program later at
this session will be testimony to their efforts.

A speci.1 committee under the direction of Len Glismann has been
established to assist the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, NewJersey, in the preparation of a test for industrial arts education.

Another special committee, the equipment standards committee chaired
by Sam Porter, is nearing the completion of a very difficult assignment:
The publication on equipment standards should be ready for presentation
to the Board for action at the summer meeting.
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National Office
In January of this year the Association marked the fifth anniversary

of the establishment of a national office in Washington with a full-time
executive secretary and staff. With this fact in mind, it seemed proper
and desirable to assess our progress and study our achievements as well as
our shortcomings during this initial five-year period. To accomplish this,
a four-member ad hoc study committee was authorized.

Although the report of the committee is too lengthy to be read in its
entirety, I would like to share some of the highlights with you.

1. Total paying membership has increased from 5,512 in March 1961
to 10,176 in June 1965. The percentage of increase is 187%; this in
spite of the fact that dues were more than doubled during the same period.

2. Average convention attendance has increased from approximately
1,200 to an average near 2,000 during this five-year period.

3. Prior to 1961 thc association held one convention, published 5
issues of the InJustrial Arts Teachers, and several monographs each year.
All work, including business affairs, was performed by officers, members
of the Executive Board, or appointed committees. The association was
represented at all special meetings by delegated personnel who were avail-
able upon request of the president of the association.

4. Since 1961 the national office has been responsible for the follow-
ing:

a. Assumed full responsibility for all administrative and financial de-
tails as prescribed by Constitution and Bylaws.

b. Editing and management of all phases of all publications inclr ling
The JOURNAL of INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION. This in-
cludes sale and distribution of 22 different publications and audio-
visual tapes or films.

c. Completely arranges for and administers the details for the annual
convention in cooperation with the Executive Board and profes-
sional personnel.

d. Travel to and participation in meetings throughout all 50 states
which involves more than 60,030 miles per year.

e. Establishing the insurance program, packet mailing service, and
other direct teacher benefit programs.

f. Maintaining an effective public relations and legislative program
with United States Chamber of Commerce, le&Islative branches of
the government, and other United States agencies. This has re-
sulted in direct financial aid to and support for industrial arts.

g. Maintaining a complete audiovisual resources pool available to the
membership.

h. Working toward securing and administering of industrial grantprograms.
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i. Working with personnel involved in sponsoring tours, clubs, recog-lion programs.
5. The national office processes all memberships for AIAA and assistsin same for its affiliated councils and/or organizations. This is donethrough use of Remington Rand system as presently used by NEA.
d. All mailings to membership including publications, packet service,dues, statements, balloting, and other services are processed directly bypersonnel in this office.
7. Actual editing of The JOURNAL, including solicitation of contentmaterial, advertising, and printing, are coordinated through office per-sonnel.
8. All convention planning except the actual program development isassigned and administered by the professional staff.
9. Assuming total responsibility for representing and keeping mem-bershi, informed (within limits of constitution) of all matters pertainingto legislation, professional and public relations, as they affect the AIAAand/or its affiliated councils or organizations.
10. Preparing for and keeping all records for the association includingminutes or transcriptions of all meetings and/or activities.

Summary
1. The professional services rendered by MAA professional staff tothe membership exceed those of any other department of comparablesize within a similar period.
2. The ability to achieve rapport with and receive recognition by gov-ernmental agencies in furthering the ideals and goals of industrial arts hasnot been surpassed by any otber department in the NEA within the brieftime our national office has been in existence.
While I in no way wish to detract from the excellent work being doneby our several committees and other volunteers, it must be recognized thatthe achievements and growth I have enumerated are the results of having

a strong staff in Washington, D. C. Our executive secretary, Dr. KennethDawson, and his able assistant, Dr. Jack Sin2ich, through their dedicated
and untiring efforts have been responsible for much of the progress inour professional association. Let's show them our appreciation.
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Annual Business Meeting April 22, 1966

President Earl M. Weber called the meeting to order at 7:15 p.m. He
introduced the parliamentarian, Ralph Bohn, California, hosts, and re-
corder, Jack Simich, AIAA staff.

The minutes of the previous meeting were read. Mr. William Wilkinson
(Pennsylvania) moved to approve the minutes as read. Mr. Elmer Hem-
berger (Pennsylvania) seconded the motion and it carried.

The Executive Secretary-Treasurer presen,ed the financial report. Dr.
Ralph Gallington (Illinois) moved the report be approved. Dr. Willis Ray
(Ohio) offered a second to du; motion and it passed.

A general review of the rules of the delegate assembly was presented to
the group by the Executive Secretary.

Dr. Weber presented the President's report. He reviewed the highlights
for the past year and then recalled key accomplishments during the past
five years. He indicated that the association concentrated heavily on public
relations during the year. President Weber mentioned the national radio
broadcast which featured industrial arts; the newly organized speakers
bureau; Chambet of Commerce of the United States article which ap-peared in the Chamber's "Washington Report" and was distributed to
200,000 Chambers of Commerce throughout the U. S.; the publishing and
distributing of 150,000 copies of "Why Your Child Needs Industrial
Arts" by the National Education Association; and the mass coverage of
information in the Journal of Industrial Arts Education.

Dr. Weber stated that thig past year was historical in light of our first
legislative achievement: The inclusion of industrial arts under Title XI of
NDEA. He announced the publication by the AIAA of Federal Aid for
Industrial Arts, which includes speeches made by specialists from the U. S.
Office of Education and the National Education Association at the AIAA
Legislative Conference, January 24.26, 1966.

Reports from various AMA committees' were presented to the mem-
bership by President Weber. He also give a few of the highlights as
reported by the Ad/Hoc Committee which studied the national office
procedures.

The Executive Secretary introduced members of the AIAA staff.
ab.
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Old Business
President Weber reported to the membership that the Executive Boarddiscussed the possibility of a teacher exchange program and indicated that

further study would be made concerning this matter.
New Business

Mr. Sterling Peterson (Minnesota) stated that the Minnesota Associa-tion has recommended that institutes include technical courses in industrialarts.
Dr. Rex Miller, Chairman of the AIAA Student Clubs Committee, pre-sented industrial arts pins to the national student club officers.
Dr. Robert Swanson, Chairman of the Committee on Resolutions, pre-sented the report of the committee. Each resolution was acted upon andaccepted as presented. Dr. Willis Ray (Ohio) asked for clarification ofthe resolution supporting the establishment of an Educational ResearchInformation Center (ERIC). The Executive Secretary discussed the invi-tation received from the U. S. Office of Education to consider establish-ment of a center for industrial arts. He stated that this would involve the

association and an institution for higher learning.
Dr. Kenneth Schank (Wisconsin) inquired about executive board

minutes concerning affiliation of State Association )fficers. The minutes
were read. Dr. Scbank moved to ammeLd resolution number four, whichrecognized groups affiliating with AIAA, to include State Association
Officers. The motion was seconded by Mr. Stanley Sweet (Florida). Themotion passed.

The Executive Secretary introduced the guest speaker, Dr. RichardClowes, Superintendent, Burbank Unified School District, Burbank, Cali-fornia. Dr. Clowes' remarks were related to the men being honored asoutstanding teachers. Mr, Sh,rwin Powell, Vice President for ClassroomTeachers, reviewed the Outstanding Teacher Award program. Dr. Clowesand Mr. Powell, assisted by President Weber and President-Elect Dr.Robert Woodward, presented the plaques to the outstanding teachers.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m.
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED BY THE DELEGATE ASSEMBLk

1. Appreciation of the President

WHEREAS, Dr. Earl Weber has given freely of his time and has been
vigorous in his leadership as President of the American Industrial Arts
Association, and

WHEREAS, the Americtsn Industrial Arts Associadon has experienced
significant progress under his guidance and direction,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the officers, the Executive
Board, and the members of the American Industrial Arts Association
express sincere appreciation for his outstanding service as Proident of the
Association during the year, 1965-66.

2. Appreciation to Program Participants

WHEREAS, the American Industrial Arts Association is deeply in-
debted to many of its members for their untiring efforts and their many
hours of faithful service during the months of effective planning and ex-
cellent preparations for the twenty-eighth annual convention in San Fran-
cisco, California, and

WHEREAS, innumerable responsibilities important to the success of
the convention were graciously accepted and effectively carried out by
many persons working in the immediate vicinity of the.convention city, and

WHEREAS, the gracious hospitality, sincere efforts; and a cordial en-
vironment characterized the conduct of the convention,
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THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that sincere appreciation be ex-
pressed to Dr. Robert Woodward, General Chairman; Dr. Glenn I. New-
house, Program Chairman; and to the industrial arts students, teachers,
supervisors and teacher educators who gave so generously of their time
and efforts to insure the success of the convention.

3. Appreciation to the SHIP
WHEREAS, the commercial exhibits through the SHIP make a signifi-

cant contribution to the substance and spirit of the convention of the
American Industrial Arts Association, and,

WHEREAS, the financial assistance of the organization in large
measure provides support of the convention,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the membership of the
American Industrial Arts Association express their sincere appreciation to
Charles H. Clawson, President of the National Educational Exhibitors
Association, and Deck Officer, William F. Nameny, and his crew and to
all the commercial exhibitors for their participation in the 1966 convention.

4. New Affiliates of the American Industrial Arts Association
WHEREAS Association affiliates aid significantly in furthering the

program of the American Industrial Arts Association and in carrying its
program to the membership, and

WHEREAS, Association's petition for membership on a voluntary
basis is an affirmation of interest and support for the program of the
American Industrial Arts Association,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that affiliated membership be
approved for the following associations, and their officers and members be
commended for their actions in making this request:

North Central industriai Arts Association of Ohio
Nova Scotia Industrial Arts Association
New York State Industrial Arts Association
American Industrial Arts Association State Association Officc.,s

5. Commendations for Teacher Recognition Program
WHEREAS, the American Industrial Arts Association program for the

recognition of outstanding industrial arts teachers in each state has con-
tinued to build a strong tie between the state associa:ions and the parent
organization,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the officers and members of
the American Industrial Arts Association express their sincere appreciation
and commendation to Vice-President Sherwin D. Powell and his committee
for excellent service in the continued promotion and organization of this
program;
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that expressions of appreciation andcommendation be forwarded to the officers and members of the 39 stateassociations who have shown their cooperation in helping to make thisprogram a success;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the American Industrial ArtsAssociation express deep appreciation to the officers and members of theSHIP organization for their continued financial support of the outstandmgrecognition program for classroom teachers.

6. Stc'ee Supervision of Industrial Arts
WHEREAS, the American Industrial Arts Association recognizes the

value of professional leadership in industrial arts at the state level, and
WHEREAS, many states do not have personnel at the state level toprovide leadership in the development of industrial arts programs in theelementary and secondary schools, and
WHEREAS, the need is great for professional assistance to industrialarts teachers in planning adequate programs and facilities, and
WHEREAS, leadership is needed at the state level in the developmentof instructional materials and personnel through workshops and con-ferences,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial ArtsAssociation, through its executive board, take positive action to assist stateassociations ar.3 other groups in encouraging state bcords to appointspecifically trained persons to serve as state supervisors of industrial arts.

7. Commendation to the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
WHEREAS, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States took anofficial stand on industrial arts in publishing and distributing 200,000copies of a report on industrial arts in their Washington Newsletter, and
WHEREAS, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States sponsoreda one-half hciar program explaining industrial arts on the Mutual Broad-

casting System on October 17, 1965,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the AIAA through its officersexpress appreciation and commendation to the Chamber of Commerce ofthe United States and its Director of Manpower and Training, Mr. JohnHarmon, for their strong support of industrial arts, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that requests be made to obtain rimilarexpressions from other organizations supporting industrial arts education.

8. Eye Safety
WHEREAS, industrial arts education carries a major responsibility forsafety education and
WHEREAS, industrial arts specifically instructs in the area of eyeprotection, and
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WHEREAS, eighteen states have provided safety legislation or regula-don through the state board or other governing body, and
WHEREAS, .ibere is need for greater emphasis of eye safety educationbecause of the increasing enrollment in industrial arts and the increasing

complexities of our industrial society,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the AL...:rican Industrial ArtsAssociation recognizes the need for stronger dedication to this cause andsupports programs to strengthen eye safety regulation at the state level;BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts As-sociation expresses its belief that the appropriate state agency for develop-Lig and promulgating rules and regulations for this area of education isthe state department of education.

9. Industrial Arts in NDEA
WHEREAS, industrial arts was included in federal education legislation

for the first time in 1965 under the provisions of Title XI of tha National
Defense Education Art, and

WHEREAS, this program will aid in upgyading and extending theknowlizt.lz,ze of teachers of industi;a1 arts through participation in summer

TIViii<EFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial ArtsAssociation officially express its appreciation to President Lyndon B. John-son, and to the Congress of the United States for their support of theimprovement of our profession;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the American Industrial ArtsAssociation urges the inclusion of industrial arts under the provisions ofTitle III of the National Defense Education Act.

10. Establishment of an Educational Research Information Center forIndustrial Arts
WHEREAS, such individual research of both broad and narrow scope isbeing conducted in various schools, colleges, and universiues in the fieldof industrial arts, and
WHEREAS, the results of such work are often not available to the

profession generally, and
WHER13AS, an educational research information center for industrialarts would provide a focus for research activity in the field,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the U. S. Office of Educationbe urged to set up an Educational Research Information Center for Indus-trial Arts sponsored jointly by the American Industrial Arts Associationand an institution of higheT learning to be selected by the Office ofEducation.

11. Appreciation to the American Association of School Administrators
WHEREAS, there is constant need to acquaint all school and lay per-sonnel with the place, purpose, and program of industrial arts, and
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WHEREAS, the American Association of School Administrators pro-
vided such an opportunity to the Arierican Industrial Arts Association,

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts Association
express its appreciation to the American Association of School Administra-
tors for it.; co-sponsorship of a program on industrial alas at the annual
convention of AASA in Atlantic City on February 15, 1966.

12. Appreciation to the National Education Association for Publicity of
Industrial Arts

WHEREAS, it is important to carry the story of industrial arts to the
parents of school children, and

WHEREAS, the National Education Association provided a means of
carrying such a message to parents,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts
Association express its appreciation to the National Education Association
for distributing through its American Education Week packet 150,0r
copies of the brochure, "Why Your Child Needs Industrial Arts."
13. Appreciation to the Educational Press Association

WHEREAS, the American Industrial Arts Asseviation is justly proud
of its professional journal, the "Journal of Industrial Arts Education," and

WHEREAS, the publication was given "A 1965 Award for Excellence
in Educational Journalism" by the Educational Press Association of
America,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts
Association accept the award and express its appreciation to the Educa-
tional Press Association of America for their recognition.
14. Appreciation to the American Hardboard Association

WHEREAS, instruction in industrial arts can be greatly enhanced by
cooperation between the schools and industry, and

WHEREAS, the American Hardboard Association provided a grant for
use in preparing instructional materials of direct use to teachers of
industrial arts,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts
Association express its appreciation to the American Hardboard Associa-
tion for its efforts in aiding teachers to interpret this important segment of
industry.

15. Commendation to the NEA for its Support of Industrial Arts
WHEREAS, the National Education Association provides services of all

types which are invaluable, and
WHEREAS, the officers and staff of the NEA continuously cooperate

with the American Industrial Arts Association for the iniprovement of
industrial arts,
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THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts
Association express its appreciation to Richafd Batchelder, President, and
William Carr, r ecutive Secretary, and officers and staff of the NEA for
their continued 6upport of industrial arts.
16. Industrial Arts Teacher Recruitment

WHEREAS, the shortage of qualified industrial arts teachers in Amer-
ican schools has been termed critical for several years, and

WHEREAS, the shortage seems to be becoming even more critical, and
WHEREAS, any professional body has a responsibility for furnishing

qualified personnel to the field it serves,
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Industrial Arts

AssmiaZion initiate and develop a plan for teacher recruitment on a
national basis.

17. WHEREAS, Senator Wayne Morse, Senator Winston Prouty, Senator
Birch Bayh, Congressman Hugh Carey, and Congressman Sam Gibbons
have demonstrated their sincere interest in the field of industrial arts educa-
tion by their efforts in extending the provisions of Title Xl of the N.D.E.A.
to include industrial arts,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the AIAA award honorary
membership to Senators Morse, Prouty, and Bayh, and to Congressmen
Carey and Gibbons and z;xtend to them the sincere appreciation of the
Association.

18, WHEREAS, The Legislative Commission of the NEA has used its
knowledge and skill to advance the purposes of industrial arts education
through national legislation, and

WHEREAS, the efforts of this commission have aided immeasurably in
the inclusion of industrial arts under Title XI of the NDEA,

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the AIAA award life mem-
berships to Dr. John Lumley, Director of the NEA Legislative Commis-
sion, and to Mr. Stanley McFarland, Assistant Director of the NEA
Legislative Commission.

19. WHEREAS, a significant change in the national office of the AIAA
was made five years ago with a move to Washington, D. C., and

HEREAS, a full-time executive-secretary and staff were established at
that time, and

WHEREAS, this five-year period has seen significant growth in the
AIAA, and

WHEREAS, the AIAA has assumed national status, symbolized by the
inclusion of industrial arts in the National Defense Education Act in 1965,

THEREFORE, BE lT RESOLVED, that the executive-secretary, as-
sistant executive-secretary, and the staff of the AIAA be commended for
their tremendous efforts in building and expanding thc association.
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Teacher of the Year Program
The Uncommon Man

RICHARD M. CLOWES

Burbank Unified School District
Burbank, California

Attending this convention are people who have become eminent intheir fields in many waysstatewide and in some cases nationwide intheir reputations for accomplishment; and in every case, I'm sure, thegreatest distinction of these people has been that among the membersof their own professions, they have been recognized as leaders, as pro-ducers, as men and women of ability, with the vision and the drive tocarry out their mission. The honor paid one by his own profession isamong the greatest of honors that can be bestowed.
And so, tonight, as a group of teachers are honored by their fellnwteachers, it must be the high spot in the career of each of these persons.And it should be. To be chosen an outstanding teacher under any cir-cumstances is an honor. To be so chosen by teachers in his own specialfield is the ultimate honor.
Recently I read some comments by one of our industrial leaders, Mr.William Zisch, President of Aerojet General Corporation. He spoke aboutwhat be considers to be one of the real needs of our timethe develop-ment of "the uncommon man." Not the common man, the ordinaryperson, but the out-of-the-ordinary man.
The 'ur.,...ommon man" according to his definition is the person who,like Thomas Edison or George Washington and like other great Americans,is willing to uphold ideas he considers important, and ibus becomes aleader. His claim was that in t'le United States today we need to look to,and encourage the "uncommon man"help him to recognize his abilities,give him freedom, and be thankful he's around.
The thing Mr. Zisch was really talking about was the development ofleadeiship. And in this respect he was almost echoing what a month ortwo ago was said by Mr. John Gardner, former President of the CarnegieCorporation, and now Secretary of the Department of Health, Educauonand Welfare.
Mr. Gardner's contention is that of all our leadership problems in thiscountry, the greatest one is that we are not doing enough to encouragepotential leaders in this generation. And it is the people such as this groupof outstanding teachers to whom he would look for that potential.
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Mr. Gardner points out that in the late eighteenth century we produced
out of a small population--four milliona truly extraordinary group of
leadersWashington, Adams, Jefferson, Franklin, Madison, Monroe, and
others.

Is it possible today, he asks, with a population fifty times greater, that
we can produce men of that caliber? Or are we doing so and not recog-
nizing them? Are the Dean Rusks and the John Foster Dulles' equal in
our time to the Benjamin Franklins and the James Madisons of theirs?

It's interesting to speculatehow would the great men of the early
days of the republic have dealt with some of the problems that we
face today both in our international and in our domestic affairs as a
nation? What would Washington have done about entangling alliances?
How would Franklin have dealt with de Gaulle? What would Jefferson
have said about education? And what would Horace Mann, in a later
era, have had to say about public education? We don't know, of course,
and it's not really necessary that we do, because we have both the talent
and the potential today to deal effectively with these problems. And the
outstanding teachers who are honored tonight are evidence of this po-
tential in the field of education.

Now when there is potential, there's usually going to be accomplish-
ment. But along with the potential there must also be several other
ingredients, one of which is confidence. Anyone who accomplishes any-
thing of significance today has more confidence than the facts would
justify. This is something shared in common by outstanding athletes,
gifted military commanders, brilliant political leaders, great artists, and
fine teachezs. Each is confident that he can do more than is expected of
him; and as a result, he often does.

The prominent political leader today is not necessarily the greatest
scholar or the finest speaker. But he has to be a person of ability, who
sees what he thinks needs to be done, and then has confidence that he
can accomplish it. And so, he becomes a leader.

The young teacher today could easily adopt the belief that he will be
an anonymous member of a mass of society; an individual lost among
millions of others. But on the other hand, he can also be aware that we
live in a time when the problems are bigger than they've ever been be-
fore; and somehow, big problems have a way of producing big people to
solve those problems.

Those big people will come from the ranks of groups like this. They
are the uncommon men and women of our day. This is what they've be-
come because they had ability; they determined to remain individuals; and
they had confidence in themselves and in those around them. These are
the qualities about which the President of Aerojet was undoubtedly think-
ing when he suggested that we "recognize your abilities, give you your
freedom, and be thankful you're around." I'm sure this is how we all feel
as we congratulate the 39 outstanding industrial arts leaders of 1965. NI
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State Representative Breakfast--April 22, 1966

The Annual Breakfast of AIAA State Representatives convened at 7:40
at the San Francisco Hilton with Kenneth Dawson, Executive Secretary,
presiding.

The AIAA Executive Board and the National Membership Chairman
were introduced by Dr. Dawson.

Minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved.
Dr. Dawson reported the. a membership pin for life members has been

designed and approveC for production.
Sherwin Powell, Vice President for Classroom Teachers, discussed the

"Teacher of the Year" prngram. He indicated that 54 of 58 state repre-
sentatives responded to communication concerning this matter. Mr.
Powell stated that 39 states were participating in the 1966 program. He
thanked the state representatives for their efforts in promoting the "Teacher
of the Year" award.

Dr. Dawson discussed the rebate to states which amounts to 500 per
member and siated that the procedure would not be followed in the future.
During the discussion, Mr. Leroy Bengtson (Oklahoma) indicated he
saw no reason for a rebate. Mr. Lynn Barrier (North Carolina) stated
that members paid only $4.50 or $9.50 and kept the 500. Mr. Roland
Nagel (Missouri) expressed deep concern in elimination of rebate and
doubted if the Missouri association would function actively with the AMA.
Mr. Paul Hiser (New York) viewed rebate as an important item for state
associations. The amount of expense necessary to promote the AIAA is
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rather great and the token return is appreciated. He felt that this was a
positive point which attracts state affiliation. Mr. Joe Luke (Utah) de-
sired a set fee for dues and expressed elimination of rebate. Mr. Richard
Vasek (Misassippi) suggested an AIAA fund for states that are in need of
financial assistance for AIAA promotion. Mr. Oscar Haynes (Indiana)
felt that it was not really the 500, but the idea of support to the state
associa ms. Mr. Durant Mosley (California) stated that the 500 rebate
had a "grass roots" implication which was good, but the 50e itself was
not necessary in the case of California.

Dr. Blair MacLean (Michigan) moved to support the Executive Board's
decision not to continue the present system of rebate to states. The motion
was seconded by Mr. Richard Vasek (Mississippi). Motion carried 26 to 2.

Dr. Dawson said that state representatives can call upon the AIAA for
limited membership promotion funds. In order to facilitate processing,
blocks of membership cards may be forwarded to state representatives and
issued to the member upon payment to state associations.

Dr. Harry Gunderson, AIAA National Membership Chairman, described
the method used to organize the National Membership Board which has
six members at this time and will be expanded to seven. The United
States is to be divided into 6 areas plus Canada. This group has se ,'. forth
guidelines which state that the State Membership Chairman should: (1) be
present at all state meetings, (2) have AIAA promotional materials, and
(3) keep in constant communication with AIAA. The National Member-
ship Board would function as a suggestion board. It was felt that each
member could visit various states in promoting AIAA membership and
that the AIAA consider a budget for this purpose. Dr. Gunderson em-
phasized the state representatives' role as spokesmen in their states and
that they must continue their efforts to encourage the Teacher of the
Year program.

A great deal of discussion was devoted to a promotional kit which
should be available to each state. Various publications, the Journal, and
many association facts and figures should be considered as promotional
items. Dr. Kenneth Schank (Wisconsin) suggested that State Ass.ociation
Officers could assist in membership matters.

Dr. Dawson explained a new procedure for a continuous membership
year, rather than the July 1, membership year. This would assure members
a full year's benefit. no matter when their memberships are piccessed.

The meeting was adjourned at 9 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Jack Simich
Assistant Executive Secretary
AIAA
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Industrial Arts Clubs

Chairman: Leonard W. Glismann, Salt Lake City Schools
Rmorder: L. H. Bengston, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater
Host: Henry Cole, McClymond H.S., Oakland City Unified
Presentation: Rex Miller, State University College, Buffalo, N. Y.

(paper included)
Balfour: representative distributed information about jewelry
College election and program conducted by L. H. Bengston
The constitution committee reported on progress of the revision of the

constitution.
Election was conducted by David Bradley, Club Secretary.

Results:

PresidentCharles A. Gibson (N. Y.)
V. PresidentDon Alexander (N. C.)
Secretary -Charles Shifiet (Colo.)
Treasurer- Fred Carter (Texas)
ReporterDon Thiriat (Utah)
Parliamentarian--Leland Dreyer (N. Dak.)
Winifred Mayfield presided at High School group program.

(paper included)
Notes on Verbal Presentation: State and national levels should work

towards a common interest.
Building the good teachers needed can be helped thru I-A Clubs.
We know that clubs provide maturity and leadership.
Education is the primary purpose of I-A Clubs.

Mr. Hodges (Texas) made a brief presentation on the possible funding
of I-A clubs.

High school group did not elect new officers.

Respectfully submitted,
-Donald 0. Strel
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Special Interest Sessions

Session A

Frontiers in the Industrial Arts Areas of Automotive
aPd Power Mechanics

TED A. McCOY

Automotive Section, Hanford High School, Hanford High School District
Hanford, California

My topic is "Frontiers of Industrial Arts Automotives." After consid-
erable deliberation about "frontiers" and what it meant, I reached the
conclusion that we are presently at the frontier, and further we as teach-
ers of automotives are the "frontiersmen."

Before continuing, let us examine our present program and see whatit comprises. An industrial arts automotive program may be identifiedby a number of titles. Regardless of the title, our automotive programs
are basically the same. They subscribe to the major objective that the
students 'Involved should acquire an understanding of the principles in-volved in the operation of the various components of an automobile.The emphasis with very few exceptions throughout our nations schools,is the automobile.

Recently I was privileged to work with the Automotive Technical Com-
mittee of Central California. The aim of this committee was to establish
some form of automotive curriculum that could be acceptable to all auto-
motive instructors in California. The committee did a wonderful job of
confirming and compiling what we all more or less agree on. The finished
publication, Industrial Arts Automotive Mechanics, An Introductory
Course of Instruction, was printed by the State Department of Educa-
tion and distributed to every automotive instructor in the state. Every-
thing that was excluded from this publication then becomes our automo-tive frontier. The frontier, in the sense that we use the term, refers to
"the incompletely developed region of a field of knowledge."

There is not much we can do in industrial arts automotives to expand
the frontiers as far as the automobile is concerned. That is under con-trol. Constant revisions and upgrading of content and methods must becontinued; but, the boundaries have been clearly drawn in any numberof publications such as the one I have mentioned. Changes and expan-sions of the program would be dependent ori changes and innovations that
are introduced by the automotive industry. As long as our courses aru
limited to the automobile, we become static in our offering.
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My deep concern is in those other areas of motive power and power
trmsmission that are completely ignored in our automotive courses.

Dr. Joseph W. Duffy's book, Power, Prime Mover of Technology, illus-
trates quite adequately where the shortcomings of our automotive frontier
lie. Aerodynamics, to include aircraft piston engines, jet engines, . . . gas
turbines; steam power, including steam turbines, steam generators, power
plants, atomic fuels; compression ignition engines . . . the Diesel; rocket
engines and other propulsion systems . . . not to mention hydrodynamics,
magnetism and the expansion of the use of levers, shafts and the in-
clined plane. These things I have mentioned just scratch the surface of
the potential for inclusion in the automotive program. These things are
upon us and being used. They are not in the experimental stage, to be
relegated to the scientist. Why should our students be deprived of these
exploratory experiences? These are machines and they need mechanics
and technicians. There are job opportunities in these industries as well asin the automobile industry. We make the mistake of assuming that all
of our students are interested in automobiles, when actually they are in-terested in mechanicsof any kind.

I think we tend to be hypocritical in our approach to these so called
"sophisticated" and "exotic" means of motive power and power transmis-
sion. In order to stimulate interest at our own industrial arts professional
meetings, we engage a representative from the space industry to relate to
our members the wonders of scientific and technological advancement.
We are awe-inspired, interest is high . . . Why don't we provide the same
service to our industrial arts students?

The time has come when we can no longer ignore these areas of mo-
tive power and power transmission as an integral part of general educa-
tion. We have talked about it and thought about it long enough. Now
we must do something about it. I can think of no better place to start
the pendulum swinging than here and now at this convention of the
American Industrial Arts Association. If these things are to be included
in the curriculum of our nation's schools, the rightful place for inclusion
is in the industrial arts department.

How are these changes to come about? You know the process as well
as I do. This falls into the category of a curriculum change and curricu-
lum changes come about very slowly. Fast or slow, it must get started:
1. The first step is to educate yourself. Believe. Read, tinker, and ex-

periment in the privacy of your own domain. I doubt if you will
have trouble finding materials on the subjects involved.

2. Introduce pilot courses offering this new approach to motive power.
Don't abanion your present course offering, but offer this as a paral-
lel. There may be some pilot courses now. Search them out and ex-
change ideas,

3. Establish special interest groups in your area dealing with this subject
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matter. Share and develop your idcas with interested fellow teachers.
Include your science and mathematics personnel.

4. Put a little pressure on teacher training institutions to provide courses
op the subject. Colleges will offer these courses if they are in de-
mand . . . that's why the:i are there.

5. Press your supervisors, coordinators, and consultants for state and
national curriculum studies.

6. Request federal assistance through NDEA or other grants. Feth,ral
a. -.ins have been dismissing our faults and shortcomings for years.
Let'? see if they are willing to provide some funds.

7. By an means use the full resources of industry. They, perhaps most
-11 are interested in promoting their industrial interests, and are

Ilan willing to assist.
8. Fuwily, use your prnfessional organizations as coordinating agencies.

Leadership in this undertaking will have to develop. It has been said
that "Leadership bubbles up from the bottom, it does not dribb:e down
from the top." If anythinq is to be done, it will have to start at the grass
roots and grow from there. This does not exclude ibe leadership, guid-
ance and assistance Erom your supervisors, coordinators, and teacher
trainers. I should. hope that the American Industrial Arts Association
would take an active position of support.

In conclusion, we must decide what is important; that the students gain
considerable insight into the operation and seivice of the automobile, a
specific means of motive power; or, is it our responsibility to transmit to
the student basic theory and exploration into all modes 01 self-propelled
vehiclesor, in fact, any device pertaining to the application of power
to produce motion?

Scientific and technological chanr.s seem to be coming more rapidly
than we can digest them. In our lifetime, we have seen more scientific
and technological change than in all the previous history of the world.
An enormous acceleration has occurred in technology even within the past
few years. William 0. Baker, Vice-President of Bell Laboratories, illus-
trates this dramatically by pointing out the narrowing interval between
discovery and application in the physical sciences. The interval for
the electric motor was 65 years, for the vacuum tube 33 years, for the
X-ray tube 18 years. But it was only ten years for the nuclear reactor,
five for radar, and no more than three for the transistor and the solar
battery.

"We are at the point," sayE anthropologist Margaret Mead, "where we
must educate people in what nobody knew yesterday and prepare in
our schools for what some people must know tomorrow."

Vannevar Bush has said, "Science is a continuous frontier." I should
hope that this will hold true with our automotive frontier.

There is a Chinese proverb which states, "To live is to change . . . to
change is to live,"
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JAMES L SMARTT

Cubberley High School, Palo Alto Unified School District

Palo Alto, California

Industrial arts has as one of its foremost objectives an interpretation of
technolog, usually with a general education approach. As a rule, we have
limited our exploration into power development devices to the automobile,
with an occasional isolated course in diesel and aircraft power plants. Most
of vg in auto mechanics limit ourselves to brief discussions of the regenera-
tive gas turbine, the rotary engine, and the fuel cell because of time de-
mands and limitations in facilities and instructional materials. It is not
the purpose here to argue with present course offering If we wish,
hnwever, to keep abreast of current and future rAainological devetyments
in a rapidly expanding field of power production, and if we really have as
an objective the interpreting of technology, then we must not overlook
this field. Power production ;..ezd transmission offers one of the richest and
most interesting areas of ihsuuction in industrial arts. Thus far, in general,
we have barely scratched the surface of its possibilities. Nowhere else in
the field of secondary education do the facilities or teach r experience and
orientation offer the possibilities for instruction in power development and
power transmission which are offered in the industrial arts laboratory.

Implementation of the Program

implementation of a Power Mechanics program is not an easy tuC-,
Time is probably ale most limiting factor; facilities and instructional units
run a close second. Extensiva use of audivisual aids such as films, filz
strips and overhead projector slides can be most helpful when units under
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discussion are not available. Much lecture-discussion-demonstration timeis mandatory. Coordination of manipulative experiences with subject mat-
ter is most difficult. Building models of operational units (such as steam
engines, turbines, etc.) call be very educational and functional in providing
manipulative activities and developing basic tool-using skills. The possi-
bilities are limited only by the time, energy, and ingenuity of the instruc-tor and the experience, interest and ability of the student. Student interest
can be maintained at a high level if instructor interest is at the same highlevelof this I am sure you are aware.

A Question and a Plea
What is power mechanics? The term is subject to many interpretations.

A survey of cuirent texts is indicative of this fact. This is as it should be,for out of differer ces of opinion come new ideas and exploration. In ourzeal to be new ani different (should that be our goal), let us change the
course content a, well as the title. If we are 01 aching a course in auto
mechanics, then ive siinuld be proud of the fact and call it auto mechanics.If we are teaching a coorse in small gasoline engines, then it should bedesignated as such. 1; we incoi dorate both of the above areas of instruc-tion with other forms of internal and external combustion engines, solar:And nuclear power and other areas, then let vs label the course power
mechanics and strive to the best of our ability to offer an instructional
program which is a credit to the name.
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Session B

Frontiers in the Industrial Arts Area of Drafting

FRANK E. MAHAN

Porto la Junior High School, Los Angeles City Schools

Tarzana, California

One of the big problems facing educators is how to develop a thinking
student. Too often we forget about developing critical and creative think-
ing, but instead conceirrate on pumping ever-multiplying numbers of
facts into students' heads, coly to discover that the knowledge explosion
is making these facts obsolete as fast as we can teach them. Instead of
concentrating on teaching facts, we must teach th.: ability to educate one-
self nd develop original and descriminating thinking.

Well-chosen engineering problems are a good medium for improving
thinking ability. In order to create interest in the projects, they must not
only be challenging, but timely. An example is a glider designed to land
supplies in Viet Nam. The glider must be light, easily stored (folded),
and able fn descend rapidly in order not to be shot down. It also must
land softly and be able to make pin-point landings, rzmotely controll0d
from the ground. A project does not have to be involved with current
events, - it should give the student the feeling that it is realistic and
can be canied out in real life.

Knowledge-sharing among students is a positive oiatcome of a variety
of projects. A student may become the "expArt" in a certain field and
share information with other students. This interaction between studenzs
not only adds interest, but gives each student an overview of many areas
and information that may apply to his own project. A student cannot
do a project in cvery area, but through his peers he can learn a little
about a lot of different areas. At the end .cof the semester, each student
presents his, pit)! -t orally, subject to chailengis and -0;ons from the
rest of the class. fis drawings, models, and engineer's are all useu
in this final presehtation. Most of these engineering proulems invehov.
great any- nt of outside research and require the student to



proficiency in math, science, English, descriptive geometry, and drawing
skills.

Important considerations when designing problems to raise the horizons
of the gifted student are:

Offer him a challenge more difficult tan anything he has done in the
past.

Let him know it is difficult. Gift, .tudents like to know they are do-
ing extraordinary work.

Give him the opportunity to see the problem develop from a few
paragraphs on a piece of paper to a finished project complete with
drawings, model, and engineering report. He can see it and say, "I
did this!"

Give him a contest against himself and previous accomplishments
instead of against other students. As one of my students put it, "It's
just you against the problem!"
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JOHN R. WHITE

Supervisor, Specifications & Records, Varian Associates

Palo Alto, California

The plight that mahy business firms and goverment organi:/ii ons have
with their systems flooding them with paper they are powerless to hold
back, have no place to store, or effective means of using, has created a
need for a faster, cheaper way of handling this 11:Aerial. In order to
maintain competitive positions, management must first eliminate unneces-
sary records; and then employ better, more economical means of producing
that which remains valid and necessary.

There are a number of ways to automate the preparation of original
documents compatible to modern high speed repro iuction. Unfortunate-
ly, the greater majority of this work to datewithin the range of the aver-
age company's pocketbookhas centered around the "corporate" as op-
posed to the "engineering" record. Automated or machine programed
drafting is limited to special applications that are economically feasible
with only the very large organization. Small business cannot dispense
with the draftsmanand yet, this same organization finds modem repro-
duction equipment convenient to its budget.

These modern systems of retrieval often require careful considerations
in the preparation of originals and one often gets tne impression that the
tail is wagging the dog. It's no wonder that animosity exists between the
draftsman and the print shop. I contend that this animosity could better
be labeled ambiguity and, as such, be dissolved in a solution of common
sense, understanding, and basics.

Far too often we fail to understand and appreciate each other's problems.
It is just as important for the reproduction department to understand the
problel 's of the draftsman as it is for the draftsulan to better understand
the lintuations the print shop. Therefore; the first basic I recommend
is that the chief draftsman and the reproduction manager learn early in
the glnw, that they must work together to rull the total load in the tame
dir )n.
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By using modern advances i the science of microfilm, up-to-date
electrostatic printing proc ,sses ard fast offset printing techniques, it is
not only possible to produce more paperfaster, but it is realistic to ex-
pect significant and dramatic savings. For example, an "E size" drawing
(34" x 4411) reproduced using standard diazo techniques will average
40c per co_ in a typical plant (including labor, materials, overhead,
and burdens). On the other hand, we at Varian Associates----using a sys-
tem of microfilmhave reduced this cost to 6.5c with a savings of
34.5c each. In other words, we can produce over fivo copies of an E-
size drawing via the systems route for the same price as one diazo print.
In doing so, the original is handled only once per revision reducing wear
and tear; we increased production 165 per cent with 40 per cent fewer
people; we reduced waiting time for prints from five hours to five minutes;
we established a duplicate source of data with our mountain vault-stored
unitized microfilm that protects the company against disaster; contractual
obligations that require compliance to rigid government specifications
over drafting practices, reproduction and microfilm per MIL STD 9868,
is accepted on a "of course" basis.

It has been said by chief draftsmen that the use, of mic -qlm places ex-
tensive and expensive burdens upon the drafting department; burdens
which require more time to prepare original drawings; compliance to
autocratic standards, extensive checking; and redrawing of existing ma-
terial. I suspect that the natural desire of chief draftsmen to up-grade
the over-all quality of their drawings prompts them to use microfilm as an
exci:se rather than reason. It is not necessary to have fancy drawings
because of microfilm. Anyone (with or without formal drafting training)
can prepare line work acceptable to the camera. All that is necessary is a
factual undetstanding of the limitation of the equipment and a willing-
ness to cooperate. I have found through my long and close association
with drafting and reproduction and microqlm that by using common sense,
the draftsman need not go to a great deal of effort to allow for the prob-
lems of micro-reproduction. Actually, it has been shown that with greater
emphasis on basic drafting practices the draftsman will have more time
to devote to his primary responsibility. No one will argue that the most
important job of the engineer and draftsman is thinking. The picture part
of drawing is secondary; simple, concise, better prepared standard draw-
ing habits leave more time for creative thinkiag.

I will discuss some of those points designed to overcome costly draw-
ing habits in preparing workable drawings that will be exposed to a
micro-retrieval program. These poipts are based on the elimination of
thc, I ton-e ssen ti al , the full use of all available tools, an increased knowl-
edge of the purpose of drawing and a better understanding ot reproduc-
tion processes to be employed. As simple and elementary as they may
seem, their serious consideration and application will greatly assist the.
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micro-phwographer to overcome his two primary problems: resolution
and density.

Resolution is the ability to clearly define features of a drawing, espe-
cially those in close proximity to one another. If a draftsrr- knows that
his di.awing :rill be reduced as much as 50 per cent, he ,a, ' consider
the effect of this on his work as he draws it.

Density, t1i, lirht-absorbing quality of a photographic image is that qual-
ity that allows us to tell the difference between line work and background.
The greater the contrast on the original, the more improved will be the
density characteristics, and the fewer varieties in contrast the better.

This preser tation demonstrates the importance of emphasizing the fol-
lowing basic drafting principles: wherever possible, use words instead of apicture; use the minimum necessary views; use dotted lines only to clarify;
use cross-hatching for clarification only, spacing the hatch lines as wide
as possiule; use machine-set copy for lengthy notes; use free-hand tech-
niques where suitable; express dimensions and tolerances clearly; put em-
phasis on the all-iti.dortant decimal poirit; consider legibility of reduced
size prints; provide constant contrast between the written or drawn ex-
pression and the background; the density of all lines and characters must
be equal; line and character height and spacing must be consistent with
(or proportional to) the reduction ratio being -mployed; rotate the pen-
cil; maintain a constant angle of pencil to sheet; bold a minimum letter
height of Vs"; use a minimum number of diflerent pencil degrees on a
single drawing; avoid pencils which wear quickly; use erasers and tech-
niques that erase gently; protect lines and lettering; protect the sheet
surface.
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Session C

Frontiers in Ole Industrial Arts Area of Electronics

Chairman: Charles B. Porter, Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois

Presentations: Allen Platt, Emerson Junior High School, Los Angeles
City Schools, Los Angeles, California

Nicholas Saba, Skyline High School, Oakland City Uni-
fied School District, Oakland, California

Recorder: Bruce Akers, Burbank Unified School District, Burbank,
California

The presentation by Allen Platt represented the electronic program in
the Los Angeles City Schools at the junior high level. His ..ourse as pre-
sented was in thrte levels, the basic 10-week course, the advanced
course of 20 weeks, and a TV and radio repair semester of. 20 weeks.
Emphasis is placed upon stimulation of the student with a wide rang;
of manipulative skills, taught by a series of typical electronic projects
coupled with theorcucal emphasis. Point-to-point wiring is stressed as
Cis is the kln2 of wiring students are most apt to do on home projects.

The second semester involves more difficult projects such as a 2-tube
amplifier. Notebooks are stressed and student is encouraged to develop
projects of his own. The third and last setnester, they may en oll in
what is called "radio and TV repair." This course requires some ac-
tual repair and a reseatth project.:. percinit of. the work is lecture,
some 60 per cent is shop work.
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Mr. Platt expressed the idea that the junior high program must buildinterest, must motivate, must get the student excited to move on intoelectronics on the high school level. The use of an electronics honorroll for outstanding students has created a goal ti at many of his studentsover-achieve in striving for.
Mr. Saba presented a most logical approach to the electrofiies classesin the senior high school. His approach to electronics involves theteaching of electronics in six levels that he has determined from the gen-eral field of electronic employment opportunities. These six levels arearranged from -;_.7embler to technician and each level is viewed from whatto teach, why te teach, and when to teach.
The selection of students involved only a simple formula of Mr.Saba's"If the student can take me, then I can take him." The onlycriteria is that the student must pt:rform to his mental abilities.Mr. Saba expressed the idea elat the learning must be meaningful toboth himself and the student. The organization of the class is a very loosestructure; it must "belong to the student." Discipline is a factor only ifit affects others than the student himself. Mr. Saba felt that most disciplineproblems were solved by direct and immediate interaction with the par-ent. The idea was expressed that other teachers and members of thecommunity must know and understand what you are doing and wh y.His basic construction unit consists of a metal chassis with 18 octalsocl 'ts mounted thereon. Wiring may be accomplished underneath intypical style, with emphasis upon workmanship. Various circuits areconstructed, modular style,, for insertion into the sockets on the chassis.The flexibility of the unit is limited only by the imagination of the stu-dent and the instruction. Some 120 circuits are in use at present. Thestudent is taught to go from the schematic to the unit or in reverse. Thisrepresents "the normal to the abnormal, abnormal to the normal."A notebook is stressed and is a. continuing unit of work as the studentprogresses at his own rate of development. He may use his own ideasbut they must be to the level of attainment of which the student is capable.Emphasis is placed upon the student developing sldlls as he progressesth,..orgh each level, either for employment or to move on to more difficultstudies.
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Week

1. Explain course to pupils.
2. Show required projects.
3. Demonstrate all equipment, tools, ..d explain drill procedures.
4. Give and grade safety tests.
5. Get class started on their work.

Week Ii

1. Place heavy errphasis on cleanup first day.
2. Demonstrate

a. chamfers
b. soldering
c. gouging
d. soldering leads on a light

3. Lesson
a. How to set up a notebook

(1) Title page
(2) Table of contents

b. Atomic Theory
(1) Number of elements
(2) Atom construction
(3) Electrical charges ot atoms
(4) Method of electron flow

Week III
1. Lesson

a. History
(1) Describe p ,sston of electricity from Thales to the laser

beam.
b. Light

(1) What is light
(2) 1ncandesceint bulb, its invention and Edison's work
(3) Fluorescent light, percentage of light
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2. Lesson
a. Threading

(1) Taps and dies
(2) System of marking screws

Week IV
1. Demonstration

a. How to read a blueprint
b. Use of chassis punch
c. Wire strippers
d. Exchange punch-outs for parts

2. Lesson
a. Conductorsinsulators

(1) Differences between two
(2) Best three of each

b. Conduit
(1) Why it's used
(2) Solidflex

3. Lesson
a. Electron generation (Part I)

(1) Static electricity
(2) Pressure
(3) Heat

b. Electron gerf-ration (Part II)
(1) Light

(a) Demonstrate photocell reaction to sunlight and match
with V.O.M. on D.C.M.A. scale

(2) Chemically
(a) Show a dry cell, its construction, battery sizes
(b) Explain difference between wet and dry cells
(c) Demonstrate a two-penny battery constrnction

(3) Magnetism
(a) Demonstrate a flux field with a magnet, iron filings

and a sheet of plastic
Week V

1. Lesson
a. Terminology

(1) Polarity
(2) Continuity
(3) Schematic
(4) Symbols
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2. Review for test
a. History
b. Light
c, Threading
d. Conductors-insulators
e. Conduit
f. Electron generation
g. Terminology

3. Test I and grade notebooks

WeekV1
I. Lesson

a. Electromagnetism
(1) How field produced
(2) How to increase field
(:) Demonstrate with electric cannon

2. Demonstration
a. As each boy finishes tying underwriters knot after the chassis

has been painted, he teaches the next person how to tie the
knot.

3. Lesson
a. Fusescircuit breakers

(1) Different types
(2) Correct size for house use and how they are distributed
(3) How a fuse burns out
(4) Why circuit breakers are used and how they are different

from fuses
b. Kilowatt-hour meter

(1) Why it's used
(2) How to read

c. Homework assignment
(1) Draw out fusebox or circuit breaker box. List at what

amperage each unit will burn out.
(2) Draw meter section of K.W.H. meter and read

WeekVI1
1. Lesson

a. Terminology
(I) Voltage
(2) Amps
(3) Ohm
(4) Watts

b. Compare the above tfrms to a water tank or to throwing an
object through the air
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2. Lesson
a. Currents

(1) D.C.
(a) Battery symbol and construction
(b) Why batteries lose their electric charge
(c) Show graph of current flow from battery(2) A.C.
(a) Sine wave symbol
(b) Compare A.C'. to running a race on ar oval track
(c) Explain how voltage v.9.ries with the cycle
(d) House current at 117 VAC, 60 C.P.S.

Week VIII
I. Review

a. Electromagnetism
b. Fusescircuit breakers
c. Terminology
d. Currents

2. Lesson
a. Circuits

(1) Open (compare; to lights above chairs)
(2) Closed (compare to lights above chairs',
(3) Series (compare to city street lights)
(4) Parallel (compare to city street lights)
(5) Short (show situations how voltage could not be all used

up from source)
Week .1X

1. Final Test; correct notebooks and grade projects
2. Advanced work

a. Briefly discuss electronics program in upper classes
b. Demonstrate basic electronics clac project

3. Finish up work and prepare nom' ats for next class
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COURSE OUTLINE FOR ADVANCED ELECTRONICS

Week I
1. Class requirements

a. No required project
Repair seven electrical items by end of semester.

2. 1.4ockers, drill procedures
3. Shop tour, personnel jobs
4. Give and grade safety test
5. Show how to make out repair ticket, keep one copy and attach

copy to unit repaired.
6. Bulletin board assignment groups

a. Each row has one week to fix bulletin board displays
b. Come up with central theme, space-safety-servicing-color TV-

computers-etc., and put up appropriate charts

Week II
1. Review

(1) Types and construction
(2) Symbols and units
(3) Color code
(4) W attage
(5) Tolerance
(6) Defective or burnt resistors

b. Capacitors
(1) Types and construction
(2) Units and converting mfd to PF
(3) Different types of capacitors, symbols, troubles, testing

c. Solder
(1) Three types and uses
(2) Good work
(3) Repair cold joints

2. Homework
a. Section Three, Chapter 22-23 (Text: "Understanding Elec-

tricity and Electronics")
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W eek III
1. Review

a. Transformers
(1) Flux fields
(2) Self induction
(3) Mutual induction
(4) Lenz Law, XL=..-2TT FL
(5) Xfm construction
(6) Turns ratio.
(7) Major types and uses
(8) Troubles, testing, Xfmr losses

b. Vacuum Tubes
(1) Marking systems
(2) Microphonic tubes
(3) Air inside tubes
(4) Diodes
(5") Triodes
(6) Tettodes
(7) Pentodes
(8) Tube tester
(9) Directly vs. indirect heated tubes

2. Homework
a. Section Three, Chapter 27

W eek JV
I. Lesson

(a) Block diagrams
(1) T.R.F. radio

(a) Use of coils to transfer signals
(2) Superheterodyne receiver

(a) Basic operation
(b) Difference between two radios

-". Homework
a. Section Eight, Chapter 50-51

W eek V
1. Lesson

a. Ohms Law
(1) D.C. ohms law formulas
(2) Magic circle
(3) Sample problems on board

(a) Resistors in series=add, parallel=fonnula
(b) Capacitors in series=formula, parallel=add
(c) Inductors in series=add, parallek=formula

(4) Powers of ten
193 204
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2. Homework
a. Section Six, Chapter 42

3. Test I and grade notebooks

Week VI
1. Lesson

a. Ohms law
(1) A.C. ohms law formulas

(a) Capacitive reactance
(b) Inductive reactance
(c) Impedance

(2) Sample problems on board
2. Homework

a. Hand out A.C.-D.C. ohms law problems on sheet

Week VII
1. Lesson (Three-part lesson)

a. Electronic math review
(1) D.C. ohms law
(2) A.C. ohms law

b. Associated math skills
(1) Powers of ten
(2) Converting electronics terms by powers of ten

(a) DAPD=10-0
(b) P6=10,2
(c)
(e) MEGA= Ur
(d) KIL.o=103

(3) Binary math (0 and 1)
(4) Slide rule

(a) Get pamphlets from math department
(b) Sell 250 slide rules from Ohmite to those who want

them.
(c) Show and demonstrate how to:

(1) multiply
(2) divide
(3) square numbers

(4) cube numbers
c. Homework

(1) Give problems on board in following areas
(a) D.C. ohms law
(b) AC. ohms law
(c) Powers of ten
(d) Coversion
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(e) Binary numbers
(f) Slide rule functions

Week VIII
1. Continuation of week seven's lessons
2. Offer help at lunch for those who need help

Week IX
1. Lesson

a. Speakers
(1) P.M. and E.M. types
(2) Speaker construction
(3) Voice coil operation
(4) How to tell if defective und how to repair

b. Homework
(1) Section Eight, Chapter 48

Week X
1. Equipment review

a. Be certain at this time all students can operate the followingequipment:
(1) Battery eliminator
(2) Tube tester
(3) V.O.M.
(4) Audio generator
(5) R.F.-A.F. signal generator
(6) Use of tube manual

2. Hand out "Tube manual sheets" for homework. Three weeks tocomplete.
3. Test II and grade notebooks.

Week XI
1. Semester reports

Each student picks a topic and does research project report. Infor-mation can come from company or library.
a. Infra-red waves
b. Radio-TV service programs in schools
c. Micro electronics
d. Medical electronics
e. Industrial electronics
f. AM-FM transmission
g. TV-color TV differences
h. Lissajons patterns
i. Electronic math, bow used
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j. Radio troubleshooting chart
k. TV trouble shooting chart
I. Ham licenses, types of transmission
m. Semiconductors
n. Tunnel diodestransducers
o. Lasersmasers
p. Space electronics
q. TV cameras
r. Vacuum tubes
s. EE programs in colleges
t. Computers
u. Military electronics
v. Microwave transmission
w. Teletype communications
x. Careers in electronics
Reports due 18th week of semester in final form.

2. Lesson
a. Half wave power supplies

(1) Silicon diode operation
(a) Testing
(b) RL, B+, B

(2) Selenium rectifier operation
(3) Pi filtering system
(4) Choke advantage

h. Homework
2. Section Eight, Chapter 49

Week XII
I . Lesson

a. Full wave power supply
(1) Explain operation and filterin7
(2) With scope show difference between half-wave and full

wave power supplies.
2. Review

a. Operation of typical half-wave power supply used in a super-
heterodyne radio. Demonstrate with Packard Bell SRI radio.

3. Class work lesson
a. Class split into groups of four or five
b. One member of each group bring a working typical house

radio. Before class have each boy remove the radio from the
case.

c. During class have each group draw out the schematic of the
power supply and, using a V.O.M., test for A.C. and D.C.
voltages.
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d. When each group is finished with step C, have them sit down
and redraw, neatly, the schematic including the vo!tages.
Have the boy who brought the radio replace it in the case and
test i, making sure it wcrks.

c. Before this lesson see if any boys can bring in a V.O.M. This
will reduce the group size.

4. Collect "Tube manual sheets"

Week XI 11

1. Lesson
a. Audio output circuit

(1) Draw circuit on board and explain operation of a class A
amplifier (5005).

(2) Using 5R1, demonstrate with a signal generator and oscil-
loscope on how the signal is amplified through the circuit.

(3) Explain troubleshooting techniques for both the power
supply and the aud,o output stage on the 5R1.

2. Class work lesson
a. Have boys who can bring V.O.M.'s in, do so before school.
b. Split into groups and have radios removed from cabinet.
c. Have group draw schematic of the audio output circuit, test

voltages and inject an audio signal with the signal generator.
Have each boy turn in a neat copy of his work.

3. Homework
a. Section Seven, Chapter 43

Week XIV

1. Lesson
a. Audio amplifier circuit

(1) Draw circuit and explain operation
(2) With 5R1, oscilloscope aad signal

signal moves through circuit. With
RP causes amplification.

(3) Explain troubleshooting techniques
tem.

2. Homework
a. Section Seven, Chapter 47

Week XV
1. Review

a. Operation of all vacuum tubes
b. Power supply operation

2. Test III and grade notebooks
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Week XVI
1. Lesson (Two-part lesson)

a. Front end of superhet
(1) Explain old T.R.F. operation
(2) Advantage of superheterodyne receiver
(3) Antennas and electromagnetic waves
(4) Resonant circuits

(a) Series vs. parallel citcuits
(b) Antenna-capacitor circuit, which one variable
(c) Trimmer am'. padder capacitors

(5) Signal characteristics in pentagrid tubes
(6) Oscillator operation
(7) Heterodyning signal
(8) Obtairing I.F. signal

2. Homework
a. Section Eight, Chaptftr

3. Review
a. Operation of converter or mixer/oscillator stage

Week XVII
1. Lesson

a. 1.F .Stage
(1) Review of how LF. signal is obtained
(2) Passing signal through I.F. Xfm
(3) Operation of LF. stage

2. Aligning the superhet radio (5R1 as &monstrator)
a. 1.F. cans (volume, clarity, birdies)
b. R.F. se,:.tion of gang capacitor (sensitivity)
c. Osc. section of gang capacitor (selectivity)
d. Use Signal Generator

3. Homework
a. Section Eight, Chapter 53

Wee. XVIII
1. Lesson

a. Review
(1) Opt:ration of entire superhet front end

(a) Converter stage
(b) I.F. stage
(c) Alignment

1. Aligning radio using incoming signal
(d) How A.V.C. and detector circuit operates

2. Homework
a. Section Eight, Chapter 54
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3. Collect semester project reports
4. Test

a. On last day of week, give each student blank paper and have
him draw on one side of the paper a block diagram of a
superhet receiver. On the other side of the paper have him
draw .ct schematic of an entire superhet receiver.

Week XIX
1. Review

a. Free question day. Students can ask questions on any subjects
covered during the semester.

2. Test IV and grade notebooks
Week XX

1. Class demonstration
a. Layout of T.V.
b. How to use adjustments
c. How to adjust picture tube adjustments

2. Collect textbooks
3. Finish putting together all sets in Az repair
4. Closing activities.



Session D

Frontiers In the Industrial Arts Area of Graphic Arts

GERALD A. SILVER

Los Angeles City College, Los Angeles City Schools

Los Angeles, California

Since the turn of the century, elementary education in graphic arts has
followed a familiar pattern. The fundamental learning experiences are
centered on hand composition. Usually the student sets small blocks of
copy, pulls proofs, distributes his type, and receives a grade. Through
this process he is introduced to hanging indentions, inverted pyramids,
justified lines, etc.

This approach has its weaknesses, Many feel that setting type is
tedious and unmotivating and fl 41s to open the student's mind and eyes
to the dynamics and vitality of the printing industry. The logistics of
assigning type cases and spacing material to large numbers of students
presents a real problem, especially during the hectic opening weeks of
the semester. Elaborate schemes, including meticulous character counts
of the type case have detracted from the learning experience. Creativity
and individual artistic ability may find little expression in hand com-
position approaches. Photocomposing, strike-on composition and adhesive
lettering are widely used, and further undermine the validity of teach-
ing hand composition to massive numbers of students.

Few can deny the inroads that offset has made into letterpress print-
ing. Offset has brought about a need for a new and more realistic in-
structional technique in graphic arts. Changing employment demands
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are markedly affecting the preparation young people need to enter the
graphic arts.

The Paste-Up Can Solve The Problem
The paste-up is an effective introduction to graphic art-, from the

junior high school through the junior college and technical school. It can
teach most skills learned in hand composition, plus a great deal more.
It stimulates interest and creativity, and exposes the student to a variety
of graphic arts theories. An introductory program should center on a
series of progressive paste-ups. The student executes these at his desk,
with simple tools. They are graded on cleanliness, accuracy, mechanical
requirements, adherence to instructions and artistic and creative effort.

Each paste-up should teach a fundamental graphic arts theory or prin-
ciple. Paste-ups can explore type size, point system, proof readers' marks,
layout and design, use of ruling pen, tint screens, register marks,
overlays, handling photographs, multi-color printing, etc. The list is limited
only by the creativity of the instructor. He is not confined to what can
be set in the type stick. The student is free to use many resources for
artwork and ideas.

The paste-up centered learning experience is a valuable tool in the
hands of the student and teacher:

1. The collection of exercises provides an excellent review before
cxaminations and quizzes.

2. It is a compendium of resources and ideas available to the student
after completing the course.

3. It is a job portfolio, graphically illustrating the student's abilities.
4. It teaches a salable job skill.
5. It is a tangible, creative exercise which may be taken home.
6. It provides the instructor with an objective means of grading.
7. It may be employed with a minimum amount of equipment and

space.
Graphic arts is at the crossroads. It is in an era of widespread change.

Graphic arts education is part of that wave. It is an educator's responsi-
bility to keep his program contemporary and meaningful in light of
modern printing techlology.

References
Gerald A. Silver, "Future Trends in Printing Education," Industrial Arts and Voca-
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. Modern Graphic Arts Paste-Up. Chicago: American Technical Society,
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JERROLD A. NIEMINEN

Purdue University

Lafayette, Indiana

The first formal printing courscs were offered in New Harmony, In-diana, in 1826. Early courses were vocationally oriented. With the in-troduction of manual training in the 1880's, many new printing coursesplaced emphasis on mental development rather than teaching specifictrade skills.
Organizations participating in the early development of printing educa-tion programs were: The International Typographic Union in 1907; The

International Printing Pressmen's and Assistant's Union of North America;the United Typothetal of America (now the Printing Industry of Ameri-ca) in 1912; and the American Type Founders in 1915. In 1935, theInternational Graphic Arts Education Association was formItd to con-tinue annual summer conferences, publish educational materials, andpromote graphic arts educational programs. In 1965, this organization
was largely responsible for a $490,000 research grant to Western Wash-
ington College, Bellingham, Washington.

The problems of graphic communications with which future genera-tions will be faced cannot be answered through purely mechanical processand technique oriented instruction. What is needed is a broader un-derstanding based on concepts of how we communicateunderstanding
of the problems of mass communications, and a realization that one ofthe most powerful forces affecting our industrial economy is a compre-hensive understanding and use of effective communications andmunications technology.

Graphic arts instruction within the scope of general education (that
education designed for allexceptional, average, boys and girls) mustbroaden its base to include more than the production of graphic ma-terials. We must also consider the inter-relationships, the problems,both human and mechanical, the dependence upon scientific and socio-economic knowledge necessary for proper application. We must de-velop an integrated body of knowledge including English, art, socialstudies, science (including math), graphic arts, and technology.

Possible futv -e directions in terms of major emphasis that can bcidentified are: (1) Printing education (vocational), (1) Printing arts(pre-vocational), (3) Graphic arts (industrial arts), (4) Graphic com-munications (expanded indusbial arts), (5) Visual communications (in-dependent field of study).
Each of these directions seems to have its place in the future ofgraphic arts education. The specific use of one title or the orientation

of the program will be dependent on the fundamental goals of eachindividual school and the needs of the community.
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Printing or printing technology programs stem from an occupational
orientation. The future of printing technology education will reflect the
more technical aspects of graphic arts such as a study of paper and
inks through the use of more sophisticated instruments.

In the next ten years the industry will experience more changes and
technological developments than in the past ten years Persons em-
ployed in the industry will need more technical information in order to
work with the processes of the future. This will increase the demand for
precision and require the use of scientific standards.

Printing or printing arts is generally conceived to be pre-vocationalin nature. This term, according to some, would still serve to identify
the entire industry which is involved in laying down an image on paper.Other terms tend to confuse and obscure t-ti_ fundamental purposes of
printing instruction in the school..

Objectives for this program should be:
A. Instruction for those planning to enter colleges of printing.
B. Instruction for those desiring to pursue ther intensive training in

the craft.
C. For those needing an entry level into a printing occupation.

Graphic arts instruction includes all methoL of reproduction and allied
industries. It is industrial arts oriented and as such should spend more
time studying the total field, and developin._ the student an interest
in the area, rather than restrict study to a more narrow trade-oriented
program.

Areas usually emphasized in graphic arts programs are: planning,art and copy preparation, process photography, pktemaldng, presswork,
bindery operations and related felds.

Graphic communications as taught by Everett Worr a at Jefferson
Junior High School, Rockford, Illinois, and others, considers not only
printing and graphic arts, but also all phases of photography, commercial
art, advertising, movie and TV production, packaging, publishing, and
other techniques as well as the facets of science, economics, arts, and
technologies iof the graphics field.

Visual cemmunication as developed by Ray Schwalm, could easily
become a separate academic discipline drawing from all of man's knowl-
edge relating to how we communicate.

This approach is from the point of view of analyzing the many
individual methods of originating, reproducing, and handling informa-
tion.

Dr. Schwalm starts from ideas and concepts relating to graphic com-munications and identifies necessary decisions relative to the type of audi-
ence, method of dissemination, procedures of visualizing and designing
communications, then considerations relative to the production of visual
materials followed by dissemination at various levels, speeds, land dis-
tances.
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Session E

Frontiers in the Industrial Arts Area of Crafts

(Industrial)

DONALD J, BETANDO

San Jose State College

San Jose, California

Each year, more and more people are becoming disabled AS a result of
accidents oil the highway, in industry and in the home. Add to this the
number of those who are disabled through birth, illness, chronic disease
and old age, and the total figure becomes alarming. Accurate statistics
are difficult to obtain; however, it is estimated the United States has a
backlog of over two and a half million physically disabled. It is a well-
known fact that our mental hospitals are overcrowded and that the in-
cidence of mental illness is increasing.

Much concern and attentim has been focused on the problem of re-
habilitating these physically atd Menta ily handicapped reople, and one
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field which contributes greatly in this area is occupational therapy. Occu-pational therapy is medically prescribed and guided treatment to aid re--covet.), from disease -md injury, by use of activitymental and physi-cal. Some of the activity thus prescribed consists of industrial arts craftsin which the patient, through the use of tools and materials and under theguidance r-f the therapist, is benefited physically, mentally or emotion-ally.
Take for example a mental patient who has problems of hostility andneeds an outlet for his aggressive emotions. He can vent his anger onsomething that can "take it" without damage, in the vigorous activity offorming a copper bowl with metal-work tools. His excess energy is ex-pended and his hostility is directed in satisfying, constructive work.
This same activity could be used for another patientone whose armwas injured in an industrial accident and has lost range of motion in theelbow, wrist and finger joints. The hnmmering of copper bowls, graduallyincreasing the thickness of metal, ,vides a graded exercise program.

The craft activity not only helps rk normal function to his injuredarm, but can divert the patient's mind from dwelling on his disability.
The mental patient who fears any human contact and has lost touch

with reality could begin working on a craft needing little direction. Thecraft activity itself can become for him a "brifige" to reality. The veryact of creatirg something may give him the self-esteem ?le desperately
seeks.

The crafts that are used are as varied as the numerous disabilitiestreated. Wood craft is adaptable to suit the needs of almost all pa-tients. It ranges from the most detailed chip carving to the use of power-driven machinery. Leatherwork is a suitable craft for either -program or for a patieut confined to bed. Printing is now t. au>hospitalsthe hand-operated press for exercise of upper extremities; type-setting for development of coordination; block printing, using a press ormallet, and silk screen printiaz are all frequently used crafts.
Teachers of industrial arts at all levels should encourage their stu-dents to enter the fieid of occupational therapy. There is an increasingneed for therapists, and those who enjoy craft work and are intemsted inhelping others would find this profession most rewarding.
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ARNOLD C. PIERSALL

Stout State University

Menomonie, Wisconsin

The plastics industry is a rapidly growing industry. It has many impli-
cations for industrial arts and technical education. If industrial arts is to
meet the challenges of this expanding industry, we ny t be wil'
place the wical handicr ft for-- \ At of cutting, polishing, auu pend-
ing plastics witL uu ots that uLiltik the materials and the processes of
the plastics industry.

A plastics course at the high school level should include as many of
the basic forming processes as possible. It may not be economically
feasible to give the students first-hand experience in all of the processes.
However, a capital investment of less than $2,000.00 will provide the
necessary equipment to give the students an opportunity to experience
the basic forming methods of the industry.

A small laboratory-type hydraulic press with heated platens may be
prcheeked for approximately $750.00. A small but very effective in-
jection molding machine is available for $325.00. A laboratory-type
dermoforming machine may be purchased for $720.00. Less expensive
thermoforming equipment is available but, of course, it is not as versatile
as the laboratory press.

A small oven, with an adequate heat range, is available for $100.00.
Ms total expenditure of $1,895.00 will enable the teacher to include the
following standard industrial processes in his plastics course:

compression molding
injection molding
reinforcing hand layup
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reinforcingpre-mix molding
high pressure laminating
solid castingclosed mold
plastisol dip casting
plastisol slush casting
castingrigid urethane foam
expandable polystyrene
cold molding
blow themoforming
mechanical thermoformicg
vacuum thermoforming

All of these processes can be included in the program for an invest-ment that is approximately 25 per cent greater than the cost of a goodmetal lathe. Those processes which cannot be included in tae school pro-
gram because of the excessive cost of the equipment can be presented tothe students by means of films, slides, overhead transparencies and lec-tures.

In addition to the study of processes, the student should be exposed tothe common materials that are used ir the plastics industry. There aremany plastic materials available nd new ones are being introduced at arapid pace. It is difficult to know how technical one should get in pre--senting the characteristics and applications of the many plastics that are
currently available. Grade level and the objectives of the course will help
establish guidelines for determining the complexity of the techcal infor-mation to be presented.

In addition to the processes and the materials, the student should be in-
troduced to the various types of tooling that are us':-J in the different proc-
esses. Again, the technical level of instruction in this area will be deter-mined by the grade level of the students involved. Tooling in many instances
does not have to be complicated, yet it is closely allied to the plastics
field and the student certainly should have a basic understanding of the
elementary principles involved.

The ideal approach to establishing a plastics course in an industrial arts
program would be to start with a new facility. If this laboratory were to
be organized on the unit shop basis, the capital investment would be quite
high because duplicate pieces of equipment would be required. In prac-tice, howeve:, most plastics courses are started by adding plastics to anarea in an existing woodworking, metalworking, or general shop. Be-
cause of this situation, plastics is frequently taught as one area of a gen-
eral shop. Under these circumstances, duplicate pieces of plastics proc-essing equipment would not be necessary and the capital investment
would be much smaller.

Thus, we have the two extreme approaches to establishing a plastics
shop: (1) establishing a new facility, and (2) starting plastics as an area
in an existing shop. Either approach can produce satisfactory results.



Session F

Frontiers in the Industrial Arts Area of Metals

LOUIE MELO

San Jose State College

San Jose, California

Man is only as strong as his ability to use his intellectual power to mod-
ify or adapt the materials and conditions of his environment to substitute,
supplement, and/or strengthen his very limited physical power.

The assembled bits of historical information indicate that it took man,
after having developed implements from natural materials, over 100,000
years to learn that +he earth's crust held very important treasures that
could be extracted, I. .-essed, and shaped into numerous more durable
and effective protective, aesthetic, and labor-saving devices. As identity
of the earth's treasures became known, man's expanding intellectual pow-
ers allowed him to process the raw materials to meet his ever-expanding
needs and thus simplify some of the existing living and working patterns.
The historians thus depict an evolution of changes in growth and appli-
cation of useful materials. Modification ef substances have progressed
from the use of natural metals alloyed with other metals and on into the
development and growth of ore reduction processes that have led to the
numerous ferrous, non-ferrous metal combinations which are a part of
our current industrial age.

The development of basic implements and later development of fash-
ioning tools that supported the fabrication of still other needed devices,
lead directly into greater and greater dependency on metals as one of the
major basic materials of the culture. It therefore was natural that the
industrial revolution created a mechanical world, in which man's physi-
cal power requirements have been reduced to a minimum while the de.
mands on his intellectual powers have reached a point of dominance
within this man-made environment.
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Our modern technology, while still strongly dependent on metal productswith special alloyed blends numbering over 25,000 and still more newones being developed, has over the many years experienced equal phe-nomenal growth in other materials families such as polymers (resins and/or plastics), adhesives (bonding agents of all kinds), coatings, fuels,
wood products, etc. ln each of these industrial materials areas, their in-
troduction progressed from the use of natural substances to the develop-ment of many modified and/or synthetic materials to meet the ever-
increasing demands of industry. As an example, early resins for coatingsand adhesives came directly from plant life such as pitch from trees orproducts from animals and insects. Today, however, the chemist puts atthe technologist's disposal thousands of synthetic raw materials that canmeet a host of industrial problems. Thus the modern technologist canreach into his materials pool for special substances that will perform mod-ern technological tasks as never before in history. This degree of com-plexity and inter-dependency of our modern technolcgical world has,therefore, impelled all participating individual disciplines and groups todevelop significani. insight into one another's related fields. In a receni.editorial by H. R. Clauser, Editor of Materials in Design Engineering, hementioned in part:

New materials developments are expected to contioue to come thickand fast. There seems to be no sign of % let-up in the increase in thenumber and variety of engineering materials.
He also indicated that increases in new materials do not automaticallyspell increased usage and progress. If we do not take advantage of thenew range of substances, we may "in many ways remain technologically

poor amidst our scientific materials riches." He also goes on to reportthat interviews and surveys revealed that a large gap still exists betweenthe development of new materials and their respective utilization by theindustrial community.
It was pointed out that these discrepancies exist because, too often, thereis an unwillingness on the part of involved practitioners, to change oreven take the trouble to become familiar with the tremendous added ma-terial and technological wealth that could very easily reduce or eliminate

previous physical, mechanical, or human problems.
Thus, for the industrial educator to understand and work effectively inthis modern industrial environment, it is extremely important for him todevelop signifi,,ant insight regarding the science of modern materials. Theera of being concerned only with the observable forming, shaping, and/or joining problems has given way to the inclusion of a more comprehen-sive study of materials and environment.
Since we are the teachers of technical subjects, as well as members ofa technological environment, we know titt the ways of industry are nolonger simple operations. Our students must, therefore, develop greaterinsight into the materials they use. They must spend more time probing
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and discussing the environnwnts in which those substances will be called
upon to work. The era of reaching for an available substance has given
way to the careful scientific matching of materials to working environ-
ment. Our classes 2liould, in some way, reflect the modern technologial
patterns that will ultimately help the students to understand and relate
course content as a living part of the total industrial environment. To ac-
complish this it is important that course content include the part of the
materials language that will enable students to understand most of the
terms or descriptive data that are always present when industrial people
discuss materials and fabrication problems.

It is equally educationally significant to irclude, when discussing proj-
ects, a basic understanding of the materials composition, physical prop-
erties, mechanical propertieg, fabricating properties, environment resist-
ance (flexibility or limitations), chemical resistance (corrosion or destruc-
tive) and others. These are very important since such data will act as
guidelines for possible successful or unsuccessful performances when the
selected substance is used for the particular application. Course content
incorporating added technical information and experimentation about
substances used in our laboratories will enhance rather than detract from
the learning climate. The necessary testing or evaluating equipment may
be simple and inexpensive, yet most effective in developing the desirei
concepts. Activities of this nature would allow our teachers to present
materials as a living part of the total educational problem. This would
lead to a more meaningful bridge between industrial practitioners and
the industrial arts education groups.

In a recent article by this writer, the following comments were made
with reference to the futurn of industrial arts:

It should also be noted that a number of engineering colleges and
universities have been dropping such courses as foundry, machine shop,
welding, and drawing from their program and hope to look to the high
school for these offerings. This means that the future industrial arts
teacher must be prepared to develop course content appropriate for the
prospective engineer as well as for the student who will terminate his
formal education upon completing high school. The curriculum could
be revised in several different ways. The following system represents
a plan to establish varying levels of instruction in industrial arts in an
effort to meet the varying needs of individuals taking industrial arts
courses.

1st Level: Assigned Objective
The learner is given a step-by-step operation sheet. Basically one of
learning to read and follow instructions and developing certain required
skills. (We may consider this a cookbook type education.)
I think this would be most appropriate for students who have limited
reasoning capabilities and would terminate formal education at the
high school level.
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2nd Level: Assigned Objective
The learner is permitted to review the assignments and note how the
objective may be accomplished by exploring several methods and
selecting one to follow. Understanding and working with technical
equipnaent should not present a problem. Reading and industrial math
capabilities should be requirements. This type of student should grow
educationally to a point that some community college education would
be possible for him.

3rd Level: Assigned Objective
This should be developed kor the probing mind and should involve such
jud, nents as: (1) Why is the assignment being considered? (2) Possi-
ble environments surrounding the suggested problem. (3) Selection
and understanding of appropriate materials for the job. (4) Selection
of how and why the needed operations may be accomplished. (5) Gen-
eral evaluation.
The student interested in the more complex phases of the industrial
environment would find this avenue most interesting.
The advantage of the above system, it seems to me, is that even iftaught by the same teachers, the programs somewhat clearly define
the goals and as a result, clarify course content. If the industrial arts
people, in general, are asked to work with the so-called low achiever,
then the administrators and counselors should so indicate and the total
course student should be structured to help these young people.

Industrial arts teachers represent a body of knowledge that will enable
them to develop programs that will challenge students at all levels of abil-ities. All modem industrial teachers should, therefore, develop courses of
study (perhaps in the form of separate tracts) to compensate for the wide
spread in individual differences.

In a radio broadcast Gordon Routh, KCBS, passed on a few remarks that
all of us associated with the industrial environment would find most mean-ingful. He said in part, "The man who knows how will always have ajob: however, the man who also knows why will always be the boss."
We would all agree that it is important for the modern teacher to displaythe how and why capabilities relative to his respective educational en-
vironment. This would hold true even though in some of the secondary
school classes, especially when working with students having limited
reasoning capabilities, the how is perhaps th, better path to follow. By
the same token, many of us would agree that most secondary school
technically-oriented classes have some young people who are iaterested
in probing more deeply into the why factors.



FRANK P. ACCURSO

Berkeley High School
Berkeley, California

Some years ago the U. S. Air Force needed some experimental missile
nose cones because existing types were burning out in the atmosphere.
Air Force engineers had drawn up plans for several shapes and various
companies were invited to bid on the project. One small company sub-
mitted extremely low bids, so investigators were sent to determine the
validity of the bids.

It was found that the small company had two imaginative young engi-
neers who wished to depart from the usual expensive method of produc-
ing experimental deep draws, and to try making cavity dies in the shape
of the proposed nose cones, using high explosives to force the material
to conform to the shape of the die.

Experiments proved that the explosive method was feasible, and the
small company was awarded the contract. The actual explosive forming
of the nose cones was performed at the Los Angeles city dump.

I have related this story to many of my classes, but the students were
not particularly impressed until I designed and assembled a model to
demonstrate explosive forming. I've used this device in several demon-
strations, and student reaction and response have been gratifying.

A 59-page "High Energy Rate Forming" booklet is available for $2.00
from Reader's Service Department, American Machinist, 330 W. 42nd
Street, New York, N.Y. 10036. 111
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Session G

Frontiers in the Industrial Arts Area of Woods

DONALD LINVILLE

Executive Secretary, American Hardboard Association

Chicago, Illinois

The pace of advancements in science, education, industry, medicine, and
in the social ordei today is accelerating considerably when compared with
the progress recorded in previous generations. Startling results seem sud-
denly to explode from plateaus of normal progression to peaks of achieve-
ment . . . and virtually overnight. We experience in a decade-and-less
what our grandparents marveled at over a span of a lifetime. Consider
the speed of achievement from prop-plane to jet, to supersonic, to space
ship . . . The short span between the arithmetic of our childhood days
to the new math taught in elementary grades now . . . The brief period
between what was virtual home-spun medication to the rapid-acting anti-
biotics of today.

Examples could be recited at long length. Permit me to select one of
the modem miracles in industry, to present to you the explosions of
progress which are occurring in the hardboard industry. This recital, I
hope, will have a special significance to many of you, as this story of
progress and usage of a most versatile material becomes part of your
classroom procedure.

I will go into greater detail later to unfold the comprehensive educa-
tional program which has been developed through AIAA and our Asso-
ciation for use in industrial arts classes. With this program, you will be
able to acquaint the adults of tomorrow with the characteristics and serv-ice benefits of a material which literally has a thousand and one uses, is
expanding in scope, and which in one way or another is involved in the
living pattern of everyone.

What is this all-purpose material which claims answers to so many
problems?
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It is hardboard . . . and it does not have all the answers to all the prob-
lems, but it has the answer to many, and considerably more answers than
most of us would have exr-cted.

I want to dispel the notion that hardboard is a paper product or some-
thing made of sawdust and glue, or is an imitation or substitute for wood.
I was not merely playing with words when I said "modern miracle."

Born of research, refined by technology and engineered for specific end
use, hardboard is made of wood fibers, bonded together into sheets, under
heat and pressure, by the natural Ugnin within the wood from which it
is reconstituted. It is hard. It is more dense than particle and flake
boards, and has a higher modulus of rupture. These factors make hard-
board commercially mable in its characteristically thinner sheets.

Hardboard has gool resistance to water absorption. Hardboard has cer-
tain qualities inherent in metal-working, such as bending and die-cutting.
It also shares the properties of wood, from which it is made, in that hard-
board can be sawn, shaped, routed and drilled. It is free of splintering
and slivering, because it has no grain and it has stability in all dire:c-
dons. Its smoothness and grain-free surface provide an excellent base for
paint. Compared with other materials such as metals and laminated
plastics, hardboard ha s advantages of lower cost, less weight and greater
workability, without sacrificing stiffness or bending strength.

Truly, a material for a multitude of uses . . . Truly, the fruit of ex-
plosions of progress . . And the horizon for full usage is not yet in sight.

History
Perhaps a backdrop of historical reference is of interest. Hardboard, like

some other invented waterials, was discovered almost by accidlnt. It
happened a little over 40 years ago, in 1924. William M. Mason was
looking for a way to utilize wood residue from southern saw mills, seeking
to develop something like insulation board. He determined in the lab-
oratory that wood chips could be exploded into individual fibers by
using steam under high pressure. An experimental press was developed
to form a wet mat of these fibers into soft panels. Then one day Mr.
Mason loaded the prom, turned off the valve that fed steam to the press,
and went out to lunch. When he returned, he was surprised to find a
hard, dense, grainless wood panel in the press. A faulty valve had com-
pleted his discovery by supplying heat to the mat as it dried under
pressure. Thus was born from nature's contribution of wood, with its
thousands of years of heritage, a new product for adaptation in our n5w
era of industrial and scientific progress which stamps this the greatest
of all centuries.

In 1926, the first shi,pment of hardboard from a company Mason founded
reached an unprepared market. What was hardboard for? Today we take
it for granted. But, it wasn't created to fill any specific need. The public
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wasn't crying for it. No markets had been pre-developed. Yet, beforelong, the early hardboard salesmen, unhampered and unrestrained by anyfacts about the tr3e limitations of the product, had created a healthydemand for hardboard.
The early days experienced the usual uphill problems of any new prod-uct, but movement was always upward. In 1946 there were only twohardboard plants in the United States. Today there are 22 and moreanticipated.
During World War II hardboard became highly essential to the wareffort and literally went to war. Wherever oar armed forces went, theyslept under, walked on, ate upon, rode in, used, handled or otherwisecame in contact with hardboard. A significant explosion on the road ofprogress, as the chat acteristics of the material emphasized its use in tanks,trailers, aircraft, boats, trucks, hospitals, dispensaries and laboratories,to mention but a few.
The stimulant for growth into a giant industry was here. When hard-board was first put on the market, it was a plain, unlovely four-by-eightpanel without much sales appeal, except as a utility material with uniqueservice and structural properties. Spurred by competition in the market-place, the industry came to adopt a new concept, that of an engineeredwood product, tailored to specific end uses. Plants were now being lo-cated in several sections of the United States. At first, manufacturerstried to make their product an ideal base for fabrication. Then, theywent on to produce specialty hardboards to meet the requirements forparticular purposes and which can be sold in competition with other ma-terials as siding, interior wall paneling, and many other applications.This development came about because of the relationship of our industrywith the industrial users it supplies. At first, these industrial users madethe innovations. They developed the first pre-finished hardboard tileboard. They made the first perforated hardboard. Makers of radio andtelevision cabinets developed the first wood grain finishes for hardboard.However, it did not take long for an industry, in a very competitive sit-uation, to see that one way to increase sales was to take the initiative increating a demand for a product by developing new products for new ap-plications which could be sold at competitive prices, so now there is avast panorama of products utilizing hardboard. For the building indus-try alone, hardboard has siding and interior paneling and specializedproducts in an array of finishes, textures, decorator motifs which arelimited only by imagination.

This dramatic tale will be prevented in a motion picture highlightingmore effectively than my words the miracles of progress in hardboard.So much for historical review. To punctuate the progress made let mereport this: When the first United States plant went into production in1926, world producVon of hardboard was less than 6 million sq. ft.Today, it is over 8 billion square feet, 1/2" basis. The U. S. hardboard in-
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dustry has been prominent in this growth, maintaining an annual 10per cent-plus gain over the past decade. Domestic shipments in 1965were two billion nine hundred million sq. ft. Members of the American
Hardboard Association shipped in 1965 a total of two billion eight hun-dred million sq. ft., compared with the 1964 figure of two billion sixhundred million sq. ft. The Forest Service of the Department of Agricul-ture in its recent publication, "Timber Trends in the United States,12 pre-
dicts that the domestic consumption of hardboard in the year 2000 willbe in excess of eight billion sq. ft.

American Hardboard Association
Perhaps a few words about the American Hardboard :sso c i ati on mightbe in order. It was formed in 1952 to "Promote the use of hardboard;

deal with technical and trade promotional problems; cvmpile and pub-lish information; extend the markets and usage of hardboard." Steadilyincreasing in membership, the AHA now serves 14 companies, opera-ing plants in all sections of the country and representing ab mit 97 per centof the $200 million hardboard industry. The roster of me mbership con-.tains such nationally known names as: Masonite Corp., Weyerhaeuser
Co., Georgia-Pacific, U.S. Gypsum Co., Abitibi Corp., Evans Products,Edward Nines Lumber Co., U.S. Plywood Corp., Superwooil, and others.Active arms of the Association are its committees: technical, produc-tion and promotional. In addition to its permanent executive secretary,
the American Hardboard Association employs a full-time technical secre-
tary, who previously was assistant professor in wood technology at the
University of Illinois, and a professional public relations counsel.

Our technical committee, as in other associations, concerns itself with
setting up and improving industry standards; devising performame tests and
procedures, often through outside testing organizations.

Our production committee seeks new and better safety pracdces, more
efficient packaging, loading and shipping methods and is generally con-
cerned with the production phases of our material.

Our promotion committee, with the aid of the public relations coun-sel, creates and guides programs to extend the story of hardboard and its
uses into the marketplace through motion picture films, brochures, pub-
licity articles in ft.ade and consumer press, and educational programs in
which the American Industrial Arts Association is a vital part.

Working with several outside organizations, the technical committee has
been cooperating with the National Paint, Varnish & Lacquer Association
to develop new paint specifications and techniques for exterior applica-
tion. A four-year research program with the Forest Products Laboratory
is about completed involving the testing of the physical and mechanical
properties of hardboard. It is also involved in projecting the benefits of
hardboard as an acoustical material in combination with other materials.
Highly significant for the extended use of hardboard are the favorable
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results from a recent fire testing program now being publicized to firemarshals, code officials, municipal agencies, FHA, lending institutions,builders and others. This report will discount several false notions aboutthe fire resistance of hardboard and open considerably more areas foruse of the material in residential and housing structures.
Board in its impact on the dealer and builder, on the fabricator, indust.taluser and the consumer is the work stimulated by the promotional com-mittee. Feature articles are appearing ;n building and decorating sectionsof 2,500 of thz nation's newspapers. the major shelter publications andthe trade magazines in the I. ;Wing field, as well as the fabr,cating field_These articles concentrate on the uses of hardboard in the home, apart-ments, small commercial structures, motels, recreational and educa-tional buildings. In remodeling jobs, farm buildings; and in the area ofthe handyman, too. We also are reaching the industrial marketsthefurniture maker, outdoor advertising and display industry, the auto-motive supplier, mobile home producer and any one of 50 industrialgroups who use hardboard.
Added to this full scale promotional attack are the publicity guns whichwill be directed in the educational field in connection with the educa-tional program we announce today.
Spotlighting the quality of domestic hardboard and creating interest inits use, are such activities as: the Association's color motion picture,"Time of Change"; the informative booklet, "Story of Hardboard," andthe dramatic and colorful brochure, "The Wonderful World of Hardboard,"each enjoying exposure to millions of people. These promotional piecesare supplemented by publicity programs done by individual membercompanies.
Mindful of the value of broad programs for the benefit of industry gen-erally, and lumber particularly, the hardboard industry makes a vitalcontribution to the conservation of natural forestry resources through itsutilization of wood residue. The industry annually utilizes considerableamounts of wood that could not be used in the form of lumber, thus help-ing to conserve one of the nation's most important national resources.Constant alertness is exercised in the area of hardboard imports. It isperhaps natural that foreign hardboard producers seek a share of ourmarkets, aided as they are by relatively low freight rates, low wage rates,and equipment and production techniques equal to our domestic indus-try. Our foreign counterparts, starting in 1953, have constantly increasedexports. Hardboard coming into this country during 1965 totaled 571 mil-lion square feet, compared with 471 million in 1964 and to about 40 mil-lion square feet in 1952.

Board is imported from Scandinavian countries, Europe, South Africa,Israel and the Far East, as well as from South America, and usually offeredand sold at prices that our domestic industry finds difficult to meet. Asan industry we have not sought rigid quotas or increased tariffs. However,
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we have made an effort to protect our industry by requesting the inipo-sition of dumping findings where the evidence of dumping by foreignmanufacturers seem to exist. In fact, under our Trade Agreeirnt Act ourtariffs have been reduced drastically. As an industry we have corstantlymade every effort to help ourselvel .
Firmly believing that there are "plus values" in domestically producedhardboard, we instituted several years ago a promotional and educationalcampaign to bring to the attention of purchasers and users of hardboardthe "plus values" of our products . . . which imports do not supply:1. Continuing development of new varieties of decorative hardboq rdsvarieties not matched by imports.2. Consistent high quality. This point is further emphasized by thedomestic industry's Commercial Standard CS251-63 from the U. S. De-partment of Commercea yardstick of supervised quality control whichis promoted by a logo appearing on member product identification tagsand labels, literature, stationery and advertising.3. Dependable deliveries.4. Readily available technical assistance; constantly developed.5. Sales aids, including national advertising, merchandising helps andpoint-of-purchase displays.

6. Customer confidence in well-known American brand names.Commercial types of hardboard are: standard, tempered and servicegrade. Standard is substantially the same form as when it comes from themanufacturing presssuitable for applications where good machinability,good finishing characteristics, strength and water resistance are neededfurniture and cabinet work.
Tempered hardboard has bcen further treated by being impregnatedwith a siccative material and which has been stabilized by heating. Ithas substantially improved properties of stiffness, strength, hardness andresistance to wt.ter and abrasion. Used are: wearing surfaces, storagebins, high quality finishing, durable toys and exterior paneling-siding.Service hardboard has somewhat less strength than standard, although itcan also be tempered. It is used where its lower weight is advantageousand its moderately good workability is suitable for the application, interiorpaneling.

The range of hardboard available to the home builder, apartment andcommercial contractor, the improvement specialist and handyman, in-cludes numerous wood grain finishes (walnut, cherry, birch, oak, teak,etc.); perforated and die-perforated panels; three-dimensional panelingthat simulates rich travertime marble and patterns embossed in suchtextures as diamond, louvered, wicker, cane, striated and burlap surfaces,and filigree boards. Exterior siding has boards with a variety of texturesfrom a smooth to rough sawn timber appearance and many are pro-tected by warranties covering durability and maintenance, even extendingto a period of 25 years.
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We show a steady increase in primed siding as the advantages of a fac-tory-applied quality primer are recognized. New methods of applica-
tion involving the newer adhesives and other fastening techniques con-tribute to the increased use of hardboard by builders. For most interior
paneling, pre-finished vinyl clad and wood grained moldings are available,keyed to thae basic color of the panel.

About 20 years ago you might have found something like 100 feet ofhardboard in a house under construction. And you would have had tolook for it by searching under some other finishing material . . . underthe finished flooring, for example.
Today, it is possible that a builder might use 2,500 sq. ft. of hardboardin a new home of average size. A great deal of it would be visible, aswall paneling in any room of the house, as siding, for soffits, lining the

garage; perforated panels as working walls in the kitchen and closetsand other rooms; used as sliding doors on built-in fixtures, in kitchen
cabinets; for patio enclosures, fences . . . The list could be expanded toinclude more than 50 different places.

And don't overlook the farm market. Our manufacturers do recognizeit, because hardboard is easy to work for ordinary tools, and farm ownersdo much of their own building. So manufacturers make availablethrough lumber dealers detailed plans for a number of farm structures:poultry, hog and farrowing houses, bunk feeders, silo and grain bins
structures that have to weather well and take daily pounding from stock
and from hard usage. Farmers use hardboard too for wagon-bed liners,grain bins, tanks, tool and fruit sheds, roadside stands and portable
buildings.

One-sixth of the home use of hardboard is by the amateur craftsman orhandyman who buys hardboard at retail outlets.
Hardboard can be purchased in practically every hamlet, town andcity because its distribution is so well interlaced among the tens ofthousands of dealers, wholesalers and distributors. A product not onlyextensive in its use-application but also extensive in supply.
Just a few highlights on the industrial usage of hardboard: the furniture

industry quickly discovered that hardboard was an ideal material for
some almost-hidden applications: drawer bottoms, mirror backs, casebacks. Many furniture producers now lay up veneers on hardboard cores,
frequently in 3-ply construction with veneer on both faces. Hardboard
is used for dinette backs and seats, particularly when the backs are to becurved; for many kinds of tables, including card tables and heavy-duty
tables for motel use; for juvenile furniture such as crib ends and bot-
toms, play-pen bottoms, play and feeding tables, and for buggies; for
blackboards, toys, banquet tables, laboratory tables and store fixtures;
furniture for hotels and institutions where hard wear is the test.

The television industry is a volume user of grained boards. Hardboard
has proven ideal for signs and displays; for garage doors; in trucks,
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busses, railroad cars, boats, automobiles and aircraft. The electrical and
electronic, packaging and shipping industrie, have found much in hard-
board to use in specialized cases.

Educational Program
For years the American Hardboard Association has supplied speakers

for schools and colleges to bring the story of hardboard to manual arts,
forestry and architectural students. For many years we have beea dis-
tributing to schools our 16-page booklet, "The Story of Hardboard," pub-
lished in cooperation with American Forest Products Industries, Inc. More
than a third of a million copies have beeen distributed and we are contin-
uing to fill requests that follow the show ig of our movie.

I think we have all become aware of the importance of reaching the
next generation. This seems to us a logical way to proceed in the at-
tempt to make everyone possible acquainted with hardboard. Your sons
need little class instruction to learn the relative merits of the motor bikes
and automobiles they are anxious to own. Your daughters find out quick-
ly about a bewildering number of synthetic fabrics, because they are
used in the clothes in which they are interested. But building materials
have no such advantage in gaining attention. vcie hope that through our
current program, hardboard will become thoroughly familiar to the stu-
dents you reach. If we succeed, we will have exposed benefits of utility,
beauty, and service which can enhance the lives of many in their every-
day activities.

Hence, we announce now an educational program which will be ready
for industrial arts teachers for the 1966 fall semester. This is the first
time so comprehensive a program has been offered your field of educa-
tion by a building product association, involving a grant in excess of
$10,000. To be effective in its long range objective of helping you teach-
ing professionals prepare the adults of the future for a fuller life, the
American Hardboard Association's educational program should be a con-
tinuing activity, geared to the changing pace of industry. Thus we look
forward to being partners with you for a long time.

Permit me to place before you the various elements of thc educational
kit which is the keystone and your implement of instruction. The educa-
tional tools are:

1. A teacher's curriculum guide, covering in text the processing and
manufacturing of hardboard.

2. A supplementary flow chart which visually details the various steps
involved in converting wood chips and fibers into sheeets of finished hard-
board.

3. Each kit contains a jar of actual wood chips, a jar of rough fibers,
a jar of fine fibers, plus a 1/2-inch mat (the first stage of a hardboard
sheet).

4. Each kit contains a collection of 18 hardboard squares (41/4 x 31/2
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in.) showing the wide variety of types and Anishes and each square islabeled for clear identity. These samples include: standard hardboard,tempered, tempered-perforated, wood-grain, primed siding, melamine sur-faced, filigree, tempered sealed, vinyl, marble melamine, embossed, bur-lap, embossed board louver, automotive type.5. A set of colored visual slides.
6. A copy of "The Story of Hardboard," a wrap-up in text and photo ofour industry, its products and its services.
There are 2,000 of these kits ,vailable to instructors of industrial arts,created through the efforts of the personnel of the American IndustrialArts Association, including Kenneth Dawson and Jack Simich, and KarlGettle of the University of Maryland, and members of the American Hard..board Association.
The contents of this kit have been designed to give instructors a greatdeal of latitude and freedom in projecting the story of hardboard, in-volving short or long classroom periods, as your over-all teaching sched-ule dictates. An interesting facet of this story about hardboard is thatyour students can readily explore and exploit this material because thereis Tlardly a household which does not have ssomething made of hardboard,and generally the local lumber dealer has a sufficient inventory and dis-plays of the product. The translation of the education contained in the kitcan be found easily in the student's own surroundings and thus stimulateshis own initiative for further investigation.

The joint educational program of AIAA and ARA carries also theimpact of national promotion and publicity which already has appearedor will appear in the various publications in your field. In addition,through its professional public relations counsel, the American HardboardA ssociation will spotlight this joint educational venture in newspapersand other media with a guaranteed exposure to over 75 million readers.This is our expression of conviction in the service possibilities of hardboardand our conviction of the genuine good given our youth through :ldus-trial arts.
At your disposal for the fall semester of 1966 you now have a programof instruction that is the result of several years' work to ccavey to yourstudents a simple, penetrating exposition of one of the min cle productsof our scientific-industrial agesomething which a student can under-stand and feel as the fruit of research, technology and imagination. Wesincerely hope that you find this program of value as I have citedvalueenough to secure a kit soon, as there are only 2,000 in supply.
I mentioned the explosions of progress which, because of their sudden-ness and frequency, might be jarring the pattern of life of our generation.But to your student audience these explosions are ripples of excitementand challengeopening vistas of a fuller life. Hardboard is constantly in-volved in these explosions of progress. Its fascinating story is ready tobe told to your students. May I urge you to give it to them now?
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DR. WALTER C. BROWN

Director of Vocational-Technical Education & Industrial Arts
Phoenix Union High School System

Phoenix, Ariz.

DR. BILL WESLEY BROWN

Professor of Industrial Education, Northern Arizona University
Flagstaff, Ariz.

Part I
A close look at the purpose of industrial arts will indicate how well any

specific industrial arts program is doing by comparing it with the recog-
nized objectives.

If industrial arts is truly a study of the tools, materials, and processes of
industry, then by definition, the major industriec should be studied.

Much of the time, however, we are content to teach as we have been
taught, and further, to teach what we have been taught.

As professional educators, we need to be seeking ways and means of
studying the major industries of America in our industrial arts programs.

Today, we plan to describe an approach to the study of one such major
industrythe concrete industry.

Just How Important is this Concrete Industry?
Did you know that more tons of concrete are used in construction each

year than all steel, lumber, gypsum, brick, tile, aluminum, glass and other
building materials combined. So widely used is this material that touches
the public interest and the lives of each of us daily, that researchers say
the average of one ton of concrete is used each year, every year, by every
man, wcman and child in the world!

For instance there are more than 100 uses for cement and concrete on
the farm and ranch; while railroads can count 160 ways to use this
versatile material. The more than 350 million barrels of port1and cement
produced in 1965 resulted in the employment of 15 percent of this coun-
try's total labor force. This work force supports the statistics that nearly
9 out of 10 youngsters in school today will have to earn their living by
means of some technical skill through special trainingyet 80 percent of
the students leaving high school to find employment have received rela-
tively little training designed to acquaint them with any industry.

A recent survey reported in the March 1966 Engineering News Record
shows 74 percent of the members of the Associated General Contractors
reported shortages of manpower and training in two or more trades.
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Even the government, through Stanley Ruttenberg, U. S. Labor Depart-
ment; James Duesenberry, President's Council of Economic advisors; and
Arthur Ross, Bureau of Labor Statistics; all report: ". . . there are acute
shortages of skilled construction craftsmen. . . ."

If Industrial Arts Education is an understanding and appreciation of
industry, rather than the development of specific job competencies, then
we must be concerned with curricula that will offer exploratory experience
and general industrial studies to prepare students for further expanded
studies in their occupational choices.

The concrete industry is one of the largest in America. No study of
industrial arts would be complete without consideration of this important
industry. You will hear about the history and development of this program
as it evc1ved in Arizona. The story is a joint venture between education
and industry from the planning of the textbook to the pilot student pro-
gram where the text and teaching methods were tested. Also to be dis-
cussed are the area teacher-training workshops which have proved so
valuable.

Based upon the success of this program, Arizona is now expanding the
basic Industrial Arts Concrete Teaching Program. I believe you will find
this a new and exciting area of learning experience which will be profitable
to you and your studentsand to the benefit of all industrial arts edu-
cation!

Part II
To open this session of the general discussion, we will ask a question.

That question is "How does a subject get into a school curriculum?" The
answer might betradition, or pressures from higher institutions, or still
another wayconviction and desire.

Let us use an example, woodworking. Many instructors were content
to teach the rudimentary form of woodworking. A few brave souls, later,
added drafting. Gradually, most major industries were represented by
some form of industrial arts education. Today, we have electricity and
electronics, metals, welding, leather, plastics, machine shop, auto shop,and so on. How did these come about? Mostly because someone had a
vision of what could be done and decided to do something about it.

We know that industrial arts is a study of the tools, materials and
processes of industry. Yet, the cement-concrete industryas large as it
is--is not included in the industrial arts programs.

But why should this subject be considered? The answer: Several direct
benefits will result from a study of concrete in the curricula. First, stu-
dents will develop an interest in the concrete industry. Second, they will
be better educated consumers who will understand quality and therefore
demand a better product from the concrete industry. Third, young people
who have studied concrete and who enter the labor market will do so with
a far better understanding of a knowledge basic to all jobs related to
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construction and allied industries. Fourth, the preliminary education inthis subject can well mean the successful guidance of a young student intoa specific profession in engineering design, testing, construction, architec-
ture and other related fields of advanced work.

In 1963 a post-season workshop at Arizona State College, Flagstaff(now Northern Arizona University), called "Industrial Education Teach-ing Methods," brought together the Portland Cement Association and thecollege staff. A classroom demonstration showed how concrete could beused to make actual projects.
The success of this workshop, at which concrete was introduced as ageneral education subject, prompted Dr. Robert J. Turner, then Director,Technology and Applied Arts, to suggest an industry-education committeeto study the feasibility of a complete teaching program for concrete as ageneral education subject for secondary schools.
In the fall of 1963 this committee of industry personnel and educatorsset out the specific needs for teaching Concrete for Industrial Arts. These

were: 1) related rekrence information; 2) doing operations; and 3)project work sheets. Educailrs were charged with the responsibility to
supply the teaching format and industry would supply the engineering andresearch aspects of the technical subjectconcrete.

Another problem arose. How do we know teachers will want to include
a new subject like concrete in their already loaded curriculum?

In 1964, Dr. Bill W. Brown, Acting Director Technology and AppliedArts at ASC, introduced a tentative program and textbook format to morethan 100 at the Summer Industrial Education Workshop. The overwhelm-ing enthusiasm indicated that such a subject would be a welcome additionto existing I-A programs.
The prelhuinary text material was developed and prepared by Dr. Brownof NAU, Lee Myers and George White of the Portland Cement Associa-tion. Then a pilot teaching program was organized by Dr. Walter Brown,

Director of Industrial Arts, Phoenix Union High School System; in coop-eration with Bill Anderson, Industrial Arts Dept. Chairman and RichardBoone, instructor at Camelback High School, Phoenix,. Twenty-nine 9thgrade general shop students participated in a two-week (10 hour) pilotclass.
The practical aspects of establishing the classroom teaching procedures,

and equipment costs were studied. A comprehensive evaluation of the
text material was also accomplished. During this pilot program educators
and industry personnel observed the work and reaction of the students.A complete pictorial record was made during class sessions to be included
in the revised and up-dated textbook. This program was the first of itskind in the nation, so you can itnagine how interested we were in theoutcome.

The course of study included the three main areas of most good I-A
courses: 1) lectures covering related information, 2) doing units in the
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form of demonstrations and experiments, and 3) the making of projectsto reinforce the learning process. Industrial films were also presented.Throughout the entire pilot program the class was introduced to andgoverned by a personnel plan similar to that used in industry.The final phase of the course involved the mixing, placing, curing andcompleting actual projects of concrete. 'The prime purpose of the projectswas to reinforce the learning habits derived from the "Do Unit" demon-strations and to produce a project that would meet specifications that werepre-established.
To determine just how clearly and carefully the new information hadbeen retained by the students, a final written examination was given tocover the basic content of the course. The outcome was most successfuland encouraging and gave evidence that the course of study and methodsof instruction were well presented.
Careful evaluation and results of the pilot program indicate that acourse in concrete technology can tecome an important part of the indus-trial arts curriculum and instruction in this new field will fit in with existingwood labs using many of the tools and materials available, thereby keepingthe costs very nominal.
The pilot program indicated that two weeks is not adequate to completethe technical-related material, experiments and projects necessar, for atotal program. A minimum period of four weeks is necessary to teach aunit in concrete. The text is arranged so that this minimum can be ex-panded to include a full semester course.
Grade level of students showed that 9th-graders respond well to thisprogram and we concluded that this instruction could be a part of the totalindustrial arts program from this grade level through college and extendingto adult education classes.
An unsigned evaluation sheet filled out by each of the 29 students indi-cated some interesting comments: 69 percent would recommend this pro-gram to other students not in I-A ; 70 percent found the class interestingand informative; and 97 percent liked doing the project.Using experiences from this pilot program, the textbook, instructorsguide and teaching format were revised to incorporate the new experiencesgained in the actual teaching situation.
The new 74-page illustrated textbook is now available on order fromToney-Wedge Publishing Co., 804 North 4th St., Phoenix, Arizona ($2.50ea.). It is divided into four sections. The first three sections indicate howthe text fits into the industrial arts philosophy:
1. Section I deals with related informationinformation that is nice toknow but not necessarily essential to the learning process.2. Section II is the basic part of the text. These "Do Units" are essen-tial to the learning processes.
3. Section III is devoted to classroom projects to reinforce the "DoUnits."
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4. The function of Section IV, "Reference Information," is to complete
a package program that will meet the requirements of a good In-
dustrial Arts curriculum. Here, the student will find a new vocabu-
lary; procedures for making working drawings and sketches; and
safety tips for laboratory work. Outside reference sources and job
opportunities in the concrete industries are included.

The student textbook is supplemented by an Instructor's Reference
Guide. This guide is a compilation of auxiliary information designed to
help you, the instructor, teach the course. Included in the "Teaching
Guide," are sample quizes, educational reference material, films and
auxiliary teaching aids.

After completion of the student pilot program and revision of the text-
book material, a special two-week "Workshop" was opened at Northern
Arizona University in the summer of 1965. The purpose of the summer
course was to teach industrial arts Instructors how to present the new
"Concrete" course to their high school students. Thirty-three educators
from the western area of the country attended. The interest, enthusiasm
and results proved to us that old traditional barriers to new studies have
been penetrated to open up new fields of exciting studies irs concrete. As
one instructor said, "It's about time that a concrete course was offered.
I think that it is more useful to students than some other courses offered
for many years.

How can a course in basic concrete be initiated in your school system?
One of the easiest ways is to follow the example of the Phoenix Union
High School System as administered by Dr. Walter Brown and his staff.

1. Set up a basic planning session. Invite system staff and sponsoring
agencies such as State Universities or Colleges and concrete indukry
representatives as the Portland Cement Association.

2. Outline training course and procedures.
3. Send a letter from School System Director to principals indicating

an "information meeting" for all interested instructors who want to
learn about this new instructional area of concrete.

4. Schedule classroom space and laboratory equipment Select teach-
ing staff for instructors workshop. Hold training sessions. For the
Phoenix area, three Saturdays were scheduled from 7:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m.

5. Follow-up the Instructors Workshop by using publicity and an-
nouncements to encourage teachers to initiate the program in the
classroom.

6. Initiate course in your school with administrator and school board
approval. Contact outside groups for films and related materials,
guest lecturers, field trips and actual materials used in the program.

7. Periodically evaluate the programs and upgrade accordingly.
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8. Give talks on successful programs at your State Associations and
special teacher groups.

Industrial Arts Education is a teaching discipline that is lacking a vitalpartconcrete. As key people, you should tell your students and yourcommunity that something new is on the educational frontiersomething
that will make the industrial arts program more completea firm deter-
mination to teach the tools, materials and processes of one of the largestindustriesconcrete.

Materials with which you can work are readily available, materials
tested in the classroom by students and teachers. Supplemental teachingguides with classroom scheduling, lesson plans, visual aids and supportmaterials for effective, meaningful teaching are at your fingertips. The
national organization of the Portland Cement Association with representa-tives in most every state of the United States and province of Canadastands ready to help you. The cement and concrete industries in yourlocal arealocal business people are available to help you with supporting
materials and ideas. Be the first in your system to initiate this new excitingprogram.
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Session 1

Industrial Arts' Contribution to
Multi-Discipline Programs

RICHARD A. FROESE

Head, Industrial Arts Department, Maryvale High School

Phoenix, Arizona

In conventional industrial arts classes all the learning activities take
place in the shop or laboratory. This means that when an instructor is
giving lectures, showing films, testing, or carrying on a discussion of text
assignments, the students sit around their benches or assemble in a lecture
area of the shop. While these activities take place, all of the expensive
equipment that goes into the makeup of a typical industrial arts shop
stands idle.

The experimental class we have been having here at Maryvale High
School in Phoenix, Arizona, has been tried in the hope of doing away
with this idle equipmert problem, relieving the crowded shop situation,
and perhaps in the long run providing a more comprehensive and effective
course.

In the standard rotating general shop of most schools, there are usually
four groups of approximately 30 students each, assigned co four differ-
ent shops and then rotated every nine weeks. This takes care of 120
students, using four shops and four teachers. All activities take place
in the shop. As in most high schools, the general shop program at Mary-
vale High School is for freshmen.

With over 1000 students signed up for all levels of industrial arts out
of approximately 1250 boys (total school population in 1965-66
3300), we decided to try our experimental class with the freshmen of
one section of our general shop. We kept one section with four groups
of 30 each to run through a regular general shop set-up as a control
group.

The 200 students in the experimental group were divided into two
groups, A and B, of 100 each. These groups were divided in turn into
four groups of approximately 25 each, according to ability level. This
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ability level was determined by the students' scores on the diFerential
aptitute tests related to industrial arts, averaged together with the scoreof a diagnostic test developed by the industrial arts teachers.

The four groups from the A group of 100 are placed in the four areasof wood, metal, electricity, and drafting, thus making smaller shop classload. Meanwhile the other group of 100, B, meets in a large lecture room.Here the 100 students under one teacher and a few student assistants areinformed about all areas of industry, materials, occupations, and relatedmaterials. This is done by way of films, lectures, discussions, and text-book assignments.
The next day the large groups switch and the A group of 100 comesto the lecture room and the B group divides into the four shop areas.This alternating continues for the year. The shop groups rotate everynine weeks, thus providing each student in a year's time a total of 22work days in each of four shop areas and 88 days in the lecture room.Now that we have gone through a little over three-fourths of the yearwe are able to draw some conclusions. We gave a retest of the diagnostic

test given the first of the school year that helped determine ability levels.The results showed very little difference with the average groups; butshowed that the high level students in the experimental group improvedtheir grades by a higher percent and the low level students in the exper-imental group improved a great deal more than the control group.
Student reaction to this experiment was one of general dislike of thelecture system. They would rather work in shop. Teacher reaction indi-cated that there was a poor carry-over of knowledge for the student onan every-other-day basis. The teachers also felt that in thc shop areas,they did not get to know the students or their work. A better proportionof work to lecture seemed to be needed, but was not possible becauseof schedule difficulties.
Some advantages of this program were that it gave less paper work tothe shop teacher, provided smaller class size in the shop yet created alarger teacher-pupil ratio (200 students, 5 teacher = 40 to 1). The dis-advantages indicated that control of discipline was difficult. High schoolfreshmen are not yet mature enough for large group instruction. Stu-dent assistants were helpful but not mature enough to handle students.

The physical set-up is quite important and a properly sized and shapedroom is necessary for the best use of the lecture method. We plan tomodify our program next year by going back to regular general shopmethod with occasional use of a large lecture room for films and lec-
tures to all general shop students at one time.
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PATRICIA KNOWLES

Crestmoor High School, San Mateo Unified School District

San Bruno, California

Have you ever faced the question, "How do I help my lowest students
to try again?" What method works with teen-agers who do not care,
do not try, and do not even understand the need to be able to communi-
cate facts and ideas?

Cloyce Frazer, industrial arts, Cal Davis, mathematics, and Pat
Knowles, English, all teachers at Crestmoor High School in San Bruno,
have found an approach that works. Forty-six students chosen from a
group of volunteers because they fit into the low ability and motivation
category, are trying work in mathematics and English into projects in
applied arts. In a classroom adjacent to the wood and metal shops,
each student describes what he will make, often rewriting with teacher
help, and sketches and computes the cost of his project before touching
a tool. When his project is completed, he evaluates his work in writing
and analyzes labor and actual cost data. Both teachtzs and students
enjoy this process.

Several contrasts between this and a regular classroom situation are ob-
vious to the observer. The program was designed to create a different
atmosphere from that students usually encounter. No one must stay rig-
idly in one place. Movement between different stations, seeking help
from various teachers and teaching assistants, is the more usual pattern.
The work available generates high student interest and the route a stu-
dent must follow in accomplishing it puts him in the unaccustomed posi-
tion of seeking elp from a teacher rather than being the uninvolved
recipient.

Individual attention is perhaps the most important portion of the for-
mula. Students who are used to failure often need a teacher's interest as
much as his academic knowledge. In this program each student receives
individual attention regularly.

Ten non-readers are being tutored in class each week. Each of the re-
maining 36 students is involved in one or more weekly seminars working
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on specific English problems diagnosed in his writing. A similar approach
is used to give supplementary work in mathematics. The two-hour timebloc with the teaching team present for both periods is what makes thisapproach possible.

The format for the present program, now in its first semester as a regularschool year offering, has come from a four-week experimental session
held last summer. Very few changes have been made in that programwhich parents and students received so enthusiastically, but they havebeen of major importance. One of them is recognition that this type ofstudent requires a more structured environment than we had antici-pated. A ladder of projects in wood, metals, art metal, embroidery andart will go into effect as a guide in the near future. As a student mas-ters the skills needed to complete the simpler projects, he will be al-lowed to advance. An increasing emphasis on crafts projects is alsoevolving. Much of the special work being done is possible only becauseof the three capable teaciang assistants and a student teacher who en-thusiastically werk on a special adaptation of this program to the auto
shop. Student discipline, much less of a problem here than in the usual
classroom, is handled largely by an elected rules committee composed of
students with a teacher adviser. In this case the teacher is really an ad-viser, not a decision-maker. One of the harshest student-devised punish-
ments is suspension from the shop. Attempts to increase communication
between the home and the school are being made by the Family Service
Organization.

Those who are interested in having specific questions answered or whowould like to observe the class in session are most welcome to inquire
at Crestmoor High School, 300 Piedmont Ave., San Bruno, California. III
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How We Get the Industrial Approach Into
Industrial Arts in Our Region

Report: East Coast States

HERBERT SIEGEL

New York City Public Schools

Brooklyn, New York

Panel: "Is There Industry in Our Industrial Arts Programs?"
Problem: "How We Get The Industrial Approach into Industrial Arts in

Our Area, East Coast States"
This questionnaire was mailed to the ten largest school districts in each

of the thirteen eastern states. Of the 130 questionnaires mailed, 86 school
districts replied. The school superintendents were requested to have their
director of industrial arts complete the questionnaire. Each school district
was to be considered as a single unit and the directors were to indicate the
most successful methods used to intrc luce industry into the industrial arts
shop.

School District Enrollment
Connecticut

Hartford 25,100
Bridgeport 24,400
Stamford 17,400
Norwalk 15,000
New Britain 14,600
East Hartford 11,000

Delaware
Wilmington 15,100
Newark 8,900
New Castle 5,100
Camden 4,800
Milford 2,700
Clayrnont 2,600
Laurel 2,000
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School District Enrollment
Maine

Bangor 7,500
South Portland 5,600
Lewiston 5,200
Auburn 5,000
Augusta 3,900
Oldtown 3,700
Presque Isle 3,700
Brunswick 3,500
Caribou 3,200

Maryland
Baltimore 186,600
Towson 102,800
Rockville 100,200
Upper Marlboro 92,600
Annapolis 51,600
Hagerstown 21,700Bel Air 20,000
Cumberland 17,000
Frederick 16,100

Massachusetts
Boston 98,600
Springfield 31,500
Newtonville 18,100New Bedford 15,500Fall River 13,300
Somerville 13,000

New Hampshire
Manchester 13,000Nashua 6,800Concord 5,100Keene 3,900Dover 3,700Derry 3,000

New Jersey
Newark 72,200Jersey City 35,000Camden 20,000Woodbridge 20,000Elizabeth 14,900Clifton 12,700
Middleton 11,200
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School District Enrollment
New York

Rochester 42,400
Syracuse 31,800
Yonkers 27,800
Kenmore 21,900
East Meadow 18,500
_Albany 13,700
Elmira 13,500

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia 264,500
Pittsburgh 74,200
Erie 21,900
Bethlehem 15,000
Reading 14,800
Harrisburg 13,900

Rhode Island
Providence 27,600
East Providence 8,000
Newport 6,100

Vermont
Essex Junction 3,000
Rutland 2,900
South Burlington 1,900
Montpelier 1,800

Virginia
Fairfax 80,700
Norfolk 55,700
Richmond 43,600
Virginia Beach 29,600
Arlington 26,900
Hampton 22,700
Roanoke 19,800

West Virginia
Charleston 60,200
Huntington 22,100
Parkersburg 18,200
Fayetteville 16,800
Clarksburg 15,800
Fairmont 13,000
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SUMMARY SHEET SHOWING FREQUENCY OF
TECHNIQUES USED

I. In-School Activities
A. Demonstration Lessons

Used Fre-
quently

Used Oc-
casion-

ally
Used

Rarely

Totai No.
Sch. Dist.
Reporting

1. Tool Techniques 84 2 0 86
2. Relation of industrial practice 56 15 1 723. Pupil personnel plan 60 9 3 724. Production records 20 36 26 825. Time cards 8 19 39 6,5
6. Use of blue prints 64 18 3 857. Use of job sheets 52 26 6 84

Total 344 125 78Possible responses-602
Responses received-547

B. Industrial Information Lessons
8. Pupil reports 33 41 9 839. Industrial folders 8 43 22 7310. Occupational folders 18 35 21 7411. Products folder 19 34 18 7112. Pupil notebook 50 26 5 81

Total 128 179 75Possible responses-430
Responses received--382

C. Other S;lop Activities
13. Mass Production Projects 13 44 23 8014. Junior Achievement Company 6 15 46 6715. Planned Audio-Visual

Programs 50 30 2 8216. Use of Industrial Safety
Posters 60 18 2 80

17. Research and Development
Teams 7 28 6 41

Total 136 135 79
Possible responses-430
Responses received-350

D. Guest Speakers
(Auditorium or Shop Program)

18. Representatives from Industry 14 48 15 77
19. Parents, working in Industry 3 36 40 7920. Industrial Displays 20 34 15 69

Total 37 118 70Possible responses-258
Responses received 225
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Used Oe- Total No.
Used Fre- cassion- Used Sch. Dist.
queritly ally Rarely Reporting

11. Out-of-School Activities
A. Visits to industrial plants

shop elasscs make one
visit per term
shop classes make two
visits per term
shops classes make three
visits pe. term

Total
Possible responses-258
Responses received 71

111. Up-dating Shop Equipment
New equipment installea
within the past year
New equipment installed
in the last five years
New equipment installed
in thc last tcn years

Total
Possible responscs-258
Responses received-125

IV. Teacher Contact with Industry
27. 16 Program sponsored by

Industrial Arts Office to
encourage teachers to
work in industry (Sum-
mersSabbaticals)

28. 73 Teachers find their own
job in industry during
the summer

29. 8 No attempt is made to
have teachers renew
their experiences with
industrial procedures

30. 38 Teacher Association vis-
its to industry

Total
Possible responses-344
Responses received-135

21. 44

22. 10

23. 17

24. 63

25. 37

26. 25
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Report: Central States

OSCAR F. HAYNES

State Supervisor, Industrial Arts Education, Department of Public Instruction

Indianapolis, Indiana

When I received a letter from Leonard Glismann last November re-
garding my presentation of this topic at this convention, I was, to say the
least, very hesitant about accepting the task. This letter became one of
those you keep moving to the bottom of the pile, one of pondering your
response, reluctant on the one hand and anxious to accept on the
other. Such questions as where could I obtain information to accurately
report on this topic arose. After much deliberation, I accepted the chal-
lenge and set out to gather the information. May I say now that the plea
for information from all the people was well received, and without
their help this presentation would be impossible. My personal thanks
to each and every one of you.

The information presented here is a composite of responses from lead-
ers in industrial education from the followhIg states: Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. Many of the persons
contacted surely used many hours of valuable time to write their re-
sponses. In gathering au accurate picture of "How We Get the Industrial
Approach Into Industrial Arts in Our Area, Central States," I wrote letterc
requesting leaders in the field of industrial arts to respond in terms of:

(I) tools and machinery
(2) curriculum
(3) teaching methods
(4) related activities; such as field trips, audiovisuals and/or others.
The responses indicate the following general trends in industrial arts

in our section of the country:
In the area of tools and machinery, there are indications that we are

making significant gains in updating our laboratory equipment to more
closely represent those used in industry. This is not to say we have gone
toward automation, but tools and machines which have the production
potential of those in industry are commonplace.
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One state, Iowa, is reported to be using equipment for "printed cir-
cuitry." Machines for production printing are not uncommon. machines
with advanced safety features are found, up-to-date hand tools and small
electric tools are replacing more obsolete ones, a turret lathe in an in-
industrial art; laboratory indicates that we are trying to represent industry
accurately by providing learning experiences with a high percentage of
industrial use.

This is not to say we are constantly tooling and retooling. School
budget. taxpayer moneyjust do not permit the necessary funds for
this type of e:penditure. By and large, we are making significant gains
in the area of tools and machinery and are mare accurately represent-
ing industry in this respect.

In the area of curricnlum, I find we are really on the move in the
"Middle States." Ask a student of a good industrial arts program the
real meaning of mass production, quality control, cost analysis, product
design, stockholders, inductrial management, unit cost, down time,
piece work, labor union, product improvement, marketing, distribu-
tion and many other terms related to our industrial society, and you are
likely to get r. peettv accurate answer. In some programs such phrases
as fixed cosl, r;kr,:it _ outlay, stock dividends, potential market, sales pro-
motion and whey 7crms are commonplace. This is probably the most uni-
form response from the entire area. Nearly all the reports incncate a newly
incorporated unit on mass production being initiated in our industrial arts
programs, even at the junior high level. These programs are being
initiated, expanded, evaluated, tested, and it appears to be one of the
most gratifying units in terms of student understanding which we are
undertaking. There are several programs being promoted in this area with
variations. One of these you will be reading about in the May issue of
Industrial Arts and Vocational Education magazine. This program, pro-
moted by Dr. Yoho at Indiana State University, uses an orchestrated ap-
proach to understanding our technological society.

It is apparent that most of our middle states are expanding cu.icula
offerings to provide experiences in woods, metals, drafting, plastics-
ceramics, electricity-electronics, graphic arts, and power mechanics. This
fact alone has caosed tremendous growth in terms of numbers taking in-
dustrial n-ts and in the all-important area of qualified teachers. There
appears to be a deterrent to further expansion of industrial arts offerings
due to the lack of qualified teachers. We are 67 teachers short in Indiana
this year, and the prospects for the coming year are even more bleak.
This is another topic, but we must take unified steps to correct this
situation!

In the area of teaching methods, the responses were not detailed enougli
to get a totally accurate picture. Responses indicate that there must be in-
novations in this area along with the incorporation of new teaching-learn-
ing experiences. We are having new approaches and teaching techniques.
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Teachers are trying different methods. Several reports indicate a new type
of experimental program where the more able students are allowed to
test, evaluate, write reports, etc., on a paracular material or subject. Sev-
eral of these programs are designed to challenge the more gifted and sci-
entific students. The pupil-teacher ratio is smaller and, therefore, pro-
vides more time for individual guidance and direction.

Other areas indicate that teachers "teach as they are taught," and not
much is new in the way of innovative approaches. Probably the best of
the more recent developments in the representation of industry is the in-
dividualized research type program which very accurately represents
what industry is doing. In West Lafayette, Indiana, at West Lafayette Junior
High School, such a program was initiated and met with such favorable
esults that parents requested the program be continued in the high school.

In an appearance before the local school board the parents of students
involved in this program were given assurance that this type of activity
would be continued in the high school. The applications for the class
have been overwhelming.

In the area of related activities, the portion of varied approaches to
the interpretation of industry, we find that the field trip is more fre-
quently mentioned than any other. I do believe that these are conducted
with more thought given to the learning experiences than was formerly
used. The usual pattern is for the class to set up a list of criteria or ob-
jectives of the trip; and, thereby, have a better understanding of what
to observe when the trip actually takes place. This, coupled with an
evaluation and follow-up discussion, results in a better understanding. It
is not too difficult to imagine the understanding gained by the visitation
of a manufacturing plant before and after a unit on mass production. As
a result of actual participation in such a unit, little is left to the stu-
dent in the way of inferred understanding. In other words, more of the
"guess" is taken out of the desired learning, and a mare concrete con-
cept of a manufacturing industry results.

In the area of audiovisuals, we are gaining. We usually find a very
decided increase in both the number and variety of these aids being
used. Learning units are made more vivid, understanding more com-
plete, topics more interesting, scope and variety of materials and proc-
esses are more accurately presented to our students than ever before. The
decided increase in the use of films and filmstrips has had a very definite
effect on our programs. Some school districts report having their own film
library with a rather complete catalog of these materials. Others rely
on the regular services and industries for their supply. 1 feel this par-
ticular aspect of our curriculum will take on added emphasis with the
interest in materials of this nature and funds being made available through
Public Law 89-10.

In this report I have tried to represent accurately the consensus of
those people reporting for me. The fact that this paints a pretty good
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picture of what we are doing to interpret industry is somewhat mislead-
ing. This stems from the fact that these were taken from our larger popu-
lation cen.lv, and the smaller school,: have very little representation in
this report. Wf do have some programs which tend to be traditional in
both curricula and teaching methods. Indications are that these are be-
coming fewer and are being strengthened at every turn. It is my conten-
tion that if one of our objectives is to remain "an interpretation of our
industrial society," we must work diligently to improve our programs to
meet this objective.

The following people contributed to this repo' t, and to these my very
sincere thanks.

DR. CHARLES B. PORTER, Professor, Industrial Education; Head, Department
of irndustudl Arts, Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois 61761.

DR. LEWIS W. Yoxo, Chairman, Industrial Education, Indiana State Univer-
sity, Terre Haute, Indiana.

DR. DANIEL L. HOUSEHOLDER, Assoc. Profess(); & Chairman, Industrial Arts
Section, Dept. of Industrial Education, Michael Golden Laboratorifm,
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

FLOYD M. DICKEY, Coordinator, Industrial Arts, South Bend Community
School Corp., 228 South St. Joseph Street, South Bend, Indiana 46601.

DR. ROBERT A. TINKHAM, Chairman, Industrial Education Division, Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61803.

DR. JOHN O. CONAWAY, Associate Professor, Industrial Education, Indiana
State University, Term Haute, Indiana.

JOSEPH J. CARREL, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Industrial Education, 134
Michael Golden Labs., Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907.

agrAL C.'. SMUTS, Consultant for Industrial Arts, Fort Wayne Community
Schools, 1230 South Clinton, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

QUENTIN L. JOHNSON, 6351 Jackson, Hammond, Indiana.
DR. WILLIAM T. SARGENT, Department Head, Industrial Arts Department,

Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana.
ALFRED P. Smrru, Supervisor, Industrial Arts, Indianapolis Public Schools,

150 North Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.
DR. H. 0. REED, Head, Department of Industrial Arts, State College of Iowa,Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613.
DR. WILLIAM P. SPENCE, Chairman, Industrial Education & Art Department,

Kansas State College, Pittsburgh, Kansas 66762.
DON ZWICKY, 305 Michigan, Detroit, Michigan 48226.
STERLING D. PETERSON, Resource Teacher, Industrial Arts, Minneapolis

Public Schools, School Administration Building, 807 Northeast Broad-
way, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55413.

DR. LEROY CRIST, Associate Professor of Industrial Arts, Northwest Missouri
State College, Maryville, Missouri.

DR. JOHNSTON T. KARR, 620 East 10th Place, Gary, Indiana.
KENNETH BERGMAN, Industrial Arts Department, Ball State University,Muncie, Indiana.
LESLIE R. GRIGG, Consultant, Industrial Arts, Cedar Rapids Community

School District, 346 Second Avenue, S.W., Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52404.
DR. MENNO STUCKY, Industrial Arts Consultant, State Department of Public

Instruction, Topeka, Kansas 66601.
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DR. JOHN L. FEIRER, Head, Industrial Education Department, WesternMichigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan 49001.DR. RAY H. LARSON, Acting Director, Institute of Indiana Education andTechnology, Chairman, Indiana Education Dept., Saint Cloud StateCollege, Saint Cloud, Minnesota 56301.
JAMES 0. GILLILAN, Consultant of Industrial Arts, Board of Education othe City of St. Louis, 5329 Columbia Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri 63139.DR. FLOYD E. KRUBECK, Chairman, Vocational Arts Division, Kearney StateCollege, Kearney, Nebraska 68847.
D. M. BURKHISER, Chairm-m, Industrial Arts Department, Chadron StateCollege, Chadron, Nebraska 69337.
DR. BRANDON B. SMITH, Head, Industrial Education Department, StateTeachers College, Ellendale, North Dakota 58436.
JAMES O. REYNOLDS, Supervisor of Industrial Arts, Dayton nphlic Schools,Administration Building, 348 West First Street, Dayton 2, Ohio.M. J. RULE?, Director, Industrial Arts and Vocational-Technical Education,Tulsa Public Schools, P. O. Box 4715, Tulsa, Oklahoma.DR. HARRY GUNDERSON, Chairman, Division of Industrial Arts, NorthernState College, Aberdeen, South Dakota 57401.DR. H. A. PEDERSON, Chairman, Industrial Education Department, WiscominState College and Institute of Technology, Platteville, Wisccnsin 53818.EDWARD SCHWARTZKOPF, 2020 Park Avenue, Lincoln, Nebraska 68502.DR. ALvor E. RUDISILL, Chairman, Industrial Arts Department, Universityof North Dakota, Grand Forks, North Dakota 52801.DR. BRYANT CRAWFORD, JR., Chairman, Industrial Arts Education Dept.,Central State College, Wilberforce, Ohio 45384.W. T. VAN TRUMP, Chairman, Industrial Arts Education Dept., NortheasternState College, Tahlequah, Oklahoma 74464.
MICHAEL ABRAHAM, JR., Chairman, Industrial Arts Department, Black HillsTeachers College, Spearfish, South Dakota 57783.
DR. ROBERT S. SWANSON, Dean, School of Applied Science and Technology,Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin 54751.
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Report Mountain States

STEPHEN W. MINDOCK

Supervisor of Industrial Arts, Colorado Springs Public Schools

Colorado Springs, Colorado

This report is based on information receivi,d from supervisors, direc-
tors, coordinators and teacher trainers of industrial arts in the mountain
states. Fortunately, , two years ago the Mountain States Conference on In-
dustrial Arts was formed in Salt Lake City. I attended this conference
last fall and it proved to be one of the finest professional experiences in
my career. There were 36 educators in attendance, nearly all either
supervisors or teacher educators of industrial arts. Through this group I
made contacts to receive information on industry. Twenty-five requests
were sent out, 20 replies came back.

"How do we get the industrial approach into industrial arts?" By in-
dustrial approach in industrial arts, I would assume is meant anything
taught in industrial arts classes, or any influence which provides students
with an understanding of industry. To be more specific, the Orst objec-
tive of industrial arts as formulated by the American Council of Industrial
Arts Supervisors should be used as a basis for determining what the in-
dustrial approach means. This objective states: "To develop in each
student an insight and understanding of industry and its place in our
society."

No doubt there are many individuals who are making a sincere effort
to provide their students with an understanding of industry. In fair-
ness to them, it should be pointed out that time did not permit a compre-
hensive survey of all industrial arts teachers in the Rocky Mountain States.
It is perhaps true that there are in opek ation today as many different ef-
forts to incorporate the industrial approach as there are men teaching
industrial arts. It is hoped that information obtained from teacher edu-
cators, supervisois, directors and coordinators of industrial arts will give
a fair sampling of what is being done in the mountain states to bring
industry into industrial arts.

In some cities, industrial arts and vocational education are carried on in
comprehensive high schools. When the instructor is qualified to teach
both, his trade experience represents industry. The degree to which 1:As
experience is used to help students understand industry depends on the
individual instructor.
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On the other hand, in cities where vocational-technical schools or com-munity or junior colleges exist, the high schools would be more apt tohave only industrial arts offerings. In this case industrial or trade back-
ground of instructors would be limited.

A look at the states of the Rocky Mountain Region in the ensuingreports shows an encouraging amount of over-all experimentation and
innovation of new programs. It appears cooperation between teacher-
training institutions, public schools, and industry has begun to ( merge.This is a forward step toward maximum incorporation of an industrially-
oriented industrial arts curriculum in our schools. Reports are presented
here in a summarized and condensed form.

Utvh. A "big push" was made this year to do more about mass pro-
duction. A university class was offered to develop some understanding
and techniques in the classroom. About one-third of the teachers at-
tended 12 two-hour sessions.

A television program on mass production has teen developed by the
State Department of Education and Utah State University. It was producedin a ninth grade woods class. A kinescope of the television program wasavailable this month. The film will be made available next year to allschools in the state. The purpose of the film will be to challenge all depart-
ments to produce at least one mass production project next year.

Utah State University in its teacher training program is stressing the
mass production technique. Coordination has taken place between theuniversity and junior and senbr high industrial arts teachers. Working
now in developing a unit or course in mass production are Dr. Neil Slack
and industrial arts teachers.

Some schools make field trips but more request industrial personnel
to come into their classrooms. This is especially true in electronics and
drafting.

A new plan on cooperative teacher training between industry and
Utah State University was started last summer and will be continued this
summer. The purpose of the -.Ian is to provide teachers with industrial
background. All fieshmen, mnores, and juniors have been invited
to participate. Following their selection, they will attend school during
the academic year after which they will be placed and supervised inan industry closely related to the area in which they plan to teach. This
has been initiated and promoted by the Utah Manufacturing AssociationTraining Committee with staff members of the industrial arts department,
Utah State University. It is hoped that this will be an effective way ofgetting industry into the schools as well as gaining support from indus-
try for the teacher training program.

Arizona. J. I. Littrell, Arizona State University, presented an inter-esting idea on our topic. He said, "Teachers may effect the industrial op-
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proach in part through assigned readings in textbooks and references,
through films, or whatever means are available. It may then be as much
of a student attitude as it is a teaching technique."

Following are some of the things Arizona's teachers are doing relative
to the industrial approach. There is no general practice of these activities
but individual schools and/or teachers arc trying them.
1. Two-hour or double periods for advanced industrial arts classes.
2. Work experLace plans where advanced students are placed in ga-

rages for two or three hours per day.
3. Production projects for the school system involving lockers, music

stands, athletic equipment, concession stands, and shelving.
4. Mass production projects, usually small items.
5. Field trips to copper mines or local industry.
6. 17requent use of resource persons.

May industrial arts teachers have trade background. Several have
been vcpational teachers at other schools or in other states.

Waite.: Brown, Director of Vocational-Technical Education and Su-
pervisor of Industrial Arts in the Phoenix Public Schools, presented four
major acevities implementing the industrial approach in the Phoenix
system.

Advisory committees for specific industrial arts areas have been formed.
This enables instructors to discuss their areas directly with representatives
from industry and to obtain better understanding of what industry regards
as important to stress. Purpose of these advisory committees is to orient
industrial arts programs to current industry.

An in-service ilztructional improvement program is operating in the
Phoenix High School System in which four half-days per school year
are seent on improvement of instruction. Utilizing speakers from indus-
try, outside resource persons and industrial arts instructional staff mem-
bers, these meetings have helped in realizing the goal of emphasis on the
industrial approach.

The director of industrial arts meets periodically with department chair-
men in each high school. Part of each meeeting is devoted to curriculum
discussion with emphasis on the industrial approach. Outgrowth of
these meetings has been a pilot program for a general shop in one high
school and general concern on the part of department chairmen for
stress in curriculum other than the project.

Special summer workshops for teachers have resulted in course out-
lines and resource units for every industrial arts course taught in
Phoenix. The concern is to incorporate the industrial approach into all
industrial arts subjects. Several units have been developed for the gen-
eral shop program. Through supervisory visits emphasis has been placed
on the philosophy of the industrial approach when working with individ-
ual teachers.
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Tucson, Arizona: In the Tucson Public Schools 87 industrial artsteachers were surveyed for trade background by Dr. Bazzetta, Industrial
Arts Coordinator. The following results were obtained:

Trade Background No. Teachers
Less than one year 9
One year but less than two 9
Two years but less than three 20
Three years but less than four 16
Four years but less than five 7
Five years but less than six 6
Six years or more 21

Dr. Ba7zetta pointed out a number of other activities taking place inTucson to promote the industrial approach.
Thirteen industrial education teachers are qualified teach both in-dustrial arts and vocational education. An attempt is made to hirehigh school teachers in industrial arts with trade experience.The high schools all have well-equipped unit shops. Since some ofthese shops are used for both industrial arts and vocational classes, in-dustrial type equipment is available to industrial arts students.
Some automotive instructors have required that students in groups ofthree or four visit garages and then give eass reports. Field trips to in-dustry are always encouraged. Due to double sessions and long schooldays, however, it is not r lssible to do as much as should be done.Several buses have been secured for this purpose and more trips areplanned for the future.
Mass production projects in industrial arts classes are limited. Pro-duction work is done on cars, in photography, and in the print shopclasses. rrTlese production jobs are controlled They must be of educatiol.,al value, :Aust fit into the specific instructional program, must be ap-proved by the teacher and principal, must be student work, and sufficienttime must be allowed to complete each job.
High school industrial arts classes are two hours in length. Theseclasses have a strong "industrial flavor.'
Montana. In Montana industrial type machines are used in manyindustrial arts classes. Shop organization and safety programs patternedafter industry are used. Mass production is stressed along with visits tovarious industries where proximity from school to industry is feasible.Visual aids of all types are utilized on related information about indus-try. Industrialists, tradesmen, and union men are asked to speak to in-dustrial arts classes.
New Mexico. An interesting survey made in 1962 on the number ofyears industrial arts teachers worked in industry was made by RichardWarner, Industrial Arts Professor, The University of New Mexico. The
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survey produced 67 responses. One person had 30 years of experience
in industry while a majority cf the industrial arts teachers had two years
or less of work experience. Over 51 per cent of the 131 persons who
answered the questionnaire had some type of work experience in indus-
try. Trade background of industrial arts instructors and use of related
information movies about industry are the strongest points that can be
made for the industrial approach in industrial arts.

The physical plants are much improved. The equipment is basically
the same throughout tha state and is similar to that used years ago.

Colorado. Industrial arts teacher-educators from Adams State College,
Western State College, Colorado State College, and Colorado State Uni-
versity report the following on the industrial approach in industrial arts.

Most of the small schools in the state do not have a real industrial
approach to industry. Field trips, teacher experience, guidance pam-
phlets, and talks by men from industry are limited. In some cases note-
books on industry are made up by the students.

Larger schools do much better but there is no well-defined plan. They
add information on labor unions, worker organizations and make more
use of field trips.

Other activities:
1. Trade magazines in shop libraries with suggested or assigned

readings.
2. Study of occupations.
3. Use of speakers from industry coupled with field trips.
4. Related information films.
5. Mass production projects.
6. Drafting assignments reflecting procedures of industry related to

drawing and design.
7. Woodworking classes teaching veneering and bending of woods,

similar procedures in industry.
8. Computer drafting institutes.
0. Utilization of families of plastics versu Ale old acrylic approach.

1-0. Personnel-organization that parallels industry.
11. Experiences in all basic types of reproduction.
12. Demonstrations on new ideas and techniques by representatives

of industry. (This is especially true on automotive equipment
and by plastics suppliers.)

13. Use of the testing bench to cover strength of materials, similar
to industry's metallurgy and quality control systems. (Colorado
State College.)

14. Use of electronics programed instruction and testing system for
teaching electricity and electronics, prevalent in industry. (Col-
orado State College.)

Pin-pointing the over-all philosophy of teacher-trainers at Western
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State College in this quotation of J. M. Irwin: "We want to teach stu-dents to recognize, understand, create, and communicate with industrialprocesses and materials--to think indnstrially. Along with industrial proc-esses, we strive to cultivate analytical, imaginative, constructive mindsto further skill and creative ability. This, we feel, is the key to a stu-dent's success in any industrial endeavor."
In Colorado Springs we have three comprehensive high schools em-ploying 22 industrial education teachers. Ten of these teachers teachboth industrial arts and vocational subjects. This is our strongest area inbringing industry into industrial arts.
In addition the industrial arts instructors in the six junior high schoolsare continually encouraged to experiment with mass production. Eachyear several classes utilize mass production projects. Limited use has alsobeen made of speakers from industry and field trips.
Emphasis on the industrial approach takes place during monthly cur-riculum meetings of all junior high industrial arts instructors.Students in the three graphic arts high school shops make annualvisits to the International Typographical Union in Colorado Springs. Thismonth a tour has been arranged for members of the Colorado IndustrialArtz Association through this facility during their annual convention.On a statewide basis there has been success and cooperation from theRocky 1N.Lountain Club of Printing House Craftsmen, Printing Industriesof Colorado and the Colorado Press Association in sponsoring PrintingWeek. This year these organizations sponsored an essay contest on "TheImportance of Printing in Modern Day Living."
Our three auto mechanic instructors who teach both industrial artsand vocational subjects have attended trade schools such as the GeneralMotors Training Center in Denver. Many others teaching industrial artshave trade experiences varying from six months to 15 years.
J. Osborne Johnson, Director of Industrial Arts for the Denver PublicSchools, gave a con.prehensive report with contrasting and provocativeideas on the industrial approach in his system, largest in the state.
Very little goes on in the mass production area. Where it does, onlya small segment of the process is representedusually the division oflabor aspect. Johnson pointed out that two aspects are necessary to makethis industrial learning experience complete. They the making ofstandard interchangeable parts and the assembling of these parts into thecompleted unit, with a minimum of handicraft labor.
Everyone wees field trips are a good thing but very few do muchabout it, and for good reason, Johnson declared, explaining that indus-try is in business to make a profit and not to provide schooling for youngpeople. If all schools availed themselves of even a minimum number of

educational trips, industry would be overly burdened. The school day ison a tight time budget and pupils cannot afford to miss other classes
taking field trips.
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Certificat;on standards and economic conditions define what kind of
background most teachers will possess. Few journeymen can afford to ac-
cept teaching assignments at the salary offered inexperienced teachers.
ln Dz:nr cr ther," are over 100 full time industrial arts teachers. Only one
completed an apprenticeship in an ineustrial craft.

Johnson said that in his system industrial arts teachers themselves are
doing far more in first-hand study of industry. In Denver the local
association is conducting a weekly seminar involving two-hour visitations
to ten differe. Industrial plants. The school district encourages this
program by payir participants $3.15 per hour for the 20-hmir seminar.

Mr. Johnsrm summarized very well for every individual teacher of in-
du: dal arts iuestion, "What is being done in the industrial ap-
proach?" whci said: "After years of continuous observation of teachers
working with pupils I am conviaced they do a superb job of providing
(industrial) experiences."

In othcr words, the main factor in this arca is still the attitude and skill
of the individual teacher. The to helping students become intel-
ligently aware of their potent' at roles in industry, as well as tne potential
danger of increased automation, conformity, and less of individual
identity in a man-made physical environment, is the man in the indus-
trial arts shops of our region and country.-
Other interesting comments:
1. "The approach in th- West should not be any different than in other

parts of the country. If industrial arts is a part of general education,
it should be the same all over."

2. "I do believe some of these new approaches: The Stout Plan, The
Ohio State Study, The Stern Functions f Industry, The Man and
Technology, or the manufacturing approach used in Evarston, Illi-
nois, should be explored. These or a modification of them give a good
insiglit into industry."

3. "We must stop this generalizing for four years. Advanced industrial
arts classes should be geared to further occupational training."

4. "I am a firm believer in getting the student to understand basic
processes what happens to materials. With this understanding he
should beable to adapt to the technological advance."

5. "The project can be used adequately to supplement the experimental
approach in teaching the main areas of industrial arts. The project
would probably be more meaningft 1 in the lower grade levels."

6. "We must guard against pressures to make our program more like
that of the T & I marl. WC must be equally alert to avoid too strongly
flavoring industrial arts with science, economics, or technology."

7. "This business of reorienting the industrial arts program from project
orientation to a study of industry in which the project is a secondary
aim is a long hard pull."
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Report: West Coast States

DURY A. FOX

Industrial Arts Consultant, Renton Public Schools

Renton, Washington

Realizing my cesponsibilities representing in this program five western
states, namely California, Washington, Oregon, Alaska, and Hawaii, I
wrote :etters to state departments and city department heads . . . andread current Arial arts publications, books and periodicals on the
subject. I was amazed to discover voluminous articles which revealed
the ingenious methods that have been and are now being used in pro-
grams throughout the country to interpret industry and to integrate ind/is-
trial methods and knowledge into industrial arts.

Depending on the background and enthusiasm of the individual indus-
trial arts teacher, industry is being recognized in some manner by mostof our schools in the far western states. Undoubtedly the California
industrial art5 programs lead in this respect.

How to inerpret, integrate, or in some manner get industry into indus-
trial arts has been one of my concerns. Before discussing special pro-
grams that now exist it might be well to look sharply at this business of
interpreting industry to young people. Does industrial arts, as it istaught today, interpret or integrate industry? If it doesn't, can it be
chan:r,cl so it will?

When we taink of the industrial complexes in the country today such as
General Motors, telephone and telegraph, aircraft companies (such as
Boeing, Lockheed, North American) and U. S. Steel, for instance, what
is there about these giant companies that we can impart intelligently to
our students? Segments of industry are becoming so highly specialized
and automated that most people now employed do not understand it.

Industry might be thought of in terms of research and development
production and manufacturing, sales and distribution. It is further com-
plicated by including such areas as management and labor, quality and
production control, performance analysis, procuremcnt, inspection, and
others.
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Realizing the varied and complex nature of industry the question immedi-ately arises, do we want to teach all aspects of industry or do we wish toconfine our efforts to the design, production and manufacturing phases?Many industrial arts teachers, according to recent reports, are makingnoble attempts in some manner or other, to relate industry to industrialarts. Most of this effort has been concerned with the production and man-ufacturing phases of industry and little bas been devoted to the depart-ments of research, sales and distribution, management and labor, per-formance analysis, quality and production control, procurement of sup-plies and equipment. It is rather obvious at this point that there has beenlittle more than experhnental teaching in this area. Most teachers real-ize an obligation here, but are frustrated in their token attempts to doa job.
If it is important to teach industry, and I think it is, then the what,the why, and the how, of modern twentieth century industrial techno-logy must be spelled out in the industrial arts curriculum. Te-tcher edu-cation institutions must take the responsibility of providing future teach-ers with sufficient background to teach this important aspect of industrialarts. Industrial work experience is an invaluable part of a teacher'scapability. Curriculum materials and facilities must be furnished to eachdepartment. If the teaching of industry is important then it should be-come as much a part of every progri.m as the bench and the vise. I willattempt to relate a few general ways in which our schools are integratingand interpreting industrial methods and know-how with industrial arts,and then describe a few special programs from Washington State thatseeM t'. have merit.

First, and certainly most common, is the method of organizing lab-oratory activity on an industrial basis. This involves a shop organizationparalleling production, with personnel structure, assembly line, qualitycontrol, inspection, packaging and perhaps sales.
Second, the method of orienting new students to the program in muchthe same L iiner as new employees are introduced to a companyplant. Safety, personnel practices, accident insurance, work regulations,benefits, restrictions, all would be included.
Third, a thorough study of industrial safety programs, relating themto the school situation. Films, resource people, and voluminous printedmaterials are readily available.
Fourth, industrial visitations. Industries are becoming more cautiousabout encouraging student visitations. The matter of liability seems to betheir greatest concern. Industry prefers a small, select group of stu-dents rather than p. large unwieldy group. Teachers seem to be welcome,especially if in small numbers. The Business-Industry FIncation Day, atradition in tri any )mmunitics, seems a popular men acquaint-ing teachers with in( istry. This is a thoroughly planned, .1-organize"day in which students take a holiday from school and teachers visil ;
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nesses and industries. On a follow-up day representatives from business
and industry visit the schools.

Fifth, industrial trade shows, expositions, conferences, museums of
science and industry. Since few schools provide time for such visitations,
teacher participation in such act:vities is voluntary and the degree of
influence is dependent upon the enthusiasm and dedication of the teacher.

Sixth, industrial resources av?;l0 lor classroom use:
a. Industry-sponsored films
b. Publications

(1) Company bulletins, annual reports, technical publications
(2) Professional societies and industrial institute publications such

as reports, journals, data, books, etc.
(3) Independently published periodicals and journals
(4) Resource people
(5) Charts, photographs
(6) Industrial products, samples, etc.

.)enth, inservice classes (more on this later).
Eighth, industrial advisory committees, especially for occupationally-

oriented classes.
A few programs from Wast:ington State may be of interest. First is the

purpose and some of the resubs of the work done by a technical drawing
advisory committee. Memhership on the committee represented four
school districts and three industries employing many engineers and drafts-
men. The purpose of the advisory committee was to evaluate high school
technical drawing classes in order to determine what was being taught,
what should be taught, and what shifts in emphasis should be made in
order to update the program. It was not the intent of the committee to
formulate a course of study. or in any way to organize a priority of units
from beginning to end, but to attempt to determine areas of techni-
cal drawing requiring the gr-aLest amount of immediate attention to up-
grade teaching trchniques which will more closely meet the needs of
industry.

The meetings of the advisory committee .ele devoted to exploration
and did not deal with any single topic, unit or subject in depth. The
study indicated that most unite covered in the high school technical draw-
ing classes were adequate but there was a need for evaluation and up-
dating. The committee did feel, how( zr, that some areas needed to
be changed. In the general area all students should be given th,_ oppor-
tunity to participate in exploratory technical drawing classes, but they
should evaluate future requirements before participating in depth.

The committee recommended that equipment and materials used
should be evaluated for updating. This included reproduction machines
(blueprint) and materials. industry recommends that most drawing be
done on tracing pa:ler or vellum. Drafting machines, while convenient,
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offer too litt1.1 learning to justify their high cost, Templates and other aidshave frequently been avoided by many instructors but are recommendedby industry.
Drawing units now being taught, such as blueprint reading, . hop pro-cesses, electrical drafting, mathematics (descriptive geometry), sketching,lettering and line work, and the types of drawhigs submitted should beclosely scrutinized for possible change in emphasis.
Second, an unusual inservice training program, which has aided Ta-coma industrial arts teachers to upgrade their teaching skills and knowl-edge and also relate industry to their teaching, has been offered by theTacoma Public Schools since the fall of 1960. Leadership and guidance toinitiate the program was provided by the curriculum coordinator and thechairman of Tacoma industrial arts teachers. Class sponsorship and grad-uate and undergraduate credit were provided by Western WashingtonState College located in Bellingham, Washington, a distance of about 120miles.
Because of the fact that ,ocal colleges and universities do not )ffer on-campus industrial arts courses, the program is heavily subsidized by ,:ieTacoma School District through the Department of Extended Education.Tuition cost to teachers has varied from a minimum of $4.00 to a maxi-mum of $25.00 for thren-quarter college hours of credit.
Classes are held after school or during evening hours once each weekfor ten weeks. Public school facilities are made available for eachclass. Instructors for the classes are provided by the college with teach-ing assistants from the local school district. The assistants are men teach-ing in the district whose major capabilities are in the area of the classoffering. Most teacher assistants have the educational equivalent of oneyear of college work beyond the master's degree. Teaching assistants ampaid by the Tacoma Public Schools at the approximate rate of $6.00 perhour. Class enrollment has varied from 25 to 30 students. Class offeringsto date have been:
Electricity-electronics (3)
Arc Welding (1)
Oxy-acetylene welding and cutting (1)
Industrial arts design (1)
Machine shop (1)
Plastics (1)
Philosophy of industrial arts (1)
Industrial technology (current offering)
The inservice training program has provided an opportunity for teach-ers to upgrade themselves in areas affected by technological changes. Theclasses have aL provided an opportunity for industrial gpecialists to pre-sent new indusi.rial pi, ,:esses, new materials, and new machines andtools, all of which has helped to broaden horizons and enrich teachers'backgrounds.
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Third, a pilot course, requiring the c000peration of industry and en-
titled "Field Experiences in Industrial Education," was offered last sum-
mer (1965) by the University o Washington for industrial arts teach-
ers. The university course (21/2 quarter hours credit) began June 21, 1965,
and ran through July 21. Mornings were devoted to classroom instruc-
tion on camp's. Ten graduate stu tents and their instructor, Dr. Athol
R. Bally, sport,. 14 afternoons visiting industry.

Course description: "A study of problems of industry, such as em-
ployment practices, job requirements, plant organization and manage-
ment, that would assist industrial arts teachers to interpiLL industrial prac-
tices to the students in the classes."

Prerequisites: (1) Teaching experience in industrial arts; (2) permis-
sion of the instructor.

Objectives of course: (1) To develop an appreciation of industrhl
design, good crattsmanship, appropriate materials, and sound construc-
tion to help trainees select and judge the products of industry. Develop
safe work habits. (2) Help students assess their abilities, interests, and
potentialities for preparation and employment as technicians, craftsmen,
designers, inventors, scientists, industrial education teachers, and engi-
neers. (3) Develop an understanding of industrial occupations, their
opportunities, requirements and working conditions, for the educational
and vocational guidance of youth. (4) Develop an understanding of
major mantifacturing processes in American industry.

Industrial management personnel accepted the responsibility to as-
sign :ilembers of their crganizaticm to: (1) Discuss the unit's jobs and
skill requirements. (2) Explain educational needs in fulfillment of tht
job position. (3) Allow a period of guided work observation. (4) Close
the session ve:th a question-and-answer discussica. (5) Arrange escort
for guests from work area to entry gate.

A total of 14 visits were made to industry, ten to Boeing, and one each
to U. S. Plywood Corporation, Isaacson Iron Works, Bethlehem Steel Com-
pany, and the Redmond Lumber Company.

The fact has been established that industry is being recognized by
industrial arts in the far western states. We can say with some degree of
certainty that American industry is here to stay. We cannot say the same
for industrial arts unless a realistic curriculum is developed which in-
cludes industry as a vital part of the program.

In conclusion: industrial arts teachers, supervisors, directors, and con-
sultants arc admonished to keep communication lines open.

The responsibility for including the teaching of industry cannot be left
up to the individual industrial arts teacher. Modern technology, in all its
implications, must become a permanent part of tht:t curricul. which
permeates industrial arts offerings at all levels.
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Assisting Industrial Arts Teachers On Up-To-Date
Educational and Career Guidance Material

Chairman: T. Gardner Boyd
Presentation: Overview of the 1965 Council Program on Guidance

Mr. Boycl pointed out the plans of the Council wh;.- 'aclude the
preparation of a guide on guidance, to be printed in the ye. ar future
in two fornv,. After editing, possibly at the next meeting, thL.. guide will
then be publbhcci.
Presentation: Inter-Relationships of Industrial Arts to Other Subject

Matter
Mark Jones, Tulare County Dept. of Education, California

Presentation: Requirements in Other Fields that Implicate Industrial Arts
DonalL J. Ingrahani, Arlington County Public Schools, Ar-
lington, Va.

Presentation: Cultural, Civic, Occupational, Professional, and Avocational
Valii-s of Industrial Arts Education
M. J. Ruley, Tulsa Public Schools, Tulsa, Oklahoma

Recorder: Karl F. Jacobson, California State Dept. of Education,
Sacramento, Calif.

Hosts: Carl G. Bruner, Wichita Public Schools, Wichita, Kansas
James G. Gil lilan, St. Louis PubAic Schools,
St. Louis, Missouri
William T. Kelly, School District of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Program No. 8
Relationship of Knowledge and Skills in Each Area
cf Industrial Arts to Occupations and Professions

The material developed in these work sessions will be developed into
usable form for the Philadelphia Convention meeting of ACIAS. The
areas included were:

Auto Mechanics-Power Mechanics
Crafts, Industrial
Drafting
Electricity-Electronics
Graphic A.
Metals
Woods

All Moderators and Recorders were pres.-nt except the people assigned
to the Drafting Area. Dr. Shriver °lover served as Moderato". and Jay D.
Helsel substituted ior the recorder. Each area was attended by approxi-
mately 25 people.
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Requirements in Other Fields that implica*e
industrial Arts

DONALD J. INGRAHAM

Supervisor, Industrial Education, Arlington Comity Public Schools

Arlington, Virginia

The theme of this session, "Assisting Industrial Arts Teachers on Up-
To-Date Educational raid Career Guidance M-aterial" iF; set. I was puzzled
when I tried to relate to the theme the topic, "Other Fields That Impli-
cate Industrial Arts." Webster helped me more clearly define certain
words in the topic and change my first perception of the topic meaning.

Requirement, I found is a "requisite or condition." Condition, then,
becomes one of the key words in the topic. Field has many connotations
and most applicable is "a sphere of activity or opportunity." There also
become key words. Implicate, I found to mean, "entwine or involve."
We now have, the conditions in a sphere of activity which entwine or in-
volve industrial arts.

First, what are some of the conditions? It appears to me there were,
over a hundred years ago, some words written and spoken which de-
scribed a condition of that time and aptly do describe a condition of our
time which influences today's education:

". . . Conceived in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men
are created equal . . . testing whether that nation or any nation so conceived
and so dedicated can long endure . . that government of the people, by the
people, for the reople shall not perish from the earth."

These words, I believe, have formed a basic tenet vital to our heritage.
Today, tnroughout the world, we find that our nation is being tested in up-
holding this tenet. Our nation, in defense of this tenet, is placed in the
position of developing and producing hardware for our protection, trying
to advance the humanity of the world and further develop our culture
through the education of our people to the wise use, selection, and ca-e
of our material thhgs and ideals.
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This condition has placed our total educational program in a quandary
as we ask, "Where shall the emphasis be placed on education?" Shall we
concentrate more upon the advancement of the education for the technolo-
gies which have as a final result better hardware for our protection?
Shall we concentrate upon the development c c world humanity? Shall we
concentrate upon the advancement of our cuiture? Ors can we educate
for all of these ideals?

Compounded to these broad world conditions are, by comparison,
many minor internal conditions. Let's review, pausing long enough to
name and not discuss in detail some of these conditions. How do we
provide for ,Jtudents the ways for them to assimilate the vast amount of
new knowledge that is being discovered each clay? What are the socio-
economic implications of automation? What are the material and psy-
chological effects of electronic data processing on our people? Are
changes in the world of work causing us to become a nation of haves and
have-nots, and in turn, fomenVng social unrest? What are the economic
effects caused by the number of women entering the labor force? How
will we cope with the growth in our populace? What are the effects
caused by the mobility of our people? What are all the implicatio. s
caused by the high percentage of our people under 25 years of age?
How can we meet and educate for the increased demands of our people
for more leisure time, and the things, places, and activities to enjoy
this leisure time? Probably most frightening is the possibility of Huxley's
-,7orld coming true with the recent developments in the field of bio-
cybernetics.

Added to these conditions is the fact that we, as a nation, have com-
mitted ourseNes to provide for the education of all of our people. Edu-
cation tothy, like life, starts at birth and continues until death.

Let's quickly review some of the groups, if I may use the term
groups, that we are to edilcate; the creative, gifted, so-called average,
below average, slow-learne,, retarded, physically handicapped, under-
privileged, very young, youth, elderly, re-educate the unemployed, and
you may add other groups.

The conditions are about us. What sphere of activjty in education do
we presently have to cope with these conditions?

The one-room school has been virtually replaced by consolidated or
central schools, and even some of these newer plants have been re-
placed by campus schools, C,riters, or satellite layouts. Within these
newer plants are broader curricula, offering several levels of studies to
the students of various abilities. These new plants provide the places
and activities for learning we did not enjoy, magnificent libraries (and a
library today is not just so many stacks of books), planetarium, science,
mathematics, foreign language, art, industrial and vocational labora-
tories, which we at the asFe of sixteen could not have envisioned. In--
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struction in some instances is provided through educational television,
shortwave radio stations are used for teaching foreign languages; and
outdoor laboratories are provided for science instruction or for the total
emersion by the student in a foreign language.

Administration is changing within these plants, to schools within
schools. Administrators are making better use of department chairmen,
educational secretaries, resource librarians, and there are numerous other
innovations.

Staff is changing and our role as supervisors is to help bring about
some of these changes. Staff is becoming more knowledgeable about
human growth and development, the learning process, newer teaching
methods, and better use of programed instruction. Staff is developing
teams for teaching, experimenting with and demanding better and several
kinds of audiovisual instructional materials. Staff is finally recognizing and
providing for the individual studeeit differences as they encourage flexible
scheduling and independent stud-, w students. The facilities of diverse
departments are being interchanged and lised as never before.

How then does industrial arts becoi, entwined in tin; condition and
sphere of activity? What is to be the place and future entwinement of
industrial arts in the total education progiam?

Kimball Wiles told us at last year's conventi,.. that sweeping cur-
riculum changes are brought about by outside groups. These groups pro-
mote their ideas; and appearing as experts, have them approved and
adopted by school boards. Teachers briefly rebel, but quickly accept the
ideas and label them as "great innovations." Will we accept new ideas
from other groups, or shall we propose our own ideas?

From readings, observations, a recent survey conduced in my state,
student demands and administration pressures, our local industrial arts
staff has formulated some ideas and developed some practices which we
believe may provide better education for studftnts.

1. We found from our survey that in the junior high years strong
emphasis should be placed on the industrial arts activitie s. and teachings
that provide the student opportunity to learn more about himself and
help him to make a self-anpraisal.

2. We found from the survey that in a continuing program, grades 7-12,
there should be provided, in the later years, opportunity for a student to
develop some vocational skills.

3. Many communities are providing a program which greatly involves
industrial arts I )sc youth with special 'o-economic needs. In-
cluded in the i rc workshops to educate and develop compassionate
teachers to underiand and have empathy for these children.

4. -vlore programs need to be developed and properly staffed for
the slow learner, the retarded and ed-.4 cable children. The activities pro-
vided in the industrial arts labs can be most helpful to these programs.
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5. We have sensed that some senior high students are demanding the
facilities and instruction whereby they may learn and apply a highly
technical body of knowledge. Prime is the development of a course in
"pure electronics."

6. We found that the students enrolled in the rigorous high school
pre-engineering curriculum usually have not had time in scheduling to
enroll in a drafting program. These students are now enrolled in a
drafting course as a fifth or sixth subject, for the express pmpose of
preparing for the college freshman drafg achievement test which, if
passed, will excuse them from further college drafting. We ?lave planned
and implemented this pre-engineering drafting course. At tile other end
of the scale there is in the planning stage a blueprir:: reading-drafting
course for the slow learner.

I. Throughout our county there has been growth in the total summer
program. It is being perceived differently now than in the past years. It is
now thought of as a time for new work or enrichment. Industrial arts
staff is planning for thiq summer the use of their facilities, not specifically
for industrivl arts courses, but for the activities the student enjoys and
which will enrich his total learning experiences. Example. "Car Care,
Dollars 2. i Sense," "Slot Car Racing" and "Electronics for Communi-
cations."

8. Organized in a high school general shop is a course, "Commercial
Design." Two classes are scheduled during the same class period, one in
the art room and the other in the general shop. Classes alternate daily.
While in the general shop the students lea -, the feel for and develop a
sense of knowing materials which helps them tu better understand func-
tional design. This totn1 experience enriches and gives more meaning
and purpose to commercial design.

9. We have planned a research and experiment course for the highly
creative twelfth-grade student who is either a science or mathematics
major. These students will pursue through independent study a develop-
ment of their ideas for which they have a great curiosity. The facilities
of a comprehensive 'general shop will be used. The instructor will serve
as a resource person. The activities will be correlated among the three
departments.

10. We are planning a new junior high school with an enrollment
that could adequately be supported by two industrial arts laboratories.
A third general shop laboratory is planned. This third lab will be staffed
by an industrial arts in3tructor. The lab and instructor will serve as a
reource center for the school. This facility may be used, for example, by
the art students desiring to cast metals, Or perform welding sculpture.
Math students experiencing difficulty in visualizing three-dimensional ob-
jects may fabricate them in the lab. Science students may use the lab
to fabricate scientific apparatas. Home economics students may be pro-
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vided short courses in home mechanics. Lack of imagination is the only
limitation for the use of this lab.

11. We are questioning, "Do all drafting students need to spend the
same length of time in a drafting prngram?" Can we devise a method
whereby the student would be given a course outline and then come to the
instructor for consultation, additional assignments or have his plates cor-
rected? This would permit the student to study at home or during his
leisure, and progress at his own pace. Actually this is another method for
independent study.

12. We are questioning, "Can the junior high science unit in basic
electricity be taught better in the industrial arts lab than in the science
laboratory?"

13. We are investigating if the driver-education program can be en-
riched by providing for students a block of time to attend the power
mechanics laboratory where short courses would be taught for under-
standing the functions of the major automotive components.

14. Only at the idea level is discussion centered about the use of a
wooded piece of land for an outdoor science and foreign language lab.
The building and trades classes would design and erect shelters, dining
halls, picnic tables, and further develop the site. This experience would
not only provide a practical experience for the boys but would provide
another instructional facility for the schools.

15. We are questioning, "What is the future additional use and pur-
pose of the industrial arts lab in the adult education and recreation pro-
grams?" Some vocational and avocational programs are presently in
operation.

16. Wc are investigating the feasibility of providing the general shop
facilities part time for students in a modified science program. These
students usually are not able to cope with abstract ideas and require con-
crete experiences which can be better provided in a general shop.

All the aforementioned are addendum to the industrial arts curriculum
and have been presented in the belief that they will, in part, help to
strengthen existing programs for the present youth to become better in-
formed, intelligent, functioning, worthwhile citizens of their local, state,
national, and world community of 1975. li
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The Development and Accreditation of
Doctoral Programs in Industrial Arts Education

The Nature of Doctoral Peograms in industrial
Arts.What the Profession adMeves

DELMAR W. OLSON

Kent State University

Kent, Ohio

What do we who are in the business of offering graduate study to theindustrial arts profession think of our handiwork? This question was inneed of answer as this writer wrestled with an idea for a better total
program of graduate study than is now available. Consequently a list of27 questions calling for frank, considered responses was prepared and
sent to 60 colleges and universities throughout the nation. Each institurionoffered graduate study leading to a master's degree in industrial arts.
All institutions offering a 6th year specialist's program were included aswell as all of those offering a doctoral study for industrial arts students.This report summarizes and highlights some of the particularly pertinent
responses from the 100 replies received from 120 questionnaires. Thedeductions indicated are by no means inclusive nor conclusive. They area reading of the pulse and perhaps the blood pressure of some of ourindustrial arts teacher educations. The study is the first phase of acomprehensive inquiry into graduate education being conducted at KentState University. The following quetitions and responses are drawn fromthe questionnaire. The reactions arz merely c'iservations made by thewriter.

1. Question: In which: industrial arts, Mucation, or other arca
should advanced degrees for industrial arts be etyma?
Master's level-78% favored industrial arts
6th Year-61% favored industrial arts
Doctorate-53% favored industrial arts
The profession may now be ready for a Ph.D. in
industrial arts. The same question asked in 1960 brought
a 5:1 response in favor of education.*

Response:

Reaction:

Report of an opinion sampling by Dr. Delmar W. Olson, Chairman,
Department of Industrial Arts and Coordinator of Graduate Studies,
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio. April I, 1966.
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2. Question:
Response:

3. Question:
Response:

Should a thesis or dissertation be required?
Master's-40% recommendation
6th Year-53% recommendation
Doctorate-85% recommendation
Where should emphasis be placed in the three levels:
Given in rank order

Master's 6th Year Doctorate
Technical proficiency 1 5 5
Teaching proficiency 2 3 3
Scholarship 3 1 1
Leadership 4 2 2Resourch 5 4 4
Authorshi 6 6 6
Reaction: Apparently emphasis on scholarship should begin

the 6th year. The low esteem accorded authorship may
account for the dearth of industrial arts professional
literature. Perhaps it is true that we are not verbal as
a group. If so, this is undoubtedly causing us many
problems.

4. Questiop: Should graduate credit be given for shop-type courses?
Response: In percentage ot total credit

at

Master's 6th Year Doctorate
Range: 5-80% 0-80% 0-70%Most frequent: 50% SO%
Mean: 36% 33% 19%

5. Question:

Response:

Should graduate credit be given for laboratory courses
requiring research?
In percentage of total credit

Range:
Most frequent:
Mean:
Reaction:

Master's bth Year Doctorate
0-80% 5-80% 0 '70%

20% 10% 10%
27% 27% 24%

Shop work for graduate credit has appreciable accept-
ance even on the top level. In the 1960 study referred
to previously the opinion was 3:2 against on the doctor-
ate and opinion unanimously fai ored graduate creditfor technical research. One cart ask a very logical
question. Since industrial arts subject matter is techni-
cal, should it not comprise a major part of the curricu-
lum on all three levels? In other disciplines this is thepractice.
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6. Question:

Response:

7. Question:

Response:

Reaction:

Should industrial experience be
receipt of a graduate degree?

Master's 6th Year
Yes 23% Yes 28%
No 77% No 72%

Should teaching experience be
of a graduate degree?

Master's
1-2 years

prerequisite to the

Doctorate
Yes 30%
Nv 70%

prerequisite to receipt

6th Year Doctorate
2-3 years 3-5 years

While the inventory revealed that technic/I competence
was of major importance in gradaate study mnd while
co-op education with industry ranked highest in recom-
mended unconventional features in the graduate pro-
gram, it appears that industrial experience should not
he required. An element of inconsistency prevails. Note
th,-; following question.

8. Question: Should graduate credit be given for industrial experience?
Response: Percentages in terms of total approval

Master's 6th Year ctorate
Yes 45% Yes 44% 21%
No 55% No 56% ) 79%

Range of
credit 5-331/2%
recommended:
Most
frequent 10%
recommendation:

2-331/2% 1-30%

10% 10%

Mean: 16 % 12 % 11%
Reaction: While the opinion is almost a toss-up on the first two

levels, the idea is soundly vetoed on the doctorate.
This suggests that the terminal program reflects a de-
cidedly different philosophy of education. However,
this is debatable in light of responses to other questions.
Perhaps the strong objection on ',he doctorate is to
credit, not to the experience.

9. Question: What is the No. 1 problem or issue in today's industrial
arts graduate education?

Response: In order of frequency
Master's
(1) Opportunity for specialization in technical subjects(32%)
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10. Question:

Response:

Reaction:

11. Question:

Response:

(2) Securing capable candidates (11%)
(3) Producing master teachers (1%)
6th Year
(1) Inclusion of technical courses (28%)
(2) Too many required courses outside of field (9%)
(3) Insufficient research and experiment- Hon (9%)
(4) Securing capable candidates (7%)
Doctorate
(1) Producing researchers (18%)
(2) Lack of technical knowledge (17%)
(3) Worthlessness of doctoral researches (13%)

What is the single most needed change ill today's
industrial arts graduate education?
In order of frequency.
Master's
(1) Increase depth in technical courses
(2) Provide instruction in new technologies
(3) Provide research experience
6th Year
(1) Provide more opporti:nity for technical specializa-
tion
(2) Include leadership, supervision courses
(3) Include more research experience
(4) Include fewer education courses
(5) Design programs to meet needs of students
Doctorate
(1) Provide more emphasis on research
(2) Design programs to meet needs of students
(3) Include more laboratory courses
(4) Provide more leadership training
It should be kept in mind that these recommendations
are coming from professors and reflect soul searching
on their part. In the writer's opinion the recommenda-
tions as a group are signaling the change to come.

Should an undergraduate degree in the following be
acceptable for graduate study on the master's level?

Yes No
I. Industrial technology 91% 9%
2. Trades and industries 82 18
3. Engineering 67 33
4. Physics, Chemistry 40 60
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5. Fine arts 32 68
6. Mathematics 31 69
7. Vocational agriculture 26 74

Reaction: The response makes for an interesting situation. We are
one of few disciplican which would accept a second
discipline as appropriate. background for undergraduate
study. Does this mean th t industrial arts is not really
a discipline? That undergraduate preparation in indus-
trial arts is so liberal and general in nature that there
is no Oiscipline to it? That trades and industries and
industrial arts are essentially equivalent, or possibly
that trades and industries provides a superior under-
graduate background? Since industrial technology grew
out of industrial arts teacher education and is usually
found in the same dei. artment, an affm dty is logical.
However, with the overwhelming acceptance shown, one
might be prompted to ask whether or not it is a superior
technical preparation for industrial arts teachers.

12. Questiol: What naconventional features would you include in a
graduate program of hidustrial arts?

Response: Forty different features were proposed. Those with the
greatest frequency were--
Master's
(1) More technical courses for specialization
(2) Cooperative education with industry
(3) More experimental laboratory courses
6th Year
(1) Cooperative education with industry
(2) Provision for experimental research
(3) Training in administration
Doctorate
(1) More experimental research
(2) Cooperative education with industry

Reaction: While the preceding may be unconventional, perhaps
the following are even more so:
(1) Courses in the "Great Books"
(2) Courses in industrial psychology
Note that a strong call is being made for experience in
experimental research. This suggests that a critical re-
view of graduate research problems and procedures may
be in order. The emphasis on cooperative education
was unexpected. It may suggest that the respondents
are recommending such experience as the most feasible
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means for acquainting the student with contemporary
industry and strengthening him in the technical. The
need for the latter is evident throughout the returns.

13. Question: What is the greatest single weakness of men in the
profession who have earned the doctorate?

Response: 01 the 25 indicated these two were most common
(1) Lack of practical, technical experience
(2) Never seem to get back to earth

14. Question: What is their greatest str-r-.1;th?
Response: Of the 19 included these two were most common

(1) They demonstrate qualities of leadership and ag-
gressivenes
(2) They exhibit professionalism and pride

15. Question: Which should receive the greatest emphasis: creativity,
knowleage, technical mastery?

Response: Opinion favored knowledge at all three levels. At the
master's and 6th year, technical mastery was second in
importance. At the doctorai, creativity was second to
knowledge, and technical mastery, third.

Reaction: If on the undergraduate level also creativity receives no
greater emphasis, here may be the explanation for the
little progress in curriculum development in a half
century.

16. Questicn: What are your recommendations for improving the
thesis and dissertation experience?

Response: 33 were given. The following in the order of frequency
were dominant
(1) Should be more practica:, realistic
(2) Should allow student more freedom of choice
(3) Should de-emphasize questionnaires and surveys
(4) Should emphasize research and research methods
(5) Should include better supervision, more assistance
from supervisors

Reaction: We are probably telling ourselves that the experience
should be more real and meaningful, that it should
make a significant contribution to knowledge, and that
we prefer them to be usable by others.

17. Question: Is there an equivalent to the doctorate among the
qualifications for college teaching in industrial arts?

Response: 55%
19% "Yes"
26% Undecided
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18. Question: What percentage of total credit should be given in
industrial arts?

Response:
Range:
Average:
Most frequent
recommendation:

Master's
20-100%

72%

50%

6th Year Doctorate
20-90% 10-80%

58% 49%

50% 50%
Reaction: The responses bear out a previously indicated concern

that graduate study has included too many requirements
outside of industeal arts. They lend support to the
earlier preponderant recommendation that in graduate
study the degree be given in industrial arts.

19. Question: Indicate the preterred level or levels for the following
courses.

Response: These are given in fre.quency rank
Master's

(1) Curriculum
construction

(2) I-A for junior high
(3) Laboratory shop

planning
(4) Teaching m:thods

(5) I-A for senior high
(6) History of I-A
(7) Evaluation

(8) American industry

(9) I-A in general
education

(10) Science (physics,
chemistry)

(1' ) Organization &
administration

(12) Mathematics

(13) Research methods
(14) Independent technical

research
(15) Technical writing

6th Year
Independent technical
research
American industry
Organization &
administration
Rtsearch methods

Laboratory, shop
planning
I-A in general
eduiation
Teat:her education

Evaluation

History of technology

Independent profes-
sional research
Mathematics

I-A for junior high

I-A for senior high
I-A as liberal arts

Teaching methods

Doctorate
Teacher education

Research methods
Comparative education

Independent profes-
sional research
Contemporary problems,
issues
Technical writing

Indftpendent technical
research
Organization &
administration
History of technology

I-A as liberal arts

Evaluation

I-A for elementary
school
I-A in general education
Curriculum construction

History of I-A
Reaction: Interestingly the purposes of the three degrees are

clearly evident. We see the master's level as essentially
for preparation of a master teacher, net as a research
degree. The master teacher we would convert to a
technical specialist and the latter to a teacher educator.
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The Recruitment of Fre,ture Industrial Arts Teachers

DONALD G. LUX

W1(1 IS E. RAY

JACOB STERN

EDWARD R. TOWERS, DIRECTOR

Industrial Arts Curriculum Project

The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Industrial arts education, as a well eviablished and vitally important
curriculum area, has been affected by the general thnist toward curriculum
improvement. Concerned as they are with industrial processes, products,
materials, and occupations, industrial arts personnel are increasingly aware
of the growing gap between industrial reality and its representation iii the
total educational program. More particularly, it has became quite evident
that many of the traditional approaches to industrial arts education are
ince ble of providing students with an adequate understanding of the
impLa of industry upon OUr man-made world and upon industrial
personnel.

New curriculum designs have been proposed, and some experimental
programs have bern initiated. These have met with mixed acceptance and
success. It is generally recognized that the central question involved in
bringing about a major change in industrial arts education is the question
of instructional content. That is, in view of the dynamic and complex
character of modern industry, what are the appropriate units of instruction
in industrial arts? If traditional courses in metalworking, woodwoiking, and
drafting are no longer appropriate to the task, what is?

The Industrial Arts Curiculum Project (IACP), a joint effort of The
Ohio State University and the University of Illinois, with financial support
from the United States Office of Education, has undertaken to develop a
rationale to guide the conceptualization of a more adequate structure or
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framework for the organized study of industry. The project staff, consistingof p:ofessors and graduate research assistants from both institutions, is
headquartered at The Ohio State University. It utilized the resources ofboth universities, as well as consultants from. other academic, industrial,and professional organizations. A distinguished national advisory commit-tee provided general guidance to +he project. With its counsel, the pi ojectstaff has developc! ?, basic structure of the body of knowledge which it hasdefined as industrial praxiology. This can provide a sound basis for the
selection of content for industrial arts for use at any level of the
educational ladder.

With the essential elements of the structure developed, a process which
required approximately eight months, the project staff then organized taskforces of subject matter specialists to identify the major elements orsubheadings which were needed to further detail the basic structure. Thesetask force members were drawn from such substantive areas of industry as
industrial design, industrial engineering, industrial psychAogy, and indus-trial organization and management. The project staff drew together theproducts of the task forces into a document which, together with anopinionnaire, was then sent to leaders in education such as state and local
supervisors, school administrators, teacher educators, and industrial artsteachers. Based on the reactions of this professional peer group and the
advisory committee, a revised draft of the paper was prepared. The results
of this developmental effort were disseminated through distribution of the
basic document and through lectures at selected colleges and universities.
Feedback from these dissemination procedures assisted the project staff in
further refining the proposed structure for the content of industrial arts.

At the conclusion of this phase of the project, it is anticipated that
additional funds will be fottheoming to advance the work into implementa-
ticu phases. Syllabi will be devcloped for the various educational levels,
starting with programs in the junio: high school. Instructional materials
such as textbooks, laboratory manuals, supplementary readings, models
and demonstration devices, and other teaching aids will be developed toform a complete educational package. Duriog the development of these
materials, field trials will be held in the public schools of Cincinnati, Ohio.The new program in industrial arts then will be introduced in selected
experimental centers throughout the nation, with in-service workshops and
curriculum consultants from the project staff aiding the local teachers and
administrators. A thorough evaluation of these experimental programs willbe conducted.

Summer institutes for teachers will be held parallel to the field testing of
the materials. It is expected that a pre-service collegiate tear.her education
program will be designed to provide future industrial arts teachers with the
new orientation and the requisite knowledge and skills.

The Industrial Arts Curriculum Project undertook the systematic
development of a structure for the body of knowledge from which
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instructional content can be derived. If this total effort is successful,
industrial arts as a curriculum arca will have a cohesive, comprehensive,
and internally consistent framework from which students can draw
mcaningtul insights int+ that complex and productive societal enterprise
modern industry. The benefits of such insights in terms of enlightened
citizenship, educational-occupational guidance, and integration with the
culture and the world of work would indeed be substantial.

It is the intent of this presentation to explain the rationale which has
been developed by the staff of the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project
(IA(P) for structuring the body of knowledge of industrial arts. It should
be added that this rationale is tentative, and the hope is that this
presentation will stimulate professional concern for this problem.

From the beginning, three assumptions as to the nature of industrial arts
were made:

1. Industrial arts is a study of industry. It is an essential part of the
education of all studen in order that they may better understand
their industrial environment and make wise decisions affecting their
occupational goals.

2. Man has been and remains curious about industry, its materials,
procesqr 1, research, and services.

3. Indy i societal institution that it is nccessary, for
insti , to place an emphasis on rnnceptualizing a
funu al. ucture of the field, i.e., a system ol uusic principles,
concepts, and unifying themes.

Further assumptions were made as the study progressed:
1. For purposes of analysis, man's knowledge must be categorized and

ordered logically.
2. To provide for the most effective and efficient transmission of

knowledge, the educator must codify and structure disciplined bodies
of knowledge.

3. The structure of a body of knowledge -an be developed before the
total curriculum is designed.

4. All domains of man's knowledge must be included if an effective
general educational program.

In carrying on tilt project, these assumptions dictated a search to
determine if there is an identifiable body of industrial knowledge and, if
so, its structure.

To adequately structure a body of knowledge requires that: 1) the
context must be defined, i.e., the boundaries or limitations must be
established; 2) the elements must be identified in a meaningful order; 3)
the sum of the elements must equal the context; and 4) the relationships
between elements must be discernible.

Industrial arts education, by its very name, is a study of industry.
Accepting this as a postulate, it follows then that the taxonomical question
to be answered is, "What is industry?" In order to answer this question in a
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logical manner, it is necessary to ask another question: "Does industry
have a body of knowledge?" This question in turn leads to the most
fundamental question of all: "Into what divisions might man's total
knowledge be categorized?"

The Structure of Man's Know/edge. Attempts to classify or categorize
the vast body of accumulated and recorded knowledge are difficult, since
there is controversy as to the nature of knowledge and because knowledge
is always in a state of development. Man's knowledge may be conceptual-
ized and ordered into four domains or classes as shown in Figure I (E.
Maccia, 1965a),

Figure I
The Four Domains of Man's Knowledge

_Men's Knowledge

Descriptive ELescriptive
1

Praxiological

The first domain is formal knowledge. The established disciplines within
formal knowledge serve as tools which are used to order all knowledge
and, therefore, could be abstracted as form or arrangement (syntactics)
Logic, mathematics, and linguistics are examples of such fundamental
disciplines.

The second domain is descriptive knowledge. The key term that may be
used to identify descriptive knowledge is "sciences." The sciences seek and
establish facts about phenomena and events and describe their interrela-
tionship. All of the disciplines that comprise the physical sciences, the
biological sciences, and the social sciences represent descriptive knowl.
edge.

The third domain of man's knowledge may be termed prescriptive
knowledge. Disciplines within the humanities and fine arts seek to provide
man with a system (or systems) of valuesjudgments as to whether
phenomena or events ought to bewhether true and/or good and/or
beautiful.

The fourth domain of man's knowledge, one which is rarely recognized,
is praxiological knowledge. In the secondary school, courses in the
practical arts and vocational education are attempts at organization of such
knowledge. This domain is represented in higher education by the various
professional schools and departments. Among them would be medicine,
law, engineering, management, marketing, education, dentistry, dairy
technology, pharmacy, and many others. These so-called applied or
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deriued fields of knowledge draw upon the formal, descriptive, and
prescriptive domains as necessary but insufficient background for full
status in the practicing profession. Practice (or internship), per se, is
necessary also for proper training; but, together with formal, descriptive,
and prescriptive knowledge, it is not sufficient. These disciplines demand a
clinical or professional body of subject matter. This body of knowledge is
termed theory of practice, knowledge of practice, or praaiolcgyman's
ways of doing which bring about what is valued or what ought to be
through action.

The tertn "praxiology" comes from the Greek 'praxis' meaning to do, or
the practice of an art, science, or technical occupation. The suffix `olugy',
connoting a science or branch of knowledge, completes the full meaning:
the knowledge of man's practices.

The case herein made for the recognition of praxiology does not imply
any de-emphasis of the formal, descriptive, and prescriptive domains of
knowledge. They form, however, only a portion of the base upon which the
praxiological studies rest. In addition, the element of practical experience
is critical. It must be pointed out that a "knowledge of practice" does not
reduce the need for "knowledge" or for "practice." All three ingredients-
1 ) knowledge (traditional knowledge of formal, descriptive, and prescrip-
tive), 2) knowledge of practice (less traditional or less recognized
knowledge), 3) practiceare necessary for a complete educational
program.

Praxiology may be equated with technology only if one of the least
common of several meanings of the latter words is used. rechnology may
be taken to mean "hardware," technics of operating hardware, n
combination of the preceding, or "the science of the application
knowledge to practical purposes." Only in the latter instance is technology
synonymous with praxiology. Thus, it is necessary to use the tcrm
praxiology rather than technology if the goal is to communicate precisely.

From the above, teachers, doctors, lawyers, mechanics, and farmers all
are praxiologists. Few would class them all as technologists, and doctors
themselves generally would not accept the label of technologist. Because
technology has many meanings, the term "praxiology" serves better to
convey a single meaning.

Development of institutionalized Practice. Man's practices or patterns
of action have deN tloped as man himself has developed. As patterns of
action have become formalized over the ages, fundamental social
institutions have developed. Perhaps the most fundamental of primitive
man's normative patterns of behavior was the institution of the family. The
religious institution, with its evolving beliefs and practices, was also
fundamental to early man. As society developed, the institution of the
family was unable to accommodate all of man's practices.

Patterns relating to economic activity became formalized outside of the
family. Relationships developed regarding government or politics as society
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became more complex. A formalized pattern of education has become
more significaTA, throughout the development of man and the consequent
development of man's accumulated knowledge.

Cuber indicates that sociologists generally agree that the five fundamen-
tal social institutions of man are 1) familial, 2) religious, 3) cL;onomic, 4)
political, and 5) educational (Cuber, 1951, p. 433) (Figure II).

Rgure H

Basic Social Institutions

HUMAN
SOCIETY

Fa

"k4V11.
Religious

Political

Economic

Educational

Assuming these five institutions are fundamental, they may serve as
valuable constructs in conceptualizing man's practices. As in all categoriza-
tion or classification schemes, these divisions arc not precise since there arc
no sharp lines of demarcation and the functions often overlap. The
interrelationships between and among these institutions are many.

Industry and the Economic Institution. To the layman, terms such as
agriculture, business, and industry, taken collectively, grossly describe the
field of man's economic activity. For purposes of more precise analysis,
however, the elements of the economic institution must be more carefully
conceptualized. A structure of the economic institution which lends
intelligibility to its function is depicted in Figure III. Society has developed
this particular institution to provide its economic goods, commonly
divided into goods and services. This dichotomy is fallacious for the
purposes of this project. Therefore, in Flgure III, economic goods are
divided into material production and other economic ae 'vity.
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Even a casual review reveals that agricultural services are rendered by
agriculture. To separate the practices of tree pruning or plowing from
agricultural production because they are sometimes provided as services
off the farm serves little or no function in communicating the theory of the
practices. Similarly, to separate the practices of appliance repair from
industrial production because they are sometimes performed in the home
would serve no logical purpose in organizing the theory of those practices.

Services are provided by all the elements of th,-, economic institution,
thereby the term fails to qualify as a discrete category among the elements.
As agriculture and industry provide services, so do banks, advertising
agencies, and the schools. On this point, the Standat d Industrial Classifica-
tion Manual cannot be used for the purposes of this project. Some
establishments do engage primarily in service, and, for purposes of
gathering data relative to their economic significance, a service category for
these data may be appropriate. However, on a logical basis, particularly
with reference to the source and nature of the practices of servicing
material goods, services are integral to the material production elements
which develop and refine the service practices.

In view of the above, the term "services" does not appear in Figure III.
The elements of the economic institution all are considered to possess
service practices which appropriately are studied within the total context of
each particular element. Thus, manufacturing and construction services are
structured and would be studied as part of each respective element.

Within the economic institution industry may be conceived as being that
institutional element which substantially changes the form of materials to
satisfy man's material wants. Industry essentially includes construction and
manufacturing. While agriculture and mining also are engaged in material
production, they do not essentially change the form of the materials
produced. For this reason, they may be designated genetic or extractive
material production.

Utilities commonly are structured as separate categories or in conjunc-
tion with selected services. Utilities do not appear in this manner in Figure
III. Rather, they are subsumed, in manufacturing or in construction, as they
relate to material production. Thus, the conversion of coal to steam to
kilowatt hours of power is a manufacturing function, as is the operation of
Pi waste treatment plant. On the other hand, the building of manufacturing
or sanitary facilities is construction.

Figure IV presents the material production continuum which clarifies
the rektionships between the elements of material production. The genetic
or extractive material production of agriculture, forestry, fisheries, mining,
etc. may either provide materials to industry (construction and
manufacturing) which substantially change the forms of these
materials, or their production may be provided directly to the consumer.
For example, peas may be sold fresh to the consumer or be processed in
industry and then be distributed to the consumer. Similarly, coal may be
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provided directly to the consumer or it may be manufactured into briquets
or converted to kilowatts and then passed to the consumer. Gravel may be
provided directly to the consumer or it may be processed by manufacturing
and construction to concrete and to a structure, respectively.

Industry does not provide services except as they are related to material
goods. These material goods are serviced by installing, maintaining,
repairing, and altering them. Industry also provides the body of
knowledge used by those service establishments and individuals engaged in
the servicing of material goods. That is, when industry produces automo-
biles or buildings, it provides the theory of practice for their efficient
installation, use, alternation, maintenance, and repair by consumers,
operators, acid service men. Industry produces this body of knowledge and
for this reason it is a part of the study of industry.

Rgure IV
THE MATERIAL PRODUCTION CONTINUUM

Extractfte Construction

.uflAer

In accordance with the above, a study of aircraft production, as part of
-,tudy of industry, would include all that is involved in producing and
servicing aircraft. It also includes the development of operating practice-
and maintenance and repair practices. Industrial praxiology would nct
include a study of how an airline is planned, organized, and controlled CI
- tow it produces economic goods.

Only the practices employed in the management and the production
industrial material goods constitute the elements of the body of knowledp
which is industrial praxiology. The subject matter of industrial arts shoulc
be selected from ens body of knowledge.

In order to conceptualize the body of knowledge contained in industrial
praxiology, a matrix approach has been devised ag shown in Figure V
This approach provides a unique way of looking at the multi-dimensiona_
elements of the body of knowledge. In the three-dimensional matri_
approach, increasing levels of specificity may be added on one or atry
combination of the axes. If all three axes were developed, it would seem
theoretically possible to select an almost infmite number of combinations
ay.m the matrix. The obvious advantage of this approach is the movement
from the general to the specific.
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Figure V, the first order matrix of industrial praxiology, ineicates that
industrial management practices combined with industrial production
practices yield industrial material goods and affect humans and materials.

Subsequent figures separately categorize those practices which primarily
affect humans and those which primarily affect materials.

For analytcal purposes, the practices which affect human behavior must
be separated from the production setting although it is clear that the
electroplating process, for example, cannot be separated from concerns for
exhausting noxious fumes properly and for providing proper protective
shielding for workers. However, industrial health is a universal concern
throughout the establislunent, and this fact is evident only when its many
related practices are placed within some meaningful, all-encompassing
construct. Thus, the broadest generalizations about iodustrial practices toaffect worker safety may be identified independently of their specific
applications throughout the production environment, and they may not berecognized simply from a rendom sampling or even from a total
assemblage of the vast array of specific practices throughout indusay.

Figure VI depicts the second order matrim only of that portion of
industrial praxiology which primarily affects materials. This follows the
pattern introduced in the Figure V. except that Industrial Material Goodshave been separated into Manufactured and Constructed Industrial.Material Goods. A sample third order matrix is shown in Figure VII. The
shaded area from Fivre VI has been expanded in this figure to show that
formulating, researching, designing, developing, and engineering are
subelements under Planning; while site developing and structure erecting
are subelements under Processing. At this level, Constructed Industrial
Material Goods are divided into buildings and non-buildings.

A separate but parallel structure of industrial practices which affect
human behavior in industry is shown in Figure VIII. These practices are
Planned, Organized, and Controlled by management as it affects humans
through its practices of: Hiring, Training, Wor!cing, Advancing (up, down,
or out), and Retiring. These practices often are different in manufacturing
and in construction. Their --similarities and differences provide further
insight into their nature.

It should be repeated that while one can look sepnr.to.:ly at industrial
practices which primarily affect materials and those which primarily affect
humans, their interrelationships in the production setting are at least as
important as their separate entities. It is this latter fact which often is
ignored when e'.-aier type of practice is studied with disregard for the other,
something the adequate industrial arts program should not do.

The matrix approach being used in this analysis provides a unique way
of looking at the multiple dimensions of this body of knowledge.

Levels of specificity may be added to the model on all or on selected
dimensions. It is possible, for example, to expand the "industrialproduction" axis to a high level of refinement, while retaining the
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Figure V

FIRST ORDER MATRIX OF NDUSTRIAL PRAXIOLOGY

INDUSTRIAL MATERIAL GOODS
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Figure VI
SECOND ORDER MATRIX OF INDUSTRIAL PRAXIOLOGY
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Figure VII

SAMPLE THIRD ORDER MATRIX OF INDUSTRIAL PRAXIOLOGY
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Figure VIII

SECOND ORDER MATRIX OF INDUSTRIAL PRAXIOL'OGY
AFFECTING HUMANS
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generality of the "industrial goods" and the "industrial management"
dimensions. If all three dimensions were extensively developed, it would be
theoretically possible to select an infinite number of "tailor-made"
combinations of subject matter from the matrix. Thus, while the primary
responsibility of the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project is directed toward
industrial arts at the junior high school level, the principal analytical device
(the matrix of industrial praxiology) has potential applicability at all grade
and sophistication levels.

The possibilities for further development of the IACP Matrix along
systematic and analytically defensible lines are indeed bright. The
conceptual research must be continued in a disciplined, vigorous manner
until the structure has been sufficiently developed to permit the content
selection process to commence.

Concluding Statement. The Generalized Model of Industrial Praxiology
presented must not be construed as the ultimate or definitive structure for
the body of knowledge from which industrial arts subject matter is to be
selected. After thorough and extensive research, it represents the most
advanced and most promising conceptual construct that the Project staff
has been able to conceive. Its tentative quality is openly admitted, as all
conceptual schemes are subject to review, refinement, and modification.
Additional investigations, experimentation, and eventual widespread im-
plementation will assist in evolving this structure. The reliability and
validity of the generalized model will be enhanced to the extent that
curriculum workers can bt: mobilized for its development.
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